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SUMMARY

This thesis describes a little-known area of French religious and social history, the

guardianship and moral re-training given by certain religious orders to women and girls -

designated as "repentant" - who had been earning their living by prostitution, or were

suspected of having done so. Young girls and children considered polluted by association

with morally undesirable surroundings were also accepted for treatment by most of the

congregations, particularly in the second half of the century. The chapters deal with the

following subjects:

I Christian moral theology relating to prostitution and illicit sexual union; the early
refuges in France, and their unchanging nature.

II Society's attitude expressed in concrete terms - the regulation system and the
prison for prostitutes - and in intellectual terms, as it appeared in the work of two
influential social commentators and certain major figures in contemporary French
literature.

III - V A description of the foundresses and activities of five congregations
established between 1800 and 1852 which set up convent refuges, including the
major order devoted to this work, N.D. de Charité du Bon Pasteur d'Angers.

VI - Vm The life inside the refuge as it may be infened from the spiritual climate and
religious excercises; the background of the penitents and their use of the convent as

either a home or a temporary shelter; the ways in which income was raised to support
the institutions under study.

Conclusion: Theology has a very great influence on culture, even after the religion which

produced it is no longer widely believed in. The particular application of theology which

brought the convent refuges into being was a combination of mercy and life-denying

pessimism which resulted in an attempt to infantilise the subjects and keep them in the

convent's care until death, not as a punishment but as a means of saving their souls.

Unfortunately this appears to have resulted in only a fraction of the destitute women and

girls taken in being able to profit from the shelter offered.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis owes its existence initially to an appeal made by Dr A.J.B. Parent

Duchâtelet in the last chapter of his major work, De Ia Prostitution darn Ia Ville de Paris

(1836). Having chosen to describe maisons de refuge at the end of Volume II, Parent

compared the severe discipline of the one establishment known to him, which he called

"Le Bon Pasteur", with the benevolent system of a provincial house run by a working-

class foundress, for whose phenomenal success at reforming young prostitutes he had

only second-hand evidence. Yet he believed in his information so strongly that he

wrote:

Among those who are counted benefactors of the human Íace, aÍe there many as
meritorious as the venerable foundress in question? I like to think that the
example which she has given to the world will not be forgotten, and that the
house at Laval...will serve as a model for all those which may subsequently be

established.l

Parent had burned himself out by the time he reached the last chapters of De la

Prostitutíon, and died shortly after its completion. He had therefore not had time to

veriS all his facts. According to him the establishment atLaval was run communally;

the women taken in had built their own dwelling and lived happy, healthy lives there,

undisturbed by any but the most undemanding of religious exercises. Few left except

with reluctance, at the demand of their families. What had become of this glorious

enterprise? I could f,rnd no evidence that it had had imitators. Surmising that, because

of the foundress' vulgar origins it had been suppressed by hostile elements within its

local society, I decided to investigate and bring to light its surprisingly advanced

methods of reform. In order to throw these into sharp contrast, I also intended to study

the Parisian Maison du Bon Pasteur, which had been closed at some date prior to 1857,

according to the editon of the second edition of De Ia Prostitution. I wondered to find

no evidence of any study done on either of the refuges in question, historical or

1 Parent-Duchâtelet, De Ia Prostitution dans taVille de Paris, J.B. Bailliere, Paris, 2nd Ed., 1857,

Vol. II, p.389.
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otherwise, particularly since I was assured from France that the archives of La

Mayenne, in which Laval is situated, had survived undamaged. However, I was not

sorry to think that I might be the first to uncover what must have been an unusual

experiment in redemptive social work. My aim was to produce a very specialised,

intensive study.

I realise now that I was led by optimism rather than reason. I was convinced that

Parent would not have praised the Laval house so warmly without strong evidence, and

therefore, one in France, I decided to consult his notes. Surprised to find no trace of

them in either the French National Library or Archives, I approached the family itself.

In Paris one of its members, who had a passion for family records, received me kindly,

although I had been warned that he had rejected other historians. Perhaps because of

my genuine admiration for his distinguished ancestor, he showed me the catalogue of

all the documents kept in one of the family's country houses. Three bundles of notes

were mentioned as being among these, but when they were sent for on my behalf it

turned out - after a very long interval - that they no longer existed. The whole of the

Parent-Duchâtelet family archives, covering four hundred years, had been mysteriously

mislaid in the 1950's, when the house in which they were stored had undergone

extensive renovations. This great loss had been kept secret from the rest of the family

until my request to see some actual documents revealed the absence of any. Thus the

proposed thesis, which might have developed into a biography of Parent-Duchatelet,

had to continue without any help from him.

To come to the point, I found that the house at Laval - Miséricorde - still

functioned, as did the Bon Pasteur of which Parent had written, but their archives had

not been removed to any dépot open to public scrutiny, nor was I able to gain access to

enough documents from them alone on which to base a thesis. About half-way through

my period of research in France, in 1985, I realised that although in response to my

letters from Australia the convents had promised to help me "de tout notre possible" ,

my arrival in the flesh produced a very limited number of documents and never the

registers or any letters regarding the former inmates. The sisters seemed universally
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wary of investigations by an outsider, as if their view was still clouded by memories of

the hostility engendered between the congregations and the Third Republic at the turn of

the century. As the practices within their houses had remained very similar to those of

the seventeenth century until the 1940's at least, this idea is not so far-fetched as it

seems. In any case, I found that until Vatican II the Miséricorde de Laval, which I had

destined to be the main subject of my study, had always been run on conventual lines,

with the kind of religious exercises and penances which Parent-Duchâtelet had deplored

fîrmly in favour from its foundation: he had been misled as to its methods. It appeared

to me therefore that I must either choose another subject for my thesis or attempt to

make a suitable academic offering out of mere gleanings.

This led me to consider the question of why so very little had been written on the

subject of the convent refuges in France, where so much has been produced regarding

the history of women and of religion. My conclusion was that it was the fact that these

establishments dealt with prostitutes which had cut them off from research, particularly

from research into ecclesiastical history, of which their study forms a legitimate part.2

In his preface to Les Filles de Noce, Alain Corbin is clear that French historians at least

have rejected the study of prostitution, condemning it as unchanging and therefore

unhistorical.3 In an article written for J-P. Aron's Misérable et Glorieuse in 1980 he

goes even further. The temptation is great for French historians, he says, to throw the

prostitute out of the field of women's history. "The trade in sex, imposed by the male,

full of masculine fantasies, frozen in its immutable forms, could not concern the

evolution of women's destiny except very marginally. To study it appears to suggest

an acceptance of stereotypes born of sexual repression rather than facts of everyday

life."4 Corbin himself rejects this attitude and inclines to that expressed by

contemporary Anglo-Saxon historians, whose studies have succeeded in relating

2I exceptCharles Chauvin, whose thesis Egtise et Prostitution: enquete historique et perspeclives
pastorales,presenúed to the University ofStrasburg in 1973 is unique in is field, as fa¡ as I
know.

3 Rluin Corbin, Les FiIIes de Noce: misere sexuelle et prostitution aux 19e et 20e siecles, Aubier
Montaigne, Paris, 1978.

4 F o* the essay "La prostitué e" in Misérable et glorieuse; la femme du XIXe siecle, J-P. Aron
(ed), Fayard, 1980, p.41.
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prostitution intimately to the social expression of male power and the expansion of

capitalism.

The question of prostitution began in interest female historians as early as 1970.

Documentary evidence of a personal nature was found to be so meagre that scholars had

to base their research on police or municipal archives, or accounts kept by charitable

organisations dealing with the very poor, yet the results were fruiful. Over the next ten

years Judith Walkowitz, Frances Finnegan and Ruth Rosen in particular published

powerful and convincing studies covering the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, which showed that prostitution is not a static, historically useless

phenomenon but faithfully mirrors social change in areas particularly relevant to the

family and to the working classes.s In particular Walkowitz's study of the English

attempt to control the spread of syphilis by introCucing the French regulation system

showed clearly that a historian can draw conclusions of a very wide scope from the

study of the latter phenomenon, which was an accepted feature of continental society.

In the last twenty-seven years women historians have demonst¡ated clearly the anti

female bias of the offrcial treatment of public women by the modern state, its injustice,

its assumption that the prostitute is not an equal, its willingness to punish by

imprisonment an act which is not an offence at law. They have also demonstrated that

fluctuations in the severity with which control is enforced also indicate that stricbress or

laxity towards the prostitute can demonstrate the anxieties of the society in question, its

concern with its own degeneration and sickness.

As Corbin says in the preface to his extremely well documented study of

prostitution and sexual poverty in the 19th and 20th centuries in France, the historian

5 J.K. V/alkowitz, "'We are not Beasts of the Field': prostitution and the campaign against the
Contagious Diseases Acts, 1869-1886" in Clio's Consciousness Raised: New Perspeclives on
the History of Women, eds.May Hartman and Lois Banner.

"The Making of an Outcast Group" in A Widening Sphere: changing roles of Victorian women,
ed. Martha Vicinus, Bloomington, Indians University Press, 1977.

Prostitution andVictoriqn Society: Wo¡nen, Class and the State, Cambridge Univenity Press,
Cambridge, 1980.

F. Finnegan, Poverty and Prostitution: a study of Victorian prostitutes inYork, Catrrbridge
University Press, I-ondon, 1979.

R. Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood: prostitution in America, 1900-1918, JohnSHopkins University
Press, 1982.
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will find the figure of the prostitute "standing at the crossroads of all anxieties". IIe

describes his essay not as a thesis but as an opening of perspectives, a long and

thoughtful look at male behaviour - particularly in the form taken by the système

réglementaire - offercd for the consideration of his colleagues whose indifference to this

field of study he deplores6

Yet even Corbin fails to distinguish religious anxiety among those surrounding

the prostitute at the crossroads. In his shortened version of Parent-Duchâtelet's classic

work he omits the last section "On the repentance of prostitutes" completely, without

explanation, an illustration of the phenomenon that of all the typologies used by the

relatively few historians of prostitution today, that related to religious experience has

been completely ignored. The asylums for the sexually disgraced women which were a

feature of religious culture in Europe since the twelfth century have attracted far less

attention than the regulation system which was only made official in the nineteenth.

Frances Finnegan is a notable exception, although the York Refuge to which she

devotes a whole chapter was not run by membçrs of the Roman Catholic Church.

Colin Jones' article on the creation and fortunes of the Bon Pasteur of Montpellier does

take a Catholic refuge as its subject, but the nature and transition of authority is its

theme rather than a consideration of the underlying motives for the actions he

describes.T Both he and Judith Godden, writing about Catholic and Protestant asylums

in Sydney, are more interested in class relationships between the women who

patronised or staffed these institutions than in relating their motives to their religious

beliefs.8 Also, the treatment given to the inmates of these shelters is assumed by all

ó Apart from Erica-Maria Benabou, female historians in France have avoided the study of
prostitution, æ have almost all men. One of Corbin's pupils, Jacques Termeau, is a notable
exception. His thesis on the provincial experience of prostitution in cenEal Western France was
published in 1986 by I-es Editions Cénomane as Maisons closes de Province. The mighty
Awales, where one might have hoped for a larger harvest, has published only two a¡ticles:
Jacques Rossiaud's '?rostitution, jeunesse et sexualité dans les villes de la France du sud-est au

15e siecle", Annales, 1976,no.2, and"Laprostituúon florentine au XVe siecle", by Richard C.

Trexler, Annales,1981, no. 6.
7 C. Jon"r, "Prostitution and the Ruling Class in 18th-century Montpellier" , History Workshop,

Issue 6, Autumn 1978.
8 J. Godd"n, "sectarianism and Purity within the Woman's Sphere: Sydney Refuges during the

Late nineteenth Century", f ournal of Religious History, Vol. 14, June 1987.
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contemporary historians who know of the subject to have been essentially rebarbative,

and therefore useless as a reforming agent, but no study yet published much space to a

consideration of this paradox.

Consideration of these points changed my focus of interest: I decided to present

what I could find about the nineteenth-century convent refuges in France, not so as to

provide a contrast between a "good" house and a "bad", which was in my mind

originally, but so as to show through a wider study what a powerful influence theology

has had on how certain aspects of sexuality are seen in France, an influence just lately

diminished in this particular case. I no longer sought to distinguish the sfrands of class,

gender and role model within the network of life inside a refuge, for which I would

have needed to see all the primary source data available within at least one house.

Instead I decided to assemble a crowd of more general testimony and use it to throw

light ;on a picture which historians have never seen. I eventually obtained enough

archival material to be able to focus on the fine detail in two areas within this image: the

completed picture I believe to be sufficiently informative to be worth the time and

trouble it has cost me.

+t*+ t*+t* +t*+ t*+

I have used the metaphor of gleaning in an almost empty field to express my

sense of being about a difficult though n$otally unrewarding study. Its value to me is

better shown by another metaphor. Imagine history as a vast, pictorial mosaic floor,

damaged by time and circumstance, with figures representing historians here and there

all over it, singly or in groups. They are concerned with restoration, laboriously fitting

back into the whole the little coloured pieces collected outside from piles of other

damaged fabric. Some of the recovered squares fill out the background of a scene;

some are crucial to the reconstruction of a face, a hand, an implement. All are

necessary to varying degrees, for as sections a¡e filled in large areas become intelligible

and are seen to relate to a coherent whole.
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The document that follows represents some of this restoration work, done in the

large area called "France". One of the background figures of a group known as

"sexually disgraced women" has been partially filled in; it shows her entering a convent

refuge, a building of antique shape whose image is full of lacunae, but whose function

and personnel is now more clearly defined. The striking group of the prostitute at the

crossroads of all anxieties also gains in significance, if it can be seen that a church

stands near the crossroads.

The great image of the Church in France is of course constantly being embellished

with new material by teams of ecclesiastical historians, but very few of them work on

the crossroads side, although it looks as if one of the buildings side chapels must open

there. To put it plainly, the underlying argument of this thesis is that in discussing

prostitution in the nation formerly known as "the eldest daughter of the Church", it is

unhistorical to ignore the theology which has contributed to the people's understanding

of reality. The West is till too near the age of faith to have grown up in ignorance of its

values and shall probably never do so, for history shows that it is the nature of

Christianity to experience passionate revivals. I therefore argue that the toleration and

support given to the convent refuges in France in the nineteenth century were the result

of an interpretation of the prostitute's essential nature handed down by moral theology.

The interest taken by writers and reformers in the problem her presence represented in

society was also accompanied (if unconsciously) by prejudices which stemmed from a

level in French culture where the Church's estimation of good and evil was still rooted,

as yet unreached by either the Enlightenment or the Revolution.

Therefore I believe that the convent refuges were not anachronisms, although in

this century, and only since the second World War, they have finally become so.

Before that they embodied an extreme expression of Christianity's attitude to life in the

world, certainly of Catholic moral theology with regard to sinful women. The Golden

Legend tells that Mary Magdalen, after Christ's ascension, spent the rest of her life in

penitence and prayer from which only death released. Heaven was her great reward,

and only heaven. This is not to be taken lightly. The image was irnposed in fact on the
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lives of disgraced women in the refuges. Those that I studied were founded by

different persons in different circumstances, but their belief system was the same.

Despite variations in individual tone, often very clearly expressed, the atmosphere of

the convent refuges was one of painful preparation for a holy death. No realistic effort

was made to condition the many women and girls who passed through them for re-

entry into society at a respectable level. The local bishop's representative was a regular

visitor; the local mayor and prefect had the right o inspect - rarely used. It is arguable

that no steps were taken by the French Church or state to alter the quality of life within

the refuges, even in the nineteenth century, partly because of the unresolved conflict, in

society and the Church itself, between the old conviction of the necessity to repress and

contain female sexuality and the desire to show mercy to the unfortunate.

The title of the study is more general than I had first intended. On one hand,

although in France form the twelfth century the refuge was designed to shelter repentant

prostitutes, yet I could barely find concrete proof that those of the nineteenth had ever

taken in any of the "lost sisterhood". On the other hand, troublesome, rebellious, or

homeless girls, and those imprisoned for "moral vagabondage", were certainly among

the refuges' inmates. For this reason my title speaks of sexual disgrace rather than

prostitution, although the tone of those contemporary writers who mention the girls at

all always implies a shame too great to give a name to, leaving the reader to think the

worst of all of them.

Towards the end of my perid overseas I had the good fortune to encounter in the

outskirts of Bordeaux a soeur archiviste and a mother superior generous enough to

allow a stranger to examine what were to them sacred documents, the registers for the

first forty-one years of their Miséricorde's existence, made when its venerable

foundress was still alive.9 These books assisted me to present what I believe is a

9 In conEast to this was my experience with the retired superioress of the extinct Refuge Sainte
Anne outside Paris. Mother St Pierre admitæd that she had upstairs several cartons of letters and
other documents relevant to ttre history of the house, but she had been told by the Prior to whom
she was subject that "the archives do not exist." In any case she could not allow me to see them,
because as at her age she could not decipher the writing, she could not tell whether the documents
were suitable to be shown to an outsider or not. Apart from this her reception of me personally
was very kind.
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credible image of the penitent, the humble base upon which the structure of any refuge

rested, for whose betterment the nuns were holy, the walls thick; on whose labour,

early and late, depended the ability of the house to feed its inmates, and with whose

sufferings Heaven itself was pleased.

That such gtls should weep for their sins is a conviction derived from the first

records of Christianity; therefore the opening chapter of the thesis is an account of the

development of the Church's attitude to prostitution and the establishment of the early

refuges in France. Chapter II contains evidence both of the lasting effect of this

theology on nineteenth-century attitudes to the disgraced female and also of the pressure

to understand and to help them.

Chapters III, IV and V concern the refuges actually studied. They describe the

renewed activities of two long-established female congregations, and the development

of one of them into an international order. Three small, autonomous foundations are

also covered here. I did not attempt to give an account of the congregation of Notre

Dame du Refuge, the second-largest institute of the two that were and are devoted

specifically to work among sexually disgraced women in France. My reasons are,

f,ustly that their constitutions and methods were almost identical with those of the most

important order, N.D. du Bon Pasteur d'Angers, which I did describe at length.

Secondly I was told by other historians what I found for myself in practice, that the

autonomous houses of this congregation ¿ue even harder to deal with than those of its

nineteenth-century rival, the aforementioned Bon Pasteur. Indeed, with regard to the

latter,I found my attempts to communicate completely useless in France, but the mother

house of the Australian province was much more welcoming. It made some very

interesting, little known secondary source material available to me.

The last three chapters cont¿in f,rrst, an account of "the spirituality of the refuge",

the way in which the centuries-old moral theology was appreciated and put into practice

within the enclosure. A description of the penitents follows, using the registers of the

Miséricorde de Bordeaux, together with a suggestion of the way life "inside" might

appear to those it was meant to reform. Finally, in Chapter VIII, evidence is produced
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of the exploitation of female labour which could so easily be the darker side of refuge

life, yet one which, by the power of theology, the exploiters could amply justify to

themselves. The material in this chapter is largely data from the departmental a¡chives

of Maine etLoire.

Often, while digging for information in France, I saw a promising vein of

research disappear into unmineable rocks of obstinacy, even hostility, on the part of

archival custodians; often what looked good turned out to be worthless for my

purposes, yet I was still able to uncover much that was interesting, informative and

new. The evidence that I present is, I believe, firm enough to support what can be

called a work of combined theological and social history. It is a consistent account of

an institution which in the nineteenth century appeared to be merely a survival from a

lost age of faith, and yet whose raison d'etre was implicitly accepted by society, so

much so that it multiplied throughout France and indeed the world, to an extent never

seen before. It was a paradoxical creation, to some a work of mercy divinely inspired,

and for others a life-denying form of repression to which earning their bread from

prostitution was the preferred alternative.



PART ONE: THEOLOGY, THE STATE AND THE FALLEN WOMAN
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Chapter I - Theology and the early refuges

From the very beginning of its history the Christian Church in the West has

directed its message to mankind universally, aiming to reach the largest number,

irrespective of rank and sex. If, used to wealth and power, it has neglected the poor,

at times of spiritual revival a renewed appreciation of the character and life of Jesus its

founder, born among the poor, has drawn it back repeatedly to its apostolate among

the masses and the sea¡ch for even the scabbiost lost sheep. Despite the counter-

current of late antiquity's pessimism regarding the flesh, the very early appearance of

its written scriptures required the Church to consider even prostitutes as part of the

great body of "the sick" for whom the Lord had come.

While he was at dinner in the house it happened that a number of tax collectors
and sinners came to sit at the table with Jesus and his disciples. When the
Pharisees saw this, they said to his disciples, 'Why does your master eat with
tax collectors and sinners?' When he heard this he replied, 'It is not the healthy
who need the doctor, but the sick. Go and learn the meaning of the words:
What I want is mercy, not sacrifice. And indeed I did not come to call the
virtuous, but sinners.'l

The prostitute is even singled out by Luke,2 who reported the classic scene in

which a woman, known publicly as a sinner, took her place behind Jesus as he

reclined at table and washed his feet with her tears, wiped them with her hair and

anointed them with oil. He accepted her worship and absolved her with the words

"...her sins, her many sins, must have been forgiven her, or she would not have

shown such great love." Matthew (Ch.26, w. 6-,ti)) and Mark (Ch. 14, vv. 3-9) tell of

an unnamed woman who poured costly perfumed oil over the Messiah's head, again

while he sat at table, in the home of Simon the leper at Bethany. There is no indication

that the woman was of bad character; her offering was accepted as an anointing "in

preparation of my burial" by Jesus, who was coming to the end of his ministry. A

1 Matthew Ch. 9, vv. 10-13. The Jerusalem Bible is used here and for subsequent quotations.
2 Luke Ch. 7, vv. 36-50.
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later gospel, that of St John (Ch.lz, vv. 1-8), appears to link the three accounts by

describing an incident at the house of Lazarus at Bethany, six days before the Passover

at which Jesus died. In this account the woman is named - Mury, sister of Lazarus.

She pours costly oil of nard over Jesus' feet and wipes them with her hair. As in the

similar accounts in Matthew and Mark, Jesus rebuked those who accused the woman

of extravagance and accepted her action as appropriate in view of his coming death.

There is no mention of sin or forgiveness.

Pope Gregory the Great (590-604:¡ identified the female sinner with the long

hair and Lazarus' sister Mary as the same woman (despite the differences in the

scriptural accounts) and this woman was further identified as having been a disciple of

Jesus known as Mary of Magdala "from whom Seven demons had gone out"4. Thus

over a period of time the word "Magdalen" became the synonym for a repentant

prostitute who had turned to Christ. The Golden Legend has it that the original

Magdalen tavelled to Marseilles in southern France afær the resurrection of Jesus and

where she converted many, before retiring to a lonely spot in order to spend the rest of

her life in prayer and penance.

In conffast to the radical teaching of Christ, who warned the religious authorities

of the day that "tax collectors and prostituæs are making their way into the Kingdom of

God before you",5 the early Church had also inheriæd through the Hebrew scriptures

the metaphor of the prostitute as the image of treachery to God:

Lift up your eyes to the bare heights and look! Is there a single placewhere yoy
have ñoi offered your body? You waited by the roadside for clients like an Arab
in the desert. You have polluted the country with your prostitution and your
vices.6

3 Dates after the name of any pope refer to his pontihcaæ, not to birth and death
4 Luke, Ch.8, v.2.
5 Matthew, Ch.2l, v.31.
6 Jeremiah, Ch.3 vv. l-2.
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This passage refers to the worship of Baal in Judah and Israel, which entailed the

practice of sacred prostitution and infant sacrifice by fire in the god's hilltop shrines.

Yet despite the rage within the divine messages, the God of Israel is always ready to

pardon. The book of Hosea expresses this most cleady. The prophet believed himself

commanded to marry a prostitute, to suffer her eventual befrayal and then to take her

back again as his wife - all in order to demonstrate to the Jews the relationship between

themselves and the Most High.

This theme is entirely ignored, not to say repudiated, by the writer of

Revelations. He destined his material for a minority church persecuted by Rome,

which he saw in a vision as Babylon, the great r.vhore clothed in purple and scarlet,

sitting on seven hills:

...and she was holding a gold winecup filled with the disgusting filth of her
fornication; on her forehead was written a name...'Babylon the Great, the
mother of all the prostitutes and all the filthy practices on the earth.' I saw that
she was drunk, drunk with the blood of the...martyrs of Jesus.T

The image of the whore who fornicated with kings and grew drunk on the blood of the

saints was used, centuries later, by Protestants as a symbol of that same church which

had survived ancient Rome's persecution and succeeded to her place of honour on the

seven hills, an indication of the enduring power of Revelations to appeal to Christians

under stress.

A dichotomy exists therefore in the New Testament which was not present in the

Old. The Hebrew prophets compared God's people to a harlot, culpable but destined

for full rehabilitation. "Though your sins be as scarlet they shall be white as snow".8

The Christian texts contain two contrasting attitudes, that embodied in Christ's

treatment of an actual woman, coupled with his habitual acceptance of prostitutes as the

equals of other believers, and the hatred of the whore herself expressed in the thrilling

7 Revelations, Ch. 17, vv. 4,5.
8 Isaiah, Ch.l, v.18.
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poetry of two whole chapters of Revelations. The latter, by using the figure of the

prostitute to represent an alien, irremediable and unpardonable evil, does not allow the

Christian to identify with her in any way.

Although the response of Christians to persecution by the decadent Roman state

was only one factor in the development of the Early Church's identification of sexual

pleasure with evit, it was reinforced by the action of the Roman authorities, who

acknowledged the new religion's preoccupation with moral purity by sending Christian

women into the brothels while the men went to the arena. Thus Tertullian was able to

make his famous profession of faith:

Your injustice proves our innocence.
tterly in giving up a Christian woman to
u have shown that for us the stain upon
n any punishment or any death. And

it you...We increase every time that you

cut us down. The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church.9

The Influence of Augustine

Whereas in its early stages Christian moral teaching was comparatively

unsystematic and unreflective, the entry of educated pagans into the Church brought

about the development of that moral theology which Augustine's thought was to

dominate both in his lifetime and for centuries thereafter. In the fint place he entered

fully into the already present preoccupation with sin, and argued powerfully for the

doctrine of St Paul, which teaches that Adam's sin was passed on by inheritance to all

of his race without exception. It was a distortion of the order of being between man

and God for which Adam and mankind were justly punished, and this justice was as

pure when it condemned an unbaptised baby to hell as it was when sending a hardened

sinner there, for in both cases the soul in question was already lost:

9 Tertullian, Apologetics, 50
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The melancholy consequence of that original sin is that human nature is vitiated,
and lust and ignorance a¡e its lot, to such an extent that it o
appreciate the futl seriousness of that first wicked act h
rèsutæ¿ in the whole human race, which had its roots poi a

'massa damnata'.lo

Despite an inherited condition which relentlessly inclines allto evil, Augustine

also taught that when a person responds to the call of the holy spirit, the grace of

Christ heals the effects of original sin and personal sin. The soul thereafter is not only

whole but at last genuinely free, and the human nature becomes henceforward

divinised. Natural virtue is useless to procure this state: only grace will provide it. A

relapse into sin or unbelief is a perversion of the freedom of the Christian, and entirely

the fault of the person involved. Augustine also recognised that God may choose to

whom He will offer this priceless gift, therefore it may happen that some never receive

it, through no apparent fault of thei¡ own. Belief in divine justice is therefore an act of

faith, not of reason. His theological position in this regard was confirmed by the

Council of Ephesus (431) and the Second Council of Orange (529).

Faced with a divided Church after the Reformation, Catholic theologians re-

emphasized the primacy of Augustine as a teacher of morals by enshrining his thought

in its decree on justification. The result of relying so heavily on one interpretation of

the power of grace was, or perhaps one should say is, that a Christian sinner is left

without any excuse for his or her moral weakness, whether he or she plead personal or

social deficiencies.ll This view of reality has proved itself hostile to attempts to find

social justice through political means, and understandably so, for it locates the solution

to the problem of evil in the individual will, which only needs to act in submission to

the teaching of the Church for it to be healed and cleansed, and society with it in

10 John Mahoney, The Making of Moral Theology: a study of the Roman Catholic Tradition,
Clarendon Press, 1987,p. 46, translating fromDe civ' Dei,2l,12.
11 It has been applied to justify the prohibition of contraceptives within marriage by papal encyclicals
ofPius )(I 0930) and Paul VI 0968).
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consequence. As Mahoney says, to hold another view would be tantamount to

admitting that in some circumstances God (who only speaks through the Church and

the scriptures) compels man to sin by demanding of him what he is unable to do, and

thereby acts unjustþ, which is a blasphemous proposition.

St Augustine's second and equally powerful legacy to the Western Church is his

teaching regarding sexuality. His pride in his own reason and will had been constantly

humiliated before his conversion by what was apparently a very strong sexual drive.

The dissipation into which it led him convinced the future Father of the Church of the

truth of St Paul's teaching that there is a law of sin in the very members of a man's

own body which wars against the spirit and its desire for God. Woman is the creature

whose physical presence arouses lust in a man even against his will; as Eve she

lepresents the corporeal side of man, taken from him in the beginning to be his

helpmeet in the work of procreation, but not necessary in any other way. For other

functions, particularly those of a spiritual nature, another male is more suitable. The

identification of woman with the flesh and the flesh with sexual temptation made her a

living image of the corrupt and ephemeral world of matter which the antique

civilisations of the West had come to disfust. The Christian Church did not invent the

rejection of the body which it found so well supported in the writings of Paul, but it

did incorporate it into its moral teachings. Augustine and Jerome, although opposed

by the Fathers of the Greek Church, laid a foundation for a rejection of sexuality and a

disffust of marriage which have influenced the lives of millions in the West.12 Thus to

Augustine even the marriage of Christian partners, in which sexual union is used only

for procreation, cannot compare with virgin chastity maintained deliberately in

12 Before the Second Vatican Council one of the most widely used texts on moral theology was the
Theologia moralis summc¿, by P.M. Zalba, Biblioteca de autores cristianos, Madrid, 1957. Zalba
considered lust to be always both gravely sinful and intrinsically so and defined it as "any inordinate use
of the powers of generation". Today, although the Roman magisterium still teaches that contraceptive
intercourse, fornication, adultery and sodomy are mortal sins, in the same class as infanticide,
euthanasia, suicide and genocide, agrcat many Roman Catholic moral theologians now dissent from the
opinion of authority in questions involving sexuality, self-destruction, and abortion. See Principles of
Catholic Moral Life, ed. William E. May, Franciscan Herald Press, Chicago, 1981.
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imitation of Christ. Heaven, he believed, reserved its highest rewards for virgins of

both sexes.

Let mariages possess their own good...A11 these however are offices of human
duty: but virginal chastity and freedom through pious continence from all sexual
intercourse is the portion of Angels and a practice, in corruptible flesh, of
perpetual incomrption. To this let all fruitfulness yield, all chastity of married
life; ...heaven hath not chastity of married life. Assuredly they will have
something great beyond others in that coÍrmon immortality who have something
already not of the flesh, in the flesh.l3

Also in the fourth century the Greek Father, St John Chrysostum, concerned to

prevent the men of his flock from contamination by the popular pagan relaxation of

going to the brothel, was one of the first Christian preachers to associate sexual desire

with filth, in his Fifth Homily on I Thessalonians:

Impurity is a pernicious evil for all: the swine covered with dirt spreads infection
all along its path. One sees only, smells only the stink of the dungheap. It is the
very image of fornication.

This metaphor reflects a poor light upon marriage when the latter is recommended, as it

was by Chrysostom, as a means of containing male desire within morally acceptable

bounds. Augustine had already considered the problem of controlling male desire.

His most memorable statement regarding it comes fuom De Ordine, a philosophical

dialogue written six months before his baptism in 386 a.d., in which he attempted to

prove that Divine Providence holds even the harlot within a beneficial order:

Is there anything more sordid, more miserable, more shameful and dishonouring
than the condition of prostitutes, procurers and other evils of the same kind?
Expel the courtesans however, and passion will overturn the world. Put them in
the position of married women, you will sow infamy and dishonour. Thus such

13 Of Hoty Virginity, from Seventeen Short Treatises of St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, ranslated by
members of the Anglican Church, Oxford, John Henry Parker and F. & J. Rivington, London, 1847,

p.315.
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people have, with regard to morals, a totally impure life, but the laws of order
assign them a place, albeit the most vi1e.14

Therefore Augustine did not preach that brothels should be suppressed, for they were a

necessary part of the saeculum, which may be roughly translated as "the world", and

meant by him to represent "the sum total of human existence as we experience it in the

present, as we know it has been since the fall of Adam, and as we know it will

continue until the Last Judgment", after which it will be totatly destroyed.l5 Yeq ffue

to the earliest Christian tradition, Augustine was able to regard the soul of the prostitute

as being as valuable as any other, and she too might enter the "City of God" on earth

by receiving, through God's mercy, grace to lead a totally reformed life. What we

have in his teaching then is an affirmation of Christ's mercy to the prostitute, coupled

with a firm rejection of any moral worth in her trade, notwithstanding its usefulness in

"the world". The fact that God will give grace to the repentant whore is also linked

closely with the idea that the reform it will effect will lead her out of the world forever,

like the Magdalen, in order to follow Christ. It must also be emphasised that, until

very recently, when the Church ever spoke of mercy it was speaking not of good to the

physical or social being of the sinner on eatrh, but offering survival in a supernatural

realm, glorious existence, a union with the divine that was totally umerited. In its own

terms it was offering far more than merely health and happiness in the present lifetime.

+t*+*+*+t*+t*+

Accounts of the first four centuries of Christianity show frequent reference to the

conversion of prostitutes undertaken by monks, who persuaded the women to enter

convents or hermitages, for a new and powerful teaching of the early Church,

particularly coÍrmended by St Jerome, allowed women to redeem their essentially

14 Augustine, De Ordine,Il, IV, 12.
15 Peter Brown, Religion and Society in the Age of Augustine, New york, 1972, p.37
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carnal nature by the practice of chastity and the avoidance of marriage in favour of the

monastic life. The virtue of chastity was associated by the Fathers with great spiritual

powers, in fact it was the prerequisite for attaining them. By this means women, even

the most degraded, were encouraged to believe that they might attain to spiritual

heights never offered them by the religions of antiquity: communion with the divine,

spiritual nature of God himself. As well as St Mary Magdalen, two former prostitutes

were credited with the attainment of sanctity by the early Church, St. Pelagia and St.

Mary the Egyptian. The first had lived a dissolute life as an actress until her

conversion. Afterwards, disguised as a man, she devoted herself to penances in the

Garden of Olives in Jerusalem, where she stayed until her death in 457. St Mary had

seventeen years'experience as a prostitute before her conversion in 373. For the rest

of her life she lived as a desert hermit, enduring a long period of intense psychological

stress before finding peace in old age.

By the sixth century, through the use of the sacrament of confession, the Church

in Western Europe claimed an empire over all sexual practices, licit or illicit, and the

right to interrogate the faithful on their most intimate actions, as well as their thoughts

while performing them. Sins against nature, sodomy, bestiality and the avoidance of

conception, were graver offences than having intercourse with a whore, which was

classed as only simple fornication.l6 The Church also imposed sanctions against

marital intercourse on Fridays and also during Lent, Holy Week, before Christmas and

on the eve of notable feast days, in order that the tainted pleasures of love might be

prohibited in honour of the holy season, it being axiomatic then and until very recent

times that spiritual life must flourish at the expense of the flesh rather than in harmony

with it. "We do not claim that marriage is shameful", wrote Pope Gregory the Great,

"but...this licit conjugal union cannot take place without fleshly delight...this

voluptuous pleasure...cannot in any manner be held to be guiltless."17 In his book on

16 See the table of the sins of lust in the Appendix I.
I7 l.-l-. Flandrin, (Jn lemps pour embrasserj Ed. du Seuil, Paris, 1983, p.126.
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the origins of Western sexual morality Jean-Louis Flandrin concludes that the monastic

orders which became the driving force and the executors of the Church's missionary

endeavour in Europe between the sixth and the eleventh centuries, ended by making

the sexual discipline of obedient Christian couples almost as severe as that practised in

monasteries. Nevertheless it became evident that however intimately the Church was

linked with the power of the state it would never be possible to enforce the rule of

chastity on males in civil life, and so a toleration of prostitution as a prop of public

order that had been sanctioned by St Augustine, continued to exist side by side with

the rigid moral condemnation of all sexual intercourse outside marriage.

This ambiguity was given practical expression by the canonists, the lawyers of

the medieval church. James Brundage indicates their importance to historians by

pointing out that, since the Church was the largest and most intricate institutional

structure in society at the time, its legal system was immensely influential in

determining the attitudes and policy of medieval people at every level. The ranks of the

canonists included some of the ablest and most powerful minds of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, whose insights and ideas, atthough embedded in lengthy and often

tortuous legal treatises, "had far greaær impact on the functioning of governments, the

enforcement of social policy, and the workings of business than the ideas of any

comparable group of writers."ls On the whole they supported the Church's distrust of

sexuality, even in marriage. Their founding father, the monk Gratian, accepted St

Jerome's definition of a prostitute, that "A whore is one who is available for the lust

of many men", thereby placing promiscuity rather than an act of sale as the determining

factor in deciding whether a woman was a harlot or not, a decision which reinforced

the tendency in European society to equate sexual pleasure with sin. In the article just

cited and in his most recent work, Brundage found more evidence of the weight of St

Augustine's pronouncement in De ordine, considering it probable that the attitude

l8 Jarnes A. Brundage, "Prostitution in the Medieval Canon Law", Signs, Summer 1976, Vol. I'
No.4., p.826.
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expressed therein is the wellspring of later medieval and even modern thought

regarding prostitution.19 Another influential pronouncement in canon law regards

possible ci¡cumstances mitigating the harlot's guilt for carrying on her trade. It was

accepted that poverty was one of the root causes of prostitution, but the canonists

decreed that however hungry or desperate the woman might be, she was not justified

in turning to prostitution in order to relieve her need.2o Therefore the prostitute was

always in a state of mortal sin as long as she continued to work, always certain to go

sfraight to hell should she die too suddenly to be able to find a priest willing to hear her

last confession and give her absolution.2l Even should her end take place with the

advantage of the Church's intervention of her behalf, the fact of having continued in a

state of mortal sin up to the last illness was bound to entail avery long expiatory period

in Purgatory for the unhappy soul. The danger that the prostitute ran of undergoing

one or other of these misfortunes was, of course, a justification for the canonists'

severity with regard to her: to the Church, it would be a distortion of true mercy to

find excuses for actions which led to spiritual suicide.

Further justif,rcation of the canonical position was furnished by the arguments of

St Thomas Aquinas (1224-74), who permitæd the Church to accept alms from a

prostitute on the principle that although to practise prostitution was shameful and

opposed to God's law, the profits made were not illegal and thus might be kept by the

woman.22 However, if she used some of them for almsgiving, such prohts might not

be offered publicly to the Church because of the scandal it would cause.23 He also

settled the question of whether she must pay tithes by deciding that she could not be

dispensed from payment, but that the Church might not accept the money until she had

19 Brundage, p. 830 and p. 106 oî Law, Sex and societyin Medievel Europe, chicago, 1987.
20 Brundage, "Prostiurtion in the Med.Can.Law", p.836.
21 A sin deemed mortal is one that is deliberaæly commiteC and of so grave a nature that it
immediately deprives the sinner of the grace of God received at baptism. If not cancelled by the

sacrament of absolution it will eventually be punished by damnation.
22 Aquinas, S.T., II, II, 62, 5-
23 Su^^a,II, ii, 86, 3.
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reformed.24 Apart from this t}re SummaTheologica barely mentions the prostitute; it

certainly does not charactenze her as especially vile. Yet the medieval church became

increasingly hostile to her and sanctioned those rulings of the state by which she was

forced to dress differently from other women or was made the victim of public

disgrace or torture, without having committed either crime or heresy. Thus as far as

public life was concerned, the merciful view of the public woman given in the gospels,

which implies that she is simply a part of sinful mankind, was eventually made

secondary to the hostility found in the last book of the New Testament, in which she is

presented as the type of irremediable sin. This image did not cancel out that of the

Magdalen, who offered to the Saviour a costly and beautiful gift symbolising the

penitence to which, according to legend, she dedicated the rest of her life. Dispersed

throughout the Sutnrna is the Thomian doctrine of grace, which teaches that as God

has provided everything necessary for the continuance of the natural world, so He

provides through grace everything necessary for the supernatural life of the spirit.

Once given, therefore, this grace will be enough; it is a never-ending source of

strength for the Christian soul, and the prostitute may be assured that she will receive it

if she accepts the divine offer by an act of her free will. The reverse of this is, of

course, that if she subsequently returns to her old life, she is wholly to blame for her

relapse and has shown herself unworthy of divine mercy..

ln the sixteenth century the impulse to reform given the Catholic Church by the

Council of Trent (1543-15&) included the renewed desire to lead even prostitutes back

into the fold, yet what might be called the age of comparative tolerance in Europe with

regard to her public presence was over. Henceforward it was seen as a problem, or a

symptom of social degeneration. Historians have found several reasons to explain this

phenomenon: the spread of syphilis, the increase in religious faith, a higher estimation

of marriage, the wish to control the activities of young men, the influence of educated

24 Su^^o,II, ii, 87, a2. ad.2.
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European éliæs directed against the popular confusion of the sacred with the profane.25

Throughout the continent both catholic and protestant authorities closed brothels and

increased penalties for prostitution. The reproach of t¡ansmitting syphilis, which was

to become cenfral to the hostility towards prostitutes in the nineteenth century, when

the malady was better understood, was not the major cause of offence to the public

before that time, but it strengthened the habit of identifying lust with filth and heaped

even more opprobrium on the head of the female partner in casual sexual transactions.

In an article on prostitution during the Reformation in Augsburg, Lyndal Roper quotes

Luther, denouncing a group of prostituæs to his students:

...the evil spirit
and syphilitic...
thirty and more
were a judge I
wheel and flayed...26

Flowever, measures to abolish prostitution could not be imposed by the authorities,

Luther decided, until the gospel was more firmly r.ooted in men's hearts.

In the eighteenth century the celebrated Carmelite University of Salamanca

produced its own guide for the clergy, the Cursus Theologiae Moralis. The sixth and

ninth commandments are examined in Tome fV, Treatise XXVI, published inl722. It

contains the question "whether it is licit for Christian princes to permit public

prostitution". Against tolerance the author presents arguments which suggest that

prostitution excites debauchery rather than contains it On the other hand the argument

that justifies tolerance has its source in the combined authority of Saints Augustine and

Thomas; is validity is demonstrated by the existence of brothels in Rome itself, a city

25 This is the theme of Lyndal Roper's a¡ticle, "Discipline and Respectability: Prostitution and the

Reformation in Augsburg", History Workshop,Issue 19, Spring 1985. See also Steven Ozment When

Fathers Ruled, Fanity Lifu in Reþnnation Europe, Harvarcl Univenity Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1983,

and Robert Muchemble{ Culture populaire et cukure des élites dans la France moderne (XVe-XVIIIe

síècle s), Flammarion,Paris, 1978.
26 Luther: Letters of Spiritual Counsel, Library of Chrisúan Classics, ed. G. Tappert" Vol. Viii,
London, 1955, pp.2924.
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which was under the rule of the,Pontifical Court, which must know best. The author

of the treatise concludes therefore that the necessity of avoiding great disorders permits

the existence of public prostitution, which is thus tolerated but not approved, being a

state of affairs permitted as a concession to the corruption of the times.27

It is now necessary to come closer to home, as it were, and look at the climate of

moral theology in France. Ralph Gibson has found that in the seventeenth and

eighteenttr centuries the Church presented to the nation under is instruction a model of

catholicism derived from the tridentine reforms, "obsessed with morality, sexually

repressive and aiming to traumatise the masses into accepting it by the threat of

damnation."28 This "version" of the faith, as Gibson calls it, was capable of being

used, and was used, by the committed to enrich their spiritual lives, but was more a

religion of fear than of love, especially to those who failed to meet its severe demands.

The spiritual éLite, particularly those who were educated, as J. McManners holds,2e

could perceive the predominance of the love of God in Christian doctrine, and may

perhaps have ignored the "pastorale de la peur". Gibson does not accept this,

considering that there is ample evidence to support the view that all classes took the

idea of a severe and vengeful God very seriously, but he notes that, according to Jean

Delumeau, there are signs of the beginning of what has been called the

dechristianisation of France in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Delumeau

judged this early phenomenon not so much as a refusal of the faith itself, but as a

rejection of a particular model of catholicism, one which rested on a fundamental

pessimism coupled with unshakeable certainty, a religion full of the fear of sin and of

hell, its consequence, and which continued the Augustinian rejection of "the world" as

wholly incompatible with salvation.3O

27 Chauvin, L'Eglise et Prostitution, typed thesis for the University of Strasbourg,............
28 Ralph Gibson, A Social History of French Catholicism - 1789 - 1914, London & New York, 1989,

p.28.
29 J. M.tvl*ners, Death attd rhe Enlightenmenr, Oxford, 1981, Chs. 5 and 6.
3o Gibson, p.26.
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What may have resulted eventually in a peaceful evolution of religious faith was

overtaken by the Revolution of 1789, in the course of which overt hostility to

catholicism resulted in massive damage to the structure of the French Church and the

end of the acceptance of the practice of religion as an essential part of national life. The

constitutional clergy, who had sworn allegiance to the Republic, were regarded by

most of the devout as traitors and in any case did not have enough time to reform the

traditional model of catholicism before they were swept away by the Restoration. The

revived French Church under the Bourbons, being dominated by those who had been

"refractory" to the revolutionary state, began once again to present the severe doctrines

of catholicism taught under the ancíen régime as the only form of religious truth.

However, new movements within catholicism arose, emphasising the love of God,

particularly as expressed through the figure of Mary. Sermons on the small number of

the elect, a favourite subject in the preceding two centuries, eventually ceased to be

heard as the revived Church strove to convert millions of French men and women

ignorant or contemptuous of its doctrine. The idea of the great solemnity of the

eucharist, which one rnight take only rarely, afi-er a very careful confession, was

passed over in favour of a positive devotion to the sacrament embodying the living

presence of Christ, and which therefore, when reserved in the tablernacle on the altar,

as it increasingly was, might be visited and prayed to by all and sundry.

This practice, together with the habit of frequent communion, had been

recorunended by Alphonsus dei Liguori, whose book Visirs þ the Holy Sacrament

and the Blessed Virgin for Every Day (1745), was republished 109 times in France

between 1815 and 1908. Liguori was a confessor all his life, and he also advocated

that the sinner be received as an erring child, raiher than as a criminal. He claimed

that, in the long run, he had never refused absolutjon to anyone. By the 1820's, when

the Jesuits began to promote Liguorian moral theology in France,3l catholicism in that

3l Liguo.i championed "probabilism", a doctrine which essentially allows the confessor some

flexibility in his interpretation of particular moral laws.
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country was akeady undergoing an internal change, by the means of which none of its

doctrines was discredited, but a different emphasis was beginning to be placed on

certain of them, which they had not been given under The ancien régime. Contempt for

the flesh and the teaching that eternal damnation is the rewa¡d of those who die guilty

of even one mortal sin was not abandoned, but gradually became overshadowed by the

idea of the mercy of God, who actively sought out the lost sheep, and carried it

tenderly into the fold of the Church.

It must be emphasized however that this great patience with sinners was used

with regard to their eternal destiny, and therefore was not concerned with their material

and social problems in the world except in so far as these interfered or cooperated with

the divine will. As Pius IX showed in 1864 by publishing the Syllabus of Errors, and

again in 1870 when he published the dogma of papal infallibility, the Catholic Church

remained as convinced of the innate depravity of the secular world and

correspondingly of its own righteousness, as it had ever been, and ultimately it

controlled religious doctrine in France. It was by its authority that the teachings of

Liguori were imposed on the whole Church, and that he was subsequently canonised

in 1839.32 Possibly because the Church needed to present a more attractive faith to a

population no longer required by law to attend its ceremonies, his views were received

in France more readily than in any other Catholic country in Europe in the nineteenth

century. Considering the Virgin to be co-redemptrix with Christ in the salvation of

mankind, Liguori's writings encouraged popular piety, even superstitution, which

gave her honour. His theology laid the foundation for the announcement of the dogma

of the Immaculate Conception in 1854. Its significance in the context of this chapter is

paradoxical: in his advocacy of common sense and mercy in the practice of the

confessional, he added his great authority to the teaching of Thomas Sanchez, the

fifteenth century Jesuit theologian, who had dared to say that sexual pleasure in

32 T"Ite reigning pope was Gregory XVI, who had crushed the beginnings of the liberal catholic revival
in France by his condemnation of Lamennais and his disciples.
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marriage was not to be condemned. With regard to prostitution however, after

weighing up the pronouncements of various theologians of renown, Liguori came to

the same conclusion as the Master of Salamanca, judging that it should probably not be

tolerated, because men addicted to sexual pleasure become worse if they have access to

brothels. Also, as prostitution entails the degradation of many young girls and

encourages a contempt for marriage, it should not be acceptable within a Christian

state.33 Nevertheless, possibly basing his final opinion on the experiences of a fellow

Redemptorist in Naples, who had battled vainly against the existence of brothels in the

city, Liguori had concluded by permitting a toleraace of organized prostitution in large

cities, with the proviso that the Church and the state should provide asylum for

repentant disgraced women, and children in moral danger.v

It appears that nineteenth century French Catholics were more interested in his

exaltation of supernatural womanhood, embodied in the worship of Mary, than they

were in his rehabilitation of marital caresses. The weight of Tridentine teaching that

concupiscence is at the root of man's sinful nature was not diminished, in fact the

increased emphasis given in the nineteenth century to the "spotlessness" of Mary' even

from the moment of her conception, indicated that the Church was as hostile to

sexuality as it had ever been. Father Felix, a Jesuit, preaching on Volupté before a

distinguished audience in the first half of the nineteenth century, said:

Among the huma which, more than others,
comprõmises man'S which makes the earth most
wreiched and which ating hell; this passion which
is the most damning has a name which bears witness to our mutual modesty,
gentlemen, it is called "the shameful passion"'35

33 Theolgica Moralis, Vol. III, n.IV, no. 434.
34 Chauvin, Eglise et Prostilution,p.l2l.
35 Choi, de Ia Prédication Contemporøine, Vol.2, 1869, p.531
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Therefore the immediate effect of Liguori's theology was the reinforcement of the (by

then) age-old theme of the moral supremacy of the virginal over the sexually

experienced life. Another example of this is given in a sermon forming part of the

famous Conferences preached by Henri Lacordaire during Iænt at Notre Dame de Paris

over a decade in the middle of the nineteenth century.36 He had been converted in his

young manhood and became part of the avant garde of liberal catholicism. After its

condemnation he devoted himself to Rome and the 'ultramontane' section of the

French Church, devoting himself to the revival of the Dominican order in France. In

one of his sermons (particularly aimed at young men) he called chastity "the blessed

torture" (I'heureux supplice) and claimed that it alone could preserve the tenderness of

the heart and the stength of the body in a man. It was the glory of the young, he said.

Another preacher, speaking probably to priests or seminarists later in the century,

called it:

...the virtue which elevates mankind, which transforms his nature...by making
it shine with an immortal radiance. From the brow of one who possesses it
stream rays of majestic, heavenly light.[On the other hand, he proclaimed] Do
you wanlto know the greatest scourge of mankind? It is the vice opposed to
chastity...Yes my brothers,...we may run through the vast field of human
calamities...and show...that all or nearly all originated in the neglect of
chastity.3T

But repression of sexuality was not the only feature of the renewed devotion to Mary

which occurred in religious life in nineteenth-century France. She has always stood

for the triumph of mercy over justice within Catholicism, and the Liguorian emphasis

accompanied an expansion of that part of the ministry of the Church which was aimed

at service to the most helpless among the poor: the orphan, the disabled, the destitute

sick, the prisoner, the disgraced and outcast girl.

+t*+t*+l*+t*+*+

36 Lacordaire gave these courses of sermons in 1835, 1836, 1843, 1844 1845, 1846,1849,1850 and
1851. He gave others at different times in provincial cities.
37 Choix de la Prédication, Y ol. 2, p.531.
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The beginnings of the refuge in Western Europe3s

In the period 1000-1140 Brundage found lhat the canonists reflected a revival

of the Christian tradition of mercy towa¡ds the meretrix, rather than her condemnation.

"Late twelfth-century popes...did not attempt to repress prostitution (which they had

apparentþ concluded was a hopeless task), but rather aimed to make it easier for

women to leave the trade, either through marriage or entrance into religion. In

consequence religious houses and even whole orders dedicated to the reform of

prostitutes thrived during these decades."39

Pope Innocent trI (1198-1216), whose reign was the high point of papal authority, also

commended the practice :

It is of all works of charity the most great to tear public women from the clutches
of the brothels and to urge them to marry; those who do so obtain pardon from
their sins.4o

Although the encouragement to marry seems unusually generous, it also reflects the

poor view of marriage held by the Church before the Council of Trent.

The first French convent refuge was founded for the reception of repentant

prostitutes and reformed libertines in 1198, by Foulques de Neuilly, a celebrated

evangelist who later preached the fourth crusade. Called the convent of St Antoine des

Champs, it was situated just outside Paris.al The experiment of trying to reform both

sexes did not succeed however; the establishment soon degenerated to the point where

the men had to be sent away and the next superior, Pierre de Roissy, imposed the

Cistercian rule on the inmates, setting a precedent which was followed by later

foundations. When the Convent of St Antoine fell into disuse the Bishop of Paris,

38 The ea¡lies attempt to create a speciflrc institution for the reform of prostitutes was made by the

Empress Theodora, in the sixth century.
39 Brundage, Law, Sex and Society, p.342.
40 Chauvin, p.70., quoting from Patrologie Latine ,214, col.l}2.
41 The French preacher Robert d'A¡brissel (c. 1045-1116) invited his female penitents of all classes to
join his itinerant band of followers. Jacques Dalarun's researches show, however, that he did not
thereafter create a separate section for repentantprostitutes in his subsequent foundation at Fontevrault.
See his article "Robert d'A¡brissel et les femmes" in Annales, 1984, no.6.
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William Itr, decided to replace it with a new foundation, the House of the Daughters of

God (1226)42. In 1254 Saint Louis (Louis D() dowered this house with an annual rent

of 400 livres, on condition that it would maintain 200 converted women whom he

caused to be placed there, "unfortunates, who by their vices being absolutely

separated from their earthly relations, had no family but in heaven."43 This states quite

clearly by implication that there was no place for a repentant prostitute in normal life;

she must fix any hope she had on the next world alone. The king had made laws to

establish justice and control vice in France, which he wished to see resemble as far as

possible the image of the Kingdom of God on earth. His severity had caused

prostitutes and brothel owners to be driven out of city and village, leaving hundreds

homeless and destitute. Afterwards he found, like so many others before and since,

that the demand for sexual services outside the moral law was going to be met in any

case, and so decided to allow the girls to be re-established in special districts outside

towns and cities.

Another early attempt of this kind in France was made by St Dominic, who in 1215

founded a short-lived cloistered community at Toulouse, called the order of St Mary

Magdalen, made for the preservation and reform of sexually disgraced girls. Its sisters

were robed in white,like the Dominican monks. After its failure the order was revived

in the Rhineland by Rudolph of Worms. Gregory D( granted it papal approval in the

same year as he issued the following bull with regard to a simila¡ enterprise:

Agnani, 8 June 1227 Gregory IX R. congratulates the canon of St Maurice of
Hildesheim that certain most miserable women who had fallen in the mud and
filth of violent desire have been turned away from the pit of misery and thus it
has been brought about that many have become married and others saved from
whoredom and from prostitutes made into nuns.4

42 Parentdu Châtelet, Prostitution dans la Ville de Paris, \tolll, p.359.
43 P. Pansier, l'oeuvre des repenties à Avignon, Champion, Paris, 1910, p.ll.
44 Pansier, L'Oeuvre des Repenties, p.12. The order was placed under the di¡ection of the Dominicans
in 1286, and became independent of it them in 1291. After 1370 it declined. Small communities of
Magdalens developed individually: Marseilles, 1272; Naples 1324; Pa¡is 1592; Seville 1550. The
sisters were known popularly as the White Ladies, because of the colour of their habits.
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This seems to suggest that the women who had married had perhaps not been saved

from actual whoredom, and that those who had come from brothels had been "made

into nuns" rather than wives. The identification of sexual desire with mud or

excrement had by this date the tradition of centuries behind it, and the whore's many

sexual partners must have made her a lot dirtier, spiritually, than a woman who had

only fallen into the arms of one lover, although the dirt itself was uniformly black.

Post medieval accounts of prostitution in provincial cities or in the capital in pre-

revolutionary France usually mention briefly that a refuge or convent for penitent

females existed somewhere in the area. Thus Jacques Rossiaud, in his excellent

description of the system of rape and humiliation used to drive isolated women into the

brothels of South-Eastern France during the last half of the fifæenth century, refers to

charitable foundations, of which there were not many, which took in only an élite

based on poverty and repentance - and youth.45 The refuges did not wish to become

almshouses for ageing women who could not make a living. Rossiaud also found that

the provincial towns which he studied had charitable bodies which sometimes offered

dowries to harlots over thirty years old, so that they might marry. Although he did not

find this generosity extended to all "old girls", he takes comfort in the idea that "The

hell of the prostitutes was only a purgatory which lasted as long as their youth."

Society was ready to redeem them later, having made use of their bodies to control the

sexual aggression and potentially criminal behaviour of the local young men.

Rossiaud approached the phenomena described in his study from the structuralist

point of view: society uses certain procedures which may be unjust to the individual

but which keep the social machine from breaking down, and therefore these

procedures are ultimately beneficial in that social stability is preserved. Catholic

theology would oppose this by postulating that the social machine is already

irreparably damaged and without divine grace cannot hope to run well, or even to run

45 Jacques Rossiaud, "P¡ostitution, jeunesse et sexualité dans les villes de la France du sud-est au l5e
siècle", Annales, Year 31, no.2, 1976, p.21.
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for long. Yet, in a sense, Augqstine and the structuralists are not really at opposing

ideological poles: they stand back to back on this issue. For after saying that Divine

Providence ultimately orders all things well, an essential plank beneath the position

which affirms the benevolence of God, Augustine justified it by arguing as if the

maintenance of the social order and its general well-being were a goal aimed at by the

Almighty. Thus both Rossiaud and the Latin Father can accept the degradation of a

certain number of women to the end that dangerous male aggression may be contained.

+* + t*+ t*+ t* +* +

Whereas Ralph Gibson concentrates on the "théologie féroce" of tridentine

catholicism in France, Henri Bremond takes a more positive view. The reforms

effected by the Council of Trent, he wrote, gave force and authority to the efforts of

thousands of Christians, both clergy and lay, who had previously "lain groaning in the

darkness, praying for reform with all their strength."46 In public and private they

began to evangelise the land, reaching all classes of society. It was they who created

the spiritual environment in which the numerous rvorks of public charity founded by St

Vincent de Paul in the next century could flourish. The emphasis was not by any

means on the attainment of social justice, but on individual salvation, followed by the

attempt to achieve sanctity. According to Bremond the first half of the seventeenth

century in France thus had a unique quality: the trend towards a mystical, yary

inward-looking piety engendered by the experience of civil war and ha¡d times was

continued, but with the difference that those who generated religious feeling in others

by means of their knowledge of mystical states within the cloister or the devout family,

now began to radiate activity as well as holiness:

46 Henri Bremond, Histoire littéraire du sentimcnt religieux en France, Bloud et Gay, Paris, 1921,

Vol.II, p.2.
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One sees them suddenly burst from the obscurity which normally conceals them
and impose themselves upo of
the stage, taking on a heroic in
sanctity, creating charitable ng
their weight to bear on the political machine.4T

At the heart of the Catholic reform and Counter-Reformation movements lay a fervent

philanthropic initiative, whose leading spirits desired not only to help the poor and

distressed but to restore to the Church her lost integrity and humility. An early

expression of this was the btll Salvator noster, published by Leo X in 1520, on the

occasion of the opening of a house dedicated to St Mary Magdalen for the reception of

women wishing to leave "a sordid life full of stinking pleasures" and become nuns.

This event, according to Sherrill Cohen, marked the off,rcial beginning of the revival of

the old drive to convert harlots and was the precursor of "an explosion of institutional

asylums" for former prostitutes (known as convertite) and also for women who had

abandoned their marriages, or been driven out of their homes. In Italy the movement

was led by the Jesuits and other male orders as part of a great campaign to help the

poor. In 1542 St Ignatius himself founded one such institution, the House of St

Martha, in Rome. This movement Cohen notes, was also carried on in France.48.

There as elsewhere, in response to the austerity of the protestant reformers, the

cuffents of the counter-reformation also tried to sweep away concubinage, especially

for priests, and with it prostitution and its hangers-on. The movement was welcomed

by civic authorities in France because the tendency was (then as later) to attribute social

troubles and economic disasters to the corruption of morals, particularly to sexual

licence.

It is interesting to remember in this context that the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries were also the age of what Hugh Trevor-Roper has called "the European

47 H. Bremond, p.4.
a8 Sherri[ Cohen, in "Asylums for Women in Counter-Reformation Italy", from Women in
Reþrmation and Counter-Reþrmation Europe, Ed. Sherrin Ma¡shall, Indiana University Press, 1989,

p. 168.
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witch-craze",49 a form of madness to which even the learned and devout were not

immune. Jean Bodin, the French political philosopher and lawyer who had damaged

his own career by defending freedom of conscience and the people's right to land, yet

believed and argued that heaven and earth were sustained by angelic spirits who had

counterparts in the demonic hierarchy. Therefore witchcraft was a real force within the

state, which must be opposed by the king with severity.5O Although it has been

argued that the witch-craze has its roots in sexuality, as is suggested by its use of

obscene tortures and the choice of women as the target for a male-dominated system of

persecution, the prostitute was only incidentally caught up in its operations: she was

not sought out. Norman Cohn, in Europe's Inner Demons, suggests that this evil

phenomenon was a symptom of the wholesale sexual frustration engendered by

Christianity itself, as it had been interpreted by the celibate priesthood of Europe.sl If

so, it might explain why the prostitute's life, although bound up in sex, did not inspire

such murderous hostility, because she was so completely at the service of men.

Yet Christianity is, in its own terms, predominantly a religion of love and mercy.

Bound as they were to believe most of humanity standing on the brink of well-merited

damnation, many Catholics responded to this thought with ardent pity. During this

period in France, alongside the curent of fear and hate which destroyed so many lives,

was the stream of Christian charity which flowed from the work of St Vincent de Paul,

the founder of the congregation of the Sisters of Charity. Under his influence,

emanating as it did from the circle of society closest to the throne, many aristocratic

women became involved in the care of the sick and destitute. It became acceptable,

even fashionable, to found or patronise the works of mercy of which the period had so

much need. In Paris, over the years, a network of houses for sexually disgraced and

penitent women gradually came into existence, all under the authority of the

49 Hugh Trevor-Roper, The European Witch Craze
50 J"an Bodin, La dréïwttomanie des sorciers,1580.
51 No.tnan Cohn, Europe's Inner Demons:
Chatto/Heinemann, London, 1975.

an enquiry inspired by the great witch-hunt,
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Archbishop.s2 Of these the House of the Good Shepherd (La Maison du Bon

Pasteur), founded 1686, served as model for various other foundations with similar

aims in þrovincial France notably at Orleans, Angers, Bordeaux, Troyes, Toulouse

and Amiens. These houses were all run by lay sisters. During the same period a

similarly fruitful foundation was made, but with greater difficulty, for the care of

repentant prostitutes by nuns. The two foundations were the most influential in France

within their particular field and survived into the nineteenth century, where one of

them, after modifying its statutes, succeeded in making its name part of the French

language as a synonym for "tefuge".

St John Eudes' Daughters of Our Lady of Charity of the Refuge

At the time when St Vincent de Paul was establishing his great active female

order, the Sisters of Charity, John Eudes, a renowned Norman missionary, was

attempting to reform the Church from within by retraining the clergy. Almost by

chance he allowed himself to be persuaded by a poor woman of his acquaintance to

found a marginal work, a small house for the reception of repentant prostitutes in Caen

in 1641. This house, like that of Saint Ignatius a century earlier, aroused hostility and

scorn among the laity, misapprehension and distrust within the Church because, in the

words of Eduard Bruley, a twentieth century writer, "Rome always fears that in

putting holy young women and female sinners together, the first will be perverted

without the amendment of the second."53 Rome also had not made up its mind about

the correctness of allowing nuns to break their strict cloister at that time (in order to

enter the living quarters of their penitents), and so Eudes could not obtain papal

approval for his foundation until1666. By then it had been necessafy to found a new

52 From the "Avertissement" of the Relation abregêe de lc vie de Madame de Combé Institutrice de la
Maison duBon Pasteur, avec les règlements de la Communaulé, chez Florentin etPierre Delaulne,
Paris, 1700. Bordeaux was not mentioned, but a house was opened there.
53 Eduard Bruley, Le Bon Pasteur d'Angers, Editions Spes, Paris 1931, p.20.
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order to run it, owing to the difficulty of obtaining religious sisters from other

congregations willing to undertake the work. He therefore formed the congregation of

the Daughters of Our Lady of Charity of the Refuge, who took not only the three

traditional vows of poverty, chastity and obedience, but a fourth vow to devote

themselves to the reception, conversion and salvation of:

...girls and women who, having _fallen into debauchery., wish to withdra¡v from
itln order to be converted toGod, all sha.ll be received...provided that one

recognises in them the following qualities:

1. That they appear touched by God and wish to be converted.

2.Tltatthey enter volontarily the said House; for one is not obliged to take them

by force or by constraint.

3. That they are without doubt not p,regnant, or infected with some sickness

which could cause harm to the others.54

As the founder intended, "this vow added a particular apostolic orientation to the other

vows and effected a gteater stability in the vocation".55 The sisters were dressed all in

white, with a blue cross embroidered on the dress and a silver heart bearing an image

of the Virgin and child surrounded by lilies and roses, suspended from the neck. They

were popularly called "The White Sisters". The white garments were symbolic of

virginal purity; the penitent girls whom they took in were directed by the founder

simply to be "modestly" dressed.

In order that his spiritual daughters might "apply themselves with more affection

and courage to the functions of this holy Institute" John Eudes required the sisters to

consider often and accapt as truth certain statements related to the unchanging raison

d' etre of Christianity:

54 Fro^ Constitutionl of St John Eudes written for the original foundation at Caen. I was sent a copy

of Constitutions I,II and III taken from a very old printed document by the sister archivist of the

congregation of N.D. de Charité (du Refuge) de Caen. They were identical with those in the Règle de

Saií-,fugustin et Constitutions pour les Religieuses de la Congrégation de Notre-Dame de Charité du

Bon Pasteur d'Angers, approved by Gregory XVI and published in Rome, 1836.

55 From Constitution Iin Constitutions of the Sis/¿rs of the Good Shepherd, revised according to the

Documents of Varican Council II and post-conciliar pontifical documents. Promulgated by Mother

Mary Aquinas LÆe, Sup. General, Rome, Feb.ll, 1970.
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III. A soul is worth more than a world, and consequently to lend it a hand in
order to withdraw it from the abyss of sin, is a thing gfeatef than to cteate a
whole word, and to draw it out of nothingness into being: to direct and guide a
soul along the spiritual paths of grace, is a thing more excellent than to govern a
world in æmporal matters.

IV. A single soul is more precious before God than all the bodies which are in
the universe, and consequently, to contribute towards clothing it in the grace of
God, to feeding it and strengthening it by good examples and by holy
instructions...is an action more holy than to clothe and feed all the bodies on
earth: and to deliver a soul from the slavery'of sin and the devil, is a work more
worthy than to set at liberty all the capti-res and prisoners in the world; to
destroy a sin within a soul, is a gteater benetìt than to destroy a universal plague;
and to make a soul pass from the death of sin to the life of grace is more
agreeable to God, than to ressuscitate all the bodies that are in the tomb.56

The worth of their work and of the religious beliefs of their penitents could not

be doubted by the sisters, after frequent consideration of the above articles and the

other eight of which they form part, and which are similar in tone. If we read them

negatively, another powerful message appears: no considerations of the physical well-

being of any amount of "bodies" must be allowed to hinder the work of salvific

instruction and practice. This unwritten dictum leît very great freedom of choice to the

mother superior of each autonomous house with regard to her use of her subordinates'

time and of the income which their work brought in (for Constitution I stipulated that

the penitents should work for most of their waking hours). She was not commanded

to put their physical health before that of their souls, rather the reverse.

Eudes took great care when formulating the regulations for the Daughters of

Notre-Dame de Charité du Refuge that there should exist the sffictest division between

nuns and penitents, apart from necessary contact. The majority of the sisters were to

maintain a life of prayer and contemplation within their section of the enclosure. The

girls' workroom, refectory, dormitory, garden. courtyard and chapel were to be

entirely separated from those of the nuns by a strong wall, within which a cylindrical

"tower" was placed with an opening on one side, and turning on a pivot, so that

provisions or completed work might be tansferred by its means from one side of the

56 Under the heading A SCAVOIR in Constitution I, Caen document.
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wall to the other. There was also a single door by which those nuns chosen by the

Mother Superior to supervise the penitents might reach them. These women were

designated the "mistresses" of the penitents by Eudes and he expected them to be

chosen from the most mature of the sisters. Only girls of spotless reputation were

accepted as postulants, and he preferred them to be at least twenty years old. At night

the penitents were locked in their dormitory, in which a light was always kept burning

before an image of the Virgin, and directly opposite the door, which was pierced by a

grille and opened into the nuns' sleeping quarters. The sisters were thus able to see

into the room where the penitents slept and enter it if necessary, for the key was on

their side. This physical and moral separation was maintained even in the case of a girl

who expressed the desire to become a postulanÇ for the rules required that she be sent

to another order to commence her novitiate.

The division of the penitents' day was as follows:

5 a.m. Rise and dress (5.30 a.m. in winter)

5.30 Go to oratory for half an hour of mental praver

6.00 Work begins and continues through all activities apart from religious services
and meals.

Between 6 a.m. and twelve noon, girls heard mass and received some breakfast while
working.

Silence kept apart from singing canticles and speech necessary for work.

11.45 Litany of the Saviour followed ;by examination of conscience.

12.00 or 12.30 p.m. Dinner, eaten in silence. Prayers.

100 - 2.00 p.m. Recreation. Conversation permitted.

"It will not be suffered them to speak of fashions, vanities and curiosities of the world,
neither of any other thing that is not redolent of honesty, modesty and the fear of God.
It shatl not be permitted them to speak in secret with one another, but when they speak,
they shall do so loud enough to be heard. During recreation they shall continue
working."

2.00 Passage from a pious book read aloud. Catechism if necessary.

3.00 - 5.00 Vespers and compline. Girls allowed quarter of an hour's reading
(optional). Singing of litanies.
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5.00 Work resumed. The Chaplet of Our Lady recited aloud by all. Silence, broken
only by those who wished to recite aprayer.

6.30 Supper - Pious reading.

7.00 One hour's recreation, while working.

8.00 - 9.00 Time to be used at the discretion; of the mistress.

9.00 Evening prayer

10.00 All to be in bed.57

St John Eudes imposed the rule of almost perpetual silence upon the sisters of

the order which controlled the refuges, because he believed that "silence was a thing

marvellously holy and very agreeable to God", and to practise it was one of the

shortest ways to reach perfection. The penitents were to keep the same severe

discipline of silence, although it was mitigaæd by the obligation to sing canticles or say

litanies and prayers. No casual conversation at ali was allowed outside the two hours

of recreation:

In order to satisfy Divine Justice in some part for the sins of speech which they
have committed, and to teach them to mortify their tongues, which, according to
the Apostle John, is the source of all iniquity, they shall abstain from speech and

shall keep silence...58

With regard to penitence:

l. They shall often say to themselves...Why did you come here? They shall
considér that they are here in order to learn to love God and to begin a new life.
They shall know that there is no other way by which they may guarantee
themselves from eternal damnation and make themselves worthy one day to see

the holy face of God, but that of a genuine penitence;...

2 ...they shall strive...to make themselves agreeable to God and to confound the
devil, all the rest of their lives, by their prayers, their fasts, and by all kinds of
holy actions, especially by the exercise of humility, obedience and the
mortification of their senses and their inclinations.

3 They will fast and take the discipline every Friday...in order to maintain and
e.rcou.âge in themselves the holy virtues.59

57 Règl"^"^ pour les Fitles et Fervnes pénitentes, "Exercice de la Journée" from the Constitutions in
the document prinæd at Rome in 1836.
58 Règt"^"w 'n'Du silence qu'elles garderont".
59 Règl"^.ns "De la pénitence qu'elles doivent faire".
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If drawn to practise extra penances the women must first ask permission from their

mistresses. None might eat or drink outside mealtimes, nor give or lend anything

without permission. "One of the principal subjections which they must observe is

never to leave their work, without legitimate necessity and without permission...All the

reading that they shall do, or hear, shall be from the lives of the saints or the book of

the Great Guide of Sinners of Grenada, or the Memorial of the Christian Life or from

any book that treats of the four final ends of man, of the Passion of Our Lord or other

similar books..."

The very serious, not to say doleful ideas given the girls by their reading matter

was to be reinforced by instruction, for under "Other general rules which the Penitents

must observe" St John Eudes directed that "They must have often before their eyes, in

general, the time that they have lost, the misuse which they have made of the graces

accorded them by God...which must encourage them to make up for lost time, to

hasten in order to pay the debt of the past..." before death took them into the presence

of their Judge. As had been decided centuries before by the canonists, aided by the

teaching of the Latin Fathers, a prostitute had no excuse for having taken up her trade;

the girls entering the refuge were morally repulsive sinners who had been pardoned

and given a new chance of salvation by the exceeding mercy of God. No-one owed

them anything, particularly not society, which they had wronged-

The "care of chastity" is minutely discussed int the regulations; in order to

combat bad inclinations the penitents must use great restraint in their conversation and

abstain from all bodily contact "neither in play nor in friendship" and above all never

kiss, or perform "any other indecent action". Immediately following these regulations

is the grim command:

For divers necessities which may occur in the House, there shall be a separate
room, removed from the regular places, healthy, as much as may be possible,
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and also w ay

,ever, those or
any should be
is there she by

the Mother Superior.6o

The girls weÍe to guard their modesty like nuns, abstaining from all shouting,

railing, joking, laughing or indecent gestures. Their eyes were to be lowered most of

the time, their walk unhurried, with hands in sleeves. They were never to leave the

building assigned to them until they left it to return to the world. If they wished to stay

in the refuge for life, they were free to do so.

Although Eudes wished the penitents within his foundation to enter voluntarily,

he allowed the Mother Superior to accept the control of houses of correction or to open

establishments for the reception of girls and women sent there as a punishment by their

parents or the state. This permission compromised the status of his houses as

assemblies of voluntary penitents, but it was likely that the rule of his nuns was more

merciful than that of the civic authorities whom they replaced.6l In any case, as the

"Considerations" quoted from above insist, physical ills - hunger, nakedness,

sickness, death - are nothing compared to the spiritual ills with which a soul outside

the grace of God is afflicted, and which will lead to an eternity of torment. For the

sake of escape from the latter, and in its place to receive unending happiness, the loss

of bodily liberry was a small price to pay.

After receiving papal approval the order of Our Lady of Charity was able to make

three more foundations during the seventeenth century, at Rennes, Hennebout and

Guingamp. In the eighteenth century houses were opened in Tours, La Rochelle and

Paris. These new institutions were not daughter foundations but separate, autonomous

houses made by the "hiving off' (essaímer) of a small group of trained nuns from any

60 Règl"^"nr, "AuEes Règles générales, que toutes les Pénitentes doivent observer".
61 \ryhen the order took charge of the house of correction for women at Rennes inl673 the nuns found

the girls imprisoned, some chained to their beds, fed on black bread and frequently beaten by their male

guardians. Henri Gaillac, Les mcisons de correclion, 1830-1945, Edition Cujas, Paris;, 1971, p.ll8.
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of the existing houses. In accordance with faditional practice regarding female orders,

once the new house had been made its mother superior was under the direct authority

of the bishop in whose diocese the group lived. Eudes had wished his institute to be

united by nothing more concrete than "a union of hearts".

Madame de Combé's Daughters of the Good Shepherd

Madame de Combé was a Dutch convert to catholicism who was forced by her

family to become the wife of a Protestant. Her brief married life was exffemely

unhappy After her husband's death she renounced marriage for ever and went to live

with her brother's family in Paris. As her relatives refused to allow her to receive

Catholic sacraments during a severe illness, she left them and obtained a small

pension, thanks to the good offices of a priest of St Sulpice, by then a centre of

reformed evangelical catholicism. Combé lived a l;fe of poverty and sacrifice; at some

time during the 1680's she began to offer shelter in her own home to prostitute girls

who "wished to repent of their miserable state". She founded a small community "of

the Magdalen and of the Refuge" in 1686.62 With assistance from private charity -

which often let her down - and then with the help of the gift of a house and money

from Louis XIV in 1688, de Combé was able to keep open a refuge for forty penitents,

which she renamed The Community of the Daughters of the Good Shepherd (La

Communauté des Filles du Bon Pasteur).63 Suspicion and slander came her way. "A

wave of hostility towards the Bon Pasteur swept over the Church in Patis", but a

powerful protector, Nicolas La Reynie, the magistrate in charge of the police of the

capital, saved the house from ruin and royal favour was re-affirmed.

62 Relation abrégée de la vie de Madanv de Combé, Chap. I.
63 I shall call this and related establishments by their French title of "Bon Pasteur" because these two
words have passed into the language as a synonym for a penitents'refuge.
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Combé died in 1692 without having formulated a set of written rules, but her life

was an illusfation of how she had wished the inmates to live. After her death so many

enquiries were received regarding the methods she had used, that it was decided to

print a copy of the regulations that were actually in practise "to avoid the mist¿kes that

slip into manuscript copies".64 Apparentþ the foundress identified closely with her

charges, with whom she spent the whole day. She shared their food and their work;

if she ordered a girl to perform a penance (no description given in the text), she would

often undergo it herself, side by side with the other. No fees were charged "as in the

other refuges in Paris". Combé insisted that the girls should enter of their own free

will. They might leave if they wished, but in cases where she believed the girl's soul

would be lost if she quitted the house prematurely, Combé would sometimes agree to

the use of physical restraint for a while.

The "Regulations" contained in the second half of the Relation were a summary

of her practice, written down after her death by the lay sisters who came to live with

her and care for the girls. These women copied the foundress by sharing the food,

occupations and dress of the penitents, which was a thick brown woollen garment,

with a leather belt and steel buckle. The sisters also wore a medallion showing Jesus

the Good Shepherd on one side and for this reason were popularly called Pastorines.

All the women had the head shaven and covered with a woollen cap and a bonnet, the

latter in cotton for the penitents and taffeta for the sisters. The Relation gives the staff

of the house the courtesy title "sister", but there is no evidence that they, any more than

the foundress, had taken formal vows.

Combé imposed a period of probation on new inmates, who had the severity of

the rules carefully explained to them. As with all other refuges studied both before and

after the Revolution of 1789, only young girls or women were accepted, free of

domestic ties and with no communicable diseases. In a document mentioned in the

64 Relation abrégée, from the,4v¿rlissem¿nt
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Relations, called "General Advice to the Penitent Girls" the foundress insists on the

poverty, silence and blind obedience expected of the community. No "special

friendships" were tolerated, nor conversations that were "too human". The penitents

remained within the enclosure at all times. Silence was to be kept all day, the senses

continually mortified and the self constantly denied. Work commenced at 6.30 a.m.

and was carried on until nine or ten at night, according to the season. As in the Eudist

refuges, it was carried on regardless of other occupations, such as singing and the

recitation of prayers or while listening to pious rea.ding. The foundress said: "Man is

born to work and the sinner is condemned to work; the penitent submits to it to expiate

a life passed in idleness or crime."65 With regard to this we see that the mercy of God

expressed by de Combé gave the receipient no chance to plead that she had been forced

into prostitution. It was axiomatic that the sinner had had free will with which to reject

sin, particularly of course if she had been baptised, a sacrament which gives the baby a

measure of the grace of God. The penitents' dormitory was meant to represent the

image of the tomb. The girls shared a room but each had her own curtained bed. They

were to undress and sleep within the drawn curtains. Before sleeping one of them was

to say "Let us think, sisters, that we are on our éeathbeds." Afterwards all but one

lamp was extinguished and the door of the dormitory locked on the outside.

If a girl left with a record of good behaviour, she might return later if she

wished. The desire of the foundress, however, was rather that all the girls should live

the rest of their lives apart from the world. When she first opened her refuge, Combé

had said to her penitents:

Rejoice, my dear children, we will never leave our sure and holy retreat. Our
feeble imagination will no longer be assailed by unwelcome ideas that going out
into the town might renew; we shall sta;r buried here with Jesus Christ in
silence, peace and solitude.

65 Relation abrégée, p.ll4
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The two refuges just described had no contact with one another, as far as is

known, but they resemble each other closely. There is the same attempt to conhne the

penitents both physically and psychologically by permitting them to hear and see

nothing outside work and religion. Physical contact is forbidden or discouraged in the

name of that nameless horror, unnatural love. This fear of the flesh and of human

affection was not confined to congtegations in charge of refuges: it is an innate quality

of monastic Christianity. However, as pornography of the past and sociological

studies of the present time demonstrate, prostitute women often seek sexual pleasure

from each other out of disdain for men, so that the incidence of lesbian contacts, or of

attempts to form them, may have been higher in a penitents'refuge than it would be in

an ordinary convent. Hence St John Eudes' terrible, almost casual phrase "or for

ever" in the rule prescribing the use of solitary confinement for rebellious girls. In this

context there does seem to be a difference between the convents of Our Lady of

Charity of the Refuge and the little house of the Bon Pasteur in Paris. There was no

recoÍunendation given by Combé for the perpetual imprisonment of the girls, neither

did she seek to divide the pure from the impure: her lay sisters shared the life of the

penitents. Her personal presence, her humility and the example of equality with the

girls that she gave suggest that the success that made others keen to imitate her

methods was based not so much on her rules but on the caring spirit with which they

were enforced.

With regard to the occupations of the day, the hours of work were not abnormal

for the time, but the control of speech was intended to be a painful discipline. It was

the imposition of a forbidding and unworldly feature of monastic life upon subjects

who had no monastic calling. Other routines belonging to the convent were also

prescribed, but to them was added the extra discipline, more suitable to the secular

workshop, of being obliged to continue one's task almost without interruption. Both

Eudes and Combé wished the women to accept the suffering that the régime was
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bound to cause as a penitential sacrifice whereby divine justice might be satisfied.

Although the work of both founders encountered hostility, it was by no means new to

catholicism, but merely continued a tradition already well established. The following

brief history of the Penitents' Charity of Avignon, taken from a book published by an

amateur historian, Dr P. Pansier, in 1910, represerrts a "flashback" meant to show how

litle difference there was between a thirteenth century and a seventeenth century refuge,

exvept that the former institution became more repressive with the passage of time.

The Penitents' Charity at Avignon

This foundation was made by Bishop Zoen in the middle of the thirteenth

century, and contained five penitents who livedin very modest circumstances. It was

enlarged inl343 under the paffonage of Gasbert du Val, a member of the papal court of

John XXII, after the Holy See took refuge in Av;.gnon during the fourteenth century.

Built on a former execution site, the house was dedicated to St Mary Magdalene of

Mi¡acles. Records exist of its regulations which directed that the women inside it be

dressed uniformly in black and white after the fashion of widows, that they should

have the title "sister" and that they should make a solemn promise to "keep obedience

and my body in chastity with firm intent and good will to stay all my life in the

company of the sisters".66 The conditions of admission were framed to ensure that the

refuge should not be used a a charity for prostitutes who had been brought to apply for

shelter because of old age and want. It would seem that the bishop, whose nominees

had framed the regulations, wished to place in seclusion women who were still

desirable, whose loss to the community might presumably be a check on illicit

sexuality.

66 Pansier, L'Oeuvre des Repenties, Appendix II: Second chapter of the Rule of the House of Penitents

of St Mary Magdalene of Miracles, 1376.
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None will be received save only young women of the age of 25 years, who in
their youth have been licentious and who by their be.auty _and grace could by
wortdiy frailty be still inclined to worldly pleasure and into this tempt and attract
men tota11y.67

It appears from the rules that the refuge was run as a community of equals, with

all members, both those who had entered as supervisors and those whose past had

been wanting in virtue, being allowed to vote in chapter. There was also an insistence

that new inmates should be taught good manners. Nothing was said about hours of

work, although the group must have done something to support itself. No limit was

set upon the number of women who might be received, but from 1343 up to the

seventeenth century the records rarely show more than fifteen sisters. Over the

considerable time-span covered by the documents studied by Pansier, the penitents'

charity twice fell into decadence and was twice revived under a different patron saint

by various ecclesiastical benefactors in conjunction with pious laypeople. The model

of daily life was always conventual, but the penitents proper were made distinctly

subordinate to the lay sisters after the fifteenth century. There was a noticeable

increase in the severity of the discipline, penances and number of religious excercises

imposed on the inmates when the rules were revised by the College of Jesuits inl627

and the house put under the direction of a board of male directors, responsible to the

bishop. Even before this there were rules which restricted the use of speech, dictated

its subjects and prohibited special friendships and physical contact even of the most

innocent kind. The mother superior had discretionary powers where punishments

were concerned, although she had to seek the bishop's permission to use the most

severe, such as imprisonment in the convent dungeon.

In 165l additional articles were added to the statutes to permit the reception of

women brought into the house against their will. By this date new buildings had been

erected (on the site of a former Jewish cemetery) in the form of a typical convent. By

67 Pansier, footnote to p.40.
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the end of the seventeenth century the voluntary character of the charity had been

gravely compromised by the number of girls who were placed there following the

Louis XIV's ordinances of 1684 which gave families the right to imprison recalcitrant

junior members.6s The Penitents' Charity served this purpose together with a l{ouse

of the Bon Pasteur opened in Avignon in l7O2 by one of Combé's imitators.6e The

older penitents' refuge continued to exist until the Revolution of 1789, after which it

was dissolved together with all other religious foundations in France. Its buildings

were acquired in the nineteenth century by a branch of St John Eudes' order of Our

Lady of Charity, whose congregation had by then split into two and become

enormously increased.

The quality of mercy

Although the emphasis placed by religion on a life of penitence and prayer for the

women in the refuges is alien to the contemporary mind, the sincerity of the

involvement of clergy and benefactors with the spiritual evolution of the penitents, and

the value placed on it must have created an atmosphere in which dignity and self

respect were possible. The ausærity of their life and the constant surveillance to which

they were subjected, did not preclude the penitents' having a, very high idea of their

own value, if they could accept the religious beliefs of their custodians. In article X of

the section entitled A SCAVOIR within the Constitutions written for the White Sisters,

John Eudes calls the nuns of his order co-workers with Jesus Christ and daughters of

Our Lady, if they "employed their mind and their heart, their care and their industry" in

68 Colin Jones, "Prostitution and the Ruling Class in lSth-century Monçellier", History Workshop,
Issue 6, Autumn 1978, p. 8. These measures aimed to preserve the respectable from the disgrace or
dishonour attached to reckless or immoral behaviour on the part of their child¡en of either sex or related

female dependents. Heads of families were permitæd to put ening girls or women for correctional

training either in convents (if they could afford it) or in general hospicals. The general hospitals were

created at royal request in most major town and cities in France in the last half of the lTth century.
They were not hospitals in the strict sense of the word, but rather institutions which aimed

simultaneously at thé reüef of the poor and the repression of what Jones happily calls "the crimes of
poverty".
69An a¡ticle by I. Pigoullié, "Les oeuvres de cha¡ité accueillant les femmes à Avignon à l'époque

moderne", Etudes vauclusiennes, 1985, nos.3336,.çuggests that good results \ryere accomplished, but

that the severity of the rules does not always permit one to distinguish"moral assainissem¿nl" from the

effects ofrepression.
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the salvation of souls. The spiritual atmosphere '¡¿ithin a refuge dominated by such

principles might therefore be highly rarefied. There were the penitents, outcast by the

world yet regarded within the cloister as infinitely valuable, making by their corporal

sufferings a pathway which would eventually lead them, via purgatory, to endless joy

in the very presence of God. Facing them figuratively speaking across the gulf of lost

honour were the religious sisters, whose acknowledged superiority of position only

compelled them to imitate Christ and his mother the more, even in thought. They

already possessed divine favour, for their founder had told them that "there are no

persons in the world that he loves more, than those who co-operate with him in the

salvation of souls." Within this world view, treatment that might appear cruel to

outsiders could be administered in love, just as, in the field of medical practice,

bleeding, purging and cauterisation were given in good faith to those who were

physically sick. The underlying intention was positive and benevolent.

Mme de Combé's life expressed the same theme; such was her reverence for the

penitents that, the Relation tells us, she would often kneel and kiss their feet. This is

not to say that her love was personal: she saw Christ in them. Love between

"creatures", with the common marks of affection by which it is expressed, was a

forbidden thing within the closed community, yet in the name of the Good Shepherd,

or of Mary, maternal tenderness could "clothe with grace" a relationship which might

otherwise be seen by the penitent as detached from feeling but which was, in its own

terms, devoted to a merciful aim.

One must never forget, when considering Catholic institutions of previous

centuries which offered care to the helpless, that any physical care given to those they

controlled was of secondary importance to the chief aim, which was to bring the souls

of their subjects to salvation as inærpreted by the Church. This meant above all to save

them from hell, a place whose terÍor was understood intimately by some of the elect.

A popular missionary of the eighteenth century, Father Jacques Brydaine (1701-
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1767¡,to was a man penetrated with the fear of God and of the necessity that all should

be convinced of the great suffering men and women must look for, if they would not

accept the ministrations of the Church.

Oh! the cruel reflexions that will come to a damned soul in hell....Oh regrets!
Oh repentance! Oh tears! Oh fury! Oh despair! Oh madness! Fire and flames
of the abyss, worms that gnaw without pity, beds of coals forever burning,
hellish monsters....One should, according to a saintly doctor of the Church,
regard all these...agonies, all these torments...as but the playfulness of the wrath
olGod, the prelude to his vengeance...Oh my God how horrible it is, for a
sinner, to fall into your hands!71

To be able to save even one soul from an eternity such as this must be, to any

reasonable person who believes the doctrine "a work more worthy than to set at liberty

all the captives and prisoners in the [present ephemeral] world".72

Although an institution sanctioned by the Church might in any century perpetuate

the mercy traditionally enjoined towards harlots seeking salvation, by the time of the

Reformation the state had its own developed legal system and was taking on itself the

responsibilities formerly held to belong more to the Church than to the king. Having

accepted the prostitute as a public utility, when it attempted to reform her the idea of

physical repression took precedence over ministry to whatever spiritual needs.she may

have had.

A.J-B. Parent Duchâtelet, a doctor active in the first third of the nineteenth

century in Paris, was able to describe the conditions in the prostitutes' section of the

Salpetrière, the great general hospital built in the seventeenth century to confine female

poor in.the capital, thanks to the evidence he obtained from a former surgeon to the

70 He preached.256 major missions in France, mainly in rural areæ.
7L S"r^ont du Pere Brydayne, Missionnaire Royal,4th Edition, Vol. I, Paris & Lyon, 1867, pp.226
and232.
72 See Eudes'recommendations to his nuns, above.
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hospital and from an elderly laywoman, known as Sister Pelagia, who had been

employed there before the Revolution.

This division of the Saþêtrière was uniquely destined for prositinrtes, who were
known as "women of the world" (filles du monde). A good number of these
girls found themselves there because of a lettre de cachet; they stayed there
[hree, six and nine years; some of these last stayed there more than fifteen or
twenty years. I begged Sister Pelagia to explain to me the reasons for this long
detenlion, but she has never consented to give me the slightest help in this
regard.

The beds were supposed to serve for six persons, but as they could only hold
four (two at the head and two at the foot) there were always two who slept on the
bare tiles, right up to the moment when one of the six had finished her time of
detention or was sent to Bicêtre in order to be treated ffor advanced
syphilisl.Then the next to last took her place in the bed aq{ another, destined for
this same bed, arrived and began to sleep on the floor. No mattress, no straw,
no pillow, but the naked ground; only in winter were they given a blanket in
which they wrapped themselves.

The ceiling of the rooms in which these beds were placed was only raised five
feet above-the tiles; the windows, set veÐ/ far apart and only opening on one
side of the room, were only two feet Sçtruare, which made ventilation very
difficult. The walls were so close together that the two people sleeping on the
tiles completely obstructed the passage. According to Sister Pelagia these
rooms, always very damp, were never cold in winter; but there was always an
unclean odour, particularly in the mornings. Sister Pelagia gave the women a
reading from a pious book twice a day and on Sundays a priest came to give
them communion. The prostitutes stayed in this prison until the massacres of the
2nd and 3rd September,l793, for political prisoners had been accumulated there.
Measures were taken to remove the prostitutes only two days before the
massacres. They were afterwards confined in Saint Lazare.13

With regard to a private charity which became a dependent of the civic

authorities, J.C. Delannoy's brief account of the refuge at Amiens illust¡ates the same

heartless severity and neglect as that suffered by 
'}:'e frlles du monde' at least within

the eighteenth century.74 Colin Jones, in the articie for Hístory Worl<shop previously

73 R.J-g. Parent Duchatele! Prostitution dans la Ville de Paris, Paris, 1857 (2nd ed) pp. 99,100.
7a J.C. Delannoy, Pécheresses et Repenties; notes pour servir à l'histoire de lq Prostitution ò Amiens
du XIV au XIX siècle, brochure, 1943.
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referred to, says that in France the attitude towards poverty and charity had changed by

1740, autay from the desire to confine in order to correct the poor, and towards an

understanding that there could be such a thing as the deserving poor, who might be

visited and helped in their homes, leaving institutional care for those whose lives were

marginally criminal. With regard to correctional establishments in Montpellier at least,

this meant that a female procurer was given a much longer sentence of imprisonment

inside the city refuge than a girl taken in clandestine prostitution. The house, called the

Bon Pasteur, run by lay sisters, was neglected by its noble patrons and so left more

fully under the authority of the Bureau de police.Ts This resulæd in a change in which

"the values of the prison and the reformatory were coming to supplant those of the

convent."76 From the mid-century onwards, Jones asserts, the Bon Pasteur was

clearly pre-figuring the model prisons of the late l,8th and l9th centuries. Although this

may well be true, in the establishment which he describes, the use of the whip as a

punishment for recalcitrant girls was the only feature not found in the convent-refuges

founded by St John Eudes and Madame de Combé a century earlier. The use of

silence, the requirement to work all the time, even during religious exercise, which

Jones takes to be the sign of a downgrading of piety, were part of the discipline of the

original religious houses. In fact the model prisons of nineteenth century France were

run very much like the old convent refuges, rather than the other way around, whether

the innovators knew it or not.

+ t* + l*+ t*+ t* +l* +

The history of the charity for penitents at Avignon and the account of the

beginnings of the Eudist foundation and of the Bon Pasteur show that over a very long

time-span the Church relied upon a method of conditioning disgraced and sexually

75 Jon.r calls these women "nuns" but I think that they would have been Pastorines, who were lay
sisters.
76 C. Jones, op.cit, pp 14.,15.
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experienced women which was almost identical with that applied to young virgins

entering an enclosed convent as postulants. They were clothed, fed and controlled

with regard to movement and the occupation of space by rules presented as part of a

holy law. A demanding routine of work and religious exercices was undertaken in

conditions of silence and physical restraint alien to normal life by girls whose previous

existence had been noticeably undisciplined. No concessions appear to have been

made in favour of the women's possible youth or the effects on their health and spiris

of such a severe environment, for theology formed the refuges. It is not possible to

understand what went on within them, and the relationship of the nuns to those subject

to them without taking account of this. The Pauline doctrine, confirmed by the Latin

Fathers, and lived out particularly by religious orders down the centuries, states that

the spirit wars against the flesh, which is hostile to its desire to live in obedience to the

will of God. Of even greater importance is the primary teaching of the Church, that

those who at death have not been reconciled to God through its sacraments do not

merely die, but enter an eternity of torment. These two theological propositions

underlay the work of the refuges, which was to save the soul of each penitent woman

and tame her bodily desires. In this process her suffering was predicted, and in

accordance with doctrines of penitence and satisfaction, which will be examined later,

it was also necessary in order to maintain her in a state of humility acceptable to God.

This accounts for the striking similarity between these "redemptive" institutions,

whether they existed in the South of France, Normandy or Paris, or operated in the

thirteenth or the seventeenth centuries. Whatever the individual founder's degree of

benevolence towards the subjects, or her desire to repress them, once the institution is

set up the uniformity of featment is remarkable. Centuries go by; the house is still

maintained as an enclosed community run by nuns or celibate lay sisters, and

depending on the spirit of those in authority, the place may be either likened to a

convent or a prison. The slow rate of change or virtual lack of it, is noticeable in the

history of them all. What might be considered to have been a new and merciful attempt

to care for the outcast in the twelfth century, when Foulques de Neuilly filled the
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convent of St Anthony with repentant sinners, was still seen as radical and unusually

benevolent over five hundred years later, when St John Eudes opened his refuge for

former prostitutes at Caen, and examples of both foundations were still functioning up

to the time of the first Revolution. May we then ask if, over this great period of time,

there was not created in French society an idea of what a "good prostitute" should be

like? Is there any resemblance between the obedient "bad girl" in a refuge, modestly

dressed, quietþ behaved, whose body was not really her own, and the obedient "fille"

who followed all the regulations newly devised by the Prefecture in enlightened,

civilised Paris of the nineteenth-century? Again, may we ask if nineteenth-century

French culture displayed any marks of previous religious indoctrination in its attitude

to the moral worth of the prostitute? Did she still incarnate the most filthy of sins?

Was there any hope for her?
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Chapter II - fmages of the prostitute in nineteenth century France

During the long period from the time of the first Popes to the eve of the

French Revolution the Roman Catholic Church had always presented Christianity as

a religion of renunciation, and this was particularly true after the Council of Trent.

In France the Church had as it were resumed the task previously undertaken

between the sixth and eleventh centuries, and by the middle of the eighteenth had

once again been successful in "imposing on the mass of French men and women a

difficult and demanding religion...obsessed with guilt and sin", particularly with

sexual sin.l Both then and in the following century it is difficult to overemphasize

the negativity of the Church towards the human body, which it held to be "an object

of shame and repulsion". IJnder the influence of the Counter Reformation human

sexuality was culpabilised even more than in the lt¡Iiddle Ages. The great spiritual

sins of anger, envy and pride were made to take second place to the bodily vices of

gluttony, idleness and lust. Gibson cites the evidence of French historians to show

that in France sexual sin was treated as the most grave of all, one which could

permeate even the most trivial acts, and in the seminary this was particularly true.

Thus clerics were advised, when dressing, to "pick up their underwear 'with

sentiments of compunction...lamenting the loss of our innocence"'.2 Even before

1789 this "difficult and demanding religion" encountered resistance at many levels

of society, and almost wholesale rejection immediately after. But whereas

historians have found that, in response to this, the Church in the nineteenth century

eventually shifted the emphasis on the way it "sold" its message away from the

wrath of God to His love and mercy, no similar evidence has been produced so far

that it made any change affecting its age-old antagonism towards sexuality. It is not

possible to illusfrate this by positive evidence, for the way the Church handled the

subject was by silence and repression. One simply cannot find in the two centuries

-1 
R. Gibson, A Social History of French Catholicism; 1789-Ì914, p.269

2 Gibson, p.24.
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prior to our own, pious literature dealing with the subject of human sexuality,

except within manuals for confessors, in which it is treated only as the expression

of a variety of forms of sin. (Even there, anything explicit is printed in Latin.)

Even the prestigious Dictionnaíre d.e Théologie Catholique (L908 - 1926) gives no

space at all to a discussion of sexuality, but a great deal to that of chastity, and even

more to luxure, in its meaning of specifically sexual pleasure. It pronounces that

apart from the opinions of four authorities in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

(one of whom, the Jesuit Thomas Sanchez, later conformed to orthodoxy) "all

theologians agree" from the early years of the Church "up to the present day", that

to provoke directly or accept freely sexual pleasure - even by such a little thing as a

kiss or a touch - is an essentially evil act, and one that necessarily must count as a

mortal sin.3 This is evidence of such a sustained condemnation of sexual love by

what had been its national Church, that it must necessarily have made a deep

impression on French culture as a whole, indeed the association of sexual desire

with sin has marked all cultures which have adopted Christianity as their major

religion.a This has necessarily meant that one of the most important areas of human

relations, with all its potential for love or hate between the sexes, had formerly been

judged unworthy of a place at table at the "party of humanity". Accordingly

Choderlos de Laclos' Liaísons dangereuses (1782), a work based on observed

reality in the realm of sexual love, was judged obscene as if it were on the same

level as the fantasies of de Sade, and banned in France between 1815 and 1875.

But the nineteenth century was the age of revolution; France, which had

seen its Church discredited by the phílosophes then mauled by the First Republic,

produced many men and women for whom the changes of government and social

3 This ¡udge-"nt is based largely on the decisions of Popes Clement VIII and Paul V, who ordered
that those who claimed that a kiss, an embrace or a ûouch given or received with sexual pleasure did
not constitute a grave sin, should be denounced to the Inquisition. CoL 1342. The wriær on
Luntre berays his own biæ by saying at the beginning of the article that délectation charrclte is
not sinful inside marriage, and then, as his explanation proceeds, declaring that "as we have said"
all such pleasure is intrinsically evil. Col. 1348.
4 I do not intend to imply that guilt and ambivatence with regard to sexual love is not present in
non-Christian civilis ations.
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structure were a powedul stimulus to explore previously forbidden territory in the

world of ideas. Women as a sex, the treatment of the poor and the imprisoned were

three areas of interest which led to both intellectual and direct action, and which

were related to prostitution at least secondarily. Owing to improvements in the

printing indushry Western Europe enjoyed a great increase in publications of all

kinds, but France was the first to produce a significant number dealing with the

trade in sex, its diseases and the problems it represented for a modern state. Alain

Corbin's bibliography for Les Filles de Noce 5 shows 113 works published in the

nineteenth century which relate to prostitution, freating it as a subject for social

concern rather than from the point of view of the literary voyeur or the inquiring

tourist. A percentage of these publications are articles written for specialised

journals, but most are books which were available to the general public.

Out of the few examples to appear before 1850 one of the earliest and most

famous was Prosrítution dans Ia Ville de Paris, published by A.J.B. parent-

Duchâtelet in 1836, a work which was one of the most influential of its kind ever

produced. Corbin says of it:

For more than half a€entury no French author wishing to write of the trade
in love found himself capable of doing so without refeience to the model set
up in 1836 by De la Prostítution dans la Ville de Paris. Later historians,
d-azzledby the high quality of theenquiry, but also guided by the convicrion
that prostitution does not fall within the domain -or nistoiy, shamelessly
reproduced results obtained under the Restoration.6

All the specialised writers on prostitution quoted in this chapter make frequent

reference to Parent's book and at least one major literary author, Honoré deBalzac,

had read it shortly after its publication. In Fregier's very popular Les Classes

Dangéreuses the section on prostitution is almost completely lifted from Parent's

book.7 Its author and his work therefore deserve to be first in the series of

5 A. Corbin, Les filles de noce misère sentelle et prostitution aux l9e et 20e siècles, Aubier
Montaigne, Paris, 1978.
6 Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet; la prosriufion à Parisl au XIXe siècle. Text presented and
annotated by A. Corbin, Ed. du Seuil, Paris, 1981.
7 Frégier,H.A. L¿s Classes Dangéreuses de la Population dans le Grandes Vil/es, paris, 1840.
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publications discussed in this chapter, which gave the female prostitute more

attention than she had received in any other period of European history. That this

literature failed to find any positive answers to the questions her existence raised is

closely tied to the moral and theological systems within which it operaûed.

A.J.B Parent du Chatelet was a medical doctor born into a catholic family

with sftong Jansenist sympathies and a long tradition of service to the community

through the law, the Church and medicine, given to regular almsgiving, study and

hard work.8 Registered at the Faculty of Medicine in Paris at the age of nineteen, he

soon became a protê,gê of Hallé, the first to hold the Chair of Medical Hygiene

created there in 1795. On Hallé's advice he left general practice to devote himself to

the new science, in which he proved himself to be a researcher of skill, imagination

and tenacity. Having proved willing to expose himself to filth and physical

comrption for the sake of communal health. It was not surprising that his reputation

brought him an unusual request. A friend, in contact with The Royal Society for the

Amelioration of Prisons, had tried unsuccessfully to interest the prostitutes then

confined in the prison of La Force in free copies of morally uplifting literature. He

was baffled by his inability to communicate with the women: they seemed to him to

belong to a people aparrt.g He therefore approached Parent Duchâtelet, who was a

personal friend, asking him to assist society's undentanding of this special class of

\¡/omen by doing research on them as a whole. Parent was reluctant, believing that

such philanthropy was misplaced, but he commenced a study none the less. Not

long afterwards his friend died, but by this time Parent was interested. He had also

been approached by two Brazilian politicians, visitors to Paris, with a request for

information regarding the methods used in France to supervise the health and

activities of prostitutes. Parent took them to the Prefecture of Police, where to his

8 Notice His_torique of Vol. I of Prostitution,etc., edition of 1857, and confi¡med by the relevant
_section of Notre famille: gé.néølogie, by Col. Parent-Duchâtelet, Imprimerie de la Chapelle-
Montligeau, (Orne) 1939- The present holder of what remains of the family archives, lvl. triichet
VinorPréfontaine, said that his family had come from "a Jansenist environmént where pleasure did
not exist."
9 Pa¡ent-Duchâtelet, De la Prostittution, Int¡oduction to Vol.I, p.3.
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surprise he found that there was no official policy, nor anyone who appeared to

know what went on in the bureau des moeurs as a whole. He also discovered that

the government of Brazil was not the only body which looked to France for this sort

ofguidance:

My researches in the archives of the Prefecture of Police soon furnished me
with proof that the happy results of the sanitary surveillance obtained in
Paris over several years had come to the knowledge of a large number of
administators, either in other French cities or in foreign countries. I-eaving
aside the letters addressed to the Prefect of Police by mayon and prefects, I
may say that correspondence came from Rome, Naples, Milan and most of
the big cities of Germany, Holland and Belgium. One was dated from St
Petersburg, another from the United States of America. All demanded
information about what was done in the capital of France; but as such
information requires the existence of detailed notes, which no-one in the
bureøu had had the time to do, it was found impossible to give this
information, and it was always necessary, when answering, to say
something very general - a good way to handle questions which one cannot
answer. lo

Even the French government, on two separate occasions (1819 and 1822) had not

been able to get precise information from the Prefecture. For this reason the

provinces were not yet employing the regulation system. Such a state of affairs was

a spur to Parent's zeal and patriotism. He wished to provide a source-book of

information for France and the world, based on the developing science of statistics,

on facts personally verified: those who wrote on social questions without ever

leaving their studies eamed his contempt.

His study was published at the end of a period of eight years in which he

claimed to have read every major book on prostitution available to him, and visiæd

brothels, hospitals and prisons, where he interviewed the inmates and those in

authority over them. The public was shown an image of the prostitute's life in

which love had no place. Parent described major aspects of what forms of control

she experienced, both on the streets, in the brothels and in prison. Her sexual

diseases and the condition of her body were thoroughly examined; the depaftments

of France from which she generally came, her family background, her intelligence

10 Parent-Duchatelet, Vol.I, p.5
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and the level of her education, if any, were also meticulously gone into. Parent

undertook this study in addition to his regular work for the Conseil général and his

medical practice, which by this time was taken up entirely by charitable work for the

poor.lt To safeguard his reputation he never went to places where prostitutes were

found unaccompanied by either a doctor or an agent of the bureau, He was also

given access to the archives of the Prefecture, finding that he was the first who had

ever studied them, and the last, for after his examination the files were destroyed.

In addition he was allowed to examine the registers of the bureau des moeurs ,

where he conceived a deep admiration for the staff, one which must have opened

many doors:

There I found men of consummate merit, immense experience and
who...render public service all the more meritorious in that it is
recompensed in the meanest manner. I shall render these men their due, and
by making known the good they do, I like to think that the public will repent
of the unjust prejudice which it has with regard to them.l2

Corbin says that Parent's work gave great coherence and prestige to a

system of surveillance merely "sketched by the Consulate" before being taken over

by the July Monarchy, and ttrat even the police of the Second Empire were guided

by his study.l3 Whatever the author's prejudices - his adhesion to Jansenist

doctrine, with its heightened sensitivity to sin, his strong class feeling, his fear of

sex, his desire to see the state treat prostitution not as a human problem but as a

question of hygiene - Parent's concern for the women involved is evident. His

decision to allow this to appear in his report was brave, even original. For him, to

report one's findings was the first duty of a råsearcher who belonged to "the

enlightened nineteenth century" as he called it
In the fint volume of De la Prostitutionthe author speaks of the prostitutes'

good qualities, their generosity to the poor, their desi¡e to rear their own children,

1lJiU Harsin , Policing Prostiturion in Nlneteenth-Century Paris,Princeton, 1985, p.97
12 Pa¡ent-Duchatelet, Vol.I, p.13.
13 Corbin, Les Filles d,e noce,
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their helplessness when pitted against the madams, their youth and the surprisingly

innocent character of the books with which the literate few sometimes idled away

their leisure hours, as well as the way in which they would foolishly spend money

on vanities. Parent noted with surprise that flowers were often one of these.

Corbin says that his discoveries lend credence to the popular image of the golden-

hearted prostitute reflected in books and films of the present century. The doctor

also found that the women's average health was better than that of the working-class

mother, burdened with a family and a twelve-hour working day. Although devout,

he sympathised with the girls'indifference to the religious instruction given them in

prison by chaplains and nuns, who made no allowance for their different experience

of life. His work drew the whore out of the realm of public fantasy and gave her a

place in the area of known facts - an essential step towards attaining tolerance and

understanding for her, although whether she has attained it even today is

questionable. Where prostinrtion is concerned, history moves very slowly.

The Regulated Girl

Dr. Louis Fiaux, an abolitionist and authority on the treatment of syphilis in

the nineteenth century, wrote that in 1802 the políce des mæurs (controlled by the

deuxíème section which dealt with maintenance of public decency) had three aims:

to repress and enclose the free prostitute population which was a cause of public

scandal and frequent complaints to the municipality of Paris; to offer to the crowd

of searching males - the celibate, the divorced, the sexually "obsessed" - and also to
I

the lárge number of visitors from the provinces and abroad, a reserve of available

sexual partners; lastly, by a deliberate medical and administrative intervention, to

safeguard the health of "tainted" women, who were promptly interned until

pronounced cured. The brothels and streets were thereby to be kept supplied with a

constantly cleansed personnel.14 To do this it was necessary to force all known

14 Or.f.Fiaux, La Prostitution Cloitée, F. Alcan, Paris, 1902, p.49. The medical visit was as
follows: the dispensary at the Prefecture was open between 11.30 a.m. and 4 p.m. on week-days.
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prostitutes to submit to periodic inspections to identify those with syphilis or

gonorrhea, and, if infected, to force them to submit to treatment. Those who were

found to have disobeyed the regulations were either fined or made to spend a period

of time in prison. The sentences ranged from a week to nine months in duration.

Parent found that once a girl was found to be either an inmate of a brothel, or

practising on her own account elsewhere, she was brought to the Prefecture to be

"inscribed" or "ca¡ded" (míse en certe).Inscription applied to prostitutes who were

resident in a brothel and could not practise outside it. "The card" was carried by the

women who worked on their own account.ls The document had her personal

details on one side and a list of rules on the other.(See Appendix to this chapter.) At

the time of registration the girl was also required to sign an " engagement " in which

she promised to keep the rules given to her. Once'registered the prostitute was not

allowed to give up her trade unless formally struck off (rayée) by an agent of the

hefecture, after an enquiry.

A glance at these rules shows that they allowed great freedom of

interpretation to the police.l6 Girls in brothels were made subject to even Ereater

restrictions on their liberty, as they were dependent on the owner for permission to

leave the house at all. It was inevitable that both house girls and free-lance

prostitutes were often found in breach of the regulations, particularly regarding the

medical examination which was humiliating, and which could rob them of their

livelihood if it found them to be infected. Thus they became liable to various fines

and terms of imprisonment in Saint Lazare. All girls on the police files, whether
\

Two doctors were present, although until 1879 only one had been available. The woman stayed
alone with the doctor. He examined her face, mouth and throat, then he made her get up on to the
armchair. (At first the girls had been asked to lie down on a bed, but as this necessitated that they
removed their has, which took time, an armchai¡ on a small dais had been substitr¡ted.)He inspected
the external genitalia, anus, perineum, skin of thighs and belly; if negative he introduced the
speculum and examined the neck of the womb and vagina. If both parties were experienced, this
could take only one minute. Usually the doctor was so busy that it had to take a minute, with
consequent neglect of basic hygiene. Emile Richard, La Pros. à Paris, p. 65. Richard said that the
system had been the same for at leæt fifty years.
15 A *att living off the earnings of a free-lance prostitute was punished by law; a brothel owner
was protected by legislation, in fact his license to trade was granted by the Prefecture. This is still
the case.
16 S." Appendix 2 and.theend of the book.
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operating from a brothel or from the streets, were known as les soumises , the

subjected or the obedient, as opposed to those women who tried to carry on their

trade clandestinely, with the same freedom from supervision as their clients

enjoyed. They were known as les ínsoumtses, the unsubjected, a term which can

also be used in other contexts to mean "the rebellious" or even "the undefeated".

The soumís¿s fell into two sub-classes, the house gtls (filles de maison) and the

free girls (ftlles líbres) who were also sometimes known as the isolated (les ísolées).

From the point of view of control, the brothel was the best place for a girl;

there she was constantly supervised and could be visited once a week in sítu by a

police doctor. House girls had weekly instead of fortnightly visits because it was

acknowledged that they worked harder. In other words they could not refuse

clients. A little imagination, plus careful reading of the card reproduced in the

appendices, suggests an image of the ideal "free" whore, according to the state.

One may picture her at any time in the Paris of the last century, walking meekly

along one of the less fashionable streets by lamptight, her head decently covered,

her dress so modest and unremarkable that on'e might mistake her for, say, a

governess kept out unusually late. During the past fortnight she has been

"inspected" and pronounced fit for public use, so she may accost the next male

passer-by with a clea¡ conscience. Should he have atrother woman on his arm, or

be accompanied by children, she casts down her eyes, for she dare not address him.

If he is alone, a respectful whispered invitation is given: "Listen Monsieur..."17 At

eleven p.m. the exemplary prostitute refurns to her lonely room. Perhaps she looks

into the sfreet through a crack in the curtains, but however desperate she may be for

money, she will not show herself at the window, nor solicit custom from men who

may lodge in the house. Forbidden the only company that would receive her, i.e.

other women in the same trade, she goes alone to buy food or drink, fearing to be

I7 
" Ecoulez Monsieur,.," given æ the opening phræe of the prostitute's attempt to pick up a client

in Goncou-rt's"Lafille Eliza". The English t¡anslation rendèrs this as "Hellô darling!",-which is
much too familiar.
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arrested because it is after hours, then returns to eat alone. Should a client visit her,

all is done with such discretion that the susceptibilities of other tenants are not

wounded, and the whore sleeps at last, as isolated and docile as the poor celibate

sewing wornan who rents a room under the tiles in the same building. One wonders

if such a gentle, undemanding girl could survive on the streets without the illegal

protection of a pimp; obviously she would be much better off in the security of a

licensed brothel.

Is there not in this image of the state's ideal public woman something

reminiscent of the nun? Those in authority over both types favoured the habit of

submission as a quality of the first importance; also, even in the case of the prostitute,

the women's right over their own sexuality is denied. Both types were ba¡red from

personal friendships or immodesty in dress and demeanour. The prostitute's duty to

submit to a medical examination of her interior health may also be compared to the

nun's duty to submit the condition of her most intimate feelings to the examination of

a confessor. Both kinds of women were expected to perform some penitential act if
the relevant inspection found fault. For the prostitute in nineteenth century France this

was often a period of imprisonment, in fact much of De la Prostitutíon is taken up

with a description of the prostitutes' section of Saint Lazare, the great women's prison

which took in all delinquent females in the capital and the department of the Seine. In

this prison the French state deliberately introduced a congregation of nuns to act as

custodians. The regime of silence and submission that they maintained was only a

modification of conventual practice, and had little to do with helping the captive

women to re-enter civil life.

The Prison for prostitutes

In 1648 the City of Paris opened a converted saltpetre factory on the outskirts

of the capital for the confinement of "debauched women and girls". Eleven years later

Louis XIV signed the edict creating the General Hospital, the ancestor of the present-
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day Bureau d'Assistance Publique,ls and a sign of the tendency within the history of

what may be called social welfare institutions in sixteenth and seventeenth-century

European societies, to confine and institutionalise the marginal. He also gave the la¡d

and buildings of the Salpêtrière to the new foundation, which was to use them as a

place of refuge and confinement for all the homeless and destituæ of Paris, which was

"infested" with such people to a point beyond the capacity of existing charitable

foundations to serve. In a short time thousands of the destitute of both sexes were

interned there: beggars, the very old, the blind, the epileptic, the mentally retarded,

political criminals and religious heretics (after the repeal of the Edict of Nantes).le

Eventually a selection was made in favour of the female poor, the males being sent to

a similarly large establishment opened to receive them at Bicêtre. "For over two

centuries the Salpêtrière housed every imaginable form of social and medical misfrt

from the lowliest sector of Parisian life."20

In 1684 a special section, had been built within the enclosure for women who

had committed "scandalous and public prostitution", in order that they might not

corrupt the rest of the inmates.2l In time experience demonsfrated that an imprisoned

prostitute was very liable to turn into a sick woman dying of syphilis, but the problem

was deliberately ignored or imperfectly handled during the seventeenth and eighæenth

centuries because of the connection of venereal disease with sexual licence. Dr H

Homo, in charge of the prostitutes' dispensary in the town of Chateau Gontier, found

that even in the nineteenth century, nuns in the provincial hospitals would not care for

women with syphilis.zz .It was this conflict of ideals thatlay behind the development

1! fle General Hospital centralised the direction of five other hospitals in Pa¡is: La Pitié, Scipion,
Bicêre and La Savonnerie. In 1662 the directors of tle General Hospital were given charge óf al
public hospitals in France. Although the A¡chbishop of Paris was the head of the board, the
running of these hospitals was mostly in lay hands by 1698.
lgQuotations from the æaxs of royal edicts given in Larousse: Grand Dictionnaire IJniversel du
XN siecle, L875.
20 Ir¿utk S. Micale, "The Salpêfiière in the Age of Cha¡cot: An Institurional Perspective on
Medical History in the Late Nineæenth Century", Journal of Contemporøry History, Vol. 20, No.4,
October 1985.
2I theauthors of Justine utd, Manon Lescautshowed their heroines being sent for correction by the
state to this section of the Salpetriere.
22DtU.Homo, Etude sur la Prostitution dans laVille de Chareau-Gontier,Paris, 1872.
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of Saint Lazare, originally a lepers'hospital, then a monastery. After the Revolution

of 1789 it was used as a women's prison, but not at first for the confinement of

delinquent prostitutes. It received its infamous character, so damaging to any woman

known to have been shut up there, because the regulation system created a multitude

of offences which prostitutes were sent to prison for, and among them was the crime

of being infected with a sexual disease. Much as the authorities would have liked to

segregate the criminal offenders from wretched street women caught working white

infected with syphilis, the city of Paris never consented to provide money for new

buildings.23. By 1835 all prostitutes found to be infected with syphilis or gonorrhea

were automatically sent to St Lazare's Second Section, and treated as prisoners, as

were any public ,üomen caught in breach of the Regulations.

The prison was large; it could hold 1200 prisoners as well as staff. Its

iofitmaty contained not only infected prostitutes but also destitute women found to be

suffering from venereal diseases, raped children who had thereby been infected with

syphilis and the blind and the disabled who had been driven into prostitution by want

The sections were as follows: the First for women awaiting trial or sentence for

criminal offences, together with those condemned to less than two years in gaol; the

Second for public women in breach of police regulations; the Third for children from

the age of six years and young girls detained by the state under Sections 66 and 67 of

the Penal Code, as having offended public decency while still lacking adult

discernment, or found to be living in conditions of moral danger (a ludicrous

provision, considering the nature of Saint Lazarc). Trébuchet and Duval, in one of

their unma¡ked insertions in the 1857 edition of Prostítution dans laVílle de paris, say

that the Second Section (excluding the Infîrmary) contained about 450 women at a

time, and Pauline de Grandpré gives the same number for 1869.2a Both sources give

23 tne Prefectu¡e of Police asked unsuccessful
1843, lg an
became of
be used fe
the prison of La Petite Roquette had been set as
p.622.
24 p. ¡e Grandpré (real name Pauline Chevatier) Lcs cond.amnées de SainçLazare, mémoires par
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the total number of prison inmates as between 1000 and 1200. The public assumption,

so damaging for ex-prisoners, that Saint Lazare was only for prostitutes had some

truth in it therefore, in that between one third and nearly a half of its inmates were in

the Second Section.

When Parent-Duchâtelet was allowed to inspect the prison in the 1830's he

found the interior organisation of its dormitories and workshops more liberal than it
afterwards became. The staff of the prison was secular, composed of both men and

women. This changed in 1836 when Baron Gabriel Delesserts was appointed prefect

of Police in the capital. A man of culture and refinement, loyal to the Odeans branch

of the royal family, a Jansenist with a reputation for incorruptibility and personal

courage, Delesserts may not have known Parent-Duchâtelet personally, but he effected

changes in the prison which accorded with the recommendations made in the chapter

on Saint Lazare in the latter's book. In a few months he had tightened discipline; the

prisoners were put into uniform, coloured according to section. Later on he changed

the staff, being concerned to appoint only women of good moral character as

supervisors and jailors in all sections.25 A ryped document, dated December 1931, in

the Police Archives in Paris, gives Delessert the credit for being the first to enfrust the

surveillance of female prisoners entirely to women. He was able to do so for all

except a small section of Saint Lazate from July 1838. On 6 April 1839 the Minister of

the Interior decided to apply a similar reform to all central prisons and houses of

correction attached to them. In a circular of 22 May 1841 the following paragraph

appears:

The Adminisúation has decided that one of the most effective means of

the kingdom received two years ago

Mme'.., Pa¡is 1869. This was a factual account of the structure and organisation of the prison,
with a romanticised view of the prisoners, written by a niece of the theñ prison chaplain,25 L'abbé Morlier, Bonne Mère, ou La Révérende Mère Chupin, Soc. St Augustin, Desclée et
Brouwer, Paris, 1926, p.48.
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particular instructions to inform themselves, in the course of their tours, if any
sisters of religious orders would consent to undertake the surveillance of female
prisoners, anã under what conditions.26

The inspector general for prisons in the Lyons area, Charles Lucas, had been

impressed by the work of the religious sisters who virtually ran the women's section

of the "central", as well as by "the order, cleanliness and good spirit" within the

refuge that they had opened for discharged female prisoners, the 'Solitude'.27 On the

basis of his report their Mother Superior, Anne Quinon, was asked if she would

provide staff for the female sections of all the Centrals.2s By 1877, according to

Claude Langlois, the Marie Joseph sisters were in charge of sixty per cent of all

women's prisons in France.29 The wide use made by the state of this and similar

female congregations illustrates clearly the new harmony of values which existed

between the Church and the ruling élite regarding the problem of female delinquency.

The state was willing to ensure that the women were cared for without brutality, but

meant them none the less to live in a state of complete submission. Dr Homo

remarked that "the triple presence of nuns in the prisons, the dispensaries [where girls

were examined for syphilisl and the Refuges accustoms the prostitutes...to consider

all three as part of the same universal prison (monde carcéral)", a circumstance which

he felt must be prejudicial to the attempts to reform the gir1s.30

The number of religious sisters in charge of Saint Lazarc was comparatively

small, yet writers of various periods (Grandpré, Richard, Guyot, du Camp, Bizard)

agree that the sisters maintained order with apparent ease, although no male guards,

26 Docurrrent entitled Lø Congrégøtio,n des Sæurs de Marie-Joseph à la Maison d'Arrêt et de
Conection de St-I'azare, au Dépôt près àe la Préfecture dz Police et anx prisons dc Fresnes, found in
the Saint Lazarc Dossier EB.9l in the archives of the Prefecture. This is much less rich ttran might
have been hoæ¿, but staff at the Prefecture said that a geat deal of the prison a¡chives had been
destroyed during the Commune.
21 Panici,Pr, Avec les Femmes en Prison, p.33. The nuns were then called the Saint Joseph
sisters and afFrliaæd to an order which did not specialise in prison work.
28 In nineæenth century France prisons were either maisons de détenrion or maisons centrales. The
former, of which every department had at least one,received prisoners sentenced by the local courts,
which only dealt with offences carrying a maximum penalty of one or at most two yea¡s. The
Iatter, of which there were only five at the time for the whole of France, ¡eceived prisoners with
heavier sentences, condemned by an Assize Court
29 Claudelanglois, Le Carhoticisme aufémínin,p.349. Les Sceurs de la Sagesse were another
congregation which worked in French prisons during the nineteenth century.
30Ho-o, La prostitution, etc., p.ll4
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except one "brigadier", were allowed to enter the prison proper.

The control exerted by the nuns must have been due at least in part to the great

psychologícal advantage that French culture gave them over the imprisoned women.

They were all of legitimate birth and honourable family as conditions of their office,

yet they endured the same lack of bodily comforts as their charges, indeed they rose

even earlier, at 4 a.m., to attend a private mass. Like them they wore a uniform,

maintained silence, worked during the same hours, were enclosed by the same walls

and deprived of all opportunities for worldly pleasure. Yet there were great

differences: the nuns were virgins and their work was not a punishment but a

sacrifice, for even the money they earned was not theirs to spend. Here then was a

repetition of the taditional ffeatment given the lov¿er-class whore, shut up for her own

and society's good in the charge of nuns whose virtue was unassailable.

The popular imagination found this proximity piquant. An illustration to a

popular song in a minor key by Aristide Bruant, in which a street girl laments that her

boyfriend will have no-one to support him while she does time in Saint Lazare, shows

a fat and grim-faced nun leading the rebellious young woman away "to drink

medicine" for three months. The artist has drawn the dress of the sisters and the

imprisoned women incorrectly. As Gil Blas was an anticlerical journal, his picture of

the nun is a caricature. In reality her gaoler might have been the girl's own age.

Active religious orders looked for young postulants, who had many years of service

to give. The sight of them in the old building, thè,former monastery, was like seeing

an apparition, according to "Savioz",3l writinþ for the feminist newspaper, Zø

Fronde, in September 1896; Maxime du Camp had said the same thíng 27 yea.rs

earlier. What might their effect have been upon the prisoners, many of whom had

made their Fi¡st Communion in childhood (as the girl in the song had done) and who

31 Pen-name of Mme G. Awil de Sainte Croix. She wrote this series of articles under the by-line
La Tribune , for the benefit of "those who ca¡e about human suffering". She hoped that the facts
concerning the interior organisation of Saint Lazue would cause a renewal of public effort against
the sysæm of imprisoning prostitutes and criminals in the same building. She wished to show that
the prison was inhumane in its treatment of young girls and also that the lack of supervision at
nighì was bound to have a bad influence on young ofre-nders.
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now found themselves in the notorious prison at whích they probably arrived tired,

undernourished, and probably sick? The contrast of dress - the convicts in ugly,

loose garments (grey for the Second Section) and the nuns in the üaditional robes of

righteousness - must have had its effect, although on some of the women that effect

was negative.

How did the nuns perceive the outcasts which it was their aim to train in

morals and religion by the use of severity mingled with kindness?32 Savioz took

more notice of the Marie Joseph Sisters than other writers. Although hostile to the

Church, she took the trouble to ask the sisær in charge of the Second Section about

the behaviour of the inmates and found that, like others subjected to strong

authoritarian rule, her informant had internalised the values of those above her. She

was told that the prostitutes fell into two categories, the soumises - the registered girls

- and the insoumíses, the would-be independents, who had carried on their trade

without police approval. Savioz commented:

Unnecessary to say that the first category, the poor creatures who have fallen
so low that they -are no, longer conscious of their abjection, incapable of
resistance or revolt, are the favourites of the...administrâtion and of the nuns.
The superior in charge of the general surveillance of the second section, when
questioned by us, had nothing but praise for the registered girls, and in this
womanr herself under the yoke of discipline for twenty years, to whom the
habit of -daily contact with the police and their protégéès had given a very
special idea of human dignity and the libertry of the individual, onè could sensê

ïíi,i1'ií1trå;:ï'åilil#i";,i",','r'J;
to be rivetted to that shameful chain of

slavery, which is what being registered at the prefecture of police means for a
woman.

"The best prisoners, the most gentle natures", shb said to us in her
dreary.v-o¡ce, "are_the- house girls; they never answer back or disobey; they
are reliable girls. Unfortunately, they ne the ones we see the least of. 

-All 
thê

same the others, the girls en carte, are also very nice; they have not lost all
good feeling; they know that one must put up with ir. [savioz'italics.] And

they don't swear so much. Those who work in

ir;:åT3",i:i,i;3",1"'?*T*:,:!:ii?Jllfi :
and with them we ar-e_ sometimes obliged to be severe...The young ones are
particularly impossible; they have no self-control, show oit ttrJir vicious

32 4¡¡¡13 mentioned in a report sent by the congregation to the Bishop of Limoges in 1879. panici,
Avec les femmes, p 40.
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habits, talk indecently and when we wish to reprimand them, they reply with
mocking smiles and insolent gestures. Still you must admit that those girls are
not afraid of work. The registered girls...hardly do anlthing."33

For this nun, the prostitute was defined only by her degree of submission. Those

with "good feeling" knew that "one must put up with it". Those who showed a sense

of the reality of their degradation were those to whom severity was shown. There

does not seem to have been an appreciation of the value of a spirit ofresistance and

vitality, and perhaps there could not be, among a population of nun-warders, each of

whom was bound to view every expression of one's own private will as a yielding to

sin.

There were very great similarities between the regime inside the largest prison

for women in France and that inside the convent refuges which are described later in

this study. In both cases those in charge desired to effect the conversion of sexually

experienced women into asexual beings whose chief virtue would be submission to a

regime of order, silence, work and discipline. Whereas the state wanted the women to

remain available to men, the nuns, with the inmates' salvation in mind, wished them

to give up life in the world for ever. This was because they had no trust in the

inægrity of the gids, even when reformed. Like the iay authorities they believed that a

fallen woman must be constantly supervised and could only be good when under

control.

+*+lË+l*+*+*+

The regulation system, though often attacked in the second half of the

nineteenth century, survived well into the twentie-th. Despite his sympathy for its

victims, Parent Duchatelet, like the majority of his readers, never questioned the

justice of the regulation system for a moment. The fact that the women had

internalised the values of respectable society with regard to themselves only added

33 Savioz, La Fronde, final article on Saint Lazareunder the by-line "LaTribune", September 1896.
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to his conviction of the justice of the conÍols to which they were subjected:

They have, as I have said elsewhere, the feeling of how low they have
fallen; they know that they a¡e in opposition with laws both human and
divine, and that they find themselves, by the very fact of their employment,
unable to claim those rights whose value they appreciate very well, but of
which they have rendered themselves unworthy.

The doctor quoted Montesquieu's Esprít des Lois to reinforce his thesis - those

who "violate public continence" should lose the advantages which society attaches

to purity of iife; they should be subject to fines, to shame, be compelted to hide

themselves, be exposed to public infamy and forced to live on the margin of

society.34 In other words, Parent concluded that personal liberty is a right which a

prostitute cannot claim. His religious training as a Jansenist, with its extreme

distrust of the female body, would have confirmed for him the justice of the popular

view.

But what of the men who consorted with prostitutes? Should they have full

civil rights? As Alain Corbin says in the preface to his abbreviation of Prostitutíon

dans laVille de París, the client is "le grand obsent" from this great work. Daring

as Parent had been to undertake such a study, which had excited amazement and

disgust among his colleagues and friends,35 he was not unwise enough to match his

investigations on the women with a corresponding survey of the origins, education,

physical appearance, character, cleanliness and condition of the genitalia belonging

to the men for whose benefit the guilty trade existed, nor to suggest that they too

deserved to lose the protection of the law. Inside the world,created by his study the
\

females are prostitutes, madams or prison warders; males belong to the police or

the medical profession. There are no clients. The girls are described with a great

deal of sympathy; facts are presented which show that the average whore is not a

34 Monæsquieu, De l'esprit des lois, Book )ilI, ch.iv.
35 Pa¡ent died at forty-five after a brief illness, worn out by his unrelenting addiction to work,
according to the Notice Historique at the commencement of his book, which was published
posthumously. It is possible that the reaction of his circlg to the kind of work that he was doing
had added to his fatigue.
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monster or a social mutant, but an ordinary woman, usually from the provinces,

whose misfortune it was to be without money, friends or family in a big city where

men were used to paying for sex. Parent certainly believed that love of

inappropriate finery and a tendency to idleness were among the chief factors which

drew girls to prostitution, but he also gave ahigh place to poverty and seduction by

an absconding lover in his list of precipitating causes. As the study dealt only with

the lower ranks of the prostitute population, he found that his subjects came almost

invariably from the working classes. They left the fade, as far as the Paris police

were aware, aftet about four years of work, and Parent assumed with some concern

that society re-absorbed them, but could not prove this. It did not appear to have

occurred to him that they may have gone to provincial brothels.

Parent's view of the trade in sex was the view of a man who was above all

things public-spirited, who undertook his investigations into what were avoided

subjects because he wished to assist society to live better, even amid its dirt, the dirt

which its fleshly nature compelled it to create.36

Prostitution is as inevitable, within alarge population of men, as sewers,
rubbish dumps and collections of objectionable refuse (ímmondices). The
conduct of the authorities ought to be the same in regard to the one as with
regard to the other; their duty is to supervise them, to attenuate by all
possible means the inconveniences inherent in them, and to that end, to hide
them, to relegate them to the most obscure corners, in a word to render their
presence as unperceived as possible.3T

This train of thought brings Parent to the same conclusion as that of the theologians

of the dista¡rt past, namely that prostitution regrettably has a place in the order of
\l

things, and indeed he joins them in his use of a well-known authority:

As for me, I answer the opponents of the toleration that the administration
jldggs fit to use towards prostitutes with this passage from St Augustine:
Quid sordius, quíd inaníus... (a full quotation follows in Latin of the

36 tnis is not deny modern psychological insights into what might have been the subconcious
reasons for Parent's choice of such things as slaughter-yards, sewers and brothels as objects of
research; whatever they were, they do not invalidate the active benevolence of his private life nor
the usefulness to society of his studies.
37 P u"nt-Duchâtelet,Vol.II, p.339.
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passage akeady cited on p.6 of the previous chapter: "fs there anything
more sordid, more miserable, etc.) But St Augustine, before shutting
himself up in the cloisúer, had known the world, and his vast genius allowed
him to face the things of this earth as well as all that has to do with the most
sublime truths of morality and religion.3s

Here is evidence indeed of the influence of religious culture on the treatment of

prostitutes in France. One of the men at the forefront of the new studies in public

hygiene, who was instrumental in the development and spread of the regulation

system, found justifrcation from a Father of the Church the in assigning a section of

the female population, which had been found wilting to sell sex at least once, to a

form of work which would keep it permanently contaminated with disease and

mortal sin.

Alphonse Esquiros

Not every writer who saw prostitution as a social problem in nineteenth

century France was as deeply influenced as Parent-Duchâtelet by the traditional

prejudice against women. Three years after the aþpearance of Prostitutíon dans la

Ville de París Alphonse Esquiros published Les Víerges Folles (The Foolish

Virgins).3e He and Parent were the first original thinkers on the subject of

prostitution to publish in France. Although Parent's book carried the greater

weight, because it contained a collection of facts never known to any one person

before him, yet Esquiros also reached a wide public. Les Víerges Folles was small,

cheap and easy to read; it went into many editions and was stilt being published in

1873, at the time when anxiety over syphilis and the battle to abolish regulation

were about to claim a share of public attention until the end of the century. It

a¡oused strong protests from the Church in particular, because the author gave what

was considered to be too sympathetic a pictu¡e of the prostitute, one which

suggested her guilt to be less than her misfortunes.

38 Parent-Duchatelet, Vol.II, p.339..
39 Poblished by A. Je Gallois, Paris, 1840. Later he expanded this book by the inclusion of Les
Vierges Sagey originally published separately in 1842. His sister Adèle ãpparently shared his
interests, publishing her own work, Ies marchandt s d'qmour in 1865.
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Although Esquiros drew heavily on Parent's study, he gives alíterary rather

than a scientific presentation of his subject, which is really centered upon the

condition of working class women. His image of the girls whom society rejects is

that of essentially decent women, with a strong potential for good which is wasted

by the various degrees of prostitution into which they are forced by their difficult

circumstances. While believing that woman is naturally frail and given to love of

display, Esquiros was also passionately convinced that the economic order was

unfavourable to those of the the working class, particularly those without the

support of a family. The author opposes the traditional view that prostitution is

necessary to mankind; he places the responsibility for the trade in sex on men

alone. "In any case, according to us, the real cause of prostitution is neither poverly,

idleness, ignorance nor incapacity, nor love: it is men."40 If there were no men to

buy, there would be no more women selling. Likewise, if the whore were

dishonest, if she hated men, it is only because she recognised ilr them the "authors

of her degradation". She should not be blamed, in fact reproach and abuse will only

cause her despair to harden into effrontery. He presents the prostitute as essentially

disadvantaged, unable to make a living except through the most poorly paid of

women's work, usually without famity protection and condemned as idle if she

grew restive under long hours of sedentary and boring labour. A book such as this

called for pity for the prostitute, and absolved her from almost all blame.

Despite his humanity, Esquiros was what many Frenchmen became later in

the century, a neo-regulationist. He did not wish to see the prostitute released from

police supervision or health checks, rather that the state should ensure that the

brothel girl was given a fair deal by the madam, and that her medical examination

should be conducted in her own room, not at the public dispensary, and with all

possible respect for her feelings for, as Parent had found, a whore has modesty,

like other women. Les Vièrges Folles reinforced what Parent had said three years

40 Esquiros , p.126
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earlier, that a prostitute is usually just an ordinary working class girl whom

circumstances have combined to push into an ungleasant trade. Of course she will

leave if she can find anything better. Parent was content to believe that the average

girl did leave after approximately four years, in order to re-enter society. His

evidence was that the police records showed no further trace of her, yet he had only

studied the Paris files. Esquiros did not draw such hopeful conclusions from such

fragmentary evidence. He was convinced that after a few yeats the girl's health

and, even more important, her sense of herself, were pennanently damaged.

Therefore it was unlikely that she could slip back into society very easily, unless she

could buy her way into some respectable position. The research done by Frances

Finnegan into prostitution in York during the nineteenth century tends to support the

conclusions of Esquiros. She found that far from being able to leave the trade, the

women's frequent attempts to do so were usually unsuccessful.4l Esquiros did not

make any dogmatic statements, but he suggested that the lower-class prostitute

tended to descend the social scale of her world the longer she remained in it.

Rehabilitation was not inevitable, but sickness was, and death was not far away,a2

Without realising it, Esquiros in this view comes close to agreeing with that of the

nuns who operated convent refuges, namely that their penitents, if allowed to leave,

would fall staight back into mortal sin.

In his preface to the 1873 edition Esquiros noted that public taste had

changed; the brothels had diminished in number and the ísolées, whom he had

earlier called the aristocrats of prostitution, now dominated the field to an extent

which had not seemed possible in 1840. Alain Corbin believes that this

phenomenon was basically caused by an evolution in sexual taste: the average man,

even when poor, wished to think of himself as the lover, or seducer, of an atfractive

41 Franr"s Finnegan, Poverty and. Prosritudon: a study of Victorian proslitutes in York,
Cambridge University Press, London, 1979. Finnegan was not concerned to deny Pa¡ent-
D.-uchâtelet's findings, but those of Dr. wm. Acton, a nineteenth century disciple of his.
42 rhe only practical solution that occurred to Esquiros is that of sending French prostitutes to
Australia, as that country had managed to turn British prostitutes into useful citizens.
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woman, not as the purchaser of a female for sexual satisfaction.a3 This evolutíon

was marked by the sympathetic treatrnent given to the image of the whore in popular

song. Aristide Bruant, a well-known Parisian music-hall performø und ,on!

writer, was among the first to celebrate the street-walker as a woman who could

both feel and inspire love. The old-fashioned brothel began to be seen as a blot on

the neighbourhood, although formerþ it had been welcomed by local shopkeepers

for the increased trade it brought. Yet to the contemporary social observer, the

flagrant presence of prostitution on the streets and the cult of the expensive grande

cocotte which was such a feature of French society during the Second Empire,

seemed a sign of the degeneration of the nation. No longer was prostitution hidden,

ashamed of itself, but "triumphant debauchery everywhere raises its head. Who

would dare to maintain that this corruption of the last reign has had nothing to do

with our defeat? [In the Franco-Prussian War.] "44 Many agreed. The flowering

of compassion and understanding which had begun in 1836 with the publication of

Prostitutíon dans laVille de Paris did not fall fruitless, but what it produced was

not social reform, only an attempt to make regulation less unjust. Together with

this, perhaps influencing it, was the fact that from 1838 until the end of the century

the figure of the prostitute interested some of the best and most popular writers in

France. Their final conclusions were pessimistic, like those of the Church which

most of them had consciously rejected, but whose teachings had permeated their

culture.

+t*+*+t*+t*+t*+

Sue, Balzac, Dumas the Younger, Hugo: 'Jfhe prostitute as heroine

In the middle decades of the last century Eugène Sue, a neglected writer

today, was at the height of his fame and popularity in France. In1842 his book, lzs

43 Corbin, Les Filles de Noce, p.l1 5
44 Esquiros, p.3 of 1873 edition.
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Mystères de Paris, had just been serializedby the Journal des Débars and was to be

carried in translation to Europe and overseas. In the introduction to the 1873 edition

of l-es Vièrges Folles, Esquiros said of it:

Les Vièrges Folles had been published for some time when a novelist, a man
of imagination and talent, had the happy idea of bringing to life in a book the
dramatic sufferings of th-at-shadoyy class which lives outside society. An
immense success greeted this work >f imagination, which was at the same
time an act of courage. whatever one may say, it is worth while to read the
Mystères de Pqrf; to raise the veil which covers our social sores is to apply
the remedy which must cure them.

The earlier novels of Sue had been romances set in high society, but as a

result of personal rejection by the aristocratic ci¡cle which had at first welcomed him

as an equal, the middle-class author tumed his attention to the other end of the social

scale, deciding to reveal the Paris of the poor, the destituæ and the criminal. Under

the influence of his material and the contacts that his growing reputation brought

him, he gradually developed from a picturesque writer to one whose work, like that

of Dickens, was meant to cont¿in real social comment.45 The idea of the romantic

novel as a vehicle for this was scarcely exploited in France when he began to write,

but the public was ready r it. The Mysteres appeared during a time of great

concern over social conditions, when enquiries were being conducted into the lives

of the poor partly as a result of the great increase in pauperism and crime in all large

centres of population.

The heroine of the novel is a young prostitute nicknamed Fleur-de-Marie.

Brought up as a foundling discharged on to the streets at fourteen, arested for

being a vagabond then'drifring helplessly into prostitution, her experience

exemplifies the unjust social conditions endured by the least privileged of her

country and time. Unlike the reader, the book's heroine does not know that she is

the lost child of a princely house. Although Fléur-de-Marie is reunited with her

45 this view of his work is supported by Louis Chevalier in the first part of Ch. I of Classes
laborieuses et classes dangereuses à Paris pendant la première moítiè du XIXe siècle, Plon, Paris,
1958.
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noble family she is tormented by her conscience, and eventually gives up the life of

privilege. In order to expiate not her sins, surely, but her very existence, the former

prostitute retires to a convent just outside her father's estate, and rapidly wastes

away. The reader is presented with this as a satisfying end to a hopelessly flawed

existence. In his treatment of this theme Sue satisfied the prejudices of his readers

against the penetration of the respectable classes by those without reputation, and

endorsed the usefulness of the convent as a place where the disgraced girt might

find a kind of peace.

Honoré de Balzac

Two years afær the publication of Prostitution dans laVille de París Honoré

deBalzac began to write Splendeurs et misères des courtísanes. It contains the

fullest development of the character of a prostitute within Balzac's great Comédíe

Humaírw, the series of books in which he portrayed the variety of human nature in

the France of his own day. The heroine, Esther, is a grande cocotte who, in order

to please her lover, agrees to spend some time in a convent to purge herself of the

stains of her past. Balzac, who had read Parent-Duchatele! reproduced some of the

doctor's findings in the account of Esther's reaction to the disciplined life she found

there. In his study of the Parisian convent refuge of the Bon Pasteur, Parent had

reported that the abrupt change of regime and company appeared to produce in the

girls a loss of energy and subsequent depression, which left them very susceptible

to tuberculosis. Esther experiences the same deterioration; her health is brought

dangerously low as she tries to lose herself in religion to make up for a life which,

since childhood, had been spent in debauchery. In the end she gives up and returns

to her lover, who accepts that the change required was beyond her strength.

Although BaJzac acknowledges that the heroine is capable of unselfish love,

his cynical appraisal of her type permeates the text. It is sometimes expressed

through the characters of the other women in the story who also practise the trade,

sometimes explicitly:
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Prostitutes are essentially unstable creatures, who pass without refleætion
from the most uffeasoning suspicion to absolute trust. They are, in this
respect,lower than the animals. Extreme in everything, in their joy, in thei¡
despair, in their religion, in their ireligion, almost all of them would go mad
if their particular susceptibility to death did not decimate them, and if a
random good luck did not raise some of them from the mire in which they
live.46

Splendeurs suggests that the prostitute is irreversibly damaged by an

overstimulated sexuality. BaTzac shows them either morally comrpted by their life,

or if not, pointed towards an early death by a burning desire for love, a desire which

will never be fully satisfied and which will demand from them one exhausting

emotional sacrifice after another. There is no tolerable future for such people:

Esther is betrayed by her lover and commits suicide. In his image of the prostitute,

Balzac clearly states that her needs are not those that religion can satisfy, but his

porffayal of her whole class suggests that in accordance with the moral theology

underlying his culture's ideas of good and evil, its members have been irremediably

damaged by their sexual experience.

Alexandre Dumas (the Younger)

The most perfect expression of what might be called the pseudo-Christian or

destructively romantic view of the prostitute is of cours e, La dame aux camélias

published by Alexander Dumas the Younger in 1848. True to the genre, the heroine

is young and very beautiful; she is also a type of the golden-hearted prostitute who

gives too much. She sacrifices her position in the demí-monde in order to devote

herself to her lover, Armand. Later, being persuaded by his father that her own

happiness is not worth so much in the sight of God as his family's reputation, she

returns to her profession so as to drive the jealous young bourgeois lover back to

respectability. The sacrifice breaks her heart and health together.

Writing in 1868 in the preface to an edition of his plays, Dumas said with

46 n. d" BaLzac, Splendeurs et Misères des Courtisanes, ed. Gallimard, p.458.
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regard to La dame aux camélías that the bourgeols woman was to blame for the

double standa¡d of morality which decreed that the ha¡lot should be an outcast and

the marriageable virgin a spotless lily, although both sold themselves to men. The

self-righteous argument of this well-known fornicator is unconvincing as it is

obvious that his highly successful work was in full agreement with the double

standard which desfroys Marguerite. Had the author chosen to show the woman

rebellious or resentful in the episode with Armand's father, he might have made a

thrilling and unique protest against accepted pseudo-Christian morality, but he did

not so choose. Instead he affirmed the moral rightness of the old man's demand by

suggesting that the fallen women's consequent suffering brought her back to God.

The death scene, particularly in the play, brings this out clearþ. Marguérite says to

Armand:

...If I were holy, if my heart were truly chaste, perhaps I should \ryeep at the
idea of leaving a world in which you still remain, because the future would be
full of promise, for which my whole past would give me the right to hope.
Dying, all that will remain to you of me wiil be pure; living, my love would
never be entirely free from stain...Believe nre. God knows best...

The values of La Dame aux Caméllías arc positively against the teaching of the

Church except in the powerful conclusion, when Dumas' image of the prostitute

who sacrifices all her happiness for another, without earthly reward, yet confident

of heaven, reinforces the spirituality common to the convent refuges, namely that

salvation is the great need of society's victims, not social justice or a new start.

\

Victor Hugo

The greatest master of nineteenth century French social romanticism did not

disdain the prostitute as heroine, although he gave her only a limited part to play.

The principal character of Les Misérables (1862) is of course Jean Valjean, but the

girl Fantine has a major role in the first third of Volume I. The episode concerning

her is a powerful example of pathos in nineteenth century literature, basically

confirming the judgments on fallen woman made in the work of the writers already
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cited. In all of them the prostitute , always a woman born in the lower classes, is

presented with a sympathy unknown to the the previous century, yet it is difficult to

say how much the new treatment is in advance of the old. Certainly it was

considerably more humane than de Sade's cold appraisal of the public woman as a

machine for pleasure or Restif deLa Bretonne's more generous view of her as a

necessary public servant whose position entitled her to protection from the state. In

the nineteenth century the reading public was told what the very poor had always

known, that prostitution was more likely to be the result of wretched social

conditions than the result of idleness and lust. The internalisation of Christianity's

rejection of sexual love is shown differently by the great nineteenth-century French

authors' teafrnent of the public wonuu:t. They were the first in Europe to affirm that

she was often more sinned against than sinning; they were equally certain that she

was intolerable except on the edge of society, and even there, not for long. Most

describe prostitutes who are still young and beautiful, and who might well deserve

acceptance by society because of their innate goodness, but the author do not allow

this to happen: their final images of the "good" prostitute always show her

repentant on an early deathbed.

The Goncourts, Huysmans, Zola and Maupassant: the heroine as a

whore

The naturalist school, which superseded the romantics in the avant-garde of

letters, (although Balzac may be called the first of them) took the attempt to portray

reality an important stage further by its ability to interest the public in the woman

who had not retaíned a loving heart while trafficking in her body. By doing so

however they made the condition of the prostitute appear even less amenable to

benevolent change.

"L'école naturaliste" received its name on the l6th April, 1877, at Trapp's

restaurant, in Paris, during a dinner at which Edmond de Goncourt,F;mile Zola,

Gustave Flaubert and a number of younger writers were present. Before that
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"inaugural" dinner Edmond and his brother Jules, although now considered to be

relatively minor authors, had exerted a profound influence on the literature of their

day. In their preface to Germínie Lacerteux 0864) they wrote the following:

At the present time, when the novel is widening and increasing; when it is
beginning to be the great, serious, impassioned, living form of literary study
and social inquiry; when, through analysis and psychological investigation,
it is becoming moral, contemporary History - when the novél has
undertaken the studies and duties of science, it is able to claim the liberties
and immunities of thelatter.4T

By the end of the seventies Jules de Goncourt was dead and his brother had

decided to distance himself from a movement which henceforward took its lead

from Zola. The latter published l'AssommoÌr in 1877, a masterpiece which

confirmed him as the man to whom the school would look for the development of

its doctrine.48 First of all in Paris, and then le.ter at his home inMé,dan,Zola

received a group of wriærs in love with honesty and modernity in literature. They

were impatient of the romanticism which had dominated their art for most of the

century. The most noteworthy of this group, apart from Zola himself, were Paul

Alexis, Léon Hennique and three public servants, Henri céard, Joris-Karl

Huysmans and Guy de Maupassant.49

47 E. and.J. de Goncourt, Germinie Lacerteux,1864, preface. English translation from the edition
published by Vizetelly in 1887. Edmond used a part of this preface in that which he wrote for la
Fille Elísa. in 1877.
48 the word ""naturalism" was bonowed from the vocabulary of science, philosophy and the
graphic arts, being most generally used in reference to the latter. A natu¡alist painter wæ one who
placed the imitation of nature as the highest goal in art; concordantly, the natu¡alist philosopher
attribuæd the highest significance to what rnight be learned from the natural world. In literary
criticism, a writer belonging to this school was supposed to study social data with the care and
precision with which a naturalist would study zoological phenomena. Already in 1848 Baudelaire
had hailed Balzac as "a savant...an observer...a naturalist." Incidentally Baudelaire himself, whose
poetry was both inspired and permeated by his sexual experience, was unable to present them to a
wide public because his poems were banned as obscene. His t¡eatment of the prostitute æ heroine
was a subjective one which I do not consider relevant to this chapter, although he is one of my
favourite poets.
49 tne group broke with Tnlaafter the appearance of La Terre (1887), in which he had shifted from
realism to indecency, as they saw it. This wæ virtually the end of the natu¡alist school.
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Joris-Karl .Huysmans

Huysmans published Marthe, the first of the naturalist novels dealing with

prostitution in September,l876, six months before Edmond de Goncourt's La Fille

Elisa. He had rejected Christianity and like many of the Médan group, he had been

deeply influenced by Schopenhauer's philosophy. He saw the world, of which

Paris was both megalopolis and microcosm, as a great bourgeois inferno peopled by

pimps, prostitutes, perverts and sundry other debased forms of humanity, the whole

pervaded by disease, especially syphilis. Marthe, the prostitute, although presenúed

as an unlucþ girl, pressured by poverty into her life of vice, does not retain an

innocent heart but gradually becomes a creature of iust and destructiveness. She is a

victim who ends by being morally ruined, i:redeemably so. Like Balzac's heroine

she leaves the brothel for the sake of a lover, but unlike Edther cannot keep away for

long:

Like allthe unfortunate creatures whom misery and casual employment have
dragged through the dens of prostitution in a large city, she now experienced,
despite herself, despite the horrible disgust which had assailed her upon first
acquaintance with the life she had left, that strange regret, that terrible malady
which leads every woman who has once led such a life to come back and
plunge into it again, one day or another.S0

At the conclusion Marthe's lover leaves helr in disgust, but admits that she

had one redeeming quality:

And as for Marthe, since you speak of her again at the end of your letter, I
pardon her all her villanies and all her treasons. Prostitutes like her have this
much good in thgm, they lead us to love those who are not like them; they
serve to drive us back to decency.

Consciously or not, Huysmans is doing no more than echo St Augustine here. His

writing on sexuality, expressed tn Martlæ (prostitution), En Mérnge (marriage) and

A vau l'eau (celibacy) re-affirms his conviction that "man's life oscillates like a

50 F.o- the English translation by Samuet Putnam.
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pendulum between pain and boredom." Towards the end of his life he experienced

a re-conversion to catholicism, and his work thercafter expressed his belief in the

value of physical pain offered in reparation for one's own sins, or those of others.

Edmond and Jules de Goncourt

The Goncourt brothers, as mentioned above, were an important source of

ideas and style for the greater men of the naturalist school. They were consciously

mysogynist, making sexual relationships only with prostitutes or working-class

mistresses, yet they w¡ote almost exclusively about the lives of individual women,

each book representing a differentúpe, or "case".

I-afîlle Elisawas the fifth in this series, f,rni.shed by Edmond alone, although

the brothers had collaborated over the plan for it several years before Huysmans

wrote Marthe. It was published in L877. Written in part to combat the romantic

treatment of the subject by Hugo and Dumas, the naffative contains passages of

striking realism which expose the mean degradation of the harlot's life, yet without

the tone of disgust and impatience which permeates Huysman's novel.

Unfortunately Elisa's character never develops any depth, so that the book is a

failure as a novel, although the realism of its account of life inside a brothel was

and remains rare in Western fiction. The politician and abolitionist Yves Guyot

praised it in this regard as "alive and exact".5l

Goncourt's skill lay in observation; he did not concern himself with

remedies. There is no suggestion in La Fille Elisa that the author expected any

change of conditions in the brothel, or in the habits of the men who made use of it.

The book's total effect is sombre.

Emile Zola

Emile Zola, at first a friend and disciple of Edmond de Goncourt, so far

5l Yves Guyot, La Prostitution,G, Charpentier, Paris, 1882, p.203
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surpassed him in the naturalist genre that one forgets that he did not begin it. Like

Balzac he too devoted a novel to the life of a single prostitute as part of a greater

series. Nana was the tenth book of Les Rougon-Macquart, in which Zola

demonstrated the sickness of conûemporary French society at many levels.

Very early in his adult life in Paris, when he was still a practising Catholic

and very poor, Zola had become the lover of a prostitute who lived in the same

building as himself, and had done so believing that he could reform and return her

to respectable life. Her rejection of his attempt struck him forcibly as a betrayal. It

is probable that this experience had something to do with his creation of a prostitute

irredeemably devoted to her lucrative trade. His early exposure to religion may have

helped to develop his concept of Nana as "the golden fly" who feeds on society's

excrement. She too suffers an early death, but its description is not pathetic, but

horrific.

Znta's whore is a striking image of a dangerous and comrpt woman, spoiled

by the degeneration that had developed ¿rmong the neglected lower classes as much

as by any moral choice of her own.52 She is physically strong and utterly

un¡eachable by moral considerations. Her one experience of heterosexual love turns

out badly; it only hardens her. She represents the th¡eat implied by the existence of

the common people, badly treated, uneducated and vengeful. Her betters deserve

the fate they receive at her hands, because they do not resist the lure of the animal in

her. Such a view of the prostitute suggests the need for social intervention, for

strict repression of vice as a defence of society, but it does not present the individual

woman as capable of change or even worthy of help. Rather she is a creature

determined by her environment and base human nature. In this presentationZola

shows no mercy towards his heroine, but his equivalence of sexuality with lust is in

accordance with Christian tradition.

52 this reflected the theories of L.ombroso who published his book, Criminal Man, n1875
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Guy de Maupassant

Like every one of the writers whose work has already been commented on

above, Maupassant had rejected the values of the Church. But he surpassed them

all in the reputation he gained of being the most given to debauchery, earning the

nickname "le taureau tiste" (the sad bull). The sexual pleasure which he used to

distract him from his fear of hereditary insanity indeed may have saved him from it

by providing the cause of his premature death.53

In his boyhood he was befriended by Gustave Flaubert, whose bitter

pessimism probably influenced the younger man to adopt the world-view of

Schopenhauer, the naturalist philosopher whom he subsequentþ called "the greatest

spoiler of dreams who has ever walked on earth".54 There is very little in

Maupassant's writing concerning prostitution which suggests that the women or

their condition a¡e capable of being altered for the better.

At twenty he had been introduced by Flaubert to the circle that had formed

around Edmond de Goncourt. Of all nineteenth-century French writers who took

the prostitute as a subject, it was he who combined with the lightest touch, realism

of observation and tragic irony in a series of short stories in which one or more

prostitutes have a major role. The first two, Boule de Suif and La Maíson Tellier,

are among the finest examples of his work. They were published by the periodical

Les Soírées de Médan in 1880 and 1881 respectively. In both of them Maupassant

illustrated the decadence and hypocrisy of contemporary French society through an

encounter between the bourgeoisie and the prostirute. These stories made a deep

impression on the public and were regarded as subvenive. In them, as in the rest of

Maupassant's writing, sexual relationships are made to demonsFate the wretched

condition of human nature, which arouses amusement, pity or contempt, but never

hope. The author does not single out the public woman as a particular example of

53 the wriær had a younger brother whom he had to commit to an asylum, where he died insane.
Maupassant himself died of syphilis at the age of 43.
54 In his story, Aupres d.'un mort, 1883.
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the comrpting nature of lust: he suggests that her clients are equally rotten, or in

other words that sexual desire involves spiritual degeneration, a statement that unites

him closely to the religious base of his culture.

The feminists - the prostitute as an anachronism

The developments in French literature mirrored in the works mentioned

above were only one manifestation of the leaven of new ideas which worked

through the collective inælligence of French society in the nineteenth century. With

Catholicism weakened by active persecution and then by its own internal power

struggles, expressed in the conflict between gallican and ultramontane interests, and

with the realisation that neither revolution nor the empire had been able to bring

about a new age of justice, many of those with a soci conscience and the gift of

faith turned to the theories of Saint-Simon and Fourier. Although now termed

"utopian" in a pejorative sense, their systems of social reform were profoundly

influential, and truly original in that they recognised woman as the equal of man and

gave her an important place in the regeneration of society. Many women who later

became active feminists did so after a previous commitment to the doctrines of the

utopian thinkers.55 To them, although the prostitute was not seen as personally

more wicked than the rest of her sex, her trade was not acknowledged as a valid

expression of the human experience. Her image represented a stage in the evolution

of society towards justice and harmony. Apart from the few who joined the

campaign to abolish the regulation system, French feminists of the nineteenth

century devoted their energies then and later to an attempt to obtain for women equal

education, economic independence and the right to divorce. 56 An outstanding

55 Fot example Suzanne Voilquin, Elisa læmonnier, Pauline Rotand, Jeanne Deroin, Maria
Desraismes and Flora Tristan, to mention only some of the most prominent.
56In parenthesis it should be noted here that an alternative to the conveniual system ofincarceration
and reform of disgraced women, l"Oeuvre des Libérées d¿ Søint Lazare, apqued in Paris fur 1869 and
was operated by consen,ative, mainly Protestant feminiss led by Pauline de Grandpré. It provided
financial help and short-term accommodation to women newly released from prison, who had
nowhere to go. It had great difficulty finding support, although it excluded all registered prostitutes
from its benefits. A simila¡ enterprise, openly offering shelter to known public women, was
opened by Ghénia Avril de Sainte-Croix in 1901. It too found that public interest was slight. Both
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feminist of the cente left declared:

Whatever her capacities, a woman born poor is defîniæly poor for the rest of
her days, because she will never occupy any but the iowest rungs on the
ladder of work; the higher rungs are forbidden her. Her resource is to find
a husband. If no husband appears, then she has to fall back on to finding a
lover.

That was the opinion of Maria Deraismes, a middle class unmarried woman in

comfortable circumstances. It resembled the conclusions of someone very differen!

Paule Minck, a working-class socialist and the friend of Louise Michel, who did not

become interested in feminism as such until the latter half of her life. Her image of

the prostitute was compounded with that of the average woman, too yietding, too

traditional, too religious, too interested in sex, which Minck, although opposed to

the Church, yet typically associated with dirt. But educate this weak creature, she

thought, give her equal pay (but not the vote) and none will want to become

prostitutes:

Some women find it simpler to begin by doing the latter.

Indeed the foolish virgin's folly is premeditated, calculated, and it is
society whic-h is the most foolish, for by its unjust system of sharing it
reduces half of humanity to seeking from debauchery the bread ãnd
independence denied it by the law.

The only way to combat this hétai'rísm¿ is to emancipate women...57

Relieve woman from the compelling yoke beneath which she is bowed
down and you will become strong and the race will be regenerated.

Do you not see that in vilifying her you belittle yourselves, and that...she
drags you down with her and sometimes plunges you into a selver full of
disease and impurity? Give her liberty...slavery breaks the spirit,rengenders
cowardice, base actions, produces vice, corruption and as a final
consequence moral laxity, bastardy, the degeneration of the race. What is
needed is the creation of teacher training colleges and high schools for
women, from which young girls will emerge with a solid
education,...a,rmed for the battle - both physical and moral - which they will
have to face.58

Grandpré and Avril de Sainte Croix spent much of their energies in campaigns for the abolition of
the regulation system, the white slave Eade and the double moral standa¡d.
57 Extract from I'Hétairisme, an a¡ticle by Maria Deraismes in Le Droit des Femmes of ll
Sepæmber 1869.
58 F o- her speech " Le travail de la femme" given in Pa¡is on 13 July 1868 and reproduced in
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For French feminists the image of the prostitute had to be that of an exploited or

degenerate female: to see her as anything more was to open up areas of conjecture

which they were not equipped to explore.

*+*+ t*+*+¡*+*

By the end of the nineteenth century, despite the attention given to her type

by social thinkers and some of the masters of its literature, French society had not

been able to create any programme to deal with those women who picked their

living from "the mud and filth of violent desire", apart from an improvement in the

conditions under which their trade was regulated by the police.

The existence of Saint Lazate continued unchanged, right through the

nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, despite agitation for abolition of the

regulation system. If, then, worldly society in nineteenth century France had

nothing positive to offer the prostitute except money for her services, a certain

amount of primitive medical care when she contracted syphilis, and an intermittent

literary sympathy, were those who stayed faithful to religion able to do better?

Within a nation where debate on tire role of women was among the most enlightened

in the world, what fresh interpretation of the Gospels gave hope to the doubly

disgraced daughters of Eve? There was none. The leaders of the Church did not

oppose the regulation system, nor call for repressive measures to be applied to the

prostitute's clients, whose demands were the life of the trade in sex. Those who

tried to bridge the gap between workers and owners in the name of social

catholicism, did not encourage society to take its share of blame for conditions of

labour which made much of women's work in any trade outside prostitution

miserably paid. 'Was there no concrete expression of Christian concern? Even

without direct encouragement from their leaders, did any of the rank and file find a

way to show the prostitute that in the revived French Church there was a place for

Paule Minck, communarde et féministe, /.839-190/, ediæd by Alain Dalotel, Editions Syros, Paris,
1968, pp.136,137.
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her as well as other sinners? The focus of this essay now contracts from the general

to the particular, in order to answer that question at length, in the following

chapters.



PART TWO: THE NINETEENTH CENTURY REFUGE
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Chapter III - Four Founding Mothers

Not only was the nineteenth century a time of great political and intellectual

activity in France, it also saw a revival of life and action in the religious sphere. Did the

renewed faith in the power of Catholicism to give meaning to existence extend to

sexually disgraced women? The Church certainly did not exclude them from the

promises of the Gospel, yet among the many Frenchwomen of will and intellect who

left thei¡ families to join a religious community, there were only a few who took the

salvation of the "madeleine" as their particular task. It was not a popular cause: out of

L75 femaJe generalates in nineteenth-century France, Claude Langlois only found one

with over 100 nuns devoted exclusively to sexually disgraced women.l To this must be

added the congregation of N.D. de Charité du Bon Pasteur, which although not

formally constituted as a generalate, was the equivalent of one in numbers. In 1880

Emile Keller published a list of religious congregations of all sizes engaged in active

charitable works. On examination it appears that out of 72L female communities there

were nine which were founded to take in sexually disgraced \ryomen and girls and

another nine who took in a few as part of their general work.2 It seems clear from this

that work among "impure" females was either repugnant to most religious communities

because of a perceived danger of moral contagion, or else attracted very few charitable

donations in its vulnerable initial stages, and therefore succumbed before the group had

learned to earn its own living.

, Yet there were some women who chose to provide an asylum for the repentant

prostitute, or the sexually disgraced, rejected girl. rMhat were they like and how did they

cope with the unpopularity of their kind of Christian work? What motivated them and

lC. Langlois, I-¿ catholicisme auféminin: les congrégatíons françaises a supérieure générale auXIXe siecle,
Paris, 1984, p.268 and index.
2 E. Kelle., Les Congrégations religieuses, Paris, 1880. Included in the first group of nine I have placed the
Bon Pasteur d'Angers and N.D. de Charité du Refuge.
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were they able úo introduce new remedial methods of dealing with disgraced women and

girls in the congregations over which they had control?

This chapter attempts to give an answer by presenting the lives of four of the

founding mothers of the rare congregations in question. The work that they did,

although in Christian parlance it excluded the world, allowed them to become totally

involved in the lives of many other women, albeit within a tightly controlled

environment. Because of this environment, every attempt made subsequently to explain

them to the public has been monitored, so as to maintain the image of their sanctity,

whether or not it has been officially recognised. Yet, if only this image did not still

imply a life unbelievably free from fault or weakness! The various communities who

still cherish their memory do not permit fr"" á"""rs to their archives, unless the

researcher intends to use them to the greater glory of the community.

This attitude is particularly marked in the case of the order of Our Lady of Charity

of the Good Shepherd, which chose to mark the sesquicentennial of the generalate in

1985 by re-issuing a hagiography of St Marie Euphrasie Pelletier by Gabriel Powers,

entirely in the tradition of similar works of the last century. Such a heavily biassed

account cannot do the foundress justice because it does not describe a real woman. A

life of Thérese Rondeau, published in 1981 by the abbe Bru on behalf of Notre Dame

de Miséricorde de Laval, attempts to present an objective treatment, but without much

success, and is in any case too brief to develop is Subject ir any depth.

The abbé Roger Guitraud, now deceased, a former chaplain to a subsidiary of the

Miséricorde de Bordeaux, wrote a scholarly account of the life of its foundress in 1966.

Intended only for private circulation among the small community, it was still very

carefully prepared. If it, too, errs on the side of hagiography, it does so because its

author found himself in sympathy with the self-doubting yet generous character of his

heroine. He is a partisan rather than a flatterer.

The life of Thérese Chupin by Fr Mortier, published in 1926 attempts with
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awkwardness to present a self-directed, unusual foundress as the perfectly resigned

Dominican nun. The paucity of material and its special nature make it difficult to decide

how much to tell of these four women, so that one might ask: why write of them at all?

Because this essay's underlying theme is the effect of Catholic theology on the attitude

towards prostitution in nineteenth-century France, shown in its extreme form within the

convent refuges. Because the refuges were supposed to provide the Christian solution

to the problems inherent in female sexual extrrrience outside marriage, problems which,

in part, a Christian culture had created. Yet as none of the penitenß appears to have left

a written record of her experiences inside a refuge, and as none of the congregations

examined allows free access to letters or journals written by the nuns, the only way of

knowing anything of the interior spiritual atmosphere of such places is through their

public documents, which are the lives of their principal women, the foundresses.

They are presented as models of charity and,suffering, which suggests something

of how the sufferings of those under thei¡ authority would have been seen. Some of the

disgraced girls'keenest pangs, the longing for alcohol, for sexual love, for uninhibited

talk and play, would, in the light of these model women's lives, have appeared ugly

evidences of a comrpt nature. Melancholy however, depression, suicidal leanings and

the desire to punish oneself would, by the same light, appear to be manifestations of

contrition and evidence of supernatural grace.

All were born into areas characterised by loyalty to crown and Church, a loyalty

which had made religious martyrs of some within their own memory or that of their

parents. Although the work they did was an expression of reactionary tendencies within

French catholicism, it was done in an atmosphere of religious revival, with a spiritual

excitement that saw through the veil of material circumstances a vision of society being

fought over by God and the devil, represented by the pope and the forces which had

made the revolution.

In social status they were divided: Lamourous was born into the noblesse de robe,
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a class with which Pelletier's parents were linked by marriage, although they belonged

to the professional bourgeoisie. Both women received a private education and were

used to the privilege of having the personal attention of a director of conscience, so that

their entry into the cloisæred life was not seen as out of place by the clergy.

Although Chupin and Rondeau were literate, they had to earn their living among

the working classes, the former as a prison warder and the latter as proprietor of an

ironing business. Their commitnent to celibacy and desire to work for the Church gave

them a certain upward mobility, which was at times bitterly disputed by those

ecclesiastics from whom they expected supporl
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Rose Virginie Pelletier (13 July L796 to 24 April 1868) Foundress of the
congregation of Notre Dame de Charité du Bon Fasteur d'Angers in 1829. Canonised
as Ste Marie de Sæ Euphrasie Pelletier in 1940.

She was one of, the most remarkable women of our
time. She had a far-seeing and powerful intellect,
joined to a great heart. She could have ruled an
empire.3

The life of Rose Virginie Pelletier has been written several times, but unfortunately

always as hagiography.a Certainly her achievement deserves admiration, even wonder,

but until her congregation is ready to allow free access to its archives by an objective

biographer nothing historically satisfying will be written about her. It is therefore

disappointing from this point of view that the most recent life of St Marie Euphrasie (as

she is commonly known) is a re-edition of Redemption, by Gabriel Powers, a work

thoroughly in the old tradition of nineteenth-century romantic catholicism, although it

was published ftst in 1940. As Claude Langlois wrote in another context, in trying to

present a valid history of what are seen by some as sacred matters, the aim should be,

not to deny divine initiative, but to see the facts clearly.

To see Pelletier clearly, it would be necessary to know why, of all the revived

female congregations that an intelligent, devout young woman could have entered in

3 Father Le Boucher, chaplain to the Mother House of Nore Dame du Bon Pasteu¡ d'Angers, speaking after
Motler Euphræie's death in 1868. Bernonville, Saint Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, p. 138.
4 Mirro, of the Virnes of Mr Mary of Saint Euphrasia Pelletier, Lnndon, 1888.
Porüais, Cmon, La Servante de l)ieu, Marie de Sainte Euphrasie Pelletier, Fondatrice de la Congrégation de
Notre Dame de Charité du Bon Pasteur d,'Angers; sa víe, son oeuvre, ses vertus. 2 vols, 1893.
Gabriel Francis Powers, Redemption; the life of St Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, Manila, 1940. Reissued to
ma¡k the sesquicentennial of the Generalate by the Religious of the Good Shepherd, Philippine Province,
1986.
Gaetan Bemonville, Une apotre de l'enfonce délaissée, Paris, 1950.
Marie-Dominique Poinsenet, Rien n'est impossible a l'amour: Rose-Virginie Pelletier, Mere Marie de
Sainte-Euphrasie, Paris, 1968.
Jacinta Morrison, (trans) St Mary Euphrasìa, Spirit and Charism, trans. from Regards neufs sur Sainte
Marie Euphrasie, (anonymous) New York, 1979.
Auguste Sandreau, Mgr, Graces et Fidélités, English uans. The Seuet of the Sanctity of St. Mary
Euphrasia, 3 vols, undated.
Ma¡ie-Anne Cloarec, Sr, (ed) Letters of St Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, 1798-1868, published to mark the
sesquicentennial of the Generalate 1835-1985, Bar-le-Duc, 1984.
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Restoration France, she chose the White Sisters of the revived Eudist congregation of

Notre Dame de Charité du Refuge. A lonely girl, born on the isle of Noirmoutier, off

the coast of the Vendée, into a medical doctor's family, she was sent in earþ childhood

to a convent school by her widowed mother, who afterwards never visited nor invited

her daughter home. When school was over for good, it is understandable that the girl,

with little experience of family life, or of any life in the world, should wish to become a

nun. But why enter a small institution dealing with disgraced women? Was it because

she expected to feel at home among the rejected? Or was it done to disoblige her family?

She could have pleased them by entering the Ursuline community or the new and

successful teaching congregation of the Sacred Heart, lead by Sophie Barat. Perhaps

she sensed her power; a desire to rise quickly through the hierarchy may have kept her

away from more vigorous, well organized groups because she wished to have a free

hand when her time had come. Little did the elderly White Sisúers know what a dynamic

agent of change they were welcoming into their neglected house. The congregations of

the other foundresses in this study are now almost extinct, the work they used to do is

being done by employees of the state. Mother Pelletier's Good Shepherd Sisters still

number over seven thousand, operating in provinces all over the world, giving care to

girls and women in various states of need, follorving the most positive aspects of her

teaching and that of St John Eudes, together with some of the insights of the modem

belief systems of sociology and psychology.

Once Pelletier reached the position of superior in 1825, her personality and

leadership made a strong impression on the congregation at Tours as well as on clergy

and well-wishers outside the cloister. Postulants and penitents arrived in numbers

greater than the older sisters had ever seen. Not only this, but the mother superior

founded two new sections within the refuge. One was for a group called "the

Magdalens", taken from among the most devout of the peniûents, dedicated to a life of

severe penance for the salvation of the other girls. The other section was far more
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innovative. Pelletier wished to have a class called Ia Preservationfor orphans and small

girls in moral danger, who were styled les preservées, the preservates. These children

were taken in for afee, given by their sponsors, who could be their own parents. To

open a section (called a class) for them became standard practice for all the refuges she

founded over the century, which means for the majority of such establishments in

France, particularly when the V/hite Sister houses initiated her initiative. The acceptance

of small ghls contributed greatly to the expansion of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers because,

had it only accepted penitents who came from the underworld of prostitution, it is

unlikely that so many foundations would have been needed. The girls who could not be

compelled to stay left for the most part after a period of less than two years: those who

were put in as minors by parents or guardians had to remain until they were at least

sixteen, and sometimes longer, if a contract had been signed to that effect. Not only did

they require living space for several years, but their work was the property of the

convent. No study has been made on the use of its inmates' labour in the case of

religious bodies in France who took in destitute children, but there is evidence to

suggest that the possession of a virtually captive labour force could lead to exploitation;

it could certainly be a great provider of income.S

Pelletier's innovative and organising power, harnessed to her desire to do a great

work of salvation, provided the driving force for an enormous extension of her

congregation's work, once the opportunity to act was given. This came through

Gregory XVI's Brief of 3 April, lS35,transforming her autonomous congregation into

a generalate, with herself as its head, and no restriction on her terms of office. This

permission, which put her directly under the authcirity of a cardinal protector instead of

that of her diocesan bishop, created a great deal of hostility towards the congregation in

clerical circles in France, where a struggle for spiritual control of the national church

was developing between Paris and Rome. Mother Pelletier was accused of being

5 For 
" 

more particular statement of the case see Ch.IX.
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hungry for power, even tyrannical, by her own bishop, Mgr Angebault, while her

friends saw her asa martyr to her sense of mission, whose sufferings proved the value

of her work:

But it was not from visible enemies only that her tribulations came. Unseen by
material eyes, envoys of darkness approached her to molest her: fears, anguish,
troubles of conscience, torments of the soul, hopeless sadness, which she
fought with prayer and which she never suffered to appear exteriorly. When she
was alone, sudden strange and terrifying noises would break forth around her.
On one occasion the disturbance was so terrible, the Mother sent for a Magdalen
in whom she had great confidence, and asked her to spend one hour in prayer in
her company. The weird sounds and frightful crashes continued. The sister,
troubled for a moment, listened to the hid.eous clatter, then quite calmly spoke
her mind: "Mother, this is the evil one, vrho is furious at the works you are
doing to save souls and prevent their going to hell."6

This interpretation of the disturbances is the only one possible if the source of the

Mother General's inspiration is held to be that of the Holy Spirit. It was not possible for

anyone in her entourage, or even in the general public, to suppose that the repressed

forces of her own psyche might be responsible for the ugly and frightening

manifestations which bedevilled her, but was there no justice in the accusation that she

was eager for power? An incident which occured about this time, and which throws

light on the costly obedience which she expected to command, was frequentþ recounted

by her to her novices. It concerned Sr Marie de St Basil Joubert, a highly gifted recruit,

who had made her profession in 1833.

What piety, what humility, what devotedness she possessed! When she was
only a novice, we could trust her with the important employments that we would
give to the oldest professed sisters...At the end of a day given up to incessant
labour, her amiability was the charm of our recreations...Having reason to think
that she would perhaps be named Superior of a new House, she begged of God
in earnest prayer, which was but too surely heard, that she might rather die than
be named to an office which she believed was so fa¡ above her strength. The
very day on which she was elected Superior, fever set in and in a few days she

6 Po*ers, Redzmprion,p.196. The Magdalen's simple a.nswer contained the salne explaration that John
Vianney, the cu¡e d'Ars, put upon similar recurrent behaviour by his poltergeist from 1824 until his death
thirty-five years later.
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was taken from us.7

Sister Joubert died in August 1837, only four years after her profession. No guilt or

dismay is betrayed by the naffator; the short duration of such a promising life is seen as

having taken place as a result of supernatural intervention, not mental exhaustion. The

Mother General accepts no responsibitity for the young woman's anguish, although it

was she who controlled all promotions. The manner of her presentation of this anecdote

to her novices shows two things: that she saflctioned the suffering and death brought

about by Sr Joubert's overuse by her superiors. It suggests also that the unhappy

woman had not dared refuse an increase in her labours, which would have been

disobedience, but had been allowed to pray urgentþ for death. The novices who heard

this story, and doubtless others like it which are yet unpublished, were being told in

effect that they might sanction the overworking of those who would one day be under

their authority, and that the only acceptable release from their demands was to come

from events apparentþ outside the control of their subordinates, in particular from

sickness and death.

+*+*+*+*+,#+*+

While overseeing her congregation and the ever-flowing stream of postulants

which frlled the mother house, giving it at one point the largest novitiate in Europe,s the

abundant emotional energy of the Mother General found release in\ a large

conespondence, of which a selection was published by the order in 1985.

The privileged writer of Regards neufs sur Sainte Maríe-Euphrasie, who was able

to examine all the letters, noted their frequency, their maternal tone, their lively style,

7 Instn¡ctions of St Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, Ch. )OO(V[I.
8 Noted at a tutorial conducted by Dr Ch. Langlois in Paris, Spring 1985
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the direct¡ress of the Mother General's approach to a subject, her wit, her emotion and

her interest in every deøi1.9 Bernonville also found that a great many letters mentioned

money: almost all of them spoke of suffering and the cross. Apparently Pelletier thought

nothing of moving her delegates from house to house like pieces on a chessboard,

whether the women concerned were ready for the, change or not, although the Mother

General's expression of strong personal affection for the obedient daughters who

conducted her numerous houses was probably a powerful counter-iritant.

It would appear that Pelletier lived a vivid emotional life by means of her

letters, in a way that her circumstances did not allow her to do openly, and in this she

was, of course, like many nineteenth-century wornen of the educated classes. Those of

her subordinates whose position allowed them to be her correspondents also seem to

have experienced a release of emotional ænsion.

How could a woman in a position of such authority, surrounded by respectful,

even adoring daughters, present herself as a suffering victim? For she had to do so in

order to endorse the austerities which those beneath her were compelled to bear. These

were not few. Unquestioning obedience was expected of all, painful obedience, hard

work, repression of speech and energy, a penitential suffering. Hard as this may have

been for the novices and professed, it must have been exceptionally hard for sponsored

children placed in the convent to secure them from moral danger, for as evidence given

in Chapter IX will show, they were there principally to work and obey. Regarding the

penitents proper, those girls who came in free because "they were in the condition for

which the charity was founded",lo ott" can only imagine what they had to suffer from

boredom and repression as well as from the guilt which it was the nuns' duty to

encourage. The Mother General was aware of the severity of their sufferings: in a

Chapter XXVIII of her Conferences and Instuctions she says, "To keep silence they

9 Trans. by Sr. MJ. Morrison as Spirit and Charism.
10 They were prostitutes. Ref. from Henri loly, Les Maisons d.u Bon-Pasteur,Puis,1901, p.ll.
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must do themselves unheard-of violence." In another, given on the first day of Lent,

she acknowledged that the penitents "go through indescribable struggles to fast and in

the observance of ntil"ttgg't.11

Although spared by her position from the mental isolation of her lower

subordinates, she sought physical trials, mortifying her flesh continually, never

renewing clothes or bedlinen until they were fallin9 apart, taking very little food at all

times, sleeping on horsehair while her nuns slept on wool. The sisters asked the

Cardinal Protector to forbid her the use of the insfi'uments of penance, fearing that she

suffered too much.12 He did so, but "then the Lord sent her weaker health", which she

accepæd as a substitute for the self-imposed ill treatment that had been denied her.l3

Her health was, perhaps, a response to the double life of a woman in her situation

and time, a situation in which she embodied the virtues of holy resignation and complete

self confrol before a large, attentive audience, while within, as her letters testify, she

suffered from loneliness, from the hostility of her defractors and, while deeply involved

in spiritual conflict with evil, was all the time tormented by ceaseless questions of

material ways and means. On the long journeys which she took to her daughter

foundations, and on her two visits to Rome, it is reported that she suffered heart attacks

and fainting spells, possibly a sign of her fear oji being outside the walls, for she had

Iived shut up in an institution since the age of twelve. She also had so many carriage

accidents that demonic intervention was concluded to be the cause. According to

Sandreau, her liver was disordered and fever sca¡cely ever left her. Iî L842 her left side

was badly bruised in a carriage accident, resulting in a cancerous tumour of the breast,

which she kept hidden until a month before her death.la This reticence, then so

characteristic of a nun, was part of the state of mortification in which she had kept both

Ll Cor¡"r"nres of rheVenerable Mother Mary of St EuphrasìaPelletier,2nded.,London, 1907, p.183.

\?*"whip, the hai¡ shirÇ sn¡dded belts or chains wrapped tightly around the body.

!1r0" Secret of the Sanctity of St M.8., ets., p.86.
ra One must admit that had she let a docûor treat it, his remedies would robably have been both painful and
useless.
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flesh and spirit since youth. At times she was tormented, in the last years of her life,

with "dreadful images of vice which would keep rising up before the pure eyes of a soul

which, in the considered opinion of prudent directors, had never lost its baptismal

innocence." These night visions left Marie-Euph¡asie bathed in the sweat of horror. In

the morning she would say to her confessor, "Oh no, Father, I did not offend God, did

I? I took no pleasure in that abominable spectacle."l5

Had she refused to make any new foundations beyond a ceftain point of financial

risk, her institute would have soon achieved stability, for everyone in it worked, but

this was the thing that she could or would not do. Eudist theology justified her desire to

extend the sphere of her influence wider and wider, because of the redemptive work that

forcible seclusion and exposure to the Church's teaching was supposed to effect in the

lives of the penitents and preservates. The founder of the White Sisters had said that to

clothe a soul with the grace of God and to feed it by good example and religious

instruction was more important than all works of charity devoted merely to the

recipients' physical wellbeing.16 This doctrine may easily be used to justify the

founding of institutions without being assured beforehand that they will receive

adequate financial support, in fact to do so may be seen as a laudable act of faith. No

other institution except the Roman Catholic Church, and only in the nineteenth century,

would have afforded a woman the chance to control the lives of thousands of her

fellows throughout the world. Even so, her ability to direct the largest organisation ever

seen for the rehabilitation of sexually disgraced females was dependent upon her

obedience to the direction of Rome, which during the last century was nothing if not

reactionary. That is why the charity's vast personnel was directed to use the same

methods for the rehabilitation of guilty women as the little communities of Whiæ Sisters

15 Bernonville, St M.E. Pelletier,p.l66. Sand¡eau also reported this, giving the name of the confessor,
who took office in 1861. He must have æstified at an early stage of her canonisation process.
16 F.om paragraph IV of tlle list of considerations writæn by John Eudes "for the frequent consideration" of
the sisters, and found onp.2l of the Regle de Saint-Augustin et constitutions pour les religieuse de la
Congré gation de N.-D. de C hari té' du B on P astcur d'Angers, Rome, 1936.
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had done in the the seventeenth century.

Soon afær Mother Pelletier's death in April, 1868, the order began proceedings

relevant to the canonisation of its foundress, who was declared Venerable by Pope t eo

Xm in December 1897. On 24Februuy, 1924, her virtues were pronounced heroic. In

April 1933 she was beatifred by Pius )tr and canonised seven years laûer by Pius Xtr on

lMay Znd, L94O.

+*+t*+*+*+*+
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Three laywomen - Lamourous, Rondeau, Chupin.

An important characteristic of the found¡esses of the three small refuges described

in the following pages is that they came to their work straight from everyday life in the

world. Two of them were used to dealing with working-class women, and all of them

had had years of personal independence before they responded to the voice of

conscience, which they accepted as a medium of the divine call. Each tried to live

among their penitents rather as Madame de Combe had done in the seventeenth century,

keeping the number of the congregation proper very small, behaving as a strictly pious

mother among alarge family of children, of whom the subordinatelay sisters took the

role of elder daughærs.

Lamourous, born into the governing classes, was able to impose her own

limitations on her work, constantþ refusing to seek official recognition, to train novices

or to make secondary foundations. Rondeau, the'Toungest, nearly became a casualty in

the battle between good and evil that her director had led her into, but subsequently took

conüol of her house and appears thereafter not to have allowed any ecclesiastic to

become too important in her life. All three women were subjecæd to great trials of faith

and patience by the nature of their work, but only in Chupin's case did the worst of

such difficulties result directly from hostile action by the male hierarchy.

It will appear from the account of their lives how close a bond existed between

Lamourous and Rondeau, due in part to the very caring, maternal spirit of the former. i

In the absence of permission to examine the archives of the Refuge Sainte Anne, it has

not been possible to give much of an idea of the afiective life of thdrèse Chupin, but the

loyalty of her much younger First Assistant, Mlle Lefort, which lasted a lifetime,

suggests that they too found great comfort in the mother-daughter relationship, a form

of love which is permitted to women in conventual organisations. Like Rose Virginie
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Pelletier, all three of them had lacked a father's support, either because of his early

death or his inability to care for his daughter. Unlike her, all three had had loving

mothers.

Lamourous and Rondeau called their work new because they did not know that

penitents had, centuries earlier, dwelt in family unity with lay sisters. Before the

Revolution Bordeaux and Laval, their respective fields of operation, had each had

a"refuge" which was little more than a state-subsidised prison for prostitutes. Crude

repression, or lodgement in the convents run by the White Sisters, of which there were

not rnany, was all that eighteenth-century France had produced since the twelfth century

to deal with disturbed, vagabond or homeless girls who had used prostitution to earn

their daily bread.

The first and second of the th¡ee foundresses about to be described did not

despise the severe disciplines intrinsic to the cloistered life, indeed they revered them

and believed them an infallible cure for depravity. If the cure did not work failure was

not ascribed to wrong methods, but to the fault of human nature. What they offered

along with this discipline was an attempt at a family atmosphere, a softening of rigid

hierarchical distinctions, a sharing of the common things of life, as well as the severe

routine which combined the decorum of a boarding school with the unrelenting toit of

an atelier. If their houses were rejected by most of the girls they hoped to serve - as the

evidence seems to suggest - this does not diminish their right to be admired for the

purity of their intentions and the charity with which they put them into practice.
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Marie-Thóròse-Charlotte de Lamourous (1 November 1754 - 14 September
1836) Founded the Miséricorde de Bordeaux on 1 January, 1801.

Mlle de Lamourous was born two months before time, at Barsac, a rich rural city

in Gascony celebrated for its wines, into a family belonging to an ancient line of

noblesse de robe, parliamentary lawyers from father to son. At her birth the child was

so weak, and had such a hairy appearance that its parents did not allow it to be seen for

four days. Rousseau's Emíle was eight years in the future, but the baby's mother was

too tenderhea¡ted to allow any but herself to breastfeed this child whose life hung by a

th¡ead. Six more girls and three boys were born to her in the next twelve years, but the

link between the mother and the eldest daughter remained very strong. It was natural,

under these circumstances, that Marie-Thérese should imitaæ her mother's ferventpiety,

which appears from its strictness to have beerr influenced by the Jansenism then

favoured by the parlementaires of Bordeaux, in part as a sign of their independence vis

a vis the court.iT The diocese itself "was always protected by its archbishops from that

particular heresy", wrote Roger Guifraud, for the,Jesuit influence was supreme in the

city, but their interpretation of the faith remained severe.l8

Longing for perfection, the young noblewoman chose a spiritual director who

embodied devotion to the pope with an unbending morality. She wished to enter

Carmel, but he dissuaded her, perhaps because her painful sensitivity to her own

failings would have been exacerbated by the cloistered life. At thfty she made a mental

vow of perpetual chastity, during the marriage service of one of her sisters. Five years

latn¡, eaÁy in 1789, death robbed her of the companionship of her mother.

Between Aprrl t792 and the fall of Robespierre, 176 people were guillotined in

Bordeaux for "fanaticism in religion", meaning that they preferred the services of

illegal, nonjuring priests to those authorised by the state. Lamourous and her father

17 Aug*æ Giroudin, Pr. Marie-Théràse Clarlot¡e dc Larnourous, Fondatrice de la Miséricorde dc Bordeaux,
2nd, ú., Bordeaux, 19 12, p.l1 .

18 e¡¡e Roger Guiraud, Mlle d¿ Lamourous, (booklet) Libourne, 1971, p.8.
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retired to a small farmhouse among their vineyards at Pian-Médoc, where Marie-

Thérèse entered upon the most exciting period of her life. Not only did she shelter

rebellious priests, but gave religious instruction secretly to villagers and their children

living nearby. She made many visits to Bordeaux in order to attend clandestine

gatherings among the faithful, little societies which met for prayer and whose members,

both clerical and lay, offered themselves to God as victims for the conversion of

sinners. The future foundress also acted as a double agent. She was a popular woman,

whose outward mien remained frank and genial whatever her inward staæ of mind. She

made friends with some of the members of the revolutionary committee of surveillance

in Bordeaux, and so was able to obtain advance information concerning suspects who

were due for arrest, whom she forewarned. Inevitably her own turn came, but she

managed to charm the arresting officen by a combination of wine and wit, so that they

had not the heart to take her in, being local men.

During this time the abbe G.J. Chaminade, future founder of the Marianist order,

had lived hidden in Bordeaux. After the fall of Robespierre in 1794 he opened an

oratory, which became a cenfre of spiritual renewal in the city and its surrounding area.

Lamourous was drawn into his orbit and chose him as her spiritual di¡ector. Aware of

the torment she endured from an over-active conscience, Chaminade put strict limits on

her outward practices of religion.l9 Use of a hair-shirt or a "discipline" was forbidden.

He saw that his dirigée, outwardly "full of courage and audacity", was inwardly

"anxious, tormented...by the fear of divine judgment, and never knew peace...she

feared to make the slightest opposition to the divine love...she doubted her own best

intentions and believed herself obliged to renounce anything that might give her

pleasure. The most lucid intelligence, the most correct judgement, stand disarmed

19 R. Goiraud, former chaplain of the Miséricorde de Libourne, Mlle de Lamourous, VoL I, typed
document, not tbr publicalion, Pian-Medoc, 1964, p. 136. The abbe made use of the archival resou¡ces of the
Miséricorde de Bordeaux.
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before this malady of the conscience."2o ft sands to reason that if someone with such a

malady is put in authority over other sinners, whose crimes against God she believes

even blacker than her own, her conscience will have difficulty in accepting that her

charges have done penance enough, however mairy years they may have spent within

her establishment. Perhaps because of this, and to her credit, she very rarely accepted

small children into what must have been an environment constantly overshadowed by

the fear of hell.2l

In November 1800 Chaminade asked Lamourous to assist him in the management

of "the Congregation", an association formed to build up a lay apostolate in Bordeaux.

At the same time she received an appeal from another quarter. I¡ 1784 another

noblewoman of Bordeaux, Jeanne de Pichon-Longueville, had opened a shelter for

fernmes dévoyées (women who had gone asftay), but the Revolution had closed it. In

July 1800 she assisted "one of these poor creatures" by renting a room for her. Others

asked for the same help, so that by August 1800 Mlle de Longueville supported 15

penitents, under the care of a watchful landlady. Overwhelmed by such rapid success,

the benefactess turned to Lamourous for help. The response was at fint indignant, for

this was not the "call" that had been expected. However

...despite her extreme repugnance, (she) through her great generosity for God,
accepted the suggestion of her friend that she should at least see these poor
creatures. Mlle de Lamourous went accordingly, and voila, as soon as she
found herself in the midst of them, her great repugnance disappeared and was
replaced by a torrent of peace which flooded her soul...

She recognised this experience as the gift of the divine charism, the annointing by

which she received grace d'état, according to catholic teaching, but her human nature

resisted it:

2o lb¡d,p.133.
21 An examination of the registen shows that between 1800 and 1841 only 40 girls were accepted below
the age of 10 yrs.
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But as soon as Mlle de Lamourous had left them, her repugnance returned in
force, she again experienced her indignation, and withdrew with the resolution,
so to speak, of never coming back,2z

But she did come back, several times, "always kind and polite, saying to them, as she

shook their hands: 'Good day, my children, good day!"'.

Besought both by her friend and her director to render active service to the

Church, she was now torn by anxiety, fearful of disobeying the divine command, yet

not knowing which sacrifice was required. Chaminade left her free to choose whom she

would serve, the young Christian ladies athacted to his Congregation, or the disgraced

and destitute women who had strayed from the naffow path. Naturally her family

opposed the latter choice. Alone at Pian, she meditated these things. On New Year's

Day, 1801, she had a dream in which she saw the Last Judgement. On the lip of hell

the lost girls screamed their reproaches: "If you had come, we would have been saved!"

Next morning she left for Bordeaux and by that night she had taken up residence with

the fifteen penitents. She and Chaminade quickly composed a rule of life for the

conduct of the house, which they decided to call "La Miséricorde" in opposition to the

name of "refuge", which traditionally always implied some degree of involuntary

confinement. The dream - accepted as a message from God - had allowed Lamourous'

maternal heart to overcome her prejudices; it had also, characteristically, directed her

into the more difficult of the two paths open to her. Yet there was generosity in her

willingness to suffer. Evidently her beliefs regarding what was necessary for the

attainment of personal sanctity prepared her to accept a rule for her house which

embodied a penitential discipline, but she deliberately kept her institution small,

requiring her lay sisters to live on equal terms with the girls and women taken in. Her

correspondence allows the reader úo believe that she was a loving mother superior úo all.

22 Guitraud, typed document, etc., Vol 1, p.155, citing an account by one of de Lamourous' nieces in the
a¡chives of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux, at Pian.
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In 1813, in sea¡ch of funds for her house, she travelled alone to Paris at the age of 68,

where she spent some weary months petitioning the bureaucracy, leaving the

community in the charge of eight laywomen, thfee of whom were her own teenage

nieces:

At last I am here in Paris, my dear and good girls. I am very well, but you, how
are you, dear children? How are you all, not only my five limbs but my three little
girls and all my dear daughters? Do they follow their rule?...Are they loving?.,.I
see you everywhero, ñy dear children...I walk up and down among my three
classes.23

...Let's talk about you, my heart's dear children...How is the shopping going,
Fannie? How is the sewin!, my dear Rose? The flowers and the em^bioiãefr, -y
dear Josephine? The girls, my poor Laure, and your interviews on Sundays,
etc?...24

The foundress must have had a deep longing for children. Guitraud says that her

spiritual director would not allow her to take a vow of chastity earlier than at thkty,

which suggests that he knew that she retained a great deal of what the Church saw as

attachment to the flesh. After her retum from Paris the sisters presented her on behalf

of the whole community with a piece of fine embroidery, done by some of the girls and

mounted on a frame. It showed the legendary pelican, piercing its breast so as to feed

its young with its own blood, the symbolic image of sacrifrcial motherhood.

The desire to cherish and sustain appears to have been the foundation stone of

Lamourous' virtues. It was coupled with a humility born of scruples, a state of mind

which ensured that she had constant need of her spiritual director, who appears to have

taken a continuous interest in the Bonne Mer,: and her penitents.25 No decision

connecûed with spiritual matters was taken withouthis advice. The relationship between

23 I 
"^B 

alde, Les D amc s de l a Mi sé ri corde, P uis, 1932, p.90. 24 Ibidr p.9 6.
24 hid,p.96.
25 His concern for her appears to continue beyond the grave, if we consider that his Marianist order has
taken up Lamourous' cause for beatification as well as that of the canonisation of their own founder. In 1978
the Historical Office of the Sacro Congregatio pro Causis Sancûorum published the Positio des Virtue d¿
Maie-Thére'se Carolin¿ [sic] de Lantourous, P, I : la vie, les travaux et la mort, a document prepared by
Father Joseph Verrier.
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the two may be presumed to have been one of close friendship, indeed the foundress

appears to have had the power to attach people to her, to have made many friends but no

enemies. Although she had administrative troubles, and was burdened with a crippling

illness in old age, she does not seem to have received coldness, treachery or ingratitude

from others, unless it was from penitents who did not respond favourably to the

discipline of the house. It is possible that in some cases their desire to leave was seen

as a betrayal of trust, but from friends, equals and superiors Lamourous received no

harm. The deep attachment which Thérèse Rondeau developed for her demonsfrates the

power and warmth of the older woman's personality, radiating across the distance of

age and class, even to the last years of her life. Despite this good fortune there was

always a side of her which lay in shadow. Alone before God, she saw herself as one

who deserved nothing and who had done nothing of merit. All Christians of her day

would have been familiar with this ungrateful idea, but few would have taken it

seriously enough to accept work among the sexua.lly disgraced,.as she did. In 1796 she

had made an offering of herself to God, signed in her own blood; and renewed formalty

for the next ten years. It began:

O justice of_God, be appeased here and now and let your infinite mercy act in
ete-rrli-ty^., Here and now let me be sarldened by my ingratitude, 

-by 
my

unfaithfulness; here ald now may I run apparently in vain aftér the fragrance of
your perfumes, that I have disdained so often, and to which I preferreá sensual
pleasures and natural consolations! I agree, if necessary, O my God, to pass
my life deprived of the feeling of grace, in interior desolation whose bitterness
you alone may appreciate, so as to expiate my pride, my presumption, my self-
love and my love for creatures...26

This is aprayer that could have come from the heart of one of her sexually experienced

penitents. It seems likely that the sensitive conscience compelling Lamourous towards

acts of contrition which, according to Guitaud, her confessor sometimes had to forbid,

26 R. Guiruu d, La Spirinnlité: I'Esprit de la Fondation Lamou¡oru. Typed document, Pian-Medoc, undated,
p.15. He quotes Arch. Mis. Bordeaux, Papiers intimes. j
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also led her to identify herself with her "poor sinners", who had loved too much, or at

least that is how she may have interpreted thei¡ fall from gtace. This suggests another

reason for the desire that in her house, in direct contrast to the practice of Noúe Dame

de Charité du Refuge, both lay sisters and penitents should live as one family:

The sisters do not form a community. No other community is recognised
house but that of the penitents united to the congregatiori which directs
which was made for them and which is a stranger to any other work.27

in the
them,

The Good Mother taught by example the abnegation of self, but she did not cease to be

genial and witty in personal contacts. She knew that her girls were "discouraged by

trifles, encouraged by trifles,"28 and so used what she called saintes charlataneries -

"holy trickery" or pious fraud - to persuade them to change their minds when they

wished to leave the house against her advice. There are certain anecdotes recording

this, repeated by all her biographers, which show the homeliness of the provincial

lady's contacts with her penitents, her use of dialect, her sense of fun. Meanwhile, in

the for intéríeur, she imitated the heroism of the saints and used the medium of her

difficult work to plunge into suffering for God. Indeed this does not differentiate her;

each of the founding mothers in this study did as much.

The lives of Rose Virginie Pelletier and M.C.T. de Lamourous show up the major

difference between the refuges mentioned here. That is to say the difference that exists

between the large institution run deliberately as a body which will generate many similar

structures, and whose financial needs require a large labour force constantly at work,

and the small congregation which aims at little more than self-sufficiency. In the former

the foundress has almost no direct contact with the subjects for whom her work was

founded; her affectivity is spent on subordinates in the hierarchy who are themselves in

positions of authority and who are instructed to keep themselves physically and

27 lbíd,p.42, quoting de Lamourou s' Notes for a Constitutìon.
28 Bulde, Les D. de lq Mis.,p.12, quoting an oral tradition of the house.
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therefore socially apart from the objects of the order's charity. The mother superior of

the laffer type of institute, which is made up of lay sisters, lives as the cenfe of a small

network of affective interaction which draws its strength from her matemal inúerest, an

interest which includes the penitents and the surveillantes drawn from their numbers.

The life of Thérèse Rondeau, who attempted to duplicate Lamourous' work

among sexually disgraced girls and women in Laval, is relevant because it shows how

much protection a woman suffering from severe mental illness might receive within a

refuge, thanks to the spirituality of the day, which glorif,red suffering. Her experiences

and those of Thérèse-Agathe Chupin also illusfrate, by means of the kind of hostility the

two women aroused, how unlikely it was that a convent refuge would be controlled by

women whose background had given them some practical insight into the difficulties

and temptations of the poor.

+l*+*+t*+*+t*+
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the preaching of Chanon, a former soldier whose face had been marked by a sabre cut,

fired her with an urgent desire to work for the unsaved. She asked him to be her

spiritual director, a bold step for a working-class woman, but he showed his

appreciation of her abilities by giving her three of his own penitents to look after,

women "of very little morality"3o, who had been converted during the mission. At the

same time two other priests of Laval asked her to foster the spiritual life of a couple of

similar converts. These five did not live with Thérese, but she counselled them, begged

alms for them and tried to f,rnd them work

Father Chanon thought so well of his dírigée that he told his colleagues that he

had found "the second volume of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux".31 This unusual

metaphor contained his hope that she would prove to be a foundress of the type and

quality of Mlle de Lamourous. Both Chanon and Chapelle had seen her work at

Bordeaux and for some time the former had wished to found a similar refuge atLaval,

and was therefore disappointed when Rondeau eventually found the girls entrusted to

her beyond her contol. She asked him several times to release her from the obligation

of caring for them in favour of someone older, giving it as her opinion that unless the

women could be encouraged to live in one house, apart from society, they would never

have the sfength to reform. At the same time, without Chanon's knowledge and

despite her family ties, she had made her own decision regarding her future. It is

obvious that she found ordinary life in the world frustrating, as all her sympathies were

directed towards spiritual and evangelical goals. In 1817 the bishop of Quimper had

invited Sophie Barat to found a congregation of the Sacred Heart in his city. Rondeau

made the acquaintance of the sisters as they passed through Laval, and asked to be

accepted as a postulant. She was invited to enter the mother house at Paris, but when

30 B*, T. Rond¿au, etc, p.37, quoting from a contemporaneous account in the archives of the Misericorde
made by Mere Thérèse de Jesus, Rondeau's friend, successor and fi¡st biographer (unpublished).
J r læ Segretain du Patis, La vie de la Mere Thérese, fondarrice de la Miséricorde de Laval, Laval, l8?5,
p.69.
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Thérese-Agathe Rondeau (6 October 1793 - 16 July 1866) Founded the
Miséricorde de Laval in November, 1818.

Thérese Rondeau was born in the city of Laval, in the Mayenne, on 6 October,

L793 and officially baptised by a constitutional priest a few days later. Her father was a

blacksmith, her mother the daughter of peasant farmers (laboureurs). Like Pelletier and

Lamourous she was born into an area taditionally loyal to Catholicism, where for a

time adherence to the old religion was an act of dofiance punishable by death. The ink

of the child's birth entry in the town hall registers was scarcely dry, wrote her latest

biographer, Antoine Bru, when the Chouans sent the building up in flames, just before

their defeat by the army of the Convention.29 Her parents placed her in a charity school

run by nuns when she was nine. By the age of sixteen she had her own ironing

business. Two years later, to her great embarrassment, her mother gave birth to a

second child, a boy; the following year her father died, leaving her to be the family's

chief breadwinner.

From her childhood, according to Bru, Rordeau took religion seriously, giving

away her food and even her clothing to the pooi. During her adolescence and early

womanhood she divided her energies between the twelve hours' work that her trade

required and ca¡e of the sick or the distressed, which took up all her spare time. When

she was 22 her devotion and goodwill were given a specific direction, leading

eventually to the foundation of the establishment by which she is remembered.

In the early years of the Bourbon restoration the Society of Jesus undertook

preaching missions throughout provincial France, calling the faithful to acts of

reparation for the sacrileges permitted by the Revolution. One of the fathers, Etienne

Chanon, then 37 years old, was part of a team which preached a mission at Laval in

1816 and subsequently opened a seminary there, Thérese was akeady converted, but

29 ¿,ntoine Bru,Túrese Rondcau, Fondatice de la congrégartonNotre-Dame de la Miséricorfu d¿ Laval,
Enframmes, 1984, p.10.
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Chanon heard of it he commanded her to give up the idea. He then put pressure on her

which she was not equipped to resist. His colleague atLaval, Fr Chapelle, who was

reverenced as a holy man and a healer, undertook three days of prayer for Rondeau's

benefit and then made a prophesy to the young woman, who was deeply impressed.

[FIe] told her that he was certain that God wanted her to stay in Laval and not to
be a nun of the Sacred Heart, "That is not the thing for you," he added. "God is
calling you into a non-cloistered house, which is not founded yet and whose
p11rpos,e. is unknown to me,...this establishment will suffer great
difficulties...Everyone will be against yoü," he said, "even good priests.
Sometimes you will lack bread and you will even suffer violence."32

As a result of Chapelle's prediction Rondeau left the choice of her future field of

service entirely in Chanon's hands. In July 1818 he sent her to stay for three months in

the Miséricorde of Bordeaux, where she was Eeated as a novice and a future foundress,

a circumstance flattering to her self-esteem. In November she returned to Laval to open

her own "Miséricorde". Normally, in a religious order of the time, it would take a

postulant up to two years to become a professed choir nun and several years longer to

become a superior, but as Lamourous' foundation had no officially sanctioned

constitutions, such regulations could be ignored.

It is surprising that experienced clerics should have encouraged an intelligent but

poorly educated woman to undertake a task as difficult as the foundation of a convent

refuge, after such a short taining period. The work of a superior not only included the

religious instruction of the penitents but financial and administrative problems as well,

wíth which Rondeau's background had not familia¡ised her. Her lack of the middle-

class social graces must have been exposed whenever she had to enter into relations

with her bishop or his agent, or take part in an interview with potential benefactors. But

under the Restoration the evangelists of the revived Catholic Church had set themselves

32 B*, T. Rondeau etc.,p.42, quoting from the account of Mr Th. de Jésus. Even ûoday people in Laval
honou¡ the memory of Father Chapelle; they take infants to walk over his grave to strengthen their legs.
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to win the whole nation back to God: for this, no sacrifice was too great. It seems that

Chanon was prepared to place Rondeau's health and reputation at risk for the sake of

his urgent desire to save souls, and that his colleagues (including Joseph Chaminade of

Bordeaux, whose cooperation would have been necessary) thought he was justified.

The young foundress was undoubtedly a woman of unusual self-confidence and

strength of purpose. Moreover the teaching of the Church in nineteenth-century France

laid emphasis on the enabling graces that a soul might win from God, if it endured

unmerited suffering, or deliberately sought it. Even Rondeau's dislike of the work

Chanon had asked her to do was probably, in his mind, only another reason for

continuing it.

The mystic Purgatory

When Rondeau returned to open Notre Dame de Miséricorde de Laval in

November 1818, her director might well congratulate himself on having chosen wisely

for her, because of the number and variety of crosses which she was called upon to

bear, a mark of Heaven's confidence in her sttength.33 To do him justice, he did all he

could to help the work forward, but he was often away preaching missions. The new

Bonne Mere, as she was called, had very little practical direction, except for the many

letters which she received from Lamourous to whom she related as to a dear and

respected mother.

The aristocrat of Bordeaux had accepted the blacksmith's daughter as her own, in

Christ. Although Rondeaq's natural mother lived within her congregation for thirty

years, her position with regard to her parent was that of a religious superior to a

permanent boarder. It was to the experienced old lady, who understood her love of

33 Compate the following quotation from a letter by Frayssinous to Lamennais, given on p.65 oï prophecy
and Papacy, by Alec Vidler: "Vous allez a I'ordination come une victime au sacrifice. Iæ saint autel est
dépouillé pour vous de ses ornements, le calice enivrant a perdu ses délices et nu vous embræsez et suivez la
croix toute nue....Qu'avez-vous donc fait au Pe¡e céleste pour qu'il daigne ainsi vous traiter comme son fils
bienaimé?"
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God, that Rondeau sent for comfort or advice regarding the thorny path that she had

agreed to follow. She had made one bad mistake at the very first in taking the stately

religious name of "Thérese Frangois de Borgia de la Croix". The population of Laval,

clergy included, could not forgive her this harmless dignity, for Frangois de Borgia had

been a grand seígneur. The abbéIæ Segretain du Patis, who had known the foundress

well, wrote that

...people said that she was tired of being a simple working-class woman, that she
wanted to raise herself in the world. They went as far af to reproach her for the
name, de Borgia..-That is why they shortened it to "Thérese B-orgia", and in the
street they threw this name in her face, in derision...Must it be told? Even some
ecclesiastics,...spoke of her among themselves as "that religious maniac, Thérese
Borgia" [Therèse Borgía l'illumírrce l3a

It is possible that her name and petit bourgeois stâtus were not alone responsible for

this, but that her origins, and the slander connected with her brother's birth, led people

to think that she was involved with prostitutes because she was no better thau they.

Not being regular nuns, neither she nor her sisters were bound to remain

cloistered. Rondeau was often seen in the street, either on erands of business or mercy,

for she continued to spend some of her evenings nursing the sick. It was then that the

populace had the chance to gratify its contempt of the parvenue by throwing stones,

spattering her with mud or emptying chamber-pots over her from first-floor windows.

According to du Patis, children, "imitating the insolence of their parents" met her with

an avalanche of snowballs and insults on one occasion. Her response to her frightened

sisters displayed her faith in the power of unmerited suffering, for she said always

"Don't worry; such things are a good omen; we shall succeed."

Her house endured and earned its living, while for ten years, wrote du Patis, the

foundress patiently bore public hostility which met her whenever she went out, and

34 Le Segretain du Patis, Ls vie de Ia Mr ?-, etc., p.98
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which came from all levels of society within the little provincial city. Even the poor

hated her, believing that alms which might have gone to them were diverted to the

refuge. Gossip, widely accepted, said that her young brother was really her son, and

that she had opened the refuge to atone for the sins of her own youth. Du Patis wrote

that even in 1875, nine years after her death, it was still possible to find people who

believed this calumny.35

In the midst of these toubles the young Bonne Mere continued to believe that all

her sufferings and those of her lay sisters, were bringing salvation into the lives of her

penitents "to whom she was powerfully attracted, even irresistibly so, longing to be

their mother, according to grace."36 She also drew comfort from the ties both

supernatural and emotional which she felt existed between herself and the Bonne Mère

of Bordeaux, whom she had wished to be allowdd to regard as the Mother General of

their two houses. Lamourous had forbidden this; she was not well enough to undertake

extra responsibilities, and she feared to attract the attention of the state by asking for the

necessary authorisation, because she wanted to keep her unofficial status. Rondeau

took her refusal to heart, believing that she had been considered personally unworthy.

Their lack of physical contact grieved her. On 1 January, 1826, she wrote:

...As for the journey that I have been planning for the past six years, it was, in
pd, my consolation, as I thought of the happiness I should have in seeing you,

rove of ig I am put into a staæ of pain
crowd of painful ideas come to my
heart, especially when it longs for an

s centre, after God...I know that God
expects great sacrifices of me...I began rvriting this letter of the first of the
month, I could not finish it until the 16th, owing to the bad headaches that I
have been experiencing...3T I

Her sense of abandonment was deepened later that year by another grief.

1t tlq regisry of her brother's bi¡th shows that Thérese was present when it was made, on the very next
day. If the gossip were true she must have been a very strong girl to be up and about so early.
36bíd,p.97.
37 Veoier, Positio, p.505.
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Rondeau's own father is barely mentioned by her biographers; his decease occurred. six

years before the foundation of the refuge. Her director, Etienne Chanon, had taken the

place in her heart which was left vacant, or which perhaps had not even been fitled. In

September 1826 Chanon collapsed and died in the pulpit at the age of 47, while

preaching atLaval. With great difficulty, and in secret, Rondeau obtained permission

from the mayor of Laval, de Hercé, for his body to be buried within the Miséricorde.

When the funeral procession passed the house on the way to the cemetery, it was

prevailed upon to make a detour into the grounds, so that the Bonne Mere could pay her

last respects. The coffin was carried into the chapel and the door instantly shut, much

to the surprise of the following clergy. Impatience finally overcame civility and they

entered the building just in time to see Rondeau and the sexton filling in Chanon's

grave, which had been dug in advance beneath the floor before the altar. For years she

could not suffer anyone to tread upon the slab which covered his tomb.38

The following September she felt his absence even more, for he might have been

able to save her from an insult which seemed to have been prepared for her by the

whole city of Laval. The Duchesse d'Angoulème, daughter of Louis XVI, visited the

loyal city in September L827, its fîrst royal visit since the time of Henri fV. Rondeau,

naturally self-confident, never doubted that the princess, who was known to be a patron

of all charitable works, would visit the Miséricorde. She had herself addressed a

memoir to the lady in 1824, asking for alms. Therefore the sisters and their penitents

cleaned and decorated the various buildings and large garden which was by then their

home, learned welcoming couplets and made rosettes of white ribbon to pin on their

black dresses. The great day arrived; after various ceremonies the royal visitor asked to

see a list of public institutions, of which she chose to visit only two, St foseph's

Hospital for the sick and the St Louis Hospital for old people and destitute children.3e

38 Le Segretain du Patis, Vie, etc.,p.173, using a journal entry made by Sr. ïreophile.
39 Relotion da passage par Laval de sAR. Madame ra Dauphine,Laval, 1g27.
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Had she been advised to neglect the refuge, or was its name deliberately teft off the list?

It was by that time equal in size to the St Louis Hospital, which contained 184

Patienß.4o Rondeau was bitærly disappointed. By the next day, Bru recounts, the local

wits had improvised couplets ridicuting the foundress'humiliation. Perhaps Chanon's

influence could have saved her from this; at least he might have successfully encouraged

her to see it as yet another mark of divine favour. Doubtless the foundress attempted to

experience eYery setback in that way, but the sffain it must have put upon the reason as

well as the morale of an essentially practical woman was eventually too much for her.

A year after the royal visit it was apparent that she had reached the end of her

strength. On October 9,1828, she found herself unable to move. Dr Bucquet of Laval,

the leading medical specialist and a man who became very interested in her case,

diagnosed brain fever, a common illness in the city at that time.4l He declared that the

foundress had worn henelf out by constant work and unremitting anxiety. A few days

after his visit the Bonne Mere received extreme unction, to the consternation of the

whole house. She had never had any more than the three months' training given in

1818 to prepare her for ten years of crushing responsibility, sometimes borne in the

midst of great f,rnancial distress, watched by a largely hostile public. During this time

she had risen regularly at 4.30 a.m., often after a very late night spent finishing work

ordered from the house which was wanted in a hurry, or else paúolling the penitents'

dormitories, a duty for which she felt personally responsible. In the daytime she had

counselled, instructed and worked with the girls, encouraging them to sing simple

hymns and carols, for she had a very sweet voice. When her duties were over she had

not the luxury of a room to herself, but slept anywhere, on a straw mattress and a

leather pillow. Besides this, the severity of the bodily penances which she performed

40 atch.de La Mayenne, V75 bis, régime des congrégations.
41 Unfottunately the archives of tlre Bucquet farnily do not contain y personal nores made by Dr J-8. D
Bucquet on the Bonne Mere's condition.
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left scars which lasted until her death.42 Is it possible that during this time she could

have had much patience with complaints of pain or fatigue coming from the disgraced

females for whom she endured so much? Her willingness to accept such a mortified

existence tells us something of the atmosphere of painful, even destructive self-denial in

which those under her authority must have lived, with such an example before them.

Did she have spiritual comfort in her time of trial? There is a book which belonged to

the foundress in the archives of the Miséricorde, Dieu Seul, a re-edition of a work of

piety by a seventeenth century theologian, H.M. Boudon.43 In it the author describes

the state of "holy hate" in which true servants of God should live. He is ready to

condemn Christians, in particular those concerned with "good works", because they

act not for God alone, but also to please themselves. He directs that each heart should

be examined to see if is sufficiently grounded in holy hate:

...if it is there, we do not seek delicacies in food, bed or clothing: we do not
follow our own tastes in spiritual exercises, pleasure in conversation, satisfaction
in.the things we undertake. [If we do] thalis not hating oneself; look at those
miserable beings who hate others and treat them as enðmies....They seek their
enemjes'harm...slander them, do all. that they can to bring about their ruin. That
is true haæ.
Consider now whether you hate your
illtreated by sickness? do you afflict it
your mental sufferings? are you consol
if you lose your goods, if you are reduce
name is ridiculed when people meet toge

Boudon would have had to concede that poor Thérese had acted as if she hated herself.

By Christmas she had recovered from brain fever only to fall sick immediately

with kidney stone. The agony of the first attack of what was to be a recurrent malady

left her very thin, barely able to stand alone. Her eight lay sisters proved their loyalty to

42 Thedeøils of Rondeau's illness a¡e tnken from Ch. vI of the biography by Iæ Segretain du patis, who
relied on the unpublished biography of Mr. Théêse de Jesus and his owi óbsêrvadons as chaplain of the
Misericorde.
43 Henri-l'tarie Boudon, Dicu Seul ou Associatíon pour t'lntérét de Dieuseul, Par.is et Lyon, 1821. This
little book was approved ofhcially and recommended to the faithful by Bossuet and de la Iirunetiere in 1662.
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her at this time. The house did not close. Powerful bonds of affection and a strong

sense of responsibility ûo their "lost sheep" had been created between them all during the

foundation's trials. The sisters might have left easily enough, for they had taken no

formally binding vows, yet they chose not to do so. For the duration of their Bonne

Mere's illness, which eventually extended over two and a half years, they took care of

everything,led by the second in command, Sister Théophile (Mlle Denis), who had had

business experience before entering the community. Doubtless for some of the

penitents the self-sacrificing spirit the sisters demonstrated was a positive which

balanced the physical and emotional deprivation of their lives.

Finally Rondeau went beyond the point where her colleagues' devotion could

uplift her spirit. She was left so weak by her physical illnesses that she fell into a deep

depression which at times resembled schizophrenia. Du Patis recounts that she was

tormented by despair, fearing that she constantly offended God, even by a word, a

look, a gesture. All her past life seemed to her to have been a failure. She longed for

death, moving through the house, head bent, avoiding all contact except that she

constantly murmured to passers-by, "Pray for a poor sinner." She lost the power to

read and write; she lost interest in her work and could barely be persuaded to greet any

cleric, even the bishop, with courtesy. Her only activity was to sit alone and knit. As

her bodily health improved her sisten vainly asked her to take a little responsibility, but

she could not bear to speak to the peniænts. This sounds as if she had been invaded by

a great deal of previously repressed disgust and anger which she could not admit

without committing mortal sin. People outside the congregation began to call her

insane, to the great disfress of her staff, who were blamed for the calamity. They had

loved her too much, it was said, and God was punishing them by driving their Good

Mother mad. Her deputy, Sisær Theophile, wrote in her joumal:

I had, from my first years in religion, given the most filiat affection to the Bonne



disturbed me. I said ro -rJ3i
, whose heart was broken by my
another mother whom I cherish as

n...No, that is not good, God alone
rther. I submitted this diffrculty to our

ecclesiastical superior, who dissipated it with these significant wordsi "Be at
peace, you will never love her as much as she deserves."44

It was this same ecclesiastical superior, who was also the chaplain, who found the

remedy for the condition which Thérèse later called her "mystic Purgatory".45 In the

autuÍm of 1831 he decided to send the sufferer back to Bordeaux to see if that would

cheer her, for her presence at Laval was useless to the house. Mademoiselle de

Lamourous wrote a short, maternal invitation to the sick woman, ending with the

words: "Take courage, my heart holds out its arms to you." When Rondeau and an

affendant sister arrived, they found that the reverend mother had fallen ill with bronchitis

and was thought to be dying. Rondeau became hysterical. She was told that if she

would be absolutely silent, she might come to the door of the sickroom. Once there she

fell on her knees and cried, "My God, I thank you! She still lives," then began to weep.

She was drawn back from the doorway and to everyone's amazement, once her tears

were dried she began to speak and relate to the others as if she had never been unwell.

Two days later she found that she could read and write normally. At the same time

Lamourous also improved, indeed she survived for four more years, in which she

maintained an affectionate correspondence with the foundress of Laval. Before sending

her back to confound her evil-wishers, she kept this faithful daughter with her for four

months, spending time alone with her every day, doubtless "justifying the ways of God

to man".

On 13 January 1832 Rondeau returned to Laval to resume her position as

mother superior of her own house and to relieve Sister Theophile, who had borne all

44 rnevarious bishops who had authority over the city, either as part of the diocese of tæ Mans or as tt¡e
s.e_at of the subsequent diocese of Laval, were apparently never hostile to Thérese Rondeau.
45 Aloys Pottiel La Mere Thérese et la Misêricorde de Laval,Laval, 1920,p.i69. Only Ponier mentions
Rondeau's possible suicidal temptations.
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her responsibilities. The latter, worn out, died a year later during a short period of

intense poverty when the refuge could barely feed its inmates. The July Revolution of

1830 had disrupted the trade of the Mayenne, causing the house to contract debts to the

amount of 14,000fr, but it subsequently received large monetary donations. By the end

of 1833 Rondeau had paid off all she owed on the building itself. From this point its

fortunes prospered to the extent that news of it reached as far as Paris, as is shown by

Pa¡ent Duchâtelet's praise of the foundress and her methods in the last chapter of the

second volume of De la Prostítutíon.

The last thirty-three years of Rondeau's life confounded her detractors, but had

she not recovered, had she continued to be subject to extreme melancholy, refusing

food, avoiding atl human contact, then it would be interesting to know how her sisters

and the clergy on whom they relied for theological information would have interpreted

her dreadful trial Once she was through it, it was obvious to all that she had been

placed for a time within "the crucible of anguish...by means of which the Lord had.

wished to make her share the privileged fate which he imparted always, under one form

or another, to each of his principal servants."46 "Our found.ress," du patis continued,

"was not useless to her house, for she presented continually the spectacle of a victim

attached to the altar of sacrifice, silent and motionless, waiting without a murmur for

death or delivery, according to the good pleasure of her divine spouse." What a

spectacle ! What an inte¡pretation of a woman's exhaustion and despair! How easily

such an attitude of mind might accept certain forms of mental illness or suicidal

tendencies among the penitents or staff as signs of the working of the Holy Spirit, yet

dismiss expressions of anguished longing for the things of the outside world as the

effects of satanic temptations. The same Boudon who advised Christians to hate

themselves published another book a few years later, in response to the doubts

entertained by those undergoing what he called "the temptations belonging to the

46 L" S.g."tain du Patis, Vie, et.c,p.196.
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religious life" .47 In the chapter om Des tentatíons de reprobatíon, dz découragement et

de désespoír, the writer describes forms of acute mental suffering which would be

called pathological today. Boudon's advice to those who received these ma¡ks of "high

predestination" was to maintain a constant effort to serve God still more, together with a

constant repression of doubts about the creator's goodness. The hellish condition, the

"alarm, fear, boredom and sadness" that filt the mind of the mentally disturbed saint, are

the work of demons, but to experience them is a sign of the highest divine favour. A

copy of this book is also part of the Miséricorde's library; its publication date shows

that it was bought by one of Rondeau's successors, and also provides and example of

the severe "tridentine" spirituality of the seventeenth century being still cherished in

convents.

Father Aloys Potter, writing in 1910, considered that the "mystic purgatory" of

the reverend mother was a classic case, conforming to the description given by St

Ignatius of the spiritual desolation permitted by God to test his saints, and convince

them that without him, they are nothing. The ninth rule of the Spíritual Exercises,

entitled Of the discernment of sptríts, describes the condition. It is to be recognised by

loss of all conscious fervour, and of all warmth of love. Instead of interior movements

which lead to desire for God alone, there are inclinations for earthly things, base things,

from which arise a condition of darkness, trouble, scruples, agitations which lead the

soul into a state of defiance, followed by despair. "It remains indifferent, sad,

lukewarm, idle, and as if separated from its Lord and Creator...nothing soothes it,

nothing gives it peace." Both du Patis and Pottier insisted that Rondeau was not

unwell: "only superficial persons, strangers to questions of spirituality," could mistake

her mystic state for mental illness.as Pottier thought that, in accordance with the

spirituality of reparation, and in imiøtion of the Jesuit, Father Surin, a seventeenth-

47 L"tsøintesvoiesdelacroix,[Firstedition t67r;manyre-editions]paris, lg67
4SPottier, La Mere Thêrese, p.I77 .
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century mystic, Rondeau may have been led secretly to offer her sanity in exchange for

the salvation of her penitents.ae

Whatever one may think of this attitude with regard to a loss of mental health, it

gave dignity to her sufferings and prevented the foundress from being placed perhaps

for good in some dark hospital ward for the insane. After she recovered until her death

in 1866, she always retained a calm sense that God was with her, wrote du Patis, but if

she had not been sent to Bordeaux, or if Lamourous had died before she got there, it is

possible that her ten years' work at the Miséricorde would have been forgotten and

herself only mentioned in Laval with contempt or pity, as the woman who had taken on

too much, and been struck down by God for it.

+t*+t*+*+t*+*+

The preceding account shows what a large part class prejudice played in the

virtual martyrdom of Thérese Rondeau, and suggests that the very women whose

experience of life among the poor might have made them more able to identify with their

penitents' temptations, were the most unlikely to be allowed into positions of authority

inside a convent refuge. The Bonne Mere Chupin also came from the lower rungs of

the social scale, but in her case scorn or misffust of her origins took the form of

unpublicised efforts to dislodge her made by the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Normally a

woman of lower class origin could expect no higher rank than that of soeur converse

within an established order. These sisters, who may have been accepted without any

dowry and whose education had been limited, were destined to perform the manual

work of the convent, remaining subordinate to the choir nuns all their lives, unless an

unexpected inheritance allowed them to offer a gift to their house which was sufficiently

49 lbid,p.184.
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large to effect their promotion. Chupin and Rondeau had better luck.because they were

born within a period when the Roman Catholic Church was fighting to re-establish its

influence in France. Their spiritual gifts were sufficientþ outstanding to have brought

them the advantages of a spiritual director and the paüonage of an influential male order,

but bottr paid quiæ a high emotional price for these privileges.



130victoire Thérese chupin (30 Juty 1813 ro 21 April lg96) Founded the Refuge
Sainte Anne in 1854.

"Mlle Chupin....The heavenly rag-
picker who has passed her life
sorting through the rubbish of
Paris, searching for souls."5o

Victoire Thérese Chupin was the only one of the found.resses in this study whose

birth occurred afær the end of religious persecution in France, but she too was born into

an aÍea known for its traditional values, Brittany, a region almost as fervently loyalist

after the Revolution as it was faithful to the Catholic church. Her father, as a boy of 15,

had fled from Nantes with his parents to avoid the infamous noyades. Under Napoleon

the family was able to return and the son, a practising Catholic, married and opened a

small school. This venture failed, as did others, and at the time of Chupin's birth the

family was in straightened circumstances. The author of her hagiography is vague with

regard to this question, which suggests that the father's occupation was not capable of
being romanticised. Monsieur Chupin's failings as a provider are attributed to an

exaggerated piety which led him to go to mass instead of attending to his worldly

responsibilities. His daughter wrote that her father made life very hard for her mother.

M¡ne Chupin had nine children and died at 56.It was probably her faith which won the

eldest girl for religion, and the father's behaviour þerhaps his sexual demands on her

mother) which made her fear wedlock. When it became a question in the family of when

or whom she should marÐ/, she wrote that she became screwed up inside - crispée

ínterieurement - and said in her heart, "Ffow can I give up the best part of myself to a

man' a weak and mortal creature? My God, I wànt to keep myself pure for you.,,

Father Mortier, who had the privilege of reading her unabridged memoirs, commented

that she was almost savagely dedicated to chastity. Because the account of her life is
drawn almost entirely from his narrative, it will be brief. She is included because of the

f9 *" ytguis Costa de Beauregard in an article quoæd by Henri Bordeaux, author of the preface to thebiography, Bonne Mere, ou la Réverende Mere cilupin,pí¡ri.rrà¿ uv the Rev. prM;rti;.îprrir, t9zo.
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indications Mortier gives that she was not at all convinced that to do her job well she

ought to be a nun. On the contrary she wished to run her house informally, but clerical

pressure proved too much for her, illustrating that even when the foundress of a refuge

had exceptional experience of life for one in her position, the clergy were not prepared

for long to allow her ûo alter the traditional manner of running the institution. This may

be a contributing factor to the smallness of the numbers of congregations dedicated to

refuge work alone, and an indication of the conflict of ideas within catholicism in this

regard. The Church taught that the salvation of a prostitute was precious in the sight of
God, but then attempted to ensure that those that committed themselves specifically to

this work should be middle-class virgins.

At twenty Chupin moved to Paris to keep house for one of her brothers, who

lived in a room near the Church of Foreign Missions, in the rue du Bac, in the

fashionable quarter of Saint Germain. Soon after her arrival she was asked to take

charge of a group for unemptoyed girls run by the Patronage de la Sainte Enfance, a

confréríe of pious, well-connected ladies led by the cure of the Mission Church, the

abbé Noel. The ladies had not found it easy to relate to the children, whereas Thérese,

nearer to them in background and experience, handled them very well.

Hers was a nature not easily put off, frank, vigorous and outspoken. Despite an

"inveterate repugnance towards shameful weakness", she bravely undertook the

conversion of a woman well known in the quarter for her scandalous life, and

succeeded. The talk occasioned by this act was reported by a certain Madame Cousin,

wife of a chief of division at the Paris Prefecture, to her husband's superior, Baron

Gabriel Delessert. The baron was in the process of renewing the personnel of Saint

Lazate, and he sent a message to Chupin asking if she would accept a position as a

surveillante, or female prison officer. Her biographer reported that she resisted all the

Prefect's entreaties for a whole year before accepting it, but it is obvious from the way

that Mortier handles this episode that, looking no further than the Bo'ne Mere's
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memoirs, he believed the appointment to be far more responsible than it was, and that

his heroine was placed in charge of the female staff in 1836. The registers of Saint

Lazate merely contain an enEry of 8th November, 1838, in which the name "Chupin"

replaces that of another surveillante, marked "dead". The salary mentioned is only

800frs per annum, which means that Chupin was a junior officer, subject to the senior

surveillante who received l,OOOfr. It may be that Chupin had been employed in the

prison for two years before she took the deceased Madame Adam's place, but there is

no other mention of her name, except a ledger entry for 1844 remarking that she had

been absent on leave. Her place, according to the ledger, was in the First Section.Sl

Her memoirs say that she was "head of the house at22", but as she was 22 in 1835 she

must have been mistaken. In any case, she could not have been head. of the house, but

only of a section: authority over the prison as a whole, under Delessert, was invested. in

a male director.

Whatever the exact details may have been, Chupin may well have hesitated for a

year before deciding to work at Saint Lazare. Like Lamourous, she was finally shamed

out of her reluctance to live among "women of evil life" by what she believed to be a

divine admonition. On two consecutive nights she experienced a vision of the Virgin

herself, "dressed as a nun so as not to frighten me".52 on both occasions the

supernatural visitor reproached the young woman for her hesitation in accepting the

position at Saint I-azare; Chupin therefore became a wa¡der under the conviction that

her work was to be used for evangelism. During the years she spent in the prison she

claimed to have gained acceptance from both st¿ff and prisoners, although it is unclear

whether she meant those in her own section or those in the whole institution. She led

51 As mentioned in Ch. II, Saint Lazare contained all women awaiting trial for any crime or misdemeanou¡;i,, ::sj:[äi.1,åi1?äì,j:."""äHiff:""
t on Section. Mortier appears to have sha¡ed the common

delusion that all the prison's inmates were prostitutes.

1'T*edrésumé of Chupin's memoirs, teit at the former Refuge Sainte Anne at Chatillon-sous Bagneux,
Pa¡is.
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the women in prayer at morning and evening, persuaded them to hear Mass with her on

Sundays and won the permission of the authorities for arer:eatto be preached inside the

prison. 'Whatever the actual radius of her influence, the power of its presence appears

to be confirmed by a small report in the Paris press. On 14 August L844, under the

heading Faits dívers, the Catholic newspaper, Le Moníteur, printed the following

account:

the abbe Laroque, apostolic missionary
alides, to preach a refreat in the house of
el ning the detained women gathered in

addressed ro them {uril'.e rhe ten aryr^Jr ri?'.tå'r:år:älåii'Ïiltilii3} ffJ:
appreciated the inestimable value.

o.¡ S.gnday, the 11th,_Monseigneur Fornari, the papal Nuncio, said Mass and
distributed the Eucharist tò 150 female prisôners, afteiwards eivins
Confirmation to 80 of_them. A spirit of order ãnd recollection reignea ãu.in!
the whole duration of this retreat.53

A letter that the foundress wrote during the time of her service in Saint Lazare was

printed on cards for public distribution by her congregation:

The 10th of July, 1843, to my fesus, at his palace.

You know that I have no virtue, it is
ago, I have not a shadow of it. When
with the most exact truth: Far off she I
nothing. But this discovery which e
not in the least afflict me, on the con
myself to lean on, I have not the sligh
great wealuress. Oh well! You a¡e all
strength, consolation, support, couns
nothing, never a better chãñce for you to exercise your power and show your

53 et.n. Préfecture de Police, Série E.B.9l. Dossier Saint Lazare.
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kindness. My weakness will be then the source of my happiness.sa

This letter represents a small piece of negative evidence; its tone is not one of anxiety.

The wriær does not request extra burdens or prepare herself for painful sacrifice.

Some years before the date of the letter Henri Lacordaire, a famous preacher and

member of the Dominican order, gave a series of Lenten sefinons at the Cathedral of
Nofre Dame de Paris. Chupin may have been one of the thousands who flocked to hear

him; Lacordaire may have echoed the conviction of her hea¡t when he preached, in a

seÍnon on Chastity, against that "sense" which he would not allow himself even to

name:

All of our.body.is always more 9{ less. in revolt against the sou1....[of all the
sensesl rhere is one sense which is different]...the sense of which I
speak...seeks. o{y itself;....it onry knows how to destroyJ it wãars'å"C ii
devours our bodily organs and oúr most noble faculties....lt ir trtè ãn.*y'oi
beauty, of life, of kindness, of strength, the universal and national 

"ne-yJí 
--

Chupin would have had ample experience of what Lacordaire, in the same se¡¡non,

went on to call the" victims" of this atrociously despotic sense. Go into any street

where misery in rags goes to hide itself, his audience was told, and you will see the

pale and withered wrecks of what once were beautiful women, now abandoned by

their first seducers. Naturally the celibate friar did not care to use the word

"prostitutes",

'When 
a Dominican foundation was made in Paris in 1849, Chupin asked one of

the monks, Br. Aussant, to be her director. Claude Langlois, in his authoritative study

of female religious orders in nineteenth-century France, considers that to have had a

private confessor was the fate of very few, the religious luxury was also a social

54 t¡is text was printed on little cards bearing her photograÐh and circulaæd afær her death.rr Chok de la Prédícation Contemporainc, Vol.l, pp.3233.
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luxury, "although the religious and social elites did not always exactly co-incide."56 It
may be that Chupin's director, like Thérese Rondeau's, appreciated the woman,s

spiritual potential, or that she was recommended by the well connected ladies in the

Faubourg St Germain, who had patronised the Sainte Enfance. Despite the poverty of
the foundation which Chupin was to make, it never lacked aristocratic friends or well-

wishers.

One of them, Madame de Lamartine, wife of the poet and writer, had opened a

"patronage", a shelter for some of the ex-prisoners from Saint Lazare in the rue de

Vaugirard. Chupin had often gone there in her free time to visit her "old girls". Her

memoirs relate that this place deteriorated into a bawdy house, so that she had felt

obliged to make a report to the Prefecture. She was given leave of absence for two

months (in 1844, as the ledgers show) in order to reform the establishmenL5T This

brief experience made her wonder if the Holy Spirit had given her a vocation for such

work.

After the Revolution of 1848 the Constitutent Assembly decreed that the interior

management of Saint Lazare should be entrusted to the sisters of the Marie-Joseph

congregation. Accordingly Chupin became unemployed from the lst January 1849, but

not completely without means, for she was granted a state pension of 500frs a yea¡.

Mortier recounts that after she left Saint Laza¡e the former surveillante found.herself

sought out by some of her former prisoners, who had fallen into destitution. Both her

religion and her feelings led her to seek some way to assist them substantially, and

being a devout Catholic it was natural for her to seek her director's guidance in this

matter. Aussant was at f,rnt discouraging, but eventually, faced with her persistence, he

gave his approval to her desire to open a refuge. The Freres Prêcheurs appear to have

valued Chupin's vocation, probably because comparatively few women undertook such

t6 
-Cl3y¿..tT 

glois,.Le,catholicisme auféminin; les congrégationsfrançaises a supérieure générale
auXlXe siecle, Paris, 1984, p.270.
57 the Patronage Lamartine was taken over by the Marie-Joseph Sisærs in 1g46.
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a ministry. Henri Lacordaire had only recently restored their order to France;s8 it

needed pearls in íts crown, to borrow a well-worn metaphor. The Bon Pasteur

congregation, supported by the Jesuits, was doing well. Also, a refuge was a rare

variety of ornament, and one which the original founder had valued.59 In a letter dated

2 June 1850 another Dominican, Monjardet, told Chupin of a house for penitent women

which had "just opened" in Laval, and that another was in operation at Bordeaux.6o It

was suggested that she visit one or the other, to gain knowledge of how such things

were run, but apparently she did not do so; she simply began to take young women

from the streets into her own apartment. Perhaps she believed that her previous years

of experience with prisoners qualified her to nrn a refuge without the formality of

becoming a lay sister, or composing a list of constitutions.

Although the Dominicans were very supportive of Chupin during the humble

beginnings of her work, in their eyes the fact that the foundress was only a laywoman

gave insufficient søbility to the work. She might stay or go at her own discretion and

was not canonically bound to obey any of the Fathers whose prestige was linked to that

of the house. Mortier admits that Chupin was persuaded, against her will, to conform to

the clerically approved image of a woman engaged in redemptive work among the poor.

By various pressures, one of which was the threat to refuse consecration of her small

chapel, she was made to accept enrolment in the Third Order of St Dominic, then finally

in the Second, as a regular nun. The last step took place 1862, but not before the

strongwilled foundress had made a journey to Rome to ask the advice of Pius IX!

During her visit she also saw Father Jandel, a Frenchman, Master General of the

Dominicans.6l It was he whose arguments smoothed out Chupin's difficulties,

58 Dominican foundations were made at Nancy, 1843, Chalais, 1844, Flavigny, 1848 and paris,
1849.
59 As mentioned in ch.I, in I2l4 St Dominic had founded an order of lay sisters to take charge of
refuges for penitent women, but the White Ladies, as they were called, did not find favou¡ inFrance, y.
60 tlte been open since November, lglg.
61 J-d Prior General, having received a brief from pius IX
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according to Mortier, for "when she saw that the future of her work was menaced,

without this necessary transformation, she gave nway.az In the book this episode is

heavily sentimentalised, but it leaves the reader bound to suspect that Chupin was

pressured out of her autonomy.

Even after she had taken the veil, both the Dominican fathers and the Archbishop

of Paris, through his representative, the canonical superior, appear to have tried to

replace Chupin by some other sister who would be more amenable to their control.

Three attempts were made, of which the last was successful. The social origins of the

Bonne Mere must have strengthened criticism against her. Not only must a foundress be

literate, which Chupin was, but she should also possess a certain savoir-faíre with

regard to socio-religious culture only obtained through family and convent upbringing.

Langlois found that "the popular classes", either the working class or the pefite

bourgeosie. furnished only 35Vo of the total number of foundresses in nineteenth-

century France, and that these women were likely to find themselves removed by the

bishop in favour of another sister of more acceptable origins, if the congregatíon rapidly

became successful.63 The reverend mother of low antecedents was considered to be out

of place at the head of alarge congregation, particularly, Langlois suggests, because

bishops liked to see the congregation's money handled by someone whose background

would have given her a certain expertise in these matters. Chupin certainly had none.

The accounts of the foundation were always chaotic, according to Mortier, because

neither the Bonne Mere nor her chief assistant, Mlle Lefort, had the ability to keep

boo$s. At the end of the month they were sometimes left with enonnous inexplicable

enabling him to reform and discipline the order in France and to crush all Iiberal tendencies within
ir.
62 ¡Uortier, Bonne Mere,p.l37.
63 Langlois, Le cath. auféminin, eæ., p.2To.Langlois quotes the example of Jeanne Jugan,
found¡ess of Les Petiæs Sccurs des Pauwes, who hìd been a hospital nurse and domestic servant
before devoting herself to the elderþ poor. She survived for onþ three years as head of her
congregation before being relegated by the ecclcsiastical superiór o a pâssive and subordinate role
for the rest of her long life.
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deficits. In any case, they were always living on credit because, although Chupin took

all who c¿une' she refused to force her girls to work, or to make them work hard against

their will. She said that to do so deprived them of freedom of choice, for',if we make

the work unpleasant it forces them to leave". Her admirable slogan was ,,young 
souls

ought to be governed by a sentiment of honour.64

Chupin's life story so far is relevant to the thesis of this essay because of the

picture it sketches of an unusual refuge, run by pious women but not under a rigid,

mortifying rule. Doubtless Chupin did not wanther girls to be reminded of a prison

when they were in her house, as she knew how little that kind of severity contributed to

moral reform. If, in the case of Rondeau one wonders how many cases of mental

illness were encouraged rather than cured within her institution after the foundress'

recovery' Chupin's experiences raises another question. How many Christian aftempts

at offering shelter to disgraced girls, in a more humane manner than that prescribed by

ecclesiastical tradition, must have failed because of deliberate lack of clerical support,

which was so important to secure funds during the difficult beginnings of the

enæ¡prise?

Despite their moral frailty, it appears that she did not worry if her penitents left the

house, for she was certain that a work of the Holy Spirit had been done in their souls,

indeed Mortier quoted her as having written: "How many of them came to me at the end

of some retreat or other, to tell me that they were tom to pieces by fear of divine
justice...I answered them: My poor children, have confidence! you are very wicked,

but le Bon Díeu rs so good! Have confidence in his mercy. A single act of contrition is

enough to win his pardon. And then, what will it matter if you die in prison, in the

convent or elsewhere...?"65 Does this mean that the girls were discouraged from

yielding to melancholy or guilt? Were they encouraged to believe that no matter what

ú F¡om Nol ice sur l'ceuvre, undated" possibly early 2Ìthcentury, from the archives of N.D. de
ÇIu*, Chatillon-sous-B agneux.
65rbid, p.176.
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they did, God would be there at the end to take them home? The anecdote suggests that

Chupin let her girls return to the world without too much difficulty, and that she did not

threaten them with hell if they left. If this is true, it makes the Refuge Sainte Anne very

different from the majority, and offers another reason for the clergy's dissatisfaction

with the foundress. Her biographer continues:

For her,_helping her children to die well was the chief aim of her foundation. It
was, indeed, saving them for ever.

,"::3*
shed to

prepare her lost sheep for a good de

In his introduction to a brochure written at Chupin's ïequest to gain public

support for the Refuge Sainte Anne, Alexandre Dumas called her work admirable, yet

believed it absurd, for, he told the foundress, her effort to restrain the ever-increasing

prostitution of nineteenth-century France was like trying to bale out a sinking ship with

a soup 1adle.66 She answered that it was worth it, even if they only saved a few.

A nun who, on her own initiative, had sought help from the writer of a profane

novel about a prostitute - no wonder that her spiritual masters considered her unsuitable

as the head of a regular congregation. She was 73 when the last of the attempts to

unseat her succeeded. She spent most of the next decade alone in her room, knitting to

pass the time. In 1892 the house received a canonical visit from the Reverend Father

Libercier, of the Dominican teaching order, who confirmed the repressive measures

taken by her successor with regard to the foundress. After his visit she was forbidden
\

to have any further penonal contact with the penitents and was also excluded from the

refectory because she did not keep perfect silence while at table.

Such trials purified her soul, according to Mortier, and made it all the more fit to

meet her God. Chupin died on27 April, 1896, aged eighty-three. The isolation of her

66 A. Du*as Fils, Zes Madeleines Repenties,paris, 1869, p.2l
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house was lost as suburban Paris approached and then overtook it. The institute only

ceased to be operative about twenty years ago, but the buildings still stand. No visible

additions were ever made ûo them, apart from that of the stong bars over every window

opening onto the street. The sisterhood, reduced to a handful of elderly nuns, still

owns the former chaplain's house, in which it lives, ownership of the main buildings

having passed úo the local council.

So much for four of the most outstanding Catholic women who attempted úo meet

the homeless prostitute's great need of love and redemption. We must now ask what

success they had. 'Were the efforts they made rewarded? Were conversions numerous?

Were outcast women and sexually disgraced girls helped into a place in respectable

society? If not, what alternative was offered them? Did the underlying pessimism of
Christian culture with regard to the destructive power of sexuality on the nature of

women who had "given themselves up to debauch", still dominate the quiet enclosures,

as it had those of centuries gone by, persuading the women that they were of no earthly

use? The next two chapters deal with those questions, beginning with an account of the

major congregation in the field, N.D. du Bon pasteur d'Angers.
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Chapter IV The Revival of Tradition

In France as elsewhere in Europe during the nineteenth century, the sexually

disgraced girl who either was a prostitute, or thought ûo have been one, found little help

in dealing with the major problems of her life. If she had a child, there was the

foundling hospital; if she had no money there was the brothel, the streets, or

clandestine prostitution. Venereal disease was the only one of her misfortunes in which

the state was interested. Without a forgiving family or the support of a lover, the girl

who wished to avoid or quit prostitution had almost no resource except that provided by

Christian charity. Within a refuge, particularly after 1835, when St Marie Euphrasie's

congregation spread all over France, such a girl might find a different world:

acceptance, disinterested love, shelter, work, a goal, but on terms laid down by

Catholic theology and under conditions meant to n:ortify the flesh. If she could accept

help given within these limits, it would be at the price of her adult status and her

physical liberty, as well as her mental and emotional growth, for the convent could not

offer the normal range of intellectual and sentimental stimulation, although it could

facilitaæ spiritual experiences above the plane of normal existence.

The fact that the state and the Church were willing to permit the foundation of more

convent refuges than had ever appeared before in France,were opened in nineteenth-

century France, suggests that both authorities were willing to acknowledge the right of

disgraced and destitute women and girls to some kind of help. The moral values of

French culture were still so linked to religious va,ues, however, that the objects of this

help were seen primarily as sinners against God and society. As the regulations on the

prostitute's ca¡d declare, public women have deliberately "given themselves up to

debauchery".l As such, the state was willing to have them trained to repress sexual

desire. The Church also sought this goal, but for the reason that the women's future in

eternity had been compromised by her sexual experience. The treatment given in

refuges took its form from moral theology, which was concerned with the problem of

lsee the last paragraph, "Avis Important", of tlre regulations reproduced at the end of Chapter II.
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the indelible stain of sexual sin, a sin which only frequent penance could subdue, but

which remained so powerful that women who hacl once been dirtied by it were liable,

like pigs, to surrender to nostalgie de la boue if they were let out alone. In that case,

the work of salvation would be to do all over again, and indeed only death could end

the struggle between good and evil for the woman's soul. Therefore the refuges

worked towards the mortal happy ending, nuns and penitents together, shut off from

the world outside, a world which was irrelevant to them except as a place of trial or a

source of finance. The respectable in Church and society, in as much as they knew

what was happening, were content to have it so, although some were ready to believe

evil of the convents, blaming them for exploiting the girls whom nevertheless, they did

not wish to support from public funds, nor employ in their homes, and for whose

psychological damage they had no remedy.2

The Fortunes of the Bon Pasteur - Paris

.After the disbanding of religious houses in the early years of the Revolution there was

no provision left at all for prostitutes or disgraced girls who wished to rebuild their

shattered respectability, but under the first Empire an attempt was made to revive even

this, the least popula¡ form of charity, by the nuns who had practised it under the ancien

régime. As early as 1806 the little Parisian community of St John Eudes' White Sisters

obtained permission to open a refuge from Napoleon, who gave them a building in the

rue St Jacques. Madame de Combé's community of the Bon Pasteur had to wait.

After the latter's death in[692 the house had continued to be run by laywomen, but as

time passed it appears that the fervent piety and strictness of the foundress was no

longer imitated. Complaints had been made to the Archbishop of Paris, not only with

2In 1842 a penitent at the Bon Pæteur d'Angers jumped from a dormitory window and in landing
twisted her ankle. Some of the sisters came and canied her to the infrrmary. Persons passing had
hea¡d the screams and seen the suns carrying the girl inside. L,ocal newspapers rcported the incident,
one of them describing the sisters as "heartless women who tortured the child¡en." The people of
the town were excited to a frenzy. The congregation brought a lawsuit against the paper, which
published a complete retraction. FromThe Secret of the Sanctily of St Mary Euphrasia, p.196.
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regard to the Bon Pasteur, but also to two other refuges in the capital, also run by lay

sisters. Mgr de Beaumont therefore requested letters patent from Louis XV, which put

all three houses in the ca¡e of a religious order,

...the Sisters of the Society of St Thomas de Villeneuve ...who by their
institutions and by their religious profession, as much as by the success that they
have had in the different parts of the Kingdom where the good of religion and of
the state have called them, gave reason to hope that their direction would prove
more regular, more disinterested and more advantageous in every respect.3

The sisters had the right of governing the three refuges in perpetuity, although no

money was allowed them because, as the earlier letters patent of I-ouis XfV had stated,

"the Bon Pasteur exists by the help of Providence and the work of the girls."4 This

transaction is an early example of what became general practice in the nineteenth

century, when the state relied almost exclusively on religious sisterhoods to run its

expanding welfare and female penal institutions. The wording also implies that a

religious congregation was the natural ally of the state in controlling the margínalised

poor, a relationship that also held true in the nineteenth century, once the first great

Revolution had passed away.

In the early years of the Restoration an elderl5, priest with aristocratic connections,

the abbé l-egris-Duva1, grouped together a number of pious ladies who, in the tradition

begun by St Vincent de Paul's Ladies of Charity, visited the prostitutes in La Petite

Force and later in the Second Section of Saint Lazarc. At first these women had placed

any girls who showed signs of repentance with the White Sisters in the rue St Jacques,

who accepted them only on payment of a pension of 200fr ayear. The prison visitors

found this arrangement unsatisfactory, so they supported a request by the Sisters of St

Thomas de Villeneuve for a house to be given them in exchange for those they had lost

in 1790. Accordingly on 3 November 1820, at a sitting of the General Council of the

3 Pièce no.2, arch. of the Bon Pasteur, convent of the Sisters of St Thomas de Villeneuve, Neuilly,
Paris.
4 Pièce no. l, arch. of the Bon Pasteur
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Seine, authorisation was given to the Prefect to acquire in the name and for the benefit

of the City of Paris, a house at nos. 83 and 85 rue d'Enfer.S The house was conceded

to the Association of Ladies of Charity for the purpose of receiving public women and

girls. The Council's reasons for acting in this maffer were the same as those expressed

in the letters patent given under the ancien régime to the old Bon Pasteur, namely that

society was sinking into depravity and therefore it was in the general interest "to offer

an asylum to those whom shame and repentance and above all pious exhortations could

lead back to industry and a peaceful and regular life."6 No thought was expressed

regarding the possible influence of adverse social conditions on the means of livelihood

available to poor women.

The Bon Pasteur in the rue d'Enfer was unusual compared to other nineteenth-century

refuges in that authority within it was divided betv¿een women of secular and religious

life. The Superior General of the congregation was given complete charge of the

running a¡d staffing of the house, whereas the President and Ladies' Committee had

the responsibility of presenting girls for acceptance as penitents, of controlling the

funds of the house and also the right to receive reports on the progress made by their

protégées. No girl or woman could be dismrssed without the Lady President's

knowledge. In accordance with Combé's original practice, all penitents were accepted

free of charge and entered of their own volition. Whoever wished to do so had fint to

obtain a letter from the President of the Ladies' Association; this letter would not be

given to any woman who was married, pregnant ir sick with a contagious disease, the

euphemism for syphilis. No girl might enter who had been convicted of crime or theft,

or who had not finished serving her sentence at Saint Lazare, or who showed signs of

madness. In accordance with tradition the regulations were read out to those who

applied for enfrance. Each was made to sign a riecla¡ation of her desire to enter the

refuge, to leave vice and embrace penitence, and'chat she would be entirely obedient.

5 Hell SEeet. It was then an aristocratic address, now known as rue Denfert-Rochereau and
containing the buildings of several large charitable foundations dating from the nineteenth century.
6 Pièce no. 6, archives of the Bon Pasteur.

I
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No concessions were made to the difference in the culture from which the modern

peniænts had come, and that obtaining when the refuge was first established. Each girl

was told that "the penitence of a daughter of the Goód Shepherd consists in assiduous

work...coarse food and continual silence, excbpt in recreation." After this her

possessions were listed and stored for her. A month later her own clothing was

exchanged for the uniform of the refuge, a black woollen dress, black bonnet and veil,

a blue apron and a black fichu which the girl received at a special ceremony of

acceptance

Although no mention is made of it in the regulations, it was probably at this point that

the girl's hair was cut off, as would have been done in the case of a novice at her

clothing cer€mony. Henri Gaillac found that many refuges cut off their penitents' hair,

a custom which the government disliked, as it niarked the girls who left and so was

disadvantageous to those looking for work.7 ParenÈDuchâtelet, when questioning the

inmates of the Second Section, had found that fear of this practice was one of the

reasons why prostitutes were afraid to enter this refuge. Its retention suggests that the

convents did not encourage the girls ûo re-enter society.

Once accepted into the community, the penitents were forbidden to speak of what had

happened to them "in the world"; they must work and live together as a group, calling

each other "sister" and being known only by their house name, that of a saint, which

would chosen for them by the Reverend Mother. Their movements and their work

were to be regulated by their supervisors only. No presents were to be received and no

letters sent or accepted. The penitents might remain until death within the refuge, as

long as they were judged to be "sincere".

The statutes admonished the religious sisters to "make it their duty to imitate the Good

Shepherd. They will exhaust every method that love suggests to encourage those who

are sincerely converted and to lead the most difficult to conversion."s A just severity

7 H. Gaillac, Les maisons de correction,lS30 - 1945 ,Ed. Cujas, Paris, 1971, p.ll5.
8 Pièce no. 26, p.7., archives of the Bon Pasteur.
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was correct towards the latter - "a little severity and a lot of silence". Penances were to

be given sometimes, but only with the Reverend lrdother's permission. An interesting

regulation is the one concerning solitary conf,rnement as a punishment. Perhaps in view

of what had been observed in prison, the writer of the statutes recommends that "when

some must be separated from others to ensure order, it is necessary to avoid prolonged

solitude, and as much as possible to take steps so as to be able to see them, without

their knowledge, while they are confined".

An "observation" written in by Madame la Marquise de Croisy, the frst Lady President

of the re-opened Bon Pasteur was incorporated as rule 11 of the statutes:

When one is obliged to punish a girl and separate her from the others, care shall
be taken that she be not left alone. Experienðe has shown that prolonged solitude
drives them to despair and renders them very guilty.e

This instruction appears to be an oblique warning of suicidal tendencies engendered by

profound depression resulting from solitary confinement.

In the case of those who would respond neither to gentleness nor severity, the

Mother Superior was to inform the ecclesiastical superior and the Lady President.lO

With their approval the girl was then retumed to her family or to the friends who had

brought her to the refuge, or, in the case of minors coming from St Lazare, to the

Secretary General of Police, (who had asked for this to be done) even though the girl

had completed her sentence before admission. The writer of the statutes added that,

although the latter course seemed hard, it was better than putting the girl out on the

street.

Occasionally forgetfulness, deliberate or otherwise, tempered the severity of this

rule. The police archives contain a letter dated 16 November 1858, from the Prefect of

Police to Madame la Comtesse de Kergolay, President of the Ladies'Association, in

9 Originally from Pièce no. 43, modified copy of document no.lO. This observation was
incorporated as rule ll in the statutes.
10 The ecclesiastical superior of a convent was the representative of the local bishop, who had
authority to supervise tlre house on his Grace's behalf.
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which he informed her that a girl aged twenty years, sent to the refuge on 8 June 1857,

had been arrested for prostitution on the eighth of the month. It was found that she had

syphilis. The Prefect complained that he had been unaware that this girl had left the

Bon Pasteur. He had already had the honour to remind her ladyship, in January 1856

and July 1856, that minors released inúo the care of the refuge belonged to their families

and to the administration, by law. The same complaint was made in another letter dated

26 November, 1860.11

The President's behaviour with regard to the authorities, although in breach of the

rules, reflects one of the observations made in the;projected statutes drawn up in 1835,

namely that "this house was opened for the detaineà girls, not for the convenience of

the police."l2 Itis also a reminder that the ladies in question were used to deference:

they came from the ranks of the catholic aristocracy with whom the abbé lægris-Duval

had had great influence, not only by reason of his virtues, but by the powerful appeal of

his past.l3 In the regulations regarding the ope.ration of the ladies' committee, the

treasurer is directed, in case of difficulty, to seek advice from the distinguished

treasurers of the four other charities founded by the same benevolent abbé, namely

Mesdames la Baronne de Montmorency, la Comtesse de la Chatre, la Comtesse de

Brissac and Madame Swetchine. The latter, a Russian convert to catholicism,

conducted a salon which had a very high social. status and was at the centre of the

"romantic" and ultramontane catholic revival in Paris at that time. She was also a

member of the Bon Pasteur committee in 1835, serving with the Marquise de Mortemart

(née Montmorency), the Duchesse de la Rochfoucauld, Comtesse Scotte, Comtesse

Potolka and Mmes Meuru, de Trépigni, Mansigni and Rochefeuille. Over forty years

later the committee contained only one lady with the particule noble. The Ladies'

11A¡ch. of Pref. of Police, Paris, series D4.230.
12 Pièce no.26, Arch. Bon Pasteur.
13 Legris-Duval had been a priest at Versailles before the Revolution. He had offered himself to
the Commune æ the king's chaplain after sentence of death had been passed on Louis XVI. He was
refused but this act of courage nearly caused his arrest. Under the Restoration he was made preacher-
in-ordinary to I¡uis Xvm. Apart from his service at Court he devoted his life to works of charity,
refusing several offers of high ecclesiætical position.
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Commitæe always had four male "counsellors" on its board who undertook legal or

official business. These were all noblemen, at least until 1845.14 That such people,

educated and with a knowledge of the world, should have supported the subjection of

the penitents to the rigid regime of the Bon Pasteur shows that where the religion of a

culture declares a taboo, an important area of human life may remain closed to the

intellectual ploughing up and seeding representecl. by free public discussion, even in a

nation where that religion is no longer practised by ',he majority of the population.

In De la Prostitution d.arr laVille de París the author expresses the deepest respect

for these ladies of charity, whom he believed were more effective in leading the girts in

Saint Laza¡e back to virtue than the prison chaplain.ls It must have been their support

which enabled him to spend time in the refuge in the rue d'Enfer, examining the

registers and observing the way in which the house was run. There is no evidence that

he was allowed to speak to the penitents, but he asked questions of prostitutes in Saint

Lazare who had passed through the Bon Pasteur, as well as of the three ex-prostitutes

whom his own charity provided for.16 His observations covered the period of eleven

and a half years from November 1821 to April 1833. They represent the only findings

based on archival material obtained in a refuge by a trained observer from secular life in

nineteenth-century France.

Parent found that during this period the refuge had admitted only 245 females,

mostly between the ages of 18 and 25 yea,rs, it being considered virtually useless to ty
to reform older women. Of these the doctor found that 87 had left voluntarily and 40

had been dismissed for insubordination, in other words just under half had stayed for a

very brief period. Of the rest,26 had been sent to a hospital or asylum, which means

that they ûoo may have been merely ftansitory inmates; frve girls had been sent to the St

14 Thei¡ good name impressed the prefect of the Seine, as v¿as noted in a Mémoire de M.le Préfet de
la Seine au Conseil Municipal de lø Ville de Paris sur la Répartition du Fonds de Secours enîre
divers étqblissements charitables, pour l'annêe 1845, Vinchon, Imprimerie de la Préfecnrre du Dept.
de la Seine, Pa¡is, 1845.
l5Pa¡ent-Duchatelet, De la Prostitution, Vol.II, P.159
16 lbid., Vol.II, p.371.
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Michael refuge at their families request,lT 50 had died and 37 werc still in the house at

the time of the survey.

These figures show that in the first eleven years the refuge had witnessed a death

rate of one in five,l8 of whom Parent found that over half had died within the first three

years of residence. Perhaps they had been very sick when admitted, or weak from

destitution and bad treatment, or perhaps some psychological factor was present that

reduced their will to live. From his examination cf the diet provided, Parent concluded

that the girls were well fed, although the food vras plain. The beds were good, the

dormitories well ventilated. Knowing that most of the working class spent at least

twelve hours a day at their employment, he was not shocked by the rules regarding

work, meals and recreation, in fact he considered the order of the day to be restorative

because of what he saw as its gentleness and stability. The women and girls worked a

total of nine hours out of a waking life of sixteen hours; they were allowed two

separate hours of recreation and two half-hours for washing, dressing and undressing;

the remining five hours were taken up with meals and religious exercises. They were

expected to sleep from nine at night until frve the next morning. As such a routine is

not hostile to physical health, Parent concluded that the reason why few penitents chose

to stay for long must lie in the difficulties of adaptation to life in the convent. "Certain

persons", probably the lady patonesses, gave him further details. He was told that the

health of many girls appeared to undergo a change for the worse as soon as they entered

the house, becoming unstable and subject to seásonal fluctuations: "the Spring in

particular agitates them". Girls displaying thesq symptoms also appeared to be mentaily

unstable, or highly excitable, so that it was necessary to give them gentle treatment for

many months. Most of the girls had irregular menstruation on enûry, some had none at

all. Many whose health showed a reasonless deterioration later succumbed rapidly to

17 The Pa¡is house of the White Sisters w¿rs comrnonly called by this name. It was allowed to
retain gùls against their will, in a section called "the corrçction" This facility may have been the
re¿¡son for the Fansfer.
18 Pa¡ent calls it one in ten, but his interpretation of his findings concerning the refuge is lenient;
perhaps he did not wish to see his mistake in this case.
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tuberculosis and in fact the doctor was told that it was only those with strong

constitutions who could survive the first two yea-rs in the Bon Pasteur. He diagnosed

what we would call a psychosomatic disorder: the girls fell ill and died because they

were deprived of sexual love:

Who does not recognise here the mental torments which agiøte these unfortunate
girls, indicative of the passion which reigns in them all the stronger because they
have known its pleasures and given themselves up to it more impetuously?l9

It is difficult to ascertain if Parent's findings were typical of the refuge's

population in later years. A search made in 1985 in the registers for 1840 to 1850 by the

sister archivist, showed that the age of entrants during those years was between 16 and

30 years, that some girls were sent back to their parents, some placed (with no

indication of what kind of work had been found for them, or it they stayed in it), some

given up to the police, many sent to the venereal hospital of l-ourcine, two sent to the

Salpêtrière (for insanity by that date), one to the Children's Hospital as a nurse and that

"many" had died.2o The number of penitents never fell below 48 for the whole ten

years, so that it appears as if there were a resident as well as a tansient population.

In the Moral and Financial report of the institute for 1858, the figure given for

peniænts on l January is 125, with the addition of 25 girls taken in during the following

twelve months. Of these 150 persons, 25 left the refuge for various reasons: two were

sent to hospital, fi.ve returned to their families, foirteen were placed in work, one was

sent away and three died. The picture here seems more promising than that suggested

by earlier figures. No gids are reported to have left simply of their own volition, which

is surprising. Were the constitutions being interpreted differently? Fourteen girls

placed in employment in one year is a very high percentage of the total number, much

higher than that of the only other refuge for which we have figures. It may mean that

19 lbid, p.371.

20 See Appendix III at the end of the chapter for the exact wording of the extract given to me. The
sister archivist wæ old and unwell, but she alone had control of the archives and it was kind of her
ûo make the sea¡ch. I would have wished to do it myself, for the sake of precision, but this was not
permitted-
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the house was taking more "placeable" girls - perhaps diffrcult children or girls in moral

danger rather than prostitution. It is possible that later in the century the Bon Pasteur,

like other institutions described in this study, deliberately sought less recruitment

among registered prostitutes and more among those whose experience of vice was less

marked.

It certainly appears as if by 1858 the refuge had a large group of permanent

penitents in residence, who could resist seasonal fluctuations of mood and whose

health had been built up by regular food and rest, It was the steady work of these kind

of girls whích maintained the financial viability of the enterprise both then and in the

twentieth century, for although the house received a small annual grant from the Dept of

the Seine, it relied on sewing to cover the bulk of its expenses. It may have been from

the 25 new-comers that death or the hospital took their toll in 1858, for it was still the

function of the house to receive girls directþ from Saint Lazare. In Parent's day they

had almost all come from the prison infirmary, ,nd ro were already reduced in health,

although officially pronounced free of venereal disease. While sick, these girls had

been encouraged to listen to the ladies of charity by their fellow prisoners, who knew

that they were not strong enough to go back to their old way of life, whereas if a

healthy, good-looking girl seemed inclined tó repent, she was the butt of her

companions'wit until she changed her mind.2l This phenomenon was observed by

Maxime du Camp fifty years later. He repeated Parent's observation that among the

healtþ girls the ladies made very few converts, but only persuaded "a few poor little

girls, prematurely lost, whom they carry off...and place in those silent houses where

one lives beneath a monastic ru1e."22

+t*+l*+*+*+t*+

2L Prost. dans la v. de Paris, Vol.II, p.373. 
¡

22Maxime du Camp, Revue des Deux Mondes, 15 Feb.l887, L'(Euwe des Libé¡ées de Sainr
Lazare,p.3l3.
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The Maison du Bon Pasteur survived three revolutions but it did not "swarm"

(essaímer). Whether or not the penitents entered the Bon Pasteur faute de mieux or

from a genuine desire to embrace the religious life, it seems that they never did so in

numbers large enough to require subsidiary foundations to be made for their reception

by the Sisters of St Thomas de Villeneuve. As entrance was voluntary and permission

to leave fairly easy to obtain, unlike what the evidence suggests regarding the Bon

Pasteur and the two Miséricordes, it is not hard to imagine that the refuge both received

and released a steady sfream of girls throughout the years, gradually building up a

reservoir of "stayers", in whose eyes the severity of the life was compensated for by

some other facúor. This phenomenon appears in every refuge examined in this study;

it is a characteristic which links them all and establishes them as centes of collection

rather than of rehabilitation, in the worldly sense. Madame de Combé had never

pretended that she was preparing girls for re-enbry into society, which was why she had

wished all her penitents to hear on entry the rules under which they would be expected

to live. No-one was left in ignorance of the austerity of the penitential life, or of the

aim of the house, which was to keep the girls inside, dedicated to God and apart. In

the eighteenth century this tadition had ben graclirally allowed to lapse, so that to re-

establish it, the authorities had placed the house in the charge of a female religious

order, an action which had been considered dangerously new when St John Eudes first

did it, but which had acquired credit over a century later. Under the Restoration the old

tadition was revived to serve the girls from Saint Lazare who wished to mend their

ways. In lending their support to this revival ol" an ancient method of dealing with

sexually disgraceded women, the General Council of the Seine had approved its aims,

which were to offer asylum to the erring, in order to lead them back to indusby and a

regular life, but this did not necessarity imply that the penitents were to be adequately

prepared for re-enlA into respectable society. The traditionat method chosen for their

rehabilitation was as alien to their way of life as it was to that of the noble ladies who

persuaded them to try it. It was obvious that it tended to make lay sisters out of the
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penitents, rather than employable servants or craftswomen. It could not be of use to

more than a few, those who had a vocation to the religious life or those who had very

painful memories of their past experiences. The latter, torn by the wish to go and the

fear of leaving, may have been among those whose health took a turn for the worse,

who died in the fust two years. The others, who knew that they could not adapt to the

cloister but yet had some confidence in their pov/eiS of survival, had to leave as they

had come - still disgraced - to rejoin the only profession open to destitute young women

without a reference.

The phenomenon of the revival of the original Maison du Bon Pasteur illusfrates

clearly both the power of traditional moral theology and the link between police

authority and the convent, where the prostitute is concerned. As remarked earlier, the

dames patronesses saw nothing inappropriate in subjecting girls who had known life in

a brothel to disciplines which never compromised with the natural desire for pleasure,

even of the simplest kind. A high rate of sickness and mortalþ in the frst two years of

life in the house, experienced by girls who seriously tried to adapt to its conditions,

was not seen as a symptom of faults in the regime, but as a sign of how deeply the

girls'existence had been undermined by "passion". This attitude was supported by the

Paris Prefecture, which willingly discharged girls into the ca¡e of the Bon Pasteur,

according to Parent, because it was considered that the refuge was a material help in the

repression of prostitution.23

The Fortunes of the Bon iPasteur - Angers

The catholic revival in seventeenth-century France had brought about the

foundation of two houses for female penitents rn the city of Angers, an important

trading centre on the confluence of the Maine arrr1 the Loire, and the capital of what

used to be known as Anjou. The first house, dedicated to St Madeleine, was founded

in 1640 for voluntary penitents and those compelled to go there by the local authorities.

23 D, lo Prostitution, Vol. II, p.3766.
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The other house was dedicaæd to the Bon Pasteur inl692, taking its name and methods

from Combé's Paris foundation, which had sent some of its lay sisters to initiate the

work. Only converted women, formerly of disordered life, were accepted there so that

they might consecrate themselves to God.2a The dissolution of religious houses

brought about in 1790left the city with no spiritual refuge for disgraced women weary

of the world, but under the Restoration, at the same time as the Ladies' Committee

Paris were re-opening the original house of the Good Shepherd, certain priests of

Angers were looking for support to revive the old angevin foundation. They had no

success until 1828, when, by the death of a wealthy noblewoman, the Comtesse de

Neuville, the diocese became possessed of a legaci of 30,000fr for the re-establishment

of a Maison du Bon Pasteur in their city. Powers said that, although pressed by his

clergy, the reigning bishop, Mgr Montault des Isles, shared with many others the fear

that a fresh Revolution was brewing, and did not think the times propitious for any new

work.25 Later a circumstance occurred which cha.nged his mind. A prostitute born in

Angers but then dyi"g in the refuge of the White Sisters at Caen, wrote to Montault des

Isles begging him to establish a refuge in the city for poor sinners like herself.

Apparently it was the receipt of this letter which decided the bishop, although the

question arises of how it could have occurred to such a girl, most probably illiterate, in

such extreme circumstances, to think of sending.a letter to so exalted a person. The

event might perhaps fall under the heading of "saintes charlataner¡es " such as Mlle de

Lamourous of Bordeaux believed herself entitled to practise when all else failed. The

dying woman may have received the suggestion, passed on by an interested parry, that

there was something that heaven wished her to do for others who risked dying unaided

by the Church.

As soon as the bishop had been won over, five priests of Angers opened a fund

to cover the expenses of the proposed refuge. Montault des Isles used the Neuville

24 T}l,e Dictionnaire d'Histoire et de Géographie Ecclésiastique gives Angers as the first city outside
Pa¡is to have a "maison du Bon Pasteur" in the lTth century.
25 Powers, Redemption, p.124.
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legacy to buy an old cotton mill, plus extensive grounds, on banks of the Maine. He

tried to avoid bringing in outsiders to run it, but could find no suitable woman to

undertake the work. A fellow cítizen, Mme d'Andigné, suggested sending to the

refuge of the White Sisters at Tours for help. She knew its young superior well,

because she used to lodge there en route from Paris to her estates in Anjou. Unknown

to Montault des Isles, Mother Pelletier had for some time wished to extend the apostolic

mission of her house:

A dying Magdalen of Tours,26 seeing me enter the infirmary, exclaimed: "Oh,
Mother, my best friend, how much you have done for me! I owe my conversion
to you. What a consolation it is to see you!"..I had even then a desire to see
many Houses of the Order established, and I said to her, "My child, you will
probably die soon. If, as I hope, you will have the happiness of going to
Heaven, promise me to ask God to let me know whether my desire to found
Houses for souls who wish to forsake the path of sin is inspired by IIim." "But
how can you doubt it? Yes, yes, Mother, leave it to me, I will remember it before
Our I-ord." Shortly after her death we were called here to found this House of
Angers.27

On being invited to make a foundation in Angers, Pelletier agreed that the new

house should incorporate the name of the old one - the Bon Pasteur - so as to comply

with the terms of the Neuville bequest. It became therefore a foundation of N.D. de

Charité - not "du Refuge" but "du Bon Pasteur". The silver medallion that the nuns

wore henceforward carried an image of Jesus as the Good Shepherd on the front and

the Virgin and Child on the back; the images of the Eudist White Sisters and that of the

Pastorines were thus combined.

The son and heir of the late countess, Augustin de la Potherie de Neuville,

showed interest in the new foundation; in time he became the future mother general's

friend, disciple and generous patron of all her works. A celibate who had been

educated by the Jesuits at Liège and Stoneyhurst, the count had wished to enter the

priesthood, but considered himself unworthy of the honour. Perhaps he felt himself

26 LMagdalen was a penitent formally dedicated to a life of contemplative prayer and severe
penances.
27 Conferences qnd Inslructions of Saint Mary Euphrasia Pellelier, 2ndEd., The Newman
Bookshop, Westminster M.D., 1907, p. 389.
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stained by some sexual sin of his youth. He certainly showed great interest in the work

of reclamation done by Mother Pelletier, becoming increasingly involved in the

congregation's development to the point where, having used up almost all his income in

its service, he sold the lands from which he derived his title and gave her the

proceeds.2S

Since the constitutions that Eudes had laid down for Notre Dame de Charité du

Refuge required that each house be autonomous, Pelletier left the new foundation in the

hands of the five sisters she had brought with her and returned to Tours. The house

barely managed to sustain itself, so in May 1831 she was chosen by her chapter to

replace the reverend mother of Angers, who in turn took over the post as superior of

Tours. The foundress could not begin her new activities until she had been formally

released from the authority of the Archbishop of Tours and placed by him under the

jurisdiction of Montault des Isles, the Ordinary of Angen. This was perfectly in accord

with the tradition of centuries whereby the nun, in the interior life of grace, is accepæd

as the equal of the male by theologians and canonists, but in the exercise of authority is

congenitally inferior, having been made subject to man by the laws of nature, which are

presumed to symbolise the laws of God.29

+*+ t*+ l* + l* + tt+

The new house followed Eudes' regulations for the treatment of penitents. The

ordering of the penitents'day was basically no different from what it had been in the

seventeenth century. Work and religious exercises occupied the time from 5.30 a.m.

until 9 or l0 at night, except for the intervals for two meals in the refectory and two

periods of recreation, each of one hour.3o The breaking of silence outside times of

28 Powers, Redemption, p.147.

29 Jem-Muie Aubert, La Femme: antdéminísme et christianisme, Cerf/Desclée, Paris, 1975,
pp.69t70.
30 See p. 36 of Ch.I for the daily timetable.
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recreation was a punishable offence, except for necessary speech or liturgical song.

Special acts of penitence were to be performed on Fridays and during l-ent.

The evidence provided by her Conferences and Instructions shows that Pelletier

chose not to refer to the disgraced females in her charge as "penitents" or "girls", as

John Eudes had done, but invariably referred to them as "children". Thus the subjects

were pernanently infantilised, for even if they spent the rest of their life in the refuge,

their junior status remained unchanged. Punishments, whose frequency and form,

decided by the mother superior, were sometimes those suitable for children, such as

being made to wear one's nightcap in daytime, or one's dress inside out, sometimes

those suitable for a nun: for example, kissing the ground, begging for one's food, the

omission of meat from the diet, the recitation of prayers while kneeling in public.

Violence was strictly forbidden. Pelletier was adamantthat the sisters should never

strike the children, and neither should those in authority prefer the arguments of force

or verbal abuse to those of reason and matemal kindness. The girls and women were

kept in various "classes", groups which never intermingled, even in worship or

recreation.3l

Inan Explanation of the Rules and Constitut:íons of the Relígíous of Our Lady of

Cluríty of the Good Shepherd at Angers, taken from ancient manuscripts,32 it is

recommended that those who work with "the children" should be changed regularly in

order that friendships might not have time to form, also that penitents and preservates

be kept absolutely separate from those religious sisters not directly concemed with their

supervision. The latter might not enter the classes without permission from a mistress

or her superior. Even those in charge were forbidCen to say goodbye to the child.ren on

leaving the class, nor were the girls ever to set foot in the "regular" places (where the

31 She designed the chapel of the Mother House in the shape of a cross, whose centre was
occupied by the nuns sitting below the alta¡ at the east end,'fJre two arms being used by the various
classes and the long aisle by the public, who entered by tfre west door. The design was used later
for all the congregation's chapels.
32 Issued by the Superior General, Mother Mary of St Domitilla Larose, Vy'estrninster,1913, pp.64-
68.
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sisterhood lived) or to touch or handle anything for the use of the nuns. However

sincere their kindness úo the children, their mothers were to keep in mind that they were

of a higher order of spirituality, and that they should demonstrate this by the quality of

their service, even as Christ had said "I am among you as one who serves."33

+l* + t*+ t* +t* + *+

A few months after her installation as the new mother superior of the Bon Pasteur

d'Angers, Pelletier appealed in vain to the various autonomous houses of Our Lady of

Charity to send her a nun capable of working as }Áisfess of Penitents. Meanwhile the

number of postulants increased, and so did the number of women and girls the house

took in charge, for Pelletier accepted young children put in by sponsors, as well as

sexually disgraced females. In February 1833 she accepted an invitation to found a

house a Le Mans, on condition that it would be subordinate to her authority. This

decision was the expression of her commitment to a change in the organisation of her

work. On May 7,1833, her Chapter put forward the principle of the Generalate, to be

called Notre Dame de Charité du Bon Pasteur d'Angers, which would retain control of

all foundations made by sisters belonging to it, and whose Mother Superior General

would always be the superior of the Angers house, at which all novitiates would be

made. This was expressed as number 52 oftheir original constitutions and sent in draft

form to Rome by Montault des Isles, who also published it on September 26 of that

year. Constitution 53, allowing the sisters to appoint their own chaplain, was also

passed by the Chapter.:+ These actions were in response to the new possibilities

offered to female congregations by the Holy See in the nineteenth century, and require a

few lines of explanation.

In the past there was always an area of tension within the power structure of orders

33 Luke 22,v.27.
34 Excerpt from the Chapter Book of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, taken from p.8l of St Mary
Euphrasia, Spirit and Charism, trans Sr Mary Jacinta Morrison, Peekskill, New York, 1979.
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which had made several foundations under the control of a mother general, whose

authority was yet subject to that of her diocesan bishop. Rome had usually remained

aloof from disputes arising under such conditionsi which applied in any case only to a

small minority of female orders. In the nineteenth century the position changed

dramatically. As Francis Callahan wrote, the end of the French Revolution marked the

beginning of a surprisingly rapid development of congregations of simple vows, but

France was the cenÍe of and the inspiration for the tremendous growth of this form of

religious activity. The revolution had shown the Church the great need for works of

charity and zeal among the people. Scarcely a year of the nineteenth century passed

without the foundation of a new institute of women with simple vows. Of the 571

congregations established, the great majority began in France.35

In response to this development Rome took the unusual step of granting full

approval ûo female congregations who wished to be united and strengthened by central

government, and which would be answerable to a Roman cardinal protector instead of

to the various diocesan bishops in which their foundations lay. In 1825 the Society of

the Sacred Heart, a teaching order founded by (St) Madeleine Sophie Barat, was the

frrst French female order to benefit from this pern:ission, thanks partly to the support of

the Society of Jesus. It may have been this event which encouraged Pelletier to form

her own generalate; she certainly copied its mother general in her choice of protectors.

The support she received was a response to various motives, both pious and

political. Gregory XVI, who had just struck down the advocates of a new, liberal

catholicism in the person of Lamennais and his journal, l'Avenír, venerated the

teaching of Alphonso Liguori, whom he canonised in 1839. The saint had

recoÍtmended the foundation of refuges for penitent prostitutes as a counter-weight to

the necessity of ecclesiastical toleration of brothels and the trade in flesh. As the

congregation of N.D. de Charité du Refuge had made very few foundations since its

35 F.J. Callahan, 5.J., The Centralization of Government in Pontifical Institutes of Women with
Simple Vows, thesis presented to the Faculty of Canon Law at the Gregorian University, Rome,
1945, p.34.
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establishment in 1641, its autonomy had obviously not furthered the work for which it

had been made. Also, Cardinal Odescalchi, as he told Mother Pelletier, had been

praying for some feminine order which would undertake the supervision of prisons for

women.36 In particular, although this is not mentioned in the texts, he had jurisdiction

over a special prison in Rome for nuns and other women judged by an ecclesiastical

tribunal to be guilty of a serious misdemeanour.3? The Jesuits, in the person of Father

Anthony Kohlmann, Consulter of the College of Cardinals and of the Sacred

Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, had written tp Pelletier from Rome, advising

her to seek the support of Odescalchi..3s The Society was a good friend to the

generalate then and later. It was Kohlmann who was responsible for the "universal"

mandate to evangelise incorporated in the papal Brief, because - according to several

biographers - he wished to make the Bon Pasteur another Society of Jesus. This

surprising information is given flatly, with no explanation regarding the undertying

motive. Perhaps one reason was that Saint Ignatius had founded the Roman house of

St Martha, a refuge which appears to have been ahead of its time.3e Although it was

not allowed to continue long after his death, it had represented a work of mercy dear to

his heart. Devotion to the founder alone would have recommended a venture such as

Mother Pelletier's to the Society, as well as the fact that she possessed the same far-

sighted zeal for souls as they. The two Miséricordes at Laval and Bordeaux, whose

foundation was ea¡lie¡ than that of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, also received protection

and encouragement from the Jesuit fathers, åt least for a time, although their

effectiveness never spread over anything like the immense radius covered by Mother

Pelletier's generalate by the end of the century.

36 The Sisten of Mary and Joseph were working in prisons;in Bordeaux, but their attempt to form
a generalate was not made until 1841. The foundress of the order, Anne Quinon, was advised by
the Abbé l-éonard Petit, a Jesuil
37 Tt'e Holy Cross, in Trætevere; a Bon Pasteur foundation was made the¡e in 1838. The first
superior sent by the Mother General had to return to France because of the difficulty of the work.
On her arrival in France she asked the Bishop of Ma¡seilles to release her from the vows she had

made at Angers. He did so and she joined the White Sisters.

38 Odescalchi entered the Society of Jesus in 1839.

39 See p.30 of Chapær I.
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In the realm of the mundane, sponsorship of the Bon Pasteur was a means

whereby the Jesuit presence was strengthened in France, then in Europe and eventually

overseas, but when commenting on power struggles within the Church, it is not

enough to regard them simply as a conflict of interests connected with status and

influence. They are conducted between those who sincerely believe that they must gain

conrol of this or that object because thereby a noble cause will be served, or, on a more

personal level, some heavenly being dear to the powerseeker may thereby be pleased or

vindicated. In his book, Paris and Rome, Austin Gough writes that there was a group

of neo-Thomist philosophers within the Jesuit Order who began developing a new

philosophical method in the 1830's which was designed to arm the Church against

liberal thinkers in both theology and politics. Its proponents claimed that ecclesiastical

power rnust be centralised in the Church and that Roman jurisdiction had i:resistible

force.4o In the reign of the next pope, Pius IX, Jesuit mariologists were encouraged to

find arguments for the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin, and did so

in such a way as to suggest that belief in the mother of God was a remedy against

infection by erroneous modern ideas which tended to damage the taditional authority of

the Church. All this seems a long way from the creation of a missionary order of nuns

who would care for delinquent or debauched women and girls, but there are

connections. Certainly the Bon Pasteur generalate was devoted to Mary, but so were

all the foundations of St John Eudes, who had been the first to create a liturgy for the

worship of her sacred heart. It could also be said that the interior life of any refuge, not

only those the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, was based on a rejection of what the papacy was

later to define as the errors of the mod.ern 
"ru. 

'Th" existence of the generalate in

France, the counüry of ideas and revolution, wa.s favourable to those at Rome who

might wish to spread ultramontane sympthies, not by open argument but by the

influence generated by groups of women, devoted to the pope and to Mary, who spent

40 Austin Gough, Paris ønd Rome: the Gallican church and the (lltramontane campaign, 1848-
/853, Cla¡endon Press, Oxford, 1986, pp. 135,136.
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their lives in works of charity thereby relieving the state of the care of some of its most

difficult subjects.

+t* +l*+ t* +t* + t*+

As Pelletier's generalate was "of pontifical right" after 1835, ultimate confrol of it

belonged to the Cardinal Protector, yet since Gregory XVI had received many letters of

protest regarding its establishment, he delayed the ratification of the authority he had

granted until 1844.41 When Montault des Isles died in 1839, his successor, Mgr

Paysant regarded the Bon Pasteur with favour, but unfortunately his üfe was cut short

by a stroke in 1841. His place was taken the following year by Mgr Angebaulq42

former vicar-general of Mgr de Hercé of Nantes, a prelate who had actively encouraged

Mother Pelletier's work during the last years of Montault des Isles, some of whose

episcopal duties he had taken over43.

Angebault was known to be interested in the promotion of catholic charities, and

far from being hostile to the formation of female religious orders, he encouraged it, but

in return he expected their superiors to submit all decisions to his authority. According

to Pierre Branchereau, Angebault wanted "the absolutre govemment and management of

the congregation", even down to very small details, especially any regarding finance

and the acceptance of postulants.ø His work at llantes had brought him in touch with

the local congregation of N.D. de Charité du Refuge, which was hostile to what was

seen as the ambition of Mother Pelletier. Angebault had been trained at the seminary of

Saint Sulpice in Nantes, and was a galücan by conviction. He had. brought with him as

his vicar general Henri Bernier, a close friend, soon to be a very active controversialist

41 The first three Cardinal Protectors were: Odescalchi, 1836-1838; Della Port4 1839-1841 and
Palrizi, 1842-1870.
42 Guillaume-Laurent-Louis Angebault, 1790-1869.

43 Before his widowhood, as mayor of Laval, Hcrcé had given Rondeau all the support he could.
This connection is not mentioned by Pelletier's biographers.
44 P. Branchereau, Les congrégations religieuses en Anjou sous l'épíscopat de Mgr Angebault,
1842-1869, Fac. de Théologie, Univ. Catholique, Angers,l976,p.65.
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of the Sulpician school, and destined to suffer attack and the ruin of his career in the

course of the passionate struggle then just beginning between gallican and

ultramontanes for the control of the Church in France45. Obviously any action of Rome

which removed a nun from the power of her bishop was too serious for Angebault to

take lightly. He saw the implications on a national level, perhaps better than Mother

Pelletier. His hostility towards her, which lasted until her death, was not simply an

expression of ecclesiastical male chauvinism, as her biographers would suggest: it was

part of his hostility to the desire of the papacy to diminish the traditional independence

of the old French Church in order to unite the cult of Rome with the expression of the

Christian religion.

+ t*+ t*+ t* +t* + tt+

One of the major reasons for the Bon Pasteur's growth was the Mother General's

ability to think and plan corporately and yet to make her commands in the form of

emotional appeals, directed to the heart of each subordinate. She also repeatedly

stressed, in her conferences and private letters, that unity was the congregation's

strength. Sandreau made a list of her favourite maxims, of which one was "No

shadow of difference should exist between our convents."46 This unity she obtained

by the operation of her own powerful, charismatic, fervent personality on the idealism

and religious feeling of the sisters, most of whom met her for the first time in their

formative years, when they came to Angers as novices. Up to 1855 all novices in the

entire international congregation were trained at Angers, where they came under the

influence of the foundress' day-to-day instruction, in the form of what were called

c o nfér enc e s or entr et i e ns :

The Ïint generation of nuns of the Bon Pasteur took care to...gather, from 1838,

45 A. Gough, Paris and Rome, p.140.
46 Th" Secret of the Sanctity, etc., pp. 158/161
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the teaching given verbally by St Marie-Euphrasie to her novices. She never
wrote any work of spirituality, nor learned treatise, but over more than 30 years
she dispensed to her daughters, both novices and professed, a solid instruction
which her auditors gathered up.47

Theso teachings rcveal the unity of the Mother teneral's mind with that of St John

Eudes, as well as the importance she placed on the rule of silence, on perfect

resignation of the will to that of one's superiors, on the acceptance of suffering and on

charity. Among the twenty or more subjects which formed the themes of her

conferences over three decades, "obedience" was the most frequently used. By

obedience the sisters would obtain divine grace - grace d'état - to perform any work,

however hard:

Always have blind obedience! Human arguments are insupportable....Perfect
obedience, blind obedience!....the Generalate...can exist only by obedience...48

The chain of command that she later established rvithin her congregation was based on

the perfect obedience which she expected to receive, and which those under her might

also exact from all their subordinates. Authority was not to be used destructively or

blatantly displayed: rather it was to flow from a high state of Christian spirituality,

whose powerful aura compelled submission withor¡t open displays of force:

Understand how necessary it is to watch over ourselves that you may not yield to
impatience. If you feel iritated or annoyed, you must refrain from giving a
reproof...49

Others again have a harsh, impatient manner of speaking, raising the voice in
reproving, a¡d are far from possessing that gentle suavity and dignity becoming a
religious...5o i

47 From an article ín Bulletin no. 18 de l'Association des Archivistes de l'église de France,
Summer L982,by Sr Marie-Anne Cloarec, archivist of the Bon Pasteur d'Angen. The notes made
by the nuns fill six boxes in the convent archives, Sr Cloa¡ec wrote. Unfortunately I found that
she was not willing to allow anyone but herself to make selec[ions from them.
48 Spät and clarism, pp.30 and32.
49 Conferenccs and Instructions of Reverend Mother Mary of St. Euphrøsia, Foundress of the
Generalate of the Congregation of Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd of Angers,
Translation from the French by Miss Ella McMahon. Printed at New York Cattrolic Protectory,
1888, Ch.L[
50lbid, ch. )(LI
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It is only possible to win them [the penitents] to God by treating them with the
utmost delicacy. In reproving them, never permit yourselves to use unseemly
expressions, which will only irrit¿úe them. Yes, ûeat them with that distinguished
politeness and courtesy becoming the spouses of Jesus Christ.sl

The delicacy of teatment went hand in hand with an austerity of life expected of both

the nuns and their charges. Mother Pelletier's response to the difficulties she was

imposing was sympathetic, but uncompromising.

Be very compassionate to these poor souls; they have to do great violence to
themselves, and they have many passions to wrest from their hearts. Do you
think it is a little thing for them to obey, to keep silence, to work all day?

To keep silence they must do themselves unheard of violence.52

The foundress wanted her institute to provide an environment reflecting love, kindness,

gentleness, firmness, quietness, regularity and cleanliness. It is obvious from her

Conferences that, along with a high sense of their responsibilities she expected her

sisters to cultivate a matemal attitude in their treatment of the peniænts.

Flave this spirit of charity towa¡ds your penitents...imitate the good Superior who
spoke to them as to her children, and treated them as such...Therefore love your
penitents. We are naturally inclined to love those who love us, and we can thus
do more good...Watch how a little child clings to those who take care of it and
fondle ir We are all little children on this poinl53

The chapter closes with a maxim which reveals that her idea of maternal love was not

uninfluenced by considerations of class: "The spirit of our holy Institute is one of

charity, condescension and sweetness."

+t*+*+t*+*+l*+

At the end of 1846 bad harvests brought great distress to the poor in France. The

institute was in the middle of a difficult period. Count de Neuville had died in

51Ibid, ch. )(Lrx
52lbid, ch. )owm
s3 rbi4 ch.)(LII.
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December, 1843, and his heirs brought a lawsuit against the Mother General the

following year, by which they succeeded in recovering ll,000fr. In 1845, after one of

her nuns, Sister Drach, had betrayed the Mother General's Italian correspondence to

Angebault, he had sent the Cardinal Protector (Patrizi) a voluminous report on what he

called her tyrannical rule, but Rome had not accepted his accusations. Angebault then

sent copies of his repoÍ to every French bishop in whose diocese there was a house of

the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, asking for their comments. His campaign harmed the

congregation; vocations decreased notably and new foundations became rare in France.

kì 1846 Mother Pelletier suffered a stroke; the following year her First Assistant died, a

friend and benefactor who had supported the work with her annuity of 10,000fr.

Poverty and sickness within the daughter foundations brought about the deaths of ten

sisters in 1846, 14 ín 1847 and 16 more in the following year. Twenty-nine of these

deaths were caused by tuberculosis.S4 The evidence available does not mention the

penitents' death rate.

In 1848 six houses of the Bon Pasteur were closed, two of them permanently, as a

result of attacks and pillage by the mob. Convents were always unpopular, because

they usually gained income by sewing, undercutting the prices asked by women

outside, which were already low enough. The dispersed sisters and "children"

crowded into the mother house at Angers, almost overwhelming its physical and

frnancial resources.

Despite these checks and reverses, Pelletier's missionary drive did not slacken,

but extended itself more widely into Europe and overseas into Africa, India and

America. In her, an intense apostolic zeal fuelle,J by a restless energy fought\against

reason and financial hardship. The writer of Spirít and Charism says that she

mentioned herneed for money in every letter:

I January 1845.
...The lack of financial help is my martyrdom. If only I had one hundred

54 The Secret of the Sanctity, etc., pp.71,72.
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thousand francs we could complete the Instituæ; my soul would be at peace and I
think my health would gain a new lease of life. Try to obtain from Ôur Mother
[the virgin is meant here] another Count de Neuville! 55

25 February,1851
....and now, my Divine Heart, won't you allow me the joy of contributing to this
work by accepting this little banknote? If my purse contained a thousaná francs
instead of fifty; you would have i[ Ah! how úerrible it is to be a mother and to be
so poor!

The tone of these letters, which is apparently typical, made sure that the superiors of

daughter foundations knew that the congregation's greatest need was financial;

whether they ever sacrificed the welfare of those in their charge in order to meet it is

discussed in a later chapter, but it is plain that Mother Pelletier's compulsion to "finish

the institute" was related to the number of houses that she could found under her

universal mandate. I

The writer of Spirít and Charism, who had access to archival documents, found

that Mother Pelletier was frequently attacked because of the rapidity with which she

sent out sisters to make foundations. The accusation was that she did so without first

ascertaining that there would be sufficient money or public support for the work. Yet

there is very little evidence available of the failure of foundations, either through lack of

morale or lack of funds. According to Auguste Sandreau, out of 110 foundations made

by the congregation before 1868 (the year of Mother Pelletier's death) only three, Le

Mans, Clermont and Tripoli, were closed because of internal difficulties.s6 All mention

of new foundations includes mention of financial difficulties, often of physical

hardships and sickness, which were overcome because of the self-sacrifice of the

sisters, who were not working merely to provide their daily bread. Their loyalty to
I

their Mother General must have been strong. From whence did they obtain emotional

refreshment to help them through the ye¿rs they spent in difficult conditions, what

consoling spirituality was placed between their consciousness and the oppressive

55 The same, p 99, to Sr M. de la Conception Mortier. The extract that follows is from p. 100 of
the book, to Sr M. du Cæu¡ Divin (surname omitæd).
56 Le Mans seceded from the Bon Pasteur in order to become an autonomous house of N.D. de
Charité du Refuge.
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regime which they were bound to enforce? Apart from the encouragement given by any

positive response from thei¡ "children" with regard to their teaching, the comforts of

religion must have included that of seeing themselves as members of a spiritual élite,

who gave each other honour although the world did not. Corporate fervour was

sustained and their successes broadcast by a mcnthly house bulletin sent out by the

maison rnère. It maintained the state of excitement generated by the foundress with

regard to what could be seen as the romance of the work, in which whiæ-robed women

with a spotless past placed themselves between the roaring lion of spiritual darkness

and the bedraggled stray sheep which it sought to devour.

The following letter sent by Bishop Flaget of Louisville, u.s.A., on August 5,

1841, shows the kind of appeal made to the Mother General, in which great spiritual

fruit is promised in return for great labour, a challenge which she could not resist:

Madame

The bishop went on to explain all the difficulties that there would be in making the

foundation: the prostitutes were Protestant or without any religion; English was the

only language spoken; the cost of living in America was much higher than in France.

He continued:

...4 new prgof that I have not forgotten my dear Good Shepherd associates is
my proposal to you, namely to bring e to
participate in my ministy in saving a d in
all kinds of vices, without hope of a h

...But-since my return tg my diocese, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd have
often been the subject of my conversations...one of my missionariés, who has
been a parish priest for-several ygar¡ in the most densely populated city of my
diocese...is sure that such an establishment, the only one óf its tin¿ in thè Uniteil
ltatefr would not fail to be popular, and consequently to be a success. He is sure
that the Protestants would be as happy about it as the Catholics and that the public
would support it generously...

...we count not less than 1,500 to 2,000 of these lost women in Louisville, out of
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a population of 28,000 to 30,000 inhabitants, of whom only 5,000 are
Catholic...The Jesuit Fathers have already found a splendid site for alarge college
and a fine seminary, which they will build next Spring or even earlier...

So, first of all, nothing will be wanting to the Sisters...on the spiritual side,
which is the most important point. Secondly, we are sure that af soon as the
foundation is in working order, with fifteen or twenty girls, an association of
zealous persons will be formed immediately. These wilt supply plenty of work
for the Penitents and provision for their support. Thirdly, if God bleises these
first efforts, the charity of the faithful will grow in the same measure and then the
Government or the City... will probably take this pious institution under its
protection and assure an annuity for it. Fourthly and frnally, the first foundation,

GOD by the touching conversion of a large number
sure that the Bíshops, who now number eighteen,
similar institudons. Regarding American vocations
ly holy yet so distasteful in practice, we believe that

God will bless the foundation and provide the means tõ sustain it and make it
grow.57

The Mother General accepted the challenge. Despiæ lack of funds and opposition

fromMgr Angebault, she nominated a group for the work in America. The anti-climax

came in another letter from Bishop Flaget, regretfully asking for the postponement of

the sisters' departure, as the resources he might have put at their disposal were to be

used for building a cathedral. At this point Pelletier's zeal banished the arguments of

common prudence. Like a daring commander in a military campaign, or one leading a

crusade, she relied on the spirit of her toops and the help of Providence. Five sisters

left Angers on November gth 1842 and sailed from Le Havre on the l6th, with no

assurance of either lodging or income. The Novitiate Newsletter for November

reported:

Sunday, November 8, the eve of departure, we witnessed a touching scene. Our
Very Honoured Mother in choir, followed by the members of the Council, then
by the professed Sisters, all humbly stooped to our American Sisters and kissed
their feel Looking on, we kept repeating those beautiful words of Isaiah: 'How
lovely a¡e the feet of those who announce peace.58'

The Council Book, November 16,1842:

...They left here on the 9th for Paris...It would be impossible to describe here the
last moments spent with these dea¡ Sisters for whorñ we shed all our tears. The
thought that we were leaving them, perhaps for ever, was distressing both to

57 Spint and Charism, p.92.
58 lbid., p.
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them and us. Also, our worthy Mother General, always inspired from above,
and strong and generous in the midst of the greatest sacrifices, mustered all her
stnength, blessed them ong voice, "My dear daughters,
in the name of obedie door was opened, they rushed
out courageously, and

When the little band arived in Louisville, Bishop Flaget had pity on them and gave

them some financial aid, but their house was poor for years. Nevertheless, a

foundation had been made which was eventually successful.

As well as illustrating the challenge which Pelletier saw in her work, Bishop

Flaget's letter is an example of a fact very favourable to the growth of her congregation,

namely that her houses were seen as fulfilling a need of the state as well as the

commands of religion. Although the author of Spirit and Charisrn found that the

majority of requests for foundations came from members of the Church hierarchy, in

Piedmont, Sicily, Bavaria and Austria, members of the reigning royal family asked the

Mother General for sisters who could supervise penal establishments for women. The

govemment of Louis Napoleon did the sarne, thereby expressing the state's acceptance

of conventual discipline as a method suitable for the contol and re-education of outcast

females. Although Pelletier's methods ensured that this new category of inmates would

not mix with any other, the fact that her institute was known to accept them was a

deepening of the stigma which residence in a Bon Pasteur undoubtedly gave to the

penitents and preservates when they lefr It is another indication of the lack of concern

which the nuns had for the difficulties of the women's life outside, and suggests that

the aim of the Bon Pasteur refuges was to work for the salvation of the inmates, not to

equip them for life in the world.

Young offenders

The period between the Restoration and the end of the July Monarchy was time

fertile in ideas and actions concemed with social change, in particular those related to

education and the prison system in France. Penal reform had already begun in

59 lbid, p.94.
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England and Germany, from whence it spread to the United States.60 Tocqueville's

important work on the American penitentiary system, published in 1833, was only one

among the most distinguished of over a hundred publications on penal reform which

appeared in France before 1848.61 There was particular concern with regard to young

offenders detained under articles 66 and 67 of the Penal Code, which gave the courts

the right to sentence both minors and children under sixteen to periods of detention

meant to preserve them from a corrupt environment. The intention of the law was

mocked by its application: as there were no special schools or reformatories to receive

these young detainees, the period in prison, which could last until the end of their

twenty-first year, identified them with the criminal population iretrievably. Eventually

in this regard reforms were made, initiated in some cases by the state and in others by

private charity with state approval. In addition to the use of old buildin gs as " quartÌers

de correction" , ettheÍ inside existing prisons or adjacent to them, a second expedient

was proposed by the Minister of the Interior, the Count d'Agoult, in a circular of 3

December 1832. This was that young male offenders should be placed within the care

of privaæ charities, called "patronages", which would undertake to keep them confined

but should teach them a frade while under sentence. A third solution, which appealed

to those in authority who disliked the drift of the lower classes from the countryside

into the increasingly industrialised towns, was the formation of agricultural colonies

which taught delinquent boys farming skills. The fint and most famous of these was

opened in 1839 at Mettray, by F.A. Demetz, a former magistrate and penologist.

With regard to young female offenders, the state was, not so innovative, probably

because it had far fewer of them than of males in the same age groups. The statistics

for prisons and penitentiary establishments published by the Ministry of the Interior

60 The Englishman, John Howa¡d, appears to have been the fi¡st to write on the subject of prison
reform in The State of the Prìsons, Warrington, 1777 . Hls third book, An Account of the Principal
Lazarettos in Europe,1789, wæ translated into French inl'799 as a Memoi¡ for the Ministry of tlre
Interior.
61 Henri Gaillac, Les maisons de correction,lS30-1945, el Cujas, Paris,l97l, p.21. Published for
the Centre de Formation et de recherche de l'education suneillée at Vaucresson.
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from 1852 to 1899, and reproduced by Gaillac at the end of chapter four of Maisons de

correction , show that the total number of girls, including those in private

establishments, was at it peak in 1856, with 2,005. In every other year the number was

below 2,000. For boys, including those in private care, the lowest number for the

same period was 4,037 in 1899. Totals of over 6,000 boys in care per year

preponderate in the tables. This great difference must be linked to the fact that a

destitute or neglected female child was far more likely than was a male to be able to

keep herself by prostitution, and thus remain within the law, particularly if she could

prove that she was kept as one man's mistress, or lived under the supervision of a

brothel keeper. A destitute boy was far more likely to turn to crime.. Gaillac suggests

that the female character is particularly difficult to correct, but it was probably their

intimate knowledge of the weaknesses of the opposite sex which made the girls so hard

to conüol in institutions nrn by the state, whose male superintendents found "that the

reform of young girls who have acquired bad habits is a kind of chimera which it is

useless to pursue." In fact, it was probably their intimate knowledge of men's sexual

appetites which made the girls so disrespectful towards the authority of the male

superintendents.62

Up to 1880 there were no state reformatories in France for delinquent girls or

those in moral danger. In the latter half of the nineteenth century their supervision was

taken away from the prisons for adult offenders and entrusted almost exclusively to

female religious orders. Of these, six depended from the Bon Pasteur generalate, three

were attached to the Marie Joseph Sisters and eleven others were single, autonomous

houses, one of which was Protestant and one Jewish.63

h 1848 the acquisition of land and farm buildings adjoining the mother house led

her to consider the experiment of making an agricultural colony for girls, the first in

France, and possibly modelled on the one opened by the superior of her Munich

62 Tocqueville, quoted approvingly by Gaillac, op.cit,p.ll7
63 Ibid, p.lt7.
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foundation. Her initiative was reinforced by a ne"# law of August 1850, which offered

favourable conditions to congregations who would accept ministerial supervision.64

The state paid sixty centimes a day for every child entrusted by it to the congregation.65

The value of the work done by the child after she had received some üaining belonged

to the house. This might represent a considerable sum over the years, although the

published histories of the generalate do not mention this. Officially opened on 2

December 1852, the colony of Nazareth had already received its first girls from the

"corrections" of the departmental prisons in June of that year. This was also the year in

which the generalate was recognised as a legal personality by a decree of Louis

Napoleon, signed on 13 Sepûember 1852, which entitled it to received bequests, to make

purchases or sales directly, and to be taxed at a i.ower rate than unauthorised houses.

The latter were compelled to transact legal business or accept gifts in the name of one of

their members, which could lead to complications. In return for its new status the

generalate had to submit to some administative control and to satis$ the authorities that

it had a reasonable amount of capital funds. Gaillac says that the state found all convent

refuges "eager for subsidies but savagely jealous of their liberty."6e Only a small

percentage of them were willing to accept official administration in return for the legal

status of a penitential colony. Of these the Bon Pasteur d'Angers was the largest; frve

other houses attached to its generalate accepted the ministerial provisions, but without

offering agricultural training. This state of affairs ended with the decrees of larcisation

of 1885, whereby juvenile offenders put in by the state under sections 66 and 67 of the

Penal Code were removed from the care of religious houses.

+l*+t*+*+t*+*+

64 The constitutions of the generalaæ had always allowed provision for the superior to accept the
di¡ection of a house of correction for females, as this had been foreseen by St John Eudes as a

service which might be required by those in authority in retum for toleration of what was then a

radically new order.

65Emile Keller, Les Congrégarions religieuses, Poussièlgue Frères, Paris, 1880, p.35.
66 Les maisons de correction etc., p.ll3.
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The female religious who made the Bon Pasteur's enoÍnous work of charity

possible were at first predominantly French, but after 1849 women from elsewhere in

Europe and overseas replaced the great influx of local girls which had come to Angers

in the early years. Between the foundation in 1829 arñ the legal recognition of the

congregation in 1852 the mother house received 1448 postulants.6T Of these 1169 were

Frenchwomen and 279 foreigners. Over 500 came from the department of Maine et

Loire, in which the maison mère ís situated. Only 12 came from the department of the

Seine.68 The years 1830 to 1840 saw a very big entry of postulants and a large number

of exits, suggesting that the mother house had taken all who came without making a

considered judgment. Yet apart from this period the exits werc comparatively few. In

any case, many of those who left were not lost to religion but entered other

congregations, mostly convents of the Eudist order of N. D. de Charité du Refuge.6e

By 1854 the Bon Pasteur generalate comprised 54 houses, an enoÍnous increase,

averaging over two new foundations ayear since 1829. Thitty of these were in France

and24 in Europe, all under the personal supervision of the Mother General. Because

the noviciate was still conducted at Angers, some postulants had to make enoÍnous

journeys. Correspondence, all in the hands of Pelletier, sometimes took place at

67 By law a postulate of at least six months was required for those joining female congregations
with perpetual vows. In congregations "of simple vows", like the Bon Pasteur, the period was left
to the judgment of the superior. Girls deemed suitable to take the veil must be at least 15 years old
at the time of the ceremony. The period of the novitiate was, by canon law, one year but it is
obvious from the speed at which some nineteenth-century congregations sent out nuns to new
foundations hat this rule wæ not kepL I

68 These figures come from notes tåken by me during an "intervention" by Sr Noeline McEvoy of
the Congregation of N.D. de Charité du Bon Pasteur (d'Angers), before Professor Claude Langlois
on 7.6.85 in Paris.

69 This may be one of the reasons why the original congregation of the \i/hiæ Sisters also grew in
number during the second half of the century. The élan given to the movement to care for
dishonoured girls and women by Mother Pelletier's powerful congregation may have drawn the
related order along wittr ir They made few new foundations before 1833; most of tl¡eir work was

done in North America afær 1850. Apart from the revived foundations of Caen, Rennes, Tours, La
Rochelle and Paris, thei¡ French houses were: Versailles, 1804; Saint Brieuc (replacing Vannes and
Guingamp) 1808; Nantes, 1809; Lyon, l8ll; Valence, l8l9; Toulouse, 1822; Iæ Mans, 1833;

Blois, 1836; Montauban, 1836; Marseille, 1838 and 1864; Besançon, 1839; Valognes, 1868.
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intervals of many months. Bishops often waited six months for replies to their letters

concerning houses of the Bon Pasteur in their respective dioceses. Power to appoint

superion of daughter houses still remained centralised. Their trienniels of office might

be intemrpted as the Mother General saw fit, indeerl she frequently changed the staff of

individual houses.To

In 1854 the Congregation of hopaganda Fide which protected and subsidised the

Bon Pasteur's foreign houses, suggested that Mother Pelletier divide her kingdom into

provinces, whose superiors would be autonomous in matters of all but the greatest

importance, and thus able to train their own novices. The division took place in 1855;

Angebault was appointed apostolic visitor to the congregation and used the opportunity

this gave him to interview in private all the professed sisters at the mother house,

subsequently compiling a long report for Rome. It was of such a serious nature that,

although it came from a convinced gallican, Pius IX decided to order an "inquisition"

by the Holy Office into the affairs of the two Bon Pasteur foundations in Rome, the

Santa Croce and the LauretanaTl The only accusations which the Mother General's

biographers mention as having been made by Angebault were those of tyranny over her

religious subordinates and inefficiency in her organisatioÑz.In the event the findings

of the Holy Offrce were in her favour.

On the Mother General's death in April, 1868, the order had 2,067 professed

sisters, 384 novices, 309 touríère sisters,T3 962Magdalens,6,372 penitents and 8,483

children, both preservates and those given into care by the state. She had founded ll0

convents, grouped within fifteen provinces established in France, Belgium, Holland,

Rome,Italy, Germany, Austria, England, Scotland, keland, Asia, Africa, Canada, the

70 Her commands were simple, di¡ect, fervent: "Read this on your knees and go, in the name of
holy obedience!"

71 This foundation had been requested by Rome and was for the reception of unmarried mothers.

72 Although it would be fascinating to tnow what Mgr Angebault accused the reverent mother of
doing, I did not even try to find out for fea¡ of turning the thesis into a by-path from which it would
never emerge.

73 Sisters at the bottom of the hierarchy who did menial tasks, such as gaæ-keeping, in which they
had to have some contact with the outside world
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U.S.A. and Chile.

Her successor was Mother Marie de St Pierre Coudenhove, under whose

leadership the rate of expansion exceeded even that accomplished by Pelletier. In the

next twenty-four years eighty-five new houses were founded, mostly overseas, making

thirteen new provinces, including that of Oceania which contains Austalia.

The third Mother General was Sr Marie de Sæ Marine Vergeç who took office in

1892. She had to weather the storm of violent unpopularity which broke upon the

congregation's head at the time of the "scandal of the Bon Pasteur" in 1899, when a

house of the order was charged with the exploitation of the labour force represented by

the girls and women in its cate.74 Akeady an elderly woman at the time of her

election, Mother Sæ Marine Verger died in May 1905.

+*+*+t* +*+ ¡*+

The rapid growth and international expansion of the Bon Pasteur generalate

during the nineteenth century was not reproduced in the history of any other

congregation doing refuge work, that is to say occupied in the care of women and girls

whose misfortunes were linked to sexual disgrace. Its nearest rival was the

congregation of N.D. de Charité du Refuge, whose expansion seems almost to have

been a part of the generalate's development, as the two orders were so similar to one

another that the smaller congregation must have benefitted from the prestige of the

larger. A bishop, particularly a gallican bishop, who admired the work done by the

Bon Pasteur may still have preferred to invite the White Sisters into his diocese,

because their autonomous house would be entirely within his jurisdiction.

Having accepted the Bon Pasteur's efficient organisation and the outstanding

qualities of its Mother General as contributing to its success, it is still surprising that

this particular order should have grown so great. Although the foundress impressed on

74 This event is discussed in Chapter IX.
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her novices that they did not do "any new thing", it is obvious that the success of the

generalate was not solely dependent on its provision for the conversion of prostitutes.

There is no evidence in any nineteenth-century document dealing with prostitution in

France that the refuges were attractive to more than avery few of "the lost sisterhood"

which they were originally created to se¡/e. A recent study carried out by Dr Jacques

Termeau into the departmental and police archives for the last century in Mayenne,

Sarthe and Maine et I-oire brought to light only negative evidence: hardly any mention

appears of a registered prostitute applying for entry to a refuge, although the mother

house of the Bon Pasteur generalaûe is in that arca.lS

The accounts of Gaillac and Joly suggest that one of the main reasons for the

difference in size between the generalate arid other congregations lay in the

interpretation given by Mother Pelletier to the permission to act as custodians, in the

name of charity, which St John Eudes had written into the constitutions of the first

refuge founded by him at Caen. In France under the ancien régime it was raditional to

use the refuge as a place of discipline or sequestration for offending females subject to

paternal authority. This explains why the superior of the first Eudist house at Caen was

permitted to undertake the control of houses of correction, if requested to do so,

although she was not commanded to open any new ones. This permission justified the

work initiaúed by Pelletier in 1833, when, anxious to earn money for the Angers house,

and to extend the field of its evangelism, she made what Gabriel Powers called "a

stroke of genius" by opening a small "preservates" class for orphans and young

children in moral danger whose sponsors paid a lump sum when committing them into

care. Taking in very young children was not new: the Miséricordes of Bordeaux and

Laval accepted them. What was innovative was the size to which the preservates class

was allowed to grow. It is obvious from the figures quoted by Joty in the La Réforme

75 Termeau, Jacques, La prostitution et la vénalité sexuelle dans le centre-ouest de la France au
temps du règlementarisme, Thèse de 3e cycle, Université du Toun, 1985, Chap. ll, Les prostituées
et le repentir. An abridged version of this work was published by Les éditions Cénomane, Iæ
Mans, 1986, as Maisons closes de province.
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Socíal (discussed in the following chapter) that at the end of the century the preservates

formed the bulk of the order's subject population internation ally,76 and together with

the grande classe (for penitents) represented a contained mass of unwanted, morally or

psychologically damaged females which the authorities might ttrink themselves lucþ to

be rid of so cheaply. The factthat the Bon Pasteur sisters attempted to convert the girls

to Christianity might be seen as an added bonus.

In countries outside France the Bon Pasteur operated its houses as penal

institutions if requested to do so, as well as taking in repentant women rescued from

vice, children in moral danger and orphans. Expressed in its own terms, the work of

the generalate put at public disposal centres of trained personnel whose aim was to pour

healing balm into society's secret wounds; to turn brutalised, exploited, neglected girls

and women into docile, disciplined members of a self-supporting community united in

the pursuit of spiritual perfection, and whose presence would never trouble the world

outside again.17 Its success in maintaining so many houses for the kind of work that

most religious orders did not care for was not only because it ministered to a need, but

because it benefitted from the tremendous impetus given to it by the fervour of its

foundress. Mother Pelletier was one of those ra¡e human beings who are continuously

subject to what Wiltiam James called "the higher excitabilities", whose prime gift is

nerve; a woman who lived in the religious centre of her personal energy, actuated

solely by spiritual enthusiasms, and able most powerfully to transmit her ideas on the

wavelength of those hundreds of receivers which were her nuns. She was one of those

nineteenth-century mothers superior who estimated correctly the sftength and idealism

of her young novices, the limits to which she could push their endurance in the name of

holy obedience, and for the sake of what they saw as the service of God and society.Ts

76 In his brochure, Ze s Maisotu du Bon-Pasteur (1903) Joly gave a figure of 19,039 Magdalens and
genitents and 23,506 preservates.
77 Inher Practical Ritesfor the (Jse of the Retigious of the Good Shepherdfor the Direction of the
Classes, Mother Mary of St Ma¡ine Verger wrote "The greater number of our child¡en we know
desire to retum to the world....We should then make every effort to induce them to remain in the
æylum opened to them by Divine Providence, where they are assured of the grace of a happy
death". Cf Practical Rules, Angers, 1897,p.182.
78 In the last half of the nventieth century the congregation of N.D. du Charité du Bon Pasteur has
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suffered the same lack of vocations as other religious communities. In 1986 it had 585 houses

containing 6,428 professed but only 80 postulants andl52 novices.
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Chapter V Three Nineteenth-Century Foundations

One of the aims of the previous chapter was to describe the interior life of

convent refuges in nineteenth-century France, by examining the congregation of the

Bon Pasteur d'Angers, whose foundations outnumbered those made by any other

sisterhood concerned with sexually disgraced women. Such was the uniformity of

government demanded by the foundress, that to know what went on in one Bon Pasteur

house is to know a grcat deal about the life of all.

With regard to the internal organisation of the houses governed by Lamourous,

Rondeau and Chupin clerical pressure ensured great uniformity of response to the needs

of the penitents, needs which Catholic moral theology had identified and explained.

The brief accounts that follow constitute evidence of a negative kind, namely how little

these different women's background, temperament and experience of life had been able

to affect the nature of the work they did, because they did it for the Church.

The MÍséricorde de Bordeaux - founded I January, 1800

The unpublished biographer of Mlle de Lamourous, the abbé Guitraud, found

that his heroine had some knowledge of past methods outside the Eudist tradition. Her

senior assistant was a former lay sister of the Madeleines de Bordeaux, a refuge

founded in 1641by Olive de Lestonnac and modelled on the convent of the same name

opened in Paris in 1618. Destined for voluntary penitents only, in time it imitated its

Parisian namesake by opening a quartier de forçe for women put in by order of the

local parliament, or by lettres de cachet There were fifteen women living in captivity

there in 1777.r There was also a Bon Pasteur in Bordeaux before the Revolution, an

autonomous house opened in imitation of Combé's original Paris foundation, and run

by women who were known as "Pastorines". Guitraud found that as late as 1745 the

1 R. Guiraud, Mlle de Lamourous et la Miséricorde,2 vols. unpublished,,p.222. This document
was offered to the Congregation of the Miséricorde by its author, who was chaplain to a daughter
house at Liboume outside Bordeaux, in the sixties.
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house was still described as a convent for "girls'who, after having lived in disorder,

retire to it in order to do penance of their own fiee will...and virtuous women...who

shut themselves up with the penitents in order to conduct them." Three sisters and one

penitent from this house were guillotined for their religious beliefs during the Terror.

Guitraud also believed that Lamourous' long acquaintance with certain of the Jesuit

fathers stationed in Bordeaux would have brought to her knowledge St Ignatius'House

of St Martha, founded in 1542 in Rome, and which was open only to voluntary

penitents.2 It appears from all this that she had information available to help her

evaluate the worth of involuntary penitence where religious conversion was concerned.

Her subsequent decision never to accept unwilling subjects was not new, but her ability

to stick to that decision was. It showed a certain emancipation from seventeenth-

century theology, under the influence of which Eudes had accepted that conversion

maintained by physical restraint was preferable to liberty and apostasy.

Lamourous had credit with the Bordeaux c.lergy, and thus with the pious among

the moneyed classes. Once the archbishop had apnointed her spiritual director, Josephe

Chaminade as the canonical superior of her house, he was able to recruit "lady

patronesses" whose gifts provided sufficient income for Lamourous to rent successively

larger premises. Eventually he persuaded her to buy on credit a former convent in the

centre of Bordeaux. Chaminade, obviously acquainæd with practices within the Eudist

houses, also required all the staff to wear a mecl.al similar to that worn by the White

Sisters: a heart-shaped silver pendant bearing an image of the Virgin, bordered with

roses and lilies. This may be an indication that he wished the house to resemble the

Eudists in the generation of autonomous foundations, indeed his acceptance of Thérèse

Rondeau's vocation supports this, but the scrupulous, self-doubting nature of
I

Lamourous was an insurmountable obstacle.

One mark of this characteristic was the Bonne Mère's conviction that her

regulations were not quite good enough: she was always amending them. She also

2 See p. 30 of Chapter I.
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wrote commentaries upon the activities proper to each section of the penitents' day, in

order to teach the girls the significance of their religious exercises. In a manuscript,

Avis de la Bonne Mère à ses Fílles, Lamourous collected her instructions, which were

read out to the inmates of the house from time to time. She also composed aTraíté des

Règles in which she described the different duties assigned to the girls and the spirit in

which these were to be done. It appears from this freatise that she was willing to trust

her penitents. As well as acting as gardeners, sweepers, cooks, nurses and kitchen

aides, some were given the work of doorkeepers, porters and commissionaíres or

enand-girls, duties which among the White Sisters were carried out only by nuns of the

tourière class. When performing them the girls exchanged their black caps for the

white cap of a lay sister. The treatise prescribed for them the correct response to certain

eventualities, such as being spoken to in the street, inviæd inside homes, given presents

or asked to take messages to girls inside.3 This last was strictly forbidden. Lamourous

was understandably sensitive to the image the public had of her house. For instance

the Règle des Portanfêr¿s fills twelve manuscript pages and covers every aspect of the

work. Humility, discretion, obedience, tacitumity were to be the watchwords of these

women when "outside". Although the author's tone was necessarily authoritarian,

considering her own background and the age in v¿hich she lived, the ca¡e she took to

explain the rules is a sign of a spirit which valued reason: her subordinates were not

expected to obey blindly. Regularly after each'Job description" the teatise reminds the

penitents that if they had any difficulties with their work, they should seek their Good

Mother's advice. In particular she admonished them to come forward "with simplicity"

and report to her any infringement of the rules commitûed by themselves or any of their

companions. The numerous repetitions of this last instruction throughout the treatise

suggest to modern minds that the community was meant to be riddled with spies and

tell-tales. The great fear that moral comrption v¿ould gain a foothold in the house is

related to the exteme distrust in which the sexually inexperienced executive staff held

3Traité. etc, R è gle des P or tanière s, Arch.Mis. de Bx at Pian-Médoc.
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the girls, many of whom remained, i the opinion of their confessor, totally uffegenerate

even after a residence of many months.4

The generosity and moral coruage of Lamourous which had led her to open the

Miséricorde went hand in hand with fear and doubt, doubt that she was acting corectly,

fear that God might not be satisfied with her work. Only girls who had Proved

themselves genuinely pious over a period of time were given an opportunity to rise a

step in the internal hierarchy, when, in order to supplement her small number of lay

sisters, the foundress promoted supervisors from the penitent body. Such girls were

called " surveillantes" ratheÍ than" dírectrices", a title reserved for those who entered the

house directly in response to a religious vocaiion. This does not mean that the

surveillantes were not simply aides: each class of penitents, averaging thirty members,

had one of them as its under-mistress, and she was the head of the class council, a body

formed from the senior girls. Each council met weekly, its chief duty being to discuss

the allotment of work, but also to make a list of any girls within the class considered

dangerous to the spiritual welfare of the whole. Council members had a special

responsibility to pray for and watch such girls.s Thus, while inviting the girls to share

in the responsibility for each others' salvation, an action which is essentially generous,

they were being directed to see any unacceptable response from a particular girl as an

effect of her sinfulness, rather than as a fault in the treatrnent she received in the refuge.

Lamourous and Chaminade made it the object of the institute to receive all

"female sinners" without charge, and to keep them as long as they wished to stay, with

the result that although after 1815 the peace brought a measure of financial stability to

the refuge, the house was never rich. It could not be so while constantþ accepting

unfrained women who might leave whether or not they had repaid the cost of their keep

by the work they learned to do.

4 Chaminade to Rondeau, 17 Ma¡ch 1841, from typed copy of a letter in the possession of the
Miséricorde de Laval.
5 Atch.Mis.B x, Traité des règles, lère parrie. No page numbers.
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The aim of the house was redemptive, in the theological sense of the word.

Rehabiliøtion, as it is understood tday, was only peripheral to the work of salvation.

Contact between the lay sisters and their penitents was meant to be constant, so as to

encourage conversion. Lamourous and her assistants followed the same routine as the

penitents; they ate and slept among them and were dressed almost identically, in black

or dark blue with a large widow's cap, black for, the girls, white for the sister. The

penitents were allowed to address questions to the Bonne Mere, either verbally or by

means of notes forwarded by their class mothers. According to Guitraud the

establishment remained faithful to the ideal of near equality between staff and penitents

into the nventieth century. i,

Despite the principle of liberty to enter and liberty to leave, once a girl had

agreed to stay every moment of her day was under the control of the Règlement, the set

of rules for everyday conduct which Lamourous considered to be the instrument of

sanctif,rcation for everyone in her house:

Fidelity to the rules and customs, my dear daughters, fidelity...Strive to take in
the absolute necessity of faithfulness to the rules. For being the expression of
the will of God, it is our own will that we prefer to his when we disobey them.
Then trouble replaces peace in the soul, grace withdraws, the demon and his
temptations advance with long strides; da¡kness replaces 1ight.6

Work, prayer, song and a comparatively mild rule of silence were the main

ingredients in this recipe for making good Christians out of "disorderly" girls and

maintaining the spiritual life of their faithful directresses. That the rules were the same

for all is another of the few outstanding differences between the Miséricorde of

Bordeaux and the houses based on the Eudist nadition. Neither did Lamourous or

Rondeau (who followed her directions in everyth.ing) institute a separate "reparatory"

order of penitents whose penances were designecl to be noticeably more severe than

those of the others.

6 Auit d" la Bonne Mère à ses Filles, Arch.Mis.Bx p.5
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Timetable of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux for each classT

Rise at 6 a.m. Angelus and Ave Maria sung while dressing.

Those who finished first waited on their knees in silence and then all went to the
oratory, two by two, according to a set order of precedence which never varied. This
order was kept for all group movements in the house and also determined seating in
oratory and refectory. This practice ensured that once a peniænt was put into a group -
la classe - she would never mix with any girls outside it, however long she stayed.

In the oratory vocal prayer and responses were followed by a set meditation, read out
point by point at intervals of seven or eight minutes, to give time for reflection. This
took half an hour. A short verbal invocation to the hearts of Jesus and Mary followed.

7.30 a.m.

8.00 a.m.

8.30 a.m.

9.00 a.m

10.00 a.m.

10.30 a.m.

4.00 p.m.

5.00 p.m.

The mistress of each group reminded them of the presence
of God, and made an ejaculatory prayer to the heart of Jesus
which she repeated hourly.

Ave maris stella sung; freedom to sþeak until 10.30 a.m.

Veni creator reciæd. Saying of the rosary, with acts of
faith,love and contrition replacing the aves. Catechism,
religious instruction - replaced in later years by a reading

from the Gospels - continued until11.30 a.m.

11.30 a.m. Liberry to speak until12.00 noon.

12.00 a.m. AII proceed to refecúory, reciting the litanies of providence.
Dinner eaten in silence while listening to reading.

12.45 - 2.00 p.m. Return to the oratory to give thanks. Recreation
until 2.00 p.m. No private conversations allowed.

2.00 p.m. The rosary and a prayer. Work recommences. Liberty
to speak until4.00 p.m.

Mass, followed by thanksgiving.

Breakfast, during which quiet speech was permitted.

Work commenced by prayer. Liberly to talk until9 a.m.

T)ne Magníficat is sung. Silence until5.00 p.m.

Prayers for the Association of the Sac.ø Heart, found.ed by
Chaminade. Liberty to speak until6.30 p.m.

6.30 p.m. Catechism, sacred reading or religious instruction until 7.30
p.m.

7.30 p.m. Silence for three quarters of an hour, then procession to the

7 This may also be taken as a timetable for the Miséricorde rle Laval.
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oratory to adore the Sacrament and say the angelus .

8.00 p.m. Supper while listening to reading.

8.30 - 9.30 p.m.. Recreation.

9.30 p.m. Process to the oratory for prayers. The Miserere is then
reciæd by all, with the arms crossed or while lying prostraûe
on the ground. The directress sprinkles all with holy waûer
and all retire in silence to the dormitory.

While undressing, verses of a canticle are sung, relating to death, the horror of the
tomb, or judgment.

On Sundays there were six recreations and all religious exercises took place in chapel.

The plan of the day above appears in Verrier's P ositio , and is a résumé prepared

by him; from the archives of the house. It is very similar to the regime prescribed by St

John Eudes for the penitents taken in by his congregation.s Although work is

mentioned only twice, it is understood that it continued at all times, where possible.

The liberty to speak, amounting to five hours, is generous compared to that given inside

the Eudist houses or those based on Combé's Bon Pasteur. Lamourous chose the

prayers and canticles with care: she attached geat importance to the texts, believing that

they would exert a purifying influence on the thoughts and feelings of the girls. Every

hour was marked by a religious exercise and the different classes sang as they worked

or processed to and from chapel, refectory, court5zards and dormitories. According to

Guitraud, the psalms and hymns they used were set to pleasing tunes, composed in

earlier times "to charm the hours of leisure or of work among the devout."9 The fervent

renewal of religious feeling which followed the Terror in Bordeaux had brought this

music into fashion; its touching melodies, allied. to simple yet elegant verses in the

vernacular (some written by Fénélon or Racine) were used everywhere, particularly at

low mass. Lamourous found them an excellent vehicle for her work of conversion.

+t*+t*+* +*+tt+

8 See p. 36 of Ch.I.
9 Guitraud, Mlle de L. etc., vol l, p.l8l.
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Although the foundress of the Miséricorde was was personally popular in

Bordeaux, her enterprise was not completely acceptable to the state. Before 1805 the

institution had had no official contact with the civil authorities. The foundress had

never been forced to ask for a permit from either the prefect or the diocesan bishop,

who had given her "public and private marks of their protection and benevolence."l0

However, when the state was carrying out the enquiry which preceded the decree of 26

December 1810, Lamourous was denied attendance at a general chapter of the heads of

female congregations held in Paris from 30 November to 2 December 1807, because she

would not accept in advance any alteration to her power to retain or release penitents as

she thought fit. She was also refused permission to use one of the unoccupied

buildings belonging to the state in Bordeaux. Chaminade encouraged her to ignore this

disappointment; as mentioned earlier, with his approval she purchased a former

convent of the Annonciades in the centre of the city, mofgaging her vineyards at Pian to

raise the required one fifth of the price in cash. In 1808 Napoleon spent a week in

Bordeaux to "reanimate" the port, ruined by the Continental Blocade, and during that

time one of his ministers, Count Hugues Maret, made a tour of charitable institutes

during which he was invited to inspect the Miséricorde. Moved to pity by the wretched

conditions in which the women were living and charmed by the Bonne Mère's gracious

welcome, he secured her a large grant for repain. ,The state also took responsibility for

the purchase price of the convent and refunded Lamourous' deposit. Maret secured

provisional off,rcial recognition for the house and the foundress was ordered to send her

statutes to the Conseil d'Etat for approval. She did so, but they were denied official

approbation because they incorporated what Chaminade and Lamourous called the

"fundamental charter", namely that the authority of the bishop alone should limit the

conduct of the mother superior inside the house, and that those girls and women who

entered it should conserve the liberty to leave it: "only the desire to become virtuous

1o I¡i¿.
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shall reøin them."ll This decision cost Lamourous any further subsidies. She made

another attempt to gain recognition on her terms when she was in Paris in 1813, but with

no better success.

The registers of her house for its first 40 yean of existence are so rich a source

of data that they are discussed separately in Chapter VIII. The findings are similar to

those suggested by the figures given for the Miséricorde de Laval, namely that the

house both received and lost subjects continually throughout the year, slowly building a

population of long-ûerm stayers. Very ;few months passed without a least one death.

After the death on the foundress in 1836 one other míséricorde was successfully

founded the following year at Libourne by her niece and successor, Laure de

Labordère, who later accepted the direction of another at Cahors (1839) which had been

independently founded. In accordance with the religious spirit of the nineteenth

century, the sisters eventually gave up their lay ståtus. The religious constitutions of the

house were fonnally approved by Cardinal Donnet on 20 April, 1855, when the

congregation became a community of regular nuns. Legal recognition was not

requested until1872, when it was granted without the imposition of state contol. Until

that date the congregation had been categorised as merely "une association tolérée".

Mademoiselle de Lamourous was an unusually courageous woman with a gift

for making friends and a strong need to love, but was her house very much unlike the

old refuges based on Combé's Bon Pasteur, or those run by the White Sisters? The

larger permission to speak and the use of penitents as door-keepers and messengers

outside the walls was certainly different, and suggests a community in which the

subjects were Íeated with more humanity than those in houses based orr'ihe older

foundations. Also, the foundress categorically refused to put herself in a position in

which she might be obliged to accept girls put into her house as into a prison, by the

state. Yet despite this the population was subjected to a severe, unrelenting regime of

l1 Verrier, Positio, p.144,
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restraint, dull work and intellectual deprivation within very nanow physical bounds.12

If it was not actually a prison, the discipline inside it had a penal character. The status

of the peniænts in some respects was teated as worthless, for nothing was recorded of

the girls'experiences before they entered the house; nothing from their lives outside

could be mentioned freely; nothing was consciously learned from them. And in

conformity with the tendency established by the seventeenth-century refuges, nothing in

the texts suggests that Lamourous'penitents were being realistically prepared for re-

entry into the world outside. Their principal occupation was sewing, the means by

which most poor women earned income at home, and very poorly paid. The very

quietness and regularity of their employment was likely to render them unable to tolerate

employment in noisy surroundings, say, in a factory. Lamourous and her sisters had

been taught that successful-re-education of a penitent was to bring her humbly before

the feet of God, and, if possible, to leave her there.

+*+t*+t*+t*+t*+

The Miséricorde de Bordeaux continued to work with delinquent, "difficult" or

morally endangered girls well into the twentieth century, but the intellectual climate of

1968 affected the former religious orthodoxy of its novices to such an extent that they

withdrew from their commitment to the sisterhood.l3 The Police Department of

Bordeaux has bought the original mother house, v¡hose chapel has been reserved as part

of the artistic heritage of the nation. The congregation itself has withdrawn to Pian,
\

where alarge chapel and refuge had been built late in the nineteenth century on property

formerly belonging to the foundress. The buildings, and the work for disadvantaged

girls still continued within them, are now the responsibility of the state, while the

Sisters of the Miséricorde have amalgamated with the Congregation of Marie-Joseph,

12 The actual building in the Place Ste Eulalie, with its high old walls and baned windows, forms
a self-contained island at the side of the square. It still retains the fornu even the air, of its original
function; it wæ a building designed to preserve the absolute seclusion of a congregation of sùctty
cloistered nuns. The central open area is small; about the size of a coupled of tennis courß.
13 Evidence of Sisær Ma¡ie du Sacré-Cæur, one of the four suwiving sisters at Pian.
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the "prison sisters", who, like them, originated in Bordeaux during the nineteenth

century to care for the victims of poverly and social disgrace.
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The Miséricorde de Laval - founded November 1818.

On l November, 1818, Thérèse Rondeau opened a register for her newly founded

miséricorde in the rue du Hameau with five names. By 20 August 1820 there were 28

peniænts and three resident directresses, friends of the young Bonne Mère who worked

for nothing, as well as herself, her mother and her little brother. Two other young

women came in daily to share in the work. All these bodies were in a small two-storey

house meant for one family.la From a manuscript account that has survived, it appears

that beds were placed even in the passages, but that even so "the Mother Superior had

the pain of continually having to ask those souls who applied for admission, to

wait..."15 All worked to earn bread for the il"or", doing embroidery, spinning,

weaving or sewing, if they knew how. As Lamourous had discovered, many of the

girls who asked for refuge had not even the simplest skills, which suggests that they

had begun earning their keep from prostitution very young. The necessity of living in

close proximity with one another reinforced the spirituality taught by Lamourous, that

sisters and penitents should form one body, in simplicity, sharing everything.16 Their

daily rule of life was that followed at Bordeaux.

However worthwhile the experience of those early months may have been,

Rondeau's spiritual director, Fr Chanon, did not wish her work to be limited to so few.

In May 1819 he began to push her into the mould of a middle class mother superior. A

large private house with ample grounà. was put up for auction in the rue de Paradis,

almost opposite St Vénérand, her parish church. Although Rondeau could barely feed

her peniænts and had no capital, she made a successful bid for the property. The Jesuit

fathers had encouraged her to do this and doubtless the gifts of money which tided the

14 The house is still stand.ing. Atl the buildings conected with this ente¡prise, except rhe church
and seminary of St Michel, a¡e still in existence and appear to be in very good repair. St Michel's
supermarket has replaced the old Jesuit base,
15 B*, Thérèse Rondeau,p.69. Unfortunately I did not gain pe ssion to examine this document
personally.
16 Although Rondeau had had only three months' training at tlle Miséricorde de Bordeaux, its
foundress w¡ote to her faithfully several times a year until her death in 1836, answering her queries
and giving advice.
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foundress over her first few years were made mostly at their suggestion. A letter from

the Prefect of the Mayenne to the Minister of the Interior suggests that they had

succeeded in "procuring substantial alms" for the Laval refuge.l7 Both he and the

bishop of Iæ Mans demanded that she explain on v¿hat regulations or súatutes her house

was based.18 At the period of tansition from the rue du Hameau to the larger building

in the rue de Paradis, Rondeau had been given the help of two of Lamourous' best

assistants, Laure de Labordère and her chief surveillante, Marinette. Faced with the

demands of authority, Rondeau and Labordère hastily put together a set of regulations

containing 14 articles, which they sent to the mayor without waiting for advice from

Bordeaux. With the bishop's approval these were forwarded to the Minister of the

Interior by the prefect, only to be returned with the request that the municipal council of

Laval deliberate on them and send in its report as well. I¡ L822 the prefect was still

complaining that the Miséricorde had still not obtained legal recognition, which was

"more and more necessary" in order that the state might have some control over the

filles coruompucs whom it took in.

Apart from the mayor, de Hercélg, and two others, the members of the council

were hostile to Rondeau's work, in fact they had already spoken of closing the

Mséricorde because it was suggested that criminais would take refuge there and that in

any case the house accepted too many women.2o In a session of the municipal council

note was taken of the aims of the Miséricorde, "that the object of this house is to serve

as an asylum to evil-living girls and widows who, repenting of their faults come freely

to ask to be admitted..."21 \Mhile the council accepted that the Miséricorde was of great

advantage to public morals, it demanded that only girls and widows originating from the

Mayenne should be admitted and that neither the city nor its inhabitants should ever be

17 Arch.Mayenne, ?5bis, Dossier on Miséricorde, letter dated I Jan.l82l.
18 Mgr Claude-Madeleine de La Myre-Mory; he had ju¡isdiction over Laval.
19 Before she became a foundress Rondeau had spent many evenings nursing de Hercé's wife and
continued ûo do so until the woman's death afær she returned from Bordeaux. The mayor
subsequently entered the Church and became Bishop of Nantes.
20 From a letter from Labordère (Sr St Jean de Dieu) to her aunt, M.T.C. de Lamourou s,21.4.1821,
quoted by Verrier, Positio, Pt I, p.487 .
2l Registre des délibérations du Conseil Municipal,l mai l8l8 à 6 mai 1822, Vol.no.4, Session
50, 16 awil1821, A¡ch. de la Mayenne.
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obliged to pay "so much as a centime" for their support. The council already gave a

substantial part of the city's income to poor relief at that time, for the Mayenne was a

depressed area in the early years of the Restoration.

Owing to various ministerial delays, official recognition was not granted by

Charles X until 29 January,1826. The acceptance of the state's right to investigate the

house, so greatly feared by Lamourous with regard to her establishment, does not

appear to have obliged Rondeau to take in girls at the demand of the local authori ties.z2.

Despite the requirement of article 13 of the Imperial Decree that prefects or their

substitutes inspect all off,rcially recognised houses of refuge once every three months,

there is no evidence that this ever caused Rondeau any trouble. By the end of the

century the Miséricorde de Laval was described by the prefect as "as a private

establishment...it does not belong to the prefectural administation to deal with that

house in order to place a girl in i1."23

Rondeau's religious status continued to be that of a lay sister, as she had never

submitted any religious constitutions for episcopal approval. At the time of her

"novitiate" at Bordeaux, that house was not religiously constituted either, officially

speaking, for at the time of its foundation the state had not favoured the creation of

female religious congregations.The government of the Restoration was more favourable

to the female orders than that of the First Consul had been. Both the Bishop of Iæ

Mans and the Jesuit fathers of Laval added to the pressure under which Rondeau lived.

by attempting to persuade her to put her congregation und.er a rule similar to that of the

Visitandines, whereby the terms of virtual equality on which her lay sisters shared the

höuse with the penitents would have been lost, and with it the studied resemblance of

her community to that founded by Lamourous. From 1822 to 1828, out of loyalty to the

latter, she resolutely refused the attempts of her clerical superiors to normalise her

22 AntoineBru's examination of the registers between l8l8,and l84l shows only three girls accepæd
from the police during that time.
zr Arch.Dep^t: de Mayenne. W92. Dossier no.3. Reply to a letter f¡om the mayor of Ombrières,
4 october, 1898. This is the only apprication of its kinã io be found in the dossier.
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congregation. Her subsequent grave illness made them suspend their efforts and after

her recovery it does not appear that the question was ever raised again.

With regard to the penitents'freedom to come or go, it is certain, according to

Antoine 8ru, that some of the girls were put inside "a little inspite of themselves." This

must have happened with regard to minors placed in care by parents or family, and who

would have been allowed to leave on their majority, if they asked hard enough.

Another of Rondeau's biographers, Marc Nurit, S.J., wrote that the sisters did not let a

girl leave until they had tried all possible means to conveft her. In the event of failure

"one opens the door to her and cuts off this gangrened limb from the other members of

the commurity,"24 The greatest concern of "Thérese Rondeau, "worthy pupil of Mlle

de Lamourous", to quote Father Verrier, was the salvation of souls. "The Miséricorde

has no other goal", the elder woman wrote, "but to open the path home to the prodigal

child...to search for the lost sheep."25 In this it followed the direct line set by the

pastoral teaching of the period, especially that of Jean-:Baptiste Rauzon's pretres de la

Mission who traversed France from the North to the Midi with their terrifying sermons

on he11.26

+ t*+ t*+t* +¡* +t*+

With regard to the numbers of girls and women in Rondeau's care, there seems

to be a certain disagreemenL Antoine Bru, chaplain of the house in 1985, wrote that for

the first two years fewer than ten penitents were taken in per annum because of the

limited space available. In April1820, when Rotdeau bought thd large property in the

24 M. Nudt, Vie de ta Mere Thérese, Paris, 1869, p.82.

15 tetæ, from Lamourous to Rondeau in Verrier's Þositío, p.4A0
26 This-congregation was begun in 1808 by Rauzon, then under the pahonage of Mgr Forbin-
Janson it was confirmed by an ordonnace of Louis XVIII æ the Misslonaireide franle in 1818.
La¡ousse'Dictionnaire duXVIIIe siecle claims that the nússionaries made themselves famous by
the intemperance of thei¡ language and the "burlesque ceremonies" by which they sought to strike
the popular imagination- and by ttreir fiery denunciations of liberty and progress. During the July
Revolution their magnificent convent outside Pa¡is was desroyed. In t8l+ ttrey reappeaied undei
the name of Fathen of Mercy.
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rue de Paradis, she had 30 penitents.2T Bru's figures for the next 2l years, taken from

the registers, show thzt a total of 627 females were received up to 1841.28 This means

that between May 1820 and the end of l84l an average of 28 female subjects a year

entered, or roughly two a month. Bru found that approximately one third of these were

brought to the house by members of their own families, usually father, mother, uncle or

aunt. Two were brought in by their husbands. The remainder were presented by

sponsors: middle class ladies, priests, monks and nuns.

The number of girls leaving the refuge of their own free will was 297 for the

whole 23-yeat period. Bru does not specify the reasons which caused the girls to leave;

one supposes therefore that only a small number went out to take up respectable work,

despite the fact that by 1836 Parent-Duchâtelet had been informed that "several" had

found employment or contacted marriage.2e The figures assembled by Bru show that

there could have been between 12 andl3 exits a year, or one a month. The death rate of

324 ovet the period may be roughly calculated at fourteen a year. Very few of those

who entered below the age of 20 survived into longevity if they stayed in the house. If
they did not leave in the first f,rve years, Bru found that they usually died young. Up to

the end of 1841 only ten per cent of the entrants were put in the "Preservation Class" for

orphans or children in moral danger. Neither Rondeau or Lamourous saw their mission

as including the care of innocent children, from whatever background.

Bru's figures give a very general picture, but they can be summarized by saying

that in the years 1818 to 1841, 627 females entered the house, of whom the average age

was 26.5 years. Of these, 297 left voluntarily, mostly within the frrst five years, and

probably many after only a few months, if the registers of the house at Bordeaux are

anything to go by. The 330 girls and women remaining died while still in residence,

most of them during the first five years, and some of them later than 1841. By this

showing the number of subjects entering the Miséricorde each year during the first

Pt2, p.403.
collect figures for the subsequent yean.
to make. I was not allowed to study the

that he had made.
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twenty years of the establishment's existence, was almost cancelled out by the number

who left voluntarily or who died, leaving a small annual surplus which would increase

the nucleus of long-term residents very gradually. This appears to indicate that despite

the familial atmosphere in the house, and the comparatively gentle discipline, most girls

still did not stay, destituæ as they may have been.

The testimony given so much credence by Parent Duchâtelet, notably that the

penitents hated to leave and if they did so it was only to take up employment or return to

their families, is shown to be notably inaccurate in the light of the above. In addition

the doctor's informant knew nothing of Lamourous' work at Bordeaux, for he or she

ascribed to Rondeau the sole credit for having drawn up the regulations of the

Miséricorde. This person also informed the doctor that, in late 1836 or early 1837, the

Laval refuge contained 260 women, of whom more than sixty hadbeen there between

12 and 15 years.3o If this had been correct, then over two-thirds of the 324 deaths

recorded in the registers for the period 1820 to 1841must have occurred afær 1837. Such

a disaster would not have gone uffemarked. It is obvious that Parent was given

inaccurate figures, probably based on hearsay, yet from a source which he thought

reliable.

Rondeau's work was also publicly mentioned by at least one other medical man

in the nineteenth century. Dr. H. I{omo, who was in charge of the Prostitutes'

Dispensary of Château-Gontier, a town not far from Laval, wrote inl872 that the praise

given by Parent-Duchâtelet to the late Bonne Màre of Laval was, however high, still

below her deserts. Although admitting himself not able to give an idea of the number of

entries and exits, he wrote that betweett\350 and 400 girls and women were lodged

there at the time of writing. He put the annual mortality rate atbetween ten and twenty a

year. In particular he remarked that he knew that very few prostitutes from local

brothels ever asked for shelter at the Miséricorde, and this was because it was a

3o Parent, Vol.II, p.388.
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convent, which was associated in their eyes with prison.3l A few pages further on,

unconsciously contradicting Parent-Duchâtelet's statement that virtually all Rondeau's

penitents left to enter respectable work, or returned home to be the support of their

families, Homo remarked on the disappointments attached to the work of rehabilitation:

...the most painful of these is caused by th
when, believing in her firm resolution, one
for her out in the world. It is the fea¡ of this
of the Miséricorde de Laval to refuse almost all demands that they receive for
girls to become servants or workers.32

It was this fear, mentioned by writers on all the refuges in this study, which led

those in charge of them to keep the women as long as they could, and which must have

destroyed in the eyes of the penitents, particularly those under age, the pretension of the

foundresses that everyone was free to go if she pleased. Eventually the community

would have been largely composed of "old girls", with a flow in of newcomers and

outwards of unhappy older girls and minors reaching their majority, leaving behind a

small new deposit of stable subjects every year. The refuge also retained any

newcomers who were sick on arrival, unless the disease was syphilis or mental illness.

Its willingness to do this would increase the death rate of the house, but not damage the

stability of the penitent population. The contemporary writers on all the refuges in this

study never fail to describe the attention and emotion centering on the last hours of the

dying; to witness their holy deaths gave meaning to the life of the cloistered women.

The disposition of the soul in its last hours is the most important circumstance of a

Christian's life in Roman Catholic theology, and it appears to have been ffeated as such

in the enclosed world of the refuge. Nearly every piece of information given with

regard to the penitents by the biographers of all the foundresses mentioned in this study

are to do with the girls'deaths, and that is true even for the publication by Antoine Bru

in 1981 and the ¡e-issue of Redemption by the Bon Pasteur d'Angers in 1985. V.ry,

31 Dr. H. Homo, Etud¿ sur la Prosdrution dans la Vilte de Chôteau-Gontier, J.B. Baillière et FiIs,
Paris, 1872, p.388.
32 Ioia.p.tss.
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very few penitents refused the sacraments of the Church at the final moment, in fact

those who had left the refuges and returned to the world, finding themselves in extremß

, often asked to be taken back to the refuge to die. This phenomenon was observed by

Dr. Homo, an independent witness, as well as the hagiographers of Pelletier, Chupin,

Lamourous and Rondeau. these writers make it clear that the prime motive of the

institutes they describe was redemptive; the girls' salvation was the heart of the matter.

Despite all that may have been claimed by their aclmirers, returning the lost sheep to an

outside world of wolves was not the aim to which Rondeau and others like had devoted

their lives.

+*+*+r*+*+*+

Before her death in 1866 Rondeau had made a small foundation outside Laval, St

Joseph des Champs, a holiday home for her girls on the farm which she had bought

years earlier. As well as the house founded at Quimper, there were also two

independent Polish foundations, at Warsaw and Cracow, made by women who had

visited the Bonne Mère at Laval to learn her methods. Another house was opened at

Lisieux, some time in the twentieth century. All the French foundations still exist, but

not as refuges for the fallen. The üttle Preservation class, which was begun as a mere

annexe to the major work late in the nineteenth century, grew in impofance until, some

time after the First World War, its function as a "special school" for disadvantaged girls

became the main work done. The mother house itself now boards such children,

although their teachers are paid by the state, which has complete authority over their

treatment. The religious congregation still occupies the main buildings, together with a

number of elderly women, former old girls, some of whom entered the house as

children in their teens. Although several of the sisters of the Miséricorde are still in

earþ middle age, the congregation is suffering frorn that absence of vocations among

young women which has decimated the staff of religious houses in France, particularly

during the last twenty years.

l" þ f Ltto
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The Refuge Sainte Anne, Paris founded 25 January, 1854.

This refuge, the most recently established of the three, was in essence like the

others in that it existed to encourage some of society's outcasts to give up the normal

freedoms of life in order to avoid spiritual rather than physical harm. The originality of

Mlle Chupin's house lay rather in herself than in any system she initiated. She was the

only foundress in this study to have had any experience of criminal or prostitute women

before making her foundation. Negative evidence suggests that she did not follow the

conventual model when setting up her refuge. Her biographer, the Dominican Fr

Mortier, does not mention that she drew up formal regulations for the control of the

girls'time. Either this means that there *rr" norr", which is unlikely, or that they were

not proper in his eyes.

Her years as a wardress at Saint Lazarc had not left her with a jailor's mentality,

for her conduct towards her penitents - or her children, as she inevitably called them -

showed a relaxed attitude towards security measures and and a positive rejection of the

rigid "silent system" employed in other houses. She believed that her girls were too

wild to accept harsh rules, and that unremitting kindness was the only way to reach

them. Her door was always open both ways; she liked to say that her girls were free to

come, free to go and free to come back.33 Mortier admits that she had methods

"peculiar to herself' which distinguished her house from all other similar

establishments. The penitents of the Refuge Ste Anne were not rigidly secluded from

the outside world. They were allowed out into the street; they might receive visitors

and speak to them without the intervention of the convent grille. They wore normal '

dress, for a uniform "reminds them that they have sinned".34

Just as the origins of the Miséricordes of Bordeaux and Laval were very

modest, consisting in a rented house and a few girls from the streets, so Chupin,s flust

establishment was even more restricted. A small apartment of four rooms in the rue de

33 Mo.tier, Bonne Mère, p.177
34 Mortier, p.23.
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Vaugirard was opened as a refuge by her on 25 January 1854. Despite her poverty she

had appointed her board of directors: the Virgin, St Anne and St Joseph. Some time

earlier, kneeling before Mary's image in Notre Dame, obsessed with her projected new

responsibilities, Chupin had heard an inner voice command: "Begin,I will help you."

The locution was repeated several times. Her confessor, Fr Aussant, thereupon urged

her to take penitents immediately, although she had no money for provisions. In six

weeks she had accumulated seventeen girls - probably clandestines who had not

submitted to registration. Mortier did not allow himself to do more than hint: "one girl

- 19 years old - was completely lost; the youngest - 14 years - was preparing to follow

her in order to live."35 These two, worn out by fatigue and malnutrition, had been sent

to Chupin by "a wretched child whom she had known at Saint Lazate." One assumes

that this intermediary was a girl who did not wish to reform, who was making money in

other words, but who, as Parent Duchâtelet had noticed, encouraged others of her trade

who were too sick to work to get help from a refuge.36

Chupin and her protégées had everything in cornmon at the rue de Vaugirard;

they ate, wo¡ked and prayed together. The sick were put into Chupin's own bed.

During the day the mattresses on which the girls slept were rolled up and hidden behind

the curtains. At night Chupin sent most of them off by themselves to church, while she

pulled out the bedding and arranged it in rows. ïhen she cooked for the household,

and the girls ate, sitting on their beds, as there was no room for a table. The

atmosphere was informal and intimate. Chupin does not appear to have anticipated

trouble from the dreaded "tibadisme" that Parent had considered one of the plagues of

Saint Làzare. Perhaps she knew that those girls who had been in prostitution so long

that they preferred to choose \ryomen as their amants de coeur were not likely to seek

the help of a refuge. St John Eudes had ordered that the penitents' dctrmitory in houses

of N.D. de Charité du Refuge should be illuminated by candlelight the whole night

long, and that a grille should be set into its door, so that observations could be made by

35 Mortier, p.82.
36 Parent Duchâtelet, Prost. dans laV. de Paris, Yol.lÍ, p.373.
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the nun in charge of night duty. In other refuges, by the insistence that conversations in

recreation time must never be tête-â-tête, the direction appears to have suspected all

friendship between the girls as preparatory to lesbianism. Perhaps the experienced

Chupin did not confound a need for affection with the expression of a deviant sexuality.

That she actually allowed the girls to go off to benediction while she set out the bedding

is wildly liberal compared with the attitude of Thérèse Rondeau, for instance, who

never took her girls to a public church, even though the nearest was just across the

road.

For some years she was able to get away with it. She took her girls to mass

openly; she did not expect them to keep strictly cloistered nor did she restrict their

visitors severely, or make them conduct conversation through the floor-to-ceiling ban

of a convent grille. It appears that she tried to give her penitents a degree of the

ordinary human freedoms. She abstained from imposing uniformity of dress, because

she believed such a thing to be a stigma. Her "rough kindness", as Mortier describes it,

was expressed physically, with a hug for the obedient, a push or a slap for the unruly.

When comforting a girl, for instance, she would slip her a couple of centimes; if she

did this, it seems evident that she allowed the girl to go out and spend them. According

to an oral testimony from the surviving nuns of her congregation, she always addressed

the girls with the far¡iliat tu.37 As later evidence shows that Chupin did not keep

silence at table, even when she had become a full Dominican sister, it is also highly

likely that she did not enforce the monastic rule of silence in her house during the early

years.

The Dominican Brothers of Paris supported the Refuge Sainte Anne as much as

they could and in return expected that the charity should eventually become what

Mortier calls "fundamentally Dominican". Joining the congregation's female Third

Order was as far as Chupin wished to go, yet the First Order (the males) would not

accePt anything less than her full submission. Mortier explained that a purely lay

37 told to the author during an interview in July 1985.
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community of tertiaries cannot last for long," wrote Mortier. And why not? "Rules are

necessary, and a hierarchy, which, by the force of circumstances, develops and

transforms these rudimentary elements into a regular community." The rudimentary

element that was Chupin may, he believed, have fea¡ed just that, but she gave way "for

the good of the work".38 In doing so she followed a pattern which repeated itself over

the years. Her work of generosity meant for a few was not allowed to remain small, for

the Brotherhood now sent her women and girls as prospective penitents. Feeding and

lodging them became ever more difficult. In 1856 the Dominicans found her an old

factory in large grounds on the Boulevard St Jacques, and one supposes that they found

the deposit of 2500 frs needed for the lease. It was at this moment that she signed

herself "Fondatrice de I'CEuvre Sainte-Anrìe". Her boarders soon numbered 150,

earning their bread by confract sewing. Other money came from private charity and

annual donations by various civic authorities, a proof that the Paris Prefecture

recognised her work as beneficial.3g

It appeared now as later that those who helped the Bonne Mère, who had had

the simplicity to ask St Joseph to take charge of her finances, were not themselves good

judges of how money should be spent, although they were far better educated than she.

The vast lodgings in the rue St Jacques were in a state of disrepair and situated in the

worst possible neighbourhood. Troubles of maintenance within, fighting and

disturbances in the streets without, made the new home uncomfortable. Whether the

girls stayed, and how long they stayed, is not reported, nor whether Chupin had to

tighten her inærior discipline, nor what formal rules the girls had to live under.

The Dominicans visited and collected alms for the new refuge until the end of

1857. After that they withdrew their support for a time. Their order had split into two

opposing factions, with Father Danzas conftolling the Province of Lyons and Father

Besson the Province of France, which contained Paris. All this was a great trial to

38 Mortier. o.97.
39 tn tgSS t¡e Ministry of the INterior gave 2000fr, the Deparrnent of rhe Seie 500 fr and the
City of Paris 500 fr. Mortier, p.119.
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Chupin, who had no fine sense of politics to help her thread her way through the affair.

It seems evident that control of her refuge was in dispute within the Brotherhood, and

that the Lyons branch wished to demote her in favour of another sister. She resisæd the

attempt with the help of the Archbishop of Paris, Mgr Morlot, a proceeding which

antagonised both factions. Accordingly the Dominicans ordered their chaplain not to

celebrate Mass in the house and allowed it to be known that they wished to remove the

Sacrament from its oratory. Two years later, at the end of 1859, the Paris branch led by

Father Chocarne made oveltures of peace.to Chupin.+o

+*+*+*+*+*+

The Refuge Sainte Anne was, legally speaking, merely a private association

until it obtained recognition as being d'utilíté publique rn 1861. This meant that the refuge

had to conform to the regulations of the decree of 26December 1810, which included

the adoption of the constitutions laid down for John Eudes' original refuge at Caen.4l

Chupin had to take this step in order to profit from a very large bequest made to her

house in 1860.42 As a result, the financial conduct of the refuge became the

responsibility of a voluntary Committee of Administation, on which Chupin had a

place. The other members were the Duke de Bassano, the Prince de Beauveau, Brother

Lion, the young chaplain of the house,43 Baron de Zangiacomi, Vicomte Armand de

Melun (one of the leading figures in nineteenth-century social catholicism), State

Councillor Chassérian, Emile Keller, a parliarnentarian, Guilleman, a lawyer, and

Baron de Monestrol, the secretary. Despite the éclat given by the aristocratic

40 Mortier, p.ll5.
41 See Appendix bbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
42 As the bequest was made to her house, and not to her personally, the foundress could not touch
the money until the house had legal personality.
+J The canonical superior was not necessarily the chaplain. Lion was "the children's chaplain" and
was extremeiy good and patemal, according to Chupin. His devotion left him open to cálumny, so
he offered himself for work in the foreign missions and was sent to Mossul by hìs superion. 

'

'_Llt!e1nojr1" , Eped résumé, p.31, Archives of R.Ste Anne, Chatillon I was asiu¡ed by Vtottrer
Ma¡ie-Piene, titular head of the remnant of the congregation at Chatillon, that this document is all
that is left of the many noæbooks filled by Chupin, which were in existence when Mortier was
writing..
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membership of the committee, showing that the foundress still had the patonage of the

quartier Saint-Germain, it did not succeed in running the Refuge Ste Anne any more

wisely than Chupin had done on her own. The gentlemen bought a small chateau on

behalf of the community with the aid of the Bonne Mère's inheritance, a former hunting

lodge once used by Louis XIV and Mlle de la Vallière, on the perimeter of the capital in

the suburb of Clichy la Garenne. It had been offered at the " uery advantageous price"

of 120,000 frs, by the Duc de Morny, one of the most powerful men in France, an

advisor of the Emperor, whose half brother men said he was, owing to a love affair

between the former queen of Holland and the count de Flahaut. Perhaps because of the

cloud over his own origins, Morny may have had some sympathy for the girls Chupin

cared for. However, even though the property may have been a bargain, its purchase

involved the committee in very great debt, both to finish paying for the buildings and to

put them in a decent state of repair.

Chupin's administrative autonomy now having been lost, her community's

unique degree of informality was also eventually removed. In his chapter March

religieuse de l'æuvre (Religious development of the work) Mortier wrote that she

naturally respected the authority of the Church, but did not wish it to come too close to

her.

She wished to maintain her simple, humble way of doing things, which allowed
her to; open her door wide to all the unhappy girls, without counting or
choosing....As for the money, who cared! Let God provide.aa

It was hard to make her give way on these points, according to Mortier. He also lets it
\

appear that Chupin's recruitment of postulants had been "far from perfect".

Unfortunately it was not only âmes d'élite who presented themselves, but certain

"vulgar spirits...mediocre natures who stayed subject to...human passions, to

selhshness, to jealousy, to ambition."45

44 Mortier, p.148
a) Mortier, p.136.
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It was not only her choice of postulants which displeased the ecclesiastical

authorities: she was too inclined to take coÍìmon prostitutes into the refuge. Before the

move to Clichy she had taken all who came to her, especially girls from Saint Lazare.

Her penitents had been divided into two classes, the Pérsévêrance for girls who wished

to stay for life and the Sacré Cæur for girls of all ages and conditions "who had fallen

more or less low". They had come from the fringe of the fringe - disgraced females

who had been through prison and from there to the streets. Mortier deprecated the

Bonne Mere's choice of subjects in the early years. They were of the lowest kind, he

wrote, "girls just released from Saint Lazare, abandoned wretches from the gutter."46

One might run risks from allowed freedom to such as they. To Chupin, such risks

were worth taking. During her work as a prison officer she must have picked up a great

deal of knowledge concerning the background from which the most wretched of "her

children" came. Obviously she believed that they deserved a chance to prove that they

had good qualities. No girls below the age of 143 had been admitted, a7 showing that

the foundress had not yielded to the temptation to secure a force of child labourers

whose youth constrained them to spend a much longer period inside the refuge than

older girls, even when these úoo were minors.

The compúe moral of 1862 showed that there had been an average of 65 girls and

15 sisters present each month of the year. The goals of the refuge mentioned in the same

document were "to collect and withdraw from disorder those poor girls whom poverfy

or youthful passions have cause to fall, and who carinot return to the right path without

the aid of religion and Christian charity," the usual vague description. It could mean

that they were all clandestine prostitutes, or that none were. The poor street girls,

whom Chupin had seen in Saint Lazare and for whom she had worked, may have been

discouraged by the distance, or perhaps did not know the way to Clichy. Tlte compte

moral of 1867 contains a note of the Bonne Mère's concern that many girls could not

46 Mortier o.126.
47 From ng^ures given to Alexandre Dumas, Fils, and quoted by Mortier on p.166 of his
biography.
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profit from the hour of grace in which they wished to change their lives for the better,

because this hour was up when they were half-way to Clichy, and then the devil

reclaimed his victim. The community was obviously not getting the kind of girls that it

had been founded to help. A reason for this may well have been that the news had

spread that Chupin's open house had now been turned into a shictly-run convent, no

different from any other.

To make up for losing her situation in the heart of Paris, Chupin had the bold

idea of asking Alexander Dumas the Younger, the celebrated author of La Dame aux

Camélias, to act as a publicist for her work. Dumas described her and Lefort as "two

pious sisters of the Dominican rule", and added, possibly encourage by Chupin, "by

this definitive act of renunciation she has given Gcd's official guarantee to the state and

to timorous conciences".4s ft was to Dumas that Chupin gave a úestimony of the results

she had been able to obtain in the fourteen years since her house had been in existence.

Out of 1,109 girls and women received:

6 had been baptised

41 admitt€d to First Communion

92 confirmed (this happens after First Communion)

This looks as if 139 separate girls were concerned, but the 92 confirmations might

contain the girls who had been baptised and received First Communion in the house.

Chupín's next figures were even more admirable:

230 ì:econciled with their families

66 placed in employment

75 ma:ried

making a sub-total of 471. These details suggest that overall 610 separate penitents had

been helped and converted, but the figures cannot be taken atface value. The total of

48 Ale*. Dumæ Fils, Zes Madeleines repenties, Dentu, Pa¡is, 1869, p.6. The aficles from which
this is complied appeared in Dartagnan on2l,28 and 30lvÍay 1868.
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the second list could include the 139 girls and women in the first; it would hardly

exclude all of them. The number of women who left to get married is a higher figure

than was claimed by the foundress of Laval, who merely mentioned "some have

married".49 The registers of Lamourous'foundation show only three women leaving in

order to marry in a period of 4l years. As most marriages only take place afær a period

of courtship, and as not even Chupin would have allowed sweethearts to visit the girls

while in residence, most of the weddings must have occurred after the girls had returned

to their families or been placed in employment. The figure for weddings therefore

should not be given as a separate total, or at least not as such a large one. It begins to

be apparent why Chupin found it hard to keep books.

The most generous interpretation of the totals sugests that the Refuge Sainte

Anne produced positive material benefits for almost 60Vo of all women and girls who

entered it. A slightþ more cautious estimate, supposing that the 139 making acts of

religion formed part of those who subsequently left the house, credits Chupin with

about 427o of successes. The unkindest view,. which assumes that the figure for

marriages ought not to be separated from the figure for those returned to family, still

gives her a success rate (in the worldly sense) of 36Vo.If only data for the next 28 years

had ben available, it would have been possible to judge whether the "rough kindness"

and informality of Chupin, who does not appear to have run her house strictþ as a

convent prior to the move to Clichy, had obtained more positive results in the years of

her autonomy than she and her successors were able to do later, as regular nuns. One

thing that the figure for marriages reveals is that the girls stayed in contact with the

foundress after leaving the house.

As for the kind of women and girls received once Chupin's work had been

bridled, as it were, by her Committee and her ecciesiastical superior, an undated leaflet

distributed by the refuge, in which Chupin is mentioned as having directed it for almost

30 years, describes the penitents as "gitls whom poverty, ignorance, bad counsel or the

49 Rondeau i¡ a mémoire ûo the Duchesse d'Angoulême, asking for alms, Sept. 1821, arch. Mis
Laval.
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seductions of youth have involved in disorder." Such girls were received for nothing;

no mention is made of the orphan boarders which by then formed a small Preservation

Class. Chupin was reluctant to take them, wrote'Mortier, so probably they were not

present in any great number until after her replaceryent as Prioress in 1885.

The image the leaflet refers to is of youth led astray rather than known to be

sexually disgraced. It is (admittedly slender) evidence of what, for the Bonne Mère,

may have been another decision that she was led to make with reluctance. Although she

had spent the best part of her life in contact with girls demoralised by an experience of

either prison or prostitution, the Conseil d'Administration, which had expressed its

regÍet, in 1867, that so few of the victims of vice were finding their way to Clichy, had

ten years later set its face definitely against them. The war of 1870 had dispersed the

patons of former years; even the refuge had been left empty and subsequentþ piltaged.

Nuns and penitents had found a temporary home at Boulogne, where Chupin eventually

made a small daughter foundation. By 1872 she and the girls were back at Clichy,

where a new Conseil d'Administration had been formed to guide their affairs. The

Archbishop of Paris had appointed Mgr d'Hulst as canonical superior of the house.S0

InI877, with what Mortier calls his "lofty consent", the Council decided to leave the ex-

prisoners of Saint Lazare to the care of the Marie-Joseph Sisters and the ladies of the

Bon Pasteur in the rue d'Enfer. In future the Refuge Sainte Anne would accept girls

who had been deceived, hurt or abandoned, as long as they were not known to the

police, meaning that registered prostitutes were debarred, however young. It was a

rejection of the commission received by the Bonne Mère from the Virgin twenty-three

years earlier. In 1879 Mgr d'Hulst was elected Honorary President of the Conseil

d'Administration. Under his guidance the refuge made itself into a private company and

borrowed 200,000 frs to buy a large property at Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, -

characteristically, the former residence of a nobleman's mistress - in a secluded suburb

outside Paris. This, with the addition of ugly bars on every window facing the street

50 Maurice Le Sage dTlauteroche dTlulst, a grand seignetu by birth, 32 yrs old.
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and entrance court, became the congregation's final home. Once installed, the

community found room for over a hundred girls.

The year 1885 saw the third attempt to remove Chupin. Mgr d'Hulst

successfully accomplished this in collaboration with Sister Thérèse de Jesus, a nun

originally from another congregation, a stranger to the early group around the

foundress. A committee was formed of d'Hulst, Thérèse de Jésus, and some of the

Parisian Dominicans, whereby the constitutions were re-worded so as to "give a deeper

and more serious meaning to the observation of the rules." Henceforth tbe grand and

petít silence were enforced, together with the coulpe, the weekly session in which nuns

a¡e accused by one another of faults against the Rule and receive appropriate penances

from their Mother. Its absence had strengthened the charge against the foundress, that

she was incapable of giving her novices the exact principles of the regular life.

+ t*+ t* +tF +l* + *+

It is obvious that within fifty years Chupin's friendly, informal group, so poor

that it barely survived from week to week, "whose prayers brought daily miracles"Sl,

was gradually fashioned by outside pressure, particularly clerical, into the standard

home for bad girls: large, strictly enclosed, run like a convent, staffed by nuns. By

insisting on the community's need for legal existence, the state had damaged the

foundress' autonomy, a thing not bad in itself, but very burdensome to a woman whose

form of communal service was eccentric. It is clear that this state of things had been

prepared for, however, by the pressure put on Chupin to undertake the care of large

numbers of girls. Once numbers grew the Domini],rurr, *"r" able to introd.uce members

of their own lay tertiaries as staff. From that point Chupin's originality and

independence were subject to a containing process which reached completion in 1885,

when she was given the honorary title of Prioress General and forbidden all

5l Chupin, "Mé.moires", p.21.
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participation in the administration of her house and all private communication with the

penitents. In 1892, as a result of a canonical visit by the R.P. Libercier, of the

Dominican Third Teaching Order, the elderly foundress was even made to eat alone

because she did not keep perfect silence at table.52

The removal of the community to the property at Chatillon, a very long way

from the heart of the city, represented a grave adulteration of the generosity of Chupin's

ideas. It was then almost physically impossible for any of the city's prostitute girls and

women to reach her on their own, particularly those who were sick or destitute. Even

in 1869 Dumas had written that her work was very little known, and that this was so

because the house at Clichy was on the periphery. Whereas an address in the Bld Saint

facques might be passed on by word of mouth, and easily enquired for, Chatillon was

at the end of the world. Its seclusion, appropriate for the lost weekends of wealthy

lovers, was agreeable to the Conseil d'Administration, who did not wish the charity to

be easily available to unsuitable subjects. There is also the possibility that the highly

placed ladies who sometimes "adopted" a particular orphan from the Preservation Class

did not care to be seen visiting a refuge53.

This class had become, int926, the major concern of the house although it was

still open to "fallen" women and girls and "difficult" daughters, put in by parents or

step-parents. Perhaps by that time the refuge had reverted to something closer to its

original character. It appears that it never achieved real success in atfacting postulants

from wealthy backgrounds. Mortier commented that it was one of the poorest charities

he had ever seen54. An undated document, Notice sur I'æuvre, published early this

century shows that the sisters maìntained great reverence for their foundress' methods,

based on kindness and the slogan "Young souls ought to be governed by a sentiment of

honour." They claimed that in Chupin's day the house had been for girls who came off

52Mortier, p.21.
53 The word "orphan" in this context meant a child of a legitimaæ marriage whose parents were
not longer living, or had disappeared. A basørd without parents was lnown as a foundling, or
enfant lrouvé.
54 In an interview with the author in 1985 Mother Marie-Piene, then 80 years old, said that she
had worked in the laundry with the girls for twelve yean before being promoted to other duties, and
that all the nuns worked.
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the streets and had wished thereafter to live "thaf they might die well", but times had

changed:

Today, there are no striking conversions. Cette ídée est une utopie. In former
times, afær a dreadful fall, a memory of their faith gave the children of that time
the desire, the need, of expiation, of pardon and of
today, having frequentedltate schoõls, khow n of
God. For them the task is, at first, to iender of
kindness, patience and charity..An effect is produced, whether they stay or go.
Those who go sometimes return to the old life, but often come back to Chatillon
to die. So the Work is truly L'CBUVRE DE LA PREPARATION INTIME ET
ELOIGNEE D'UNE BONNE MORT.55

55 Noti"" sur l'æuvre, arch of N.D.de Grâce, Chatillon. Capitals are used for the final phræe in
the original, which is a saying of the found¡ess. Translated, it means "the work of preparation, at
close range and long range, for a good death.rr
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Chapter VI Spirituality

What comes out of the documents I have here is the following:
of the religious orders a¡e made to develop a sort of taste for s

will say even more: they develop a taste for death. 1

the pupils
uffering. I

When dealing with a phenomenon so alien to contemporary Western life as the

nineteenth-century refuge, it is not enough to rely on naration, although the facts reveal

more than just physical conditions. The question arises of how the inmates saw

themselves. Did they perceive their life to be in physical terms as ha¡sh and sterile as it

appears to a modern reader? Certainly not, for conditions of life among the poor

generally were hard already; there was never any question of lack of applications for

places within the refuges.2 Destitution and want were as much a presence in French

cities of the period as they were in Dickensian London, at least until the middle of the

century, and women were usually found more often in hardship than men. If many

girls left the refuges after only a short stay, as facts suggest that they did, it probably

was because the requirement to live very simply and to work hard was not the most

demanding of those with which they were expected to comply. Their desire to lead a

new life was tested to breaking point by the spiritual demands, the necessity of living

mentally within a different world; a world deliberately, even self-righteously different

from that outside the walls:

One enters or one leaves the enclosure...the door is a place of tansition between
the "cosmos", "our world", consecrated territory, and the "chaos", "a different
kind of world", a foreign space, chaotic, peopled with strangers (assimilated...to
demons and ghosts). For the catholic nun, chaos was, until recently, "the
world", the place of "the prince of this world".3

1 Exract from a debaæ in the Chamber of 30.11.1899. The speaker (Lafene) was referring to copies of
the house journal "Bulletin de la Congrégation du Bon-Pasteur d'Angers. Cited on p.lO of Auguste
Rivet's Lavérité sur Ie Bon-Pasteur,
2 Accounts of the Bon Pasteur refuges show that they sometimes lacked money but never subjects;
the Miséricorde de Bo¡deaux'registers for 1800-1841 record an ever increæing intake of penitents;
the similar establishment atLaval was asked to accept more girls than it could house (see under
heading "Melanie Fleury" of following chapter.
J Marie-Josephe Aubert, Les religieuses sont-elles des femmes?, Centurion, Paris, 1976, p.61. The
book is condensed from her doctoral thesis in religious science from the Université des sciences
humaines, Strasburg.
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Although the Misericordes of Bordeaux and Laval, and the Refuge Sainte Anne

were not convents in the full sense of the word until towards the end of the century,

they were run on conventual lines. Only Thórèse Chupin's house showed a noticeable

informality, and that was gradually corrected by outside pressures after1862. It seems

safe to say therefore that within all the refuges in this study a conventual spirituality was

maintained, whether the staff were subjected to formally approved religious statutes or

not. The houses appeared to those who were in charge of them not as grim institutions,

but as havens offering shelter to girls who had been shipwrecked by a sea of froubles.

The penitents who took advantage of what they offered might see them in exactly the

same way, in time; indeed some of them chose to spend the rest of their lives within

this practical embodiment of the ark of the Church. We must ask in their case what

benefits they found there, apart from physical necessities, for the answer to this

question is also the answer to how the permanent inmates of the refuge saw themselves.

It lies in a consideration of the house as a miniature of the Church itself, in action with

and for sinners, through the operation of the fundamental doctrine of penitence. To

know the theology is to understand the practice: what seems harsh or repressive to

twentieth-century minds was in fact the expression of serious compassion, based on a

Platonic understanding of the body as essentially evil. It was the misfortune of the

early Church to have accepted that view of reality liærally, and to have applied it literally

to the difficult writings of St Paul regarding the battle between the flesh and the spirit.

The vindication of the flesh demonstrated by the resurrection of Christ has scarcely ever

been a subject which the Church has been willing to pay great artists to portray. If that

is too strong an expression, at least it is certain that scenes of the nativity (the flesh of

an innocent child) and the crucihxion (tortured, punished flesh) far outnumber scenes

of the resurrection as a subject fit for the walls of a sacred building. Portrayals of the

risen Christ seated in judgment over the world, although these were very often

commissioned, emphasise the power of the Son of God at the end of time, rather than
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the physical simplicity of a man dressed rather like a gardener walking away from an

empty grave on Easter morning.4

It is also possible to relate important factors in the treatment that the girls received

to another Platonic doctrine, concerning the soul, which shows it as being basically

unaffected by whatever the body experiences. Personality does not develop with and

by means of physical life, but there is at conception "implanted in the body an

immaterial, substantial self, which could well have existed long before and which

certainly carried on for ever after the body had disappea¡ed".S A Church which accepts

this can on the one hand, condemn the repentant prostitute if she returns to her trade,

granting no weight ûo however much she been habituated over the years to an abnormal

amount of sexual stimulation. Insofar as the inner (or separate) self is concerned, she

has received the grace of God through absolution and communion and therefore has

been strengthened sufficientþ to have her own way over the body, as long as she rryil/s

to do so. On the other hand, if a penitent girl accepts the severe regime of the convent

refuge, declares herself converted and then prays for death, this can be seen as the

longing of the imprisoned self to unite with God, not a sign that the body is weary of a

life of continual punishment. The old Jewish and early Christian belief in the unity of

soul and body, which makes death total until the day of resurrection, desfroys the

whole idea of purgatory and therefore had been abandoned by the church.

As this essay has already emphasized, the motivation behind the establishment of

a refuge was evangelical in that the girls were there to be converted. \Mhen faith had

been awakened they leamed that works also were necessary; acts of penance were

required of them, to make satisfaction in accordance with God's justice, although he

had already accepted them into the Church for the sake of his son. This was so

because, whereas the essential Christian doctrine is that Christ paid for atl the sins of

mankind by his own suffering and death, human nature requires that even after the

backlog of a lifetime has been wiped out by baptism into the faith, provision shall be

4 John 20, v.15.
5 McManners, Death ønd the Enlighrenment,p.LAS.
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made to deal with further offences. Penance was the answer of the early Church to the

problem of renewed sin among the faithful. Its essential component is absolution,

which may be given to the dying even if they have not had time to confess and will

certainly not have time to make satisfaction. Accordin g to the Dictionnaire de Théologie

Catholique (1972), the final absolution reconciles the soul to God but the lack of

opportunity to make satisfaction will, according to Roman Catholic theology,

necessitate a longer or more painful stay in purgatory, for one of the chief aims of

penance is that by suffering it may purify the soul and contribute to its holiness. For

this reason those who have lived in charity on earth, and who nevertheless have

performed many acts of penance out of a generous desire to make amends, may hope to

pass straight into heaven after death. Friends and lovers of the faithful dead may offer

their own sufferings to God in satisfaction for the sins of the departed, or pay for

masses to be said for their intention, or give alms to the poor and ask God to credit the

virtue so gained to the account of those they have lost. Although this system may be

understood only in a spiritual sense and operated rvith reverence, it is easy to see how it

might lead, and indeed did lead to abuses. In France Jansenism was the most

historically recent of those theologies, defined as eroneous by the Catholic Church,

which opposed the accepted practice, declaring that absolution could not be obtained by

proxy and should be sparingly given, even to those in agony, if a full confession and

satisfaction for sin had not been made by the sinner prior to his last hour. In the past

this question has had the deepest historical repercussions, for when Luther split the

Church in the sixteenth century, it was initially over the subject of its power to give

absolution.

In the seventeenth century the Instuctíons to Confessors of Bishop (later St)

Charles Borromeo corrected the Church's pre-Reformation laxity. The writer held a

severe view of the Christian's obligations to God. Although he believed in

indulgences, he directed that a priest should not give absolution unless the penitent

expressed conffition, that is to say a heartfelt sorrow for sin and at least a commencing

love of God. To repent through fear of hell alone was not enough.
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what! If you could die, my God, I would have caused your death a thousand
times, by the horror which you have of sin, and yet you have not crushed and
ruined this fool, this ingrate, this fraitor, this perjuror and this Deicide. What do I
s1f ! . You s_eek him still, you hold out a saving hand, you ask again for this
abominable heart, the leavings of devils. o God my mercy! let thê manner in
which you treat me...vividly touch my heart, and strongly press it to consecrate
itself entirely to your 1ove.6

The above is taken from a book owned and read by Thérèse Rondeau, a work of

devotion made from records of a notable preacher during the religious revival of the

seventeenth century, when the Jesuits first began preaching the retreats for which they

became famous. It is a fervent expression of the spirituality which arises from the

teaching of St Charles Boromeo, whose views made a lasting impression on the

French Church.T He had been one of those who, at a time of increased interest in the

foundation of refuges for women who had been marginalised by society, had pressed

them to enter convents and submit to poverty, chastity and the cloister for life, rather

than planning to re-enter the world some day.8

The rigorism that flows naturally from the ideas of God and man expressed so

fervently by Huby makes it hard for a Christian to receive the sacrament of communion,

for if absolution is administered with caution and severity, how much more must the

living body of Christ be judged too sacred to be received without long preparation?

Father Chaminade, the director of Mlle de Lamourous and the ecclesiastical superior of

her house, advised Thérèse Rondeau that it was not good to allow the penitents to

receive the eucharist until their piety had been proved by a residence of two years. His

caution was based on the dread of allowing girls to "eat to their own damnation", to use

an expression of St Paul, by making an unworthy communion.9 He warned the

reverend mother that despite outward appearences, for a long time after their enûy most

of the girls were "a11 flesh". The piety which was so acutely conscious of the majesty

6 Grur", spirítuelles et la vie d.u Père Huby, SJ., p.39, part of the Third Day of a Spiritual Ret¡eat

I
, générale du clergé de France, 1700.

9 'P'173'

Laval. 
7 Ma¡ch, l84l; typed copy in the archives of the Miséricorde de
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of God and the abject status of fallen man, however sincere and admirable, could not be

of use to more than a spiritual élite, and yet "Although it is forgotten today," says the

Dictíonnaíre de Spíritualité, "this demanding attitude was one of the dominant notes in

the mentality of the gallican church from the middle of the seventeenth century for

almost two hundred years."lo Chaminade was obviously a rigorist, however devotaed

to Rome he might have been in other respects, and under his direction one may assume

that the inmates of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux were often given severe penances to

perform.

In the eighteenth century the moral theology of St Alphonso di Liguori set itself

against those pastoral practises which made it ha¡d for the coûtmon man to find peace

with God. Doctrinally he attacked the Jansenist heresy, but essentially he wished to see

the poor turn to the Church with confidence rather than dismay. As mentioned earlier,

his writings were extremely popular in France, where they were promoted by the

Society of Jesus and in particular by the abbé Gousset, later Cardinal Archbishop of

Rheims1l. Liguori allowed the confessor to give absolution if the penitent merely

expressed attrition, that is to say, fear of God's punishment and hope of his pardon.

During the nineteenth century the abbé Gaume published a Manuel des Confesseurs in

which Liguori's teachings were explained and justified by references the writings of

many revered confessors of the past. Extracts from Liguori's Moral Theology are

given the most space in the book, togethers with the teachings of an anonymous writer

called "le preffe sanctifié", which could be a nom de plume of Gaume himself. As an

example of the kind of help a repentant prostitute might receive in the confessional, and

as a demonstration oi t o* the Church still saw the soul and body as being essential

separate, a section of Gaume's Manuel is given below, in which Liguori is quoted on

how to deal with the temptations of a "spirit of fornication":

...the powerful grace of God is needed, and great violence on the part of the

lo Dictionnaire de Spiritualité,
11^His boot, La Jusrtfication de la Théol nse-Marie d.e Liguori,Besançon,
1832, inEoduced Liguori's theological position to the French Church.
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patient [The one who is confessing.]. It will be very difficult for him to come out
the victor from sqch a battle, unless he perseveres in the use of great
mortifications and above all many prayers, petitioning thousands and thous-ands
of times our I-ord lld th9 holy. virgin, begging them with tears and groans to
have pity- 91_þim. If he relaxes in prayer and mortification...he runs the greatest
danger of falling, at least indirectly, into some secret acceptance of his pleasurable
thoughts and desires which are contraly to purity.12

If this does not work, the text continues, exorcism should be considered as a remedy.

Medieval as this sounds, it must be remembered that Gaume's Manuel was widely

accepted during the whole nineteenth century in France and went into many editions.

However gently the confessor teated his "patients" he was not allowed to suggest that

they give themselves some consolation for being deprived of sexual love by the use of

mental fantasy or masturbation. No indeed! Such things willingly indulged in were as

bad as the fornication itself, for did not Christ say that he who looks on a woman with

lust in his heart hns commined advlæry? The confessor had always to remember, when

tempted to be lenient in this regard, that if he failed in his duty, he would be judged by

Christ most severely.13 Gaume quotes the authority of Blessed Leonard du Port St

Maurice regarding advice to any penitent "who has squatted in filth for years", that he

or she should think every day for a few minutes of death, of hell and eternity.

Spgak to his imagination; show him God, holding him suspended over hell,
point out the crowds of the condemned in the depths of the a6yss, and who did
only what he has done, or even less.14

Yet Gaume is insistent that the confessor should be the kinder to his penitents "the more

sunk in filth and mire that they ars."lS

The above extracts show that despite the more merciful tone the question of

satisfaction was not dismissed, for the Church as a whole still agreed that the

seriousness of sin cannot be understood by men if absolution is given for nothing, and

Liguori himself wrote of the absolute necessity of a well-prepared death. Indeed the

state of the soul in the final moments was considered crucial, for "One single mortal sin

l2caume, Manuel des Confesseurs, Paris, 1872, 10th edition, p,276.
13 Gaume, p.19.
14 Gaume, p.36.
l5 Gaume, p.13.
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is enough to throw into hell he who has committed it, if he dies before receiving God's

Pârdon."16 It was accepted that penance is most important at the end of life, for then

the soul undergoes its last struggle with evil, and then the devil is most strong.

Although it is necessary to meet this crisis with faith, the believer is not expected to face

it alone. The Church comes to his aid powerfully, for the sacrament of communion

followed by the f,rnal absolution, if taken reverently, restore the parting soul to a state of

Erace which will be undisturbed for eternity. Although the last sacraments are not

essential to salvation in the case of one whose life is already sanctified by faith and

works, such a person is doubly blessed by receivin g the viaticum, for then his or her

soul will pass from this world to the upper reaches of purgatory, if not to heaven itself.

For the tuly faithful, according to the Church, death works in a special way as the final

satisfaction for past sins. Perfectþ accepted in union with Christ, and. suffered humbly

as part of the just reward for the sins of humanity, it places the soul in a state of

complete purity. All self love and disordered attachments to the world having

disappeared, the redemptive love of God is at last free to produce its full effect in the

immediate gift of the splendour of the beatific vision. To die in such a state is to pass

directly into heaven. Between the changeableness of life here in the body and the

immutability of life in the future state, death appears as a moment of transition in which

the individual takes its unalærable di¡ection either towards light or darkness.

+ tt+ t* +t* +t* + l* +

According to the Díctíonnaire de Théologie Catholique the dogma of eternal

punishment was completely accepted in the West by the middle of the frfth century and

was confirmed by the writings of theologians such as Aquinas, Gregory the Great,

Anselm and Bernard, and by the visions of St Theresa of Avila, its only female doctor.

Throughout the nineteenth century the French Church was in no doubt about its reality

1! gnenins line of a diocesan publication, "Dispositions nécessaires pour le sacrement de
pénitence" in Opuscules Ascétiques, Volume 4, paris, after 1g37.
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and relevance.

In nineteenth-century France mission preachers let themselves go in evening

sessions by candlelight in counbry areas, describing the medieval tortures laid up for the

damned.17 Hell is not only eternal, they claimed, but co¡nmences immediately after

death. It is a large abyss of fire, shared by both demons and the damned, who are

tortured by this comunity of existence. It is a piace of horror, made more so by the

terrible disorder and hateful tyranny by which its society is dominated; a city of

universal hate where the lost for ever exist, each subject not only to the general misery

but also to particular tortures according to the particular sins of each. After the

resurrection, at the final judgement, they will appear in the flesh before God, stinking

and hideous, only to receive confirmation of the eternity of their suffering. One must

not pity them for God no longer does. The doctrine also expressed clearly that even

ignorance of the truth could be fatal, since to benefit from the redemption is not a right,

but a privilege. Even babies dying without baptism were punished by an endless life in

the pale shades of Limbo, although guiltless. The Church taught that these things were

not to be understood during one's life on earth, but would become clear in the light of

eternity. Ralph Gibson is convinced that, despite the assertions of Philippe Aries to the

contrary and the findings of McManners regarding the liberal attitude of one or two

highly placed churchmen, "the whole gigantic edifîce of hetl and damnation" which the

French Church had erected over the centuries was believed in both by Catholic writers

andpreachers, and the convinced Christians in theiraudience.ls W i thin the

nineteenth-century refuge, the closed world so similar to the cloister, guarded by thick

walls and bared windows on the street side, all contemporary value systemd were

rejected in favour of the view of reality possessed by those who had lived in an earlier

period of religious faith, and this includes the Liguorian teaching, for however "new"

this seemed compared with the old rigorist position, it was still the production of a man

17 La¡ousse, Grande Dictionnaire duXIXe siècle,Yol.VII, 1870. The text continues: "This antiquated
but powerful interpretation is not, of course, given to the better educated who come to the Lenten
sermons at Notre-Dame."
18 R. Gibson, "Hellfire and Damnation in Nineteenth-Century France", Carhotic Historical
Review, July 1988, No. 3, p.386.
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who had lived before the great Revolution. Father Combalot, a French priest devoted

to Rome, a popular preacher of the nineteenth century, told his hearers quite

unequivocally that:

The Church teaches us that eternal tortures exist for those crimes for which we
did not obtain pardon at the hour of death. Therefore, whoever dies without
having made penance for all his faults will be thrown into the abyss of divine
vengeance...and afær a thousand million years the reprobaæ will not have made a
single step towards the end of it.19

Combalot was not invited to preach at Notre Dame, but he did preach missions and the

type of audience he would address would be mostly from the lower classes, as were

most penitents in convent refuges. One may assume that the doctrines they were taught

were fundamental. Apart from regular religious instruction the penitents heard at least

one retreat ayear preached before Easter. The wider signification of being and action

was explained theologically, in accordance with the teaching of Rome and those saints

whose works had received its approval, while the daily life of the community was

modelled on the ancient traditions of conventual practice. The responsibility of

embodying the presence of a loving God within the refuge was a heavy one for the

mother superior; she had to counteract by her day-to-day conduct the strong suggestion

given by the religious teaching that the almighty Father was a demanding tyrant who

had to be appeased by wounds, malnutrition and tears.

What were the most striking features of the life inside from the point of view of a

new penitent? If she had come from a class which could afford to educate its

daughters, she might have found very little that was really new to her, apart from the

manual work expected. The Catholic boarding school resembled the convent in that the

girls were expected to lead a quiet, supervised and disciplined life, with religious

instruction, prayers and mass accepted as part of the system. On the whole, as far as

the evidence permits us to judge, the typical nineteenth-century refuge took in only the

daughters of the poor, so that for them it would have been the religious atmosphere, not

L9 Choi, de la Prédicarion, p.574.
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the work, which expressed most powerfully the difference between the life outside and

the new existence offered them. Its most striking feature was very probably the silence.

Odile Arnold's examination of the last century's female religious orders in France

discloses that despite their proliferation it was mostly in superficial details of dress that

they were distinguishable from one another, therefore to know how they operated in

general is to have avery good idea of the conditions of life in any particular one. With

regard to the keeping of silence, the rules were standard:

The grand silence commenced in the evening...from 6.30 p.m. to 6.30 a.m.
During this time it was absolutely forbidden to speak, even in a low voice, except
in a case of extreme need..The p etit silence operated at all other times of the day,
except at recreation and, very rarely, during a meal on an important feast
day...during work it was only broken by the singing of a canticle or some pious
recitation. All day long...every communication was to be made in a low voiCe "as
if one were at confession."2o

It is no wonder that Pelletier considered the loss of the right to speak freely as a

particularly hard tial for the girls under her control; it is a deprivation with which

anyone can commiserate, particularly in the case of the young. When one considers

that these peniænts must also do without caresses, or even a friendly touch of the hand,

it is surprising that any stayed inside for long, particularly as most of these girls had

had experience of touching and embracing in excess of what the sisters could ever have

known. Yet they must not ever talk of it, except to their celibate class mistress or

confessor, neither of whom would listen simply as a friend.

The second great difference between refuge life and that followed in the world

outside was the special use of time. Apart from work and sometimes during work, the

inhabitants spent hours each day in a combination of religious exercises: prayer,

hearing mass, receiving religious instruction or singing devotional texts. In the

convents which formed the Bon Pasteur generalate, for instance; the book of Pr¿ctical

Rules sets out that the"children", as all the inmates were called, apart from the nuns

20 Odile Amold, Le corps et l'âme: lavie des religieuses auX[Xe síècle, Editions du Seuil, Paris,
1984, p.40.
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themselves, were to hear mass devoutly, saying the words in unison with the priest, if
he allowed it; to æ11 the rosary beads devoutly and to enter into the spirit of the different

epochs of the Christian year: Advent, the mysteries of the Holy Chitdhood , Lent,

Easter, Pentecost, the months of the Rosary and of the Dead. They were also to pray

for the dead, to pray for souls in purgatory, especially for former companions, and to

say their beads or attend mass especially for them. Exercises of piety that were

encouraged, of which some were to be performed in free time, were visits to pray in

front of the sacrament, examination of conscience and the monthly retreat. Readings

from works of piety were to be given to the children every evening. St Alphonso di

Liguori's books, Visits to the Most Blessed Sacrament orVisits to the BlessedVirgín

Mory, were to be placed on the benches in the chapel.2l These little documents are

written in the form of simple prayers expressing a deep sense of sin coupled with

heartfelt devotion and trust. The suppliant askes to obtain the grace of complete

emotional dependence on God andMary. The books reinforce the teaching that the will

is an obstacle to salvation until completely submitted to divine direction (and by

inference to that of those who speak in God's place on earth). In the book of pr¿ ctical

Rules are the foundress'instructions that "'We must do all in our power to preserve the

child¡en from the habit of performing exterior acts of religion mechanically and without

piety...they must not be pious...to gain our esteem."

Another hardship from the penitents' point of view must have been the naffow

physical limits in which their life was led. For those who had rebelled against parental

control, or who had roamed the sfreets freely, looking for clients, to live literally

cloistered like a nun must have been a heavy burden, indeed all the girls must have

frequently longed for a change of scene. Most of the women were young when they

entered, and one does not need more than that fact to be sure of the hours of boredom to

which the life inside must have subjecæd them.

2l Practical Rules for tle^Uy of the_ Religious of tlrc Good Shepherd for the Direction of the Classes,
prepare-d by authority of Sr. Mary of St Ma¡ine Verger, Sup. General, Angers, 1897, p.36. These rules
w.ere almost entirely those which had been given to the order by St úary euphiasia. All Good
Shepherd nuns were supposed to read a chapær õf this or preceding editions onóe a aäy.
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The break from normal life signified by the atmosphere of hushed restraint and

frequent religious exercises was also underlined by the dress of the sisters, which was

always different from what the girls wore, even if only in colour. The penitents, and

even the orphans and preservates, were never permitted to wear bright clothes or

anything white, except in special cases, such as that of the errand runners of the

Misericordes of Bordeaux and Laval, who wore a white cap when outside the convent,

and a black one within it. The Consacrées of the Bon Pasteur refuges also wore a white

cap, which they covered with a black lace veil at church services. The lay sisters and

nuns, by contrast, always wore something white, even if only their bonnet and

neckerchief. In the Eudist and Bon Pasteur refuges they dressed completely in white,

apart from the black veil worn by the professed. Even their rosaries were white, being

made out of bone. The Dominican nuns of the Refuge Sainte Anne also wore white

robes with a black veil. The sisters of St Thomas de Villeneuve wore a white guimpe,

black robes and a black veil. Except for the early years in the Refuge Sainte Anne, the

girls in every refuge in this study wore a uniform dress of a sombre colour, usually

dark blue or black, and a matching headdress of some sort. The trusted surveillantes

of Laval and Bordeaux wore a black lace mantilla in chapel, like their counte{parts in the

Bon Pasteur refuges. The significance of this use of colour hardly needs explaining.

The peniænt women and girls who were there to expiate some form of sexual disgrace -

even were it merely that of having lived in moral danger before entering - were

contaminated by the sin of "impurity", that boue infecte which sticks to us wherever we

8c.."22 The nun typically represented the bride of Christ and her physical virginity was

part of the dowry which she brought him, although the orders also accepted widows,

whose chastity within Christian marriage was considered a sufficient guarantee of their

purity. The religious sister was required not only to be chaste, but to belong to a higher

order of life; her virtue was to be a living rebuke and spur to the penitents'

22 Expression used by Marie-Eustelle, a pious middle class girl, ûo describe her constant mental
temptation to think about sex. From Arnold's Le corps et I'ame, p.159.
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conscience.23

St Mary Euphrasia made very severe demar:.ds on her novices, so that they might

attain that higher state:

I desire-that everyone here should be saints, because you are all on the mountain.
E."! 9f you. should be a living rule, so that, if the House were destoyed...and
the Directories and Constitutions burnt, you would be so many living éxamples
from which others could learn...

For this reason she added:

I must tell you that I prefer to maintain and cultivate the vocation of but one
amongst you, rather than undertake the.conversion of fifty or even a hundred
penitents...for...we must always aim at what is the most perfect.24

Another great difference between life inside the convent and life in the world was

the state of unquestioning obedience in which everyone lived. An attitude of continual

submission was aimed at, which not only allowed a large group of people to interact

smoothly, but was used to gain control over the emotions. The affectivity of a houseful

of women, some of them very young, was denied expression except towards God or

the reverend mother, who was the visible bearer of his presence in the community.

This did not mean that the inmates were not expected to love one another "in Christ",

that is to say impersonally. Exchanges of affection, endearments, private conversation,

gestures, touching, time spent alone together were forbidden not only between

penitents, between them and the religious sisters, but even between the religious

themselves in order to concenfrate the mind on the higher love, and to avoid occasions

for stirring up the dangerous desires of the flesh. The vertical relationship from

penitent to her class mother, and from the nun upwards to the Bonne Mère was meant

23 In Australia the popular mind summed it up neatly:
Herself as pure as crystal snow
That falls from Heaven above,
She looks upon the Magdalen
Not with contempt, but love.

FromThe Catholic Press,23 November, 1895. Part of a poenr" "The Good Samaritan Nun", quoted by
Judith Godden in "Secta¡ianism and-Pu1ty within theVy'oman's Sphere: SydneyRefuges d^uring thä
Late Nineteenth century" , Journal of Religious Hisrory, vol.l4, no.3, June tgtl , p.z9t. -
24 Conferences and Instructions, Ch. LVú - Further Counsels to the Sisters of the Noviti ate, p.364.
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to absorb all human feeling, in particular because as the superior was divided from the

inferior by the concrete marks of rank as well as enjoyment of certain privileges, a

friendship in the coÍrmon sense of the word was not likely to exist.

As the superior represented God to the whole house, obedience to her wishes had

to be instant and unthinking; she was commonly addressed kneeling. It is unlikely that

Rondeau or Lamourous expected extreme signs of reverence, and from the account

given by Roger Guitraud it seems likely that subsequent mothers superior of the refuge

of Bordeaux also refrained from enforcing the formality of the convent in this regud.x

This did not mean that no distinctions at all were drawn. Lamourous called herself the

head of the family (chef de famille), a male rather than a female title, and she expected

to be obeyed as such:

For the happiness of the penitents, the house had to be one single community. In
families...there are two kinds of people, two very differentkinds! [wrotê the
celibate abbé Guitraud.l In the eyes of the children, who are all dependence and
fragility, the father and mother are superior beings, impeccable, inlaltble. It is
they who have the power and authority. And yet this strength and this weakness,
these kings and these subjects live in the sarne home, are biought together in the
same life. It must be so, for the sake of the girls and boys who will one day be
adults later on, in their tvrn.26

The writer knew that in normal life children must some day emerge from infancy, yet

he does not connect this with the needs of the infantilised penitents in a refuge. He

easily accepts that adult penitents were expected to play the part of humble child¡en vis-

à-vis those in authority over them until their lives' end. Such women were never raised

to the status of adults "in their tufli", however long their residence. The nuns at least

were eligible for promolion within the convent hierarachy, and at all times possessed

the status of a mother with regard to any of the penitents. Guihaud, who had access to

archives in the Bordeaux and Laval houses, wrote that despite the close contact

maintained between penitents and sisters "the true religious spirit flourished at Laval

just as at Bordeaux." This appears to mean that the ranking system maintained in the

25 R. Guit¡aud, La Spiritualiré: l'esprit de lafondation Lamourous, typed, undated, for private
ci¡culation. He wrote it between 1965 and 1970. Arch. of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux at Pian.
26 Guitraud, p.46.
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two provincial refuges was not so very different from that within a Bon Pasteur

convent; it was rather a matt€r of degree.

For St Mary Euphrasia obedience was the purer if it were given blindly, and in

this she followed the revered teaching of St Ignatius:

I-et us convince ourselves that all orders ofa superior arejust; by a sort ofblind
obedience let us reject every idea, every feeling against his wishes...let all be
convinced that thõse who 

-live in obedience îru-st allow themselves to be
led...through the medium of their superiors, like a cor?se which allows itself to
be turned and positioned in every way, or again like a stick which is used...in all
sorts of ways...27

Odile Amold found that the theme of this passage was supported by the Sulpician L.

Tronson (1622-1700), many editions of whose works were adapted for the use of

religious congregations in nineteenth century France.28 The justification of the

reduction of the inferior to the status of a machine was that by her obedience she might

be completely cured of self-will and so enjoy interior peace, placing the responsibility

for her actions on the superior, to whom, as to God, she stood in the relation of a smail

child. Naturally the forced channelling of affection upwards added to the strength of

this position. If the superior had a caring nature she might find herself loved by her

daughters almost extravagantly. The platitude that female congregations are full of

jealousy and backbiting most probably exists because of the misery that slight marks of

favour or disfavour can arouse in those who are all competing for the notice of one

woman. Odile Arnold comments on the danger of this situation for those who live in it

too long:

But it is certain that the organisation of the convent, the conception of obedience
which prevailed there, even the name of "mother" superior, favourised such
relations. On one hand, the superiors were encouraged to burn with quasi-
maternal love towards those in their care; on the other, the "daughters" were kept
always within a childlike relationship to those above them; the development of
adult love might in such cases be hindered permanently, and with it the ability to
come to terms with adult hfe.29

27 St Ignatius de Loyola, Ex¿rcices spirituels, traduir enfrançais par t'abbé Clément, Avignon,
1835, p.257.
28 Arnold, Le corps et l'ame, pp.48,49.
29 Arnold, p.lll.
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The harm that such an environment might do to girls hoping to leave the refuge and

return to their families, or to outside employment, is obvious: they would have been

made too vulnerable to domination,less able to think for themselves than they had been

before they entered the refuge.

If a newly-arrived penitent found the various disciplines of convent life painful,

she would not be allowed to forego them, but at least their significance would be

explained to her. In France, according to Arnold, la dévotíon du siecle was

mortification, the kiliing of selfwill. The Dictionnaire de Spiritualité calls it

"indispensable to the Christian life; well understood, it pacifies and liberates." The

Imítatíon of Chríst, one of Christianity's foundation texts, translated into French for the

first time by Lamennais in 1824; it sold well and was frequently reissued. The writer

declares that "there is no other road to life, to true inward peace, but the road. of the

cross, of dying daily to self."30 The whole chapter encourages the reader to look for

suffering because by bearing it with patience he will become like the Saviour. The

examples given suggest that daily life alone, lived unselfishly, will furnish trials

enough, but in the last century the idea that suffering in itself is good was already

hallowed by tradition. The Imítation's reassurance that "The more the flesh is

weakened by suffering, the more is the spirit strengthened by means of inward grace",

had been construed to mean that self-inflicæd punishments automatically improved the

soul. St Ignatius believed this to be true; in his eyes mortification was the necessary

condition of the life of faith and the degree to which he practised it was the measure of a

man. St Francis de Sales and St Vincent de Paul considered that one must mortify or

put to death oneself every day. The means by which one should do so, of course, are

the crux of the matter. Within the conveng mortification was not only carried out by the

exercise of patience and charity in one's dealings, but concretely by systematised

fasting and the use of "the instruments of penance", such as the whip, the hair shirt, the

wearing of chains or belts studded with nails next to the skin, etc. Other mortifications

30 Th. à Kempis, The Imítation, Book II, Ch.l2, sect.3.
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might be made out of very little things which were hard to do, like a strict control of the

eyes. The latter was a traditional form of self-discipline very often practised in the

Miséricorde de Laval, according to a former inmate, because it could be carried on all

day. The eyes \ryere never permitted to look elsewhere but at one's prayerbook, food or

work, and at one's feet, so as not to fall over things. This mortification was usually

offered to God by devout girls in order to bring his blessing on someone else. Such

rigid control was beyond the strength of the newcomer or the uncommitted.3l The

" grandes mortificatiol¿s " were usually carried out by the sisters, although the penitents

might perform them also, with ttre permission of the mother superior. The Magdalens

of the Bon Pasteur houses, who had been penitents, were expected to lead very

mortified lives. St Mary Euphrasia told her novices that they should not hesitate to

perform

...even heroic acts of virtue. chantel who for long was
subjected to very dangerous t th, performed extraorãinary
acts when the trial was greate ular, she engraved upon her
breast with a red hot iron the names of Jesus andMary3z

+*+*+t*+*+*+

A development of the idea of mortification was the reparatory adoration offered to

the Sacred Heart of Jesus. This was inspired by the desire to compensate for the

treasons and outrages committed by sinners against the majesty of God, particularly

during revolutionary periods, and took its greatest impulse from the revelations made to

a Visitandine nun of ParayJe-Monial, Sister Margaret Mary Alacoque, (1647-1690) who

was beatified by Pius fX in 1864. The homage paid to her in France was another

example of the desire of its catholic population to look for guidance to the seventeenth

century. It also implied a concern to remedy the evils of the time, a willingness to

31 Orat testimony by Mlle Gilberte, resident and former penitent of the Misé¡icorde de Laval. See
recorded interviews in Appendix IV.
32 Con¡"r"ntes and Instiuctions of Saint Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, Ch.LVll;"furtlrer counsels to the
Sisters of the Novitiate", p.364, Mother M. of St Chant¿l was the former Mme Cesbron de la Roche, a
widow and close friend of the Mother General.
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participate in the sufferings of the Saviour and to feel oneself responsible, with him, for

the salvation of the world. In the nineteenth century, particularly in France, groups,

families and even states consecrated themselves to the Sacred Heart.33 Unfortunately

this generous desire did not inspire attempts to create social justice but the performance

of individual and corporate acts of penance, leaving the initiative for change in the

hands of God.

An example from the life of a junior nun, which the Mother General of the Bon

Pasteur presented for the admiration of her novices, illustrates the interpretation of

deliberate suffering which the idea of reparation created, as well as the "happy ending"

which was always attached to anecdotes such as this. It concerned:

The founding of the refuge of Avignon (1839) rvas beset with difficulties: meagre

support from the people, the apparent indifference of the bishop and to cap everything

the Rhône overflowed its banks in 1840, forcing the nuns to evacuate the convent This

was followed by a period of great poverty.

...during the awful time of the flood she showed herself to be mistess of every
adversity. After the disaster many of the sisters suffered very much, Several of
them grèw bitær and irritable. TIie moth ó make the slighæit
colrection St Domititla, séeing
this, [with a victim to the gooã
God that h rer.

p19 o!.our young sisters...sistgr Mary of st Domitilla who died at Avignon in
1841.._That poor chld_had received very little educa.ion, but her gentlenéss and
humility captivated all hearß...

One day she was missing all morning long.
everywhere, and found her in choir, kneeling
ecstasy...her face aglow.

The sisters searched for her
in what appeared to be an

The ecstatic experience was repeated several times and after this it was noticed that the

girl was wasting away. Soon she developed dropsy, a painful illness lasting four

months. She bore all her sufferings "with unalterable patience", while the other nuns

competed with one another to care for her. The doctor performed three operations,

33 In the p.esent century an Austrian sister of Notre Dame du Bon Pasteur d'Angers successfully
requested Pope Pius X to consecrate the whole world to the Sacred Heart.
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each of which was agony for the victim, but she actually looked forward to his visits

and "trembled with joy when he entered the room", such was her desi¡e for pain. The

nuns who wiûressed the progress of this illness were deeply impressed:

...the very sight of the little sister inspired devotion. The mother superior noted
each day the wonderful change in the sisters. Once again they were docile,
devoted and more perfect..'When she lMary of St Domitilla] received the last
sacraments she was carried away with transports of love...she spoke aloud to
God, begging Him to accept her sacrifice....She also offered reparation for all
sins committed against the vows...an hour later...she exclaimed "It is finished. I
die entirely consumed." After her last breath she remained so beautiful that for
three days the sisters did not dare to bury her [in case she was only in a
coma]..One thing I can assure you is that since her death the convent at
Avignon...is a model of religious regularity and abnegation.34

It is obvious that the sick nun was performing a Christlike role in her own eyes, for she

used one of his last words on the cross - "It is finished." - in her final moments of

consciousness. Ten years later the Avignon refuge began to prosper, a phenomenon

which the Mother General athibuted to the merits of Sister Mary Domitilla rather than to

any improvement in material circumstances or the efforts of the living. Had "the little

sister" taken her life by violence, in despair over some private griel she would have

been buried without ceremony in unconsecrated ground and presumed damned; as it

was, her death-wish brought her into a state recognised as saintly by her colleagues

because she had allied it to the image of the innocent victim, the holocaust which is

"entirely consumed."

It is possible to see from this example the kind of role-model which was

considered the ideal, but how was it possible for those concerned to avoid the

conclusion that a god who responded to such a sacrifice was pleased by nothing so
\

much as the torture of those who loved him? One of Thérèse Rondeau's biographers

writes with admiration of the way in which this ærrible god answered the prayers of his

servant with regard to some of her penitents:

Coraly, after several years at the Miséricorde, felt a keen desire to leave this
asylum, despite the wishes of her estimable family which was happy to know that

34 Th" Secret of rhe Sanctity,etc, p.156, quoting one of St Mary Euphrasia's unpublished Instructions to
her novices.
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she was safe there from all danger. After Mother Thérèse had uselessly tried all
the means_of persuasion that normally succeeded, she said: "Very well, my
daughter, God can do what I cannot. I shall beg him to stop you."

Shortly afterwards this girl was struck with a nervous illness which consisted in
made her reflect with such good
ittle by little the physical illness
nature of this penítent..,.Coraly
her little temblette, whom one

still sees today in the infirmary, and who loves to tell newcomen...of this stroke
of merciful justice. . She blesses the memory of her to whom she athibutes the
event whigh stopp_ed her, aqd wishes the same fate to any among her companions
who, unlikely to find salvation out in the world, still obstinateþdesire to ie-enter
it.35

The narrator of this anecdate, who was chaplain to the Miséricorde at the time,

had so thoroughly internalised his beliefs that he obviously saw nothing questionable in

the fate of the wretched Coraly. All refuges in this study had penitents who stayed on

into old age; their fidelity was taken as a sign of contentedness, but the story of

Coraly, whose case was not unique, shows that there might have been a good deal of

fear connected with the displeasure of a saintly mother superior. As mentioned, the

naffator of this anecdote was chaplain to the refuge, seemingly chaplain both to the

penitents and to the staff. His supervision would have been one of the ways in which

the local bishop kept an eye on what went on inside the refuge, and the same would

have been true of other, similar houses. If the chaplain also combined with his duties

that of ecclesiastical superior, he would have been theoretically able to control the

actions of the reverend mother. The evidence available shows that in the case of the

Bon Pasteur d'Angers, the ecclesiastical superior and the chaplain appointed by the

Ordinary were not always acceptable to the female hierarachy, and the same is true of

the Refuge Sainte Anne in the closing years of the century. 'Whatever differences of

opinion occurred, however, they do not appear to have had anything to do with

spiritual exercises or acts of penance, but with questions of money and power.

Âlthough the various nuns' chaplains must have had an intimate knowledge of the

spiritual climate inside the convent, it was not possible to find evidence that any of them

considered it unhealthy from the point of view of the doctrines taught to the girls in

35 Le Segretain du Patis, Vie de lq Mère Thérèse, etc.,p.520.
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care. Certainly Bishop Angebeau believed that he had proof of tyranny over her nuns

on the part of the Mother General of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, but the question fell

into the categories already mentioned, concerning the use of money or power. The

bishop never appears to have complained that the inmates of the convent were

encouraged to court sickness or death for the sake of their salvation.

+*+*+*+*+*+

Taking all the above into consideration, it is not hard to imagine the sense of

alienation endured by new peniænts as they tried to adaptto the other-worldly reality of

their environment. For some the conditions of life outside had been so hard, and

possibly their sexual experiences so humiliating, that the quietness, security and

absence of men within the refuge made it a beneficial environment to them. For others

a desire to escape damnation had been a serious motive for seeking admission, and they

were perhaps already convinced that, by offending against the"vertu délícat " of

chastity, they had done great and lasting damage to the health of their souls. To them

the severity of the rules of the house, interpreted through the doctrine of reparation,

must have appeared beneficial, for the difficulty of obeying them gave each girl a

chance to make satisfaction before the almighty Judge for the countless sins that she

had committed during life in the world.

Conventual life was traditionally likened to martyrdom, which was why any girl

from a respectable family who wanted to enter religion was carefully questioned about

her vocation before being accepted. The penitents were driven by necessity, committed

to the refuge by their parents or guardians, or in the case of the Bon Pasteur houses

placed inside by the state. They were not asked to go home and consider whether what

they were doing was God's will or nol If they found the life hard, other girls who had

been there for years tried to persuade them to go on with it, or they might have

interviews with their class mother or the chaplain, or, in cases of obstinacy, with the

mother superior herself. Whatever these counsellors may have said, it is certain that
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they would have pointed the girl towards one person in heaven who was not concerned

to weigh her merits. Mary was at the hea¡t of the house, waiting for all who would

come and lay their troubles at her feet.

It is difficult for those brought up within a protestant culture to understand the

deeply felt love, gratitude and confidence which a Catholic heart can feel towards the

mother of God. She who never performed a miracle or gave a single teaching while on

earth is much easier to identify with than the sfern and suffering figure of her son.

Judgment belongs to him, whom all have offended; love and mercy belong to Mary. It

may not be so biblically, but it was so in the realify of the refuge. To St Alphonso di

Liguori Mary was the embodiment of feminine úendemess and pity, the mother that all

would wish to have had. Beside the severe, life-denying teaching of the Church, the

image of Mary stands, smiling reassurance:

The quotation is from re-edition of a work of Henri-Marie Boudon, a seventeenth-

century preacher, a favourite author of Thérèse Rondeau. Liguori taught that Mary was

the necessary mediator between the soul and Christ, that "At the command of Mary all

obey, even God."

life and my sweetness.36

"This poor soul that is in sin
as me, who am her Mother."

mother for then certainly all
would be pardoned by God!37

The emphasis on the swift mercy of Mary counterbalanced the severity of the doctrines

36 Henti-Marie Boudon, Dieu Seul, ou Association pour l'lntérêt de Dieu.S¿ul, perisse Frères, paris
and Lyons, 1821, p.5.
r/ St A. di_Ligugri, The Glories of Mary, rans. by the Rt.Rev. Robert A. Coffin, London, Burns and
Oates, 1868, p.48.
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on the awfulness of sin.and so did the use of frequent communion, a practice well

under way by the middle of the century. A merciful and influential priest, who in his

youth had hoped to see catholicism reconquer France by love rather than fear,

considered it a sovereign remedy for the soul under stress. It was "the bread of angels

which allows the faithful soul to live a double life" in the world and in the inner

sanctuary. Taken faithfully it would sustain "the sweet power of the mysûeries of love"

over the rebellious heart.38

Images of Mary were everywhere in the refuge; in a niche in the conidor, over an

archway leading into a courtyard, in the dormitory set over the light that was always

burning there, and of course, in the chapel and the infirmary. The visions of Mary

given to Catherine Labouré in 1830 inspired medals celebrating the Virgin's influence

over the whole earth, and after the publication of the dogma of the Immaculate

Conception in 1854 even more emphasis was given to visible representations of her

power. A copy of a very popular image was ordered in 1866 by the Bonne Mère

Rondeau for her new chapel, where it may be seen today in the position of honour,

over the altar. The figure of the Virgin is more than life size, standing alone, with no

baby in its arms,on a starry globe which rests upon clouds.3e Under one bare foot the

serpent of evil is pinned down, a small, passive reptile, nothing like St George's

dragon. The crescent moon is behind the Virgin, literally behind, for this image is

sculptured or cast in several pieces. The whole group is placed within an alcove whose

clear background sets off the white-robed figure, partially draped with the raditional

blue mantle, casually worn. Mary is shown smiling, with arms held a little away from

the body as if she were poised to step off the globe and down into the chu¡ch. Despite

the symbols of her greatness, she looks human and approachable. In the enclosed

female world of the refuge, what was more suitabie than that the power of God should

38-mitppe Gerbet, Consiclérarions sur le Dogme Générateur de la Piété Catholique, paris, 1867,
p.67.
39 The image of the mother and child rnight have aroused memories of sexual love in some of the
penitents, therefore it was not chosen for the altar, or so I wæ told by a clerical source in Laval.
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be represented by a woman?4O To those who spent their lives there, women were the

inhabitants of the world, men the brief visitors, possessed of authority but scarcely

known. As if to confirm this, in the chapel atLaval the central figure of Mary is

flanked by two smallèr statues, one at each side, of Jesus and the Magdalen.

+t*+t*+*+*+*+

"The prospect of being kindly treated when ill and of dying a holy, happy death at

the Good Shepherd is a powerful attraction for our children, particularly those who are

delicate," said Mother Pelletier.al If daily life in the refuge was hard and lonely, dying

in the refuge was a time of togetherness, when the sick girl was sustained through the

agonies of a terminal illness without modern drugs by an entourage drawn from all

levels within the house. Apart from the nurse and the chaplain she might receive visits

from other sisters, the mother superior and girls from her own particular group, who

would be allowed to pray around her body when it was exposed before burial. These

people formed an audience and a support group for the dying girl. They expected to

find an example in her, encouraging her to offer all her pain to God, perhaps for the

benefit of an unconverted friend or relation. They admired her patience if she were able

to bear her trial uncomplainingly, and frequently gave her messages for the blessed

Virgin or Jesus. "A good death was seen as a sort of religious consecration which

completed the gift of oneself to God."42 and covered a multitude of sins. Here is a

description of the sort of thing that, when it or something like it really occurred,

tansformed a scene of doleful piety into a confirmation of faith:

[A postulant of L7 is dying,; her mother writes.] soon a heavenly smile played
over her-lips;...her face took on a liv_ely expression. Everyone présent fbièãhãr
with looks of amazement. Eléonore lified lõving eyes to hêaven, sighea.-triéd to

40 The chapel at the Abbotsford house of the Good Shepherd Sisters in Melbourne also has a copy of
ia Province of N.D. du Bon pasteur. (The ordei no
ouse is still there.)
e Good Shepherdfor the Direction of the Classes,
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rise, eagerly held out her arms then fell back on her couch. what had
happened_?,..w" did not dare to ask, but we knew that she repeated in tones of
ecstasy "I h-ave s^een him,my Jesus!. oh, how beautiful he was!" The nursing
sister thought at fint that she was delirious...[The girl's confessor arrived and the

for the dying. Then closing her eyes,
ez-vous O Vierge Marie...l and she

n of serenity, truly celestial. It seemed
, they did not dare to disturb her;...but

alter a long while they drew near to see if perhaps she was sleeping...a3

The happy girl had known a sheltered childhood; she had given back to God, said her

mother, a soul as pure as on the day she was baptised.

+ l*+ * +l* +l* + l*+

V/ithin its own value system the refuge gave ample opportunity for those with

spiritual awareness to devote themselves to the community and to heaven. What seems

unfortunate to modern eyes is that although the houses mostly took in adolescents and

children, many of whom were only guilty of being in need of moral protection, these

too were exposed to the same metaphysical messages as their seniors, and like them

were also cloistered The convent was truly a prison to the very young. It appears that

those in authority in the refuge had no appreciation of the vulnerability of childhood.

Although care was taken to ensure that the orphans and preservates worked, ate and

slept separate from the penitents proper, so as to preserve them from moral pollution,

there is no indication that these children were spared the pessimistic view of themselves

as part of doomed humanity, whose deceiving heart is desperately wicked. There is

also no evidence that the rules forbidding touching and caressing were ever relaxed in

favour of the youngest. How much guilt these child.ren must have aUsorU!¿ from their

elders, guilt confirmed by refectory lectures and Lenten sermons! Rather than

fortifying them against temptation, the spiritual teaching within the refuge may have

convinced the girls, old and young, that they were bound to fail morally in whatever

they attempted, thus lowering their will to resist sexual exploitation when or if they

43 Arnold, Le corps et l'amc,from the biography of Eléonore de Gaulmyn, p.2g0.
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returned to the world. For Augustinian and Thomist theology presume that in human

nature, mortally wounded by original sin, the will is almost powerless to struggle

against concupiscence; it can only hope for the help of divine grace. When considering

how the various disgraced or unfortunate subjects of the refuge saw themselves it

seems therefore fair to conclude that they did not need to be taught humility, for even

the most rebellious or cynical of the older women were probably subconsciously

convinced of their utter worthlessness. The marginalisation they had endured outside,

because of their illicit sexual experience, was not an unsuitable preparation for life

inside the refuge, and its exaltation of early death as the most worthy offerings a poor

sinner could make to God.
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Chapter VII - The penitents

One knows in general to whom you open your
doors....Among your boarders the eldest seek
refuge in the shadow of the cloisær or sometimes

of
apable
their

the cause of their fall. The youngest come åärtt
from a disadvantageous background and are
enffusted to you because their natures have shown
themselves to be, up till then, amenable to evil and
resistant to discipline. 1

Joseph Rumeau, bishop of Angers.

Although the marginalised and disgraced girls and women taken into their care

formed the very raíson d'être of the convent refuges, published accounts give a very

inadequate idea of who these subjects were or by r.ryþ¿¡ circumstances they were brought

to the cloister. So far, no nineteenth-century journals or autobiographies of former

penitents have come to light, and are unlikely to do so, as most girls of the poorest class

were barely literate for most of the century. Biographies of the foundresses, apart froln

that of Mme de Combé which says nothing on this subject, invariably present the

penitents superficially through a few pathetic anecdotes, usually ending in deathbed

scenes. These stereotypes give no idea of the actual character of individual girls. Again,

whereas the poverty of the various foundations is dwelt on, so as to present their

survival as directly linked to divine providence, the much greater poverty of the social

class from which the girls came is not mentioned- There is no suggestion that material

circumstances may have driven the penitents t:t seek shelter, nor that their sexual

disgrace might have come about against their wishes. Indeed the subject of their

previous lives is passed over so rapidly, even in the case of the girls who had been

placed in care as being only in moral danger, that it is very hard to find clear evidence

that any of the girls had engaged in prostitution at all. The usual form of words

describing the function of the refuge represents it as "welcoming young girls fallen into

1 Flom an open letter to the Mother General of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers published in Le lournal
de Maine et Loire,l December, 1899.
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disorder and dishonour" or "providing a shelter open to girls who, penetrated with regret

for their straying from the path, desire to withdraw from the world for a time."2

References in public archives to registered prostituæs having spent time in a refuge are

rare.3 Evidence of it is to be found in specialised works, such as Prostitution dans Ia

ville de Paris and the chapters appended to it in the 1857 edition, in which refuges in

Paris and various provincial cities including Laval and Bordeaux are described plainly as

places which took in repentant prostitutes in the full meaning of the word. We also

know from the brochure I'es Madeleines Repenties by Dumas the Younger that Thérèse

Chupin's house was opened for prostitutes; in fact the title says so clearly since the

name "madeleíne " is a poetic term signifying a converted whore. With regard to the

Bon Pasteur d'Angers there are two private letters in texts published this century, in

which tvomen who were to be taken in are referred to as coming from a brothel4 and as

filles.s According to Parent Duchâtelet, writing in 1837, and Dr Homo of Chateau

Gontier forty years later, the registered prostitutei whom they encountered knew about

the life inside a refuge and could quote rules and regulations, showing that they had

certainly made use of these places but had not been persuaded to stay, or to give up their

trade.

Apart from receiving such women, for whose benefit they had been founded, we

also know that the houses of N. D. de Charité du Bon Pasteur d'Angers accepted young

girls who had lived "in a state of moral vagabondage"6 and who had been judged guilty

of sexual misdemeanour under sections 66 and 67 of the Penal Code. All the refuges in

this study, despite constitutions which emphasized that subjects must come of their own

2 Le Segretain de Patis, Vie de ta Mère Thérèse, p.263.
3 For instance,only one mention of a girl having spent time in a refuge was found in the archives
of the Paris Préfecture. In the municipal archives of Laval too, only one reference was found, that
of a girl a¡rested for prostitution in 1857 said that she had lived "in iepentance" at Laval and had
left of her own volition because "she could not get used to it." A¡ch. Dépr de la Mayenne,
U.5445. Dr. Homo, in La Prostitution ò Ch. Gon., p.18, found that only five out otZgl women
between the years 1849 to 1862 had asked to be struck off the police list of registered prostitutes
because they had entered a convent refuge.
a L_etters of St Mary Euphrasia Pelletier, p.205,letter from S¡. Mary of St Dosithea, I September
1837.
S-I-etter from Bishop Flage! cited on p.36 of Chapter V
6 Quotation from an article by senator Paul strauss inLe sígnalof 8 April1905.
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free will, took in girls whose families had placed them there "in correction" for a certain

period because of behaviour which might lead them into public disgrace. Because of

this Jacques Termeau concluded that although a refuge might begin with a few repentant

prostitutes sharing their lives with the foundress, as the establishment grew (or became

less personal in its administration) very few subjects came in voluntarily straight off the

streets.T Female children in moral danger also formed part of the penitent population of

all refuges by the end of the century, athough St Marie Euphrasie's foundations were the

first to undertake their care in large numbers.

This summary allows the girls in the refuges to be seen a little more clearly.

There must always have been a percentage of sexuelly experienced women among them,

whose presence showed that they had failed to fincl continued support from men even by

trading sexual favours. Such women would have a:rived with severe emotional trauma,

whether they had been prostitutes or not; they would have been most vulnerable to

suggestions of their own guilt and lack of worth. The same would have been true of

children who had been brutalised, sexually abused or neglected within families under

stress. At a time when childbirth was much more dangerous than it is today, many men

were left as widowers with young children. A well-known doctor of Laval, Jean-

Baptiste Bucquet, made his own lists of births, deaths and marriages in the city from

l8l9 to 1843. His figures show that marriages be,tween widowers and young woment

were frequent, approximately one in ten of the tcral, whereas remarriage for a widow

was very rare.8 The Mayenne is not the whole of France, but Bucquet's findings at least

suggest that the average refuge would have contained a percentage of girls from families

where a young stepmother had done her best to get rid of a "difficult" older daughter of

the previous marriage, or at least to dispose of her'until her eighteenth birthday, the time

given in many anecdotes when a family would collect a girl put in against her wi11.9 The

TLes Prostituées et laVénalité Sentelle d.ans le Centre-Ouest de la France,p.35l.
8 A¡chives de la Mayenn e,l86J/26. The death ¡ate for widows wæ appreciãbly higher than that of
their male counterpaß.
9 Nurit men[ions ';a girl put in by her stepmother who desciibed her as a monster of evil
[méchanceté]. She lived a life of great humility and prayed to die at eighteen, which she did, three
days after her birthday." From Vie de la Mere Th., p.296.
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rejection experienced by such girls would have reinforced the sense of guilt created by

the spiritual teaching of the convent. In fact it was not a place in which those who still

had a little self-confidence or a little hope would have felt at home; rather, these signs of

life would have been rebuked. This leaves us with an image of the the core members of

the various classes, women who had decided to stây permanently in the house, as on the

whole, a group of serious timid females, prone to despair. Mother Pelletier often told

her novices of the young penitent "Always silent and in tears...[who] could not be

consoled for having offended God...'Oh Mother,' she said, 'I feel my grief will kiil me;

only death will end my solrow for having offencled my Saviour."' In fact the girl did

not live long and died "leaving her companions a most edifying memory."lO

Anecdotes that demonstrate the presence of a death-wish in one or other of the

penitents are found in publications regarding all the foundations covered in this study.

They are enthusiastically presented by the authors as evidence of sincere religious

conversion and perfect repentance, particularly as; the girls' prayers had been answered

by God, for they did fall sick and die just as they had hoped:

How many times have I not seen children demanding insistently from God that
they may die before their majority if, as soon as they are released, they are bound
to lose their souls? This prayer has been granted to many, although nothing
showed outwardly that they were so near death.ll

One has seen them fighting valiantly agáinst the attactions of pleasure and
independence, against the mirages of imagination, against dangerous
memories....they multiply novenas to obtain a holy death, and pass to God with
peace in their hearts.12

Anxieties such as these would have been particularly painful to a sincerely converted girl

who found the convent discipline almost too much for her, especially if she were

homesick as well. Marc Nurit records the case of a girl who was taken against her will

I0 Conferences and Instructions, Ch. LIX, p.367t8.
11 F. Fruchaud, article in La Semaine Religieuse d'Angers of July 1899. Fruchaud was a chaplain
at the Bon Pasteur d'Angers.
12 J.g. Terrien, 5J., Notice sur la Congrégation dc Notre Dame de Ia Miséricorde, (of Laval)
Paris, M.R. Iæroy, undated brochure, either late l9th or euly 20th century, p.27. Farher Terrien
had some privileged posilion with regard to the refuge, possibly that of confessor extraordinary. I
could not obtain any deøils of him from either the Miséricorde de Laval or the archives of the
évêché, despite the kind efforts of the bishop's archivist, Père Rimbaulr
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"from an unworthy home" at the age of 15 and pr:t into the Miséricorde de Laval. She

took the separation from her family very hard but settled in at last. "When her three

years were up" her parents came to collect her but she refused:

She ran back to her class, laughing and crying at the same time, and the other girls
joined in her emotion. She had resolved to live and die like St I-ouis de Gonzague
la teenage saintl. She did die, her health being weakened by the death of the
Bonne Mere, to whom she had given all her'love."l3

When dying she remembered what it had cost her to say "no" to her natural mother. The

registers of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux show that even after leaving some penitents

returned later and asked to be readmitted, in order to ensure their salvation. In most

cases these women are found to have remained in rihe refuge until death.

This fear of the outside world cannot be attributed solely to convent residence,

but also indicated how difficult life outside had been for some. Julie Daubiê, in La

Femme Pauvre frequently alludes to the suicide of young working women who were

faced with destitution, or had been abandoned by their seducers.l4 Within the refuge,

in some cases, the suicidal drive was allowed to express itself formally by the making of

novenas to obtain an early death. The justification for the permission was that given by

Fruchaud: the girl feared that in time she would deny her conversion and return to her

old habits, with inevitable damnation to follow. This anxiety would have been

particularly painful to a converted girl who found the convent discipline almost too

much for her.

As well as a certain number of girls who iirternalised the values of the refuge to

the point of morbidity, their counterparts also existed, whose conviction of guilt took

the form of hatred and denial of the teaching they received. Every foundress'

biographer mentions that evil rumours were spreed by such as these regarding the poor

conditions inside the refuge, which they had ldft because they could not stand the

13 Nurit, Vie de Ia Mere Th., p.310.
l4Julie V. Daubié, La Femme Pauyre, Guillemin et Cie, Paris, 1866.
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discipline. In a letter asking for alms addressed to the Duchesse d'Angouleme in 1821,

Thérese Rondeau said:

of all the girls who enter the house some only stay for completely human
reasons...and sometimes wish to leave before conversion. Such girls are so much
the more to be feared as, wishing to justify tireir conduct, they invent enverything
that the rage of hell can suggest, mostly against their directress, causing much
pain, calumny and trouble.ls

This was one reason for giving the penitents house names after entry: it prevented those

who left from advertising the family names of those still inside.

Every convent refuge also contained a largi: number of older, stable subjects who

had been convinced for years that the world outside was well lost. The love they were

encouraged to feel for the others and their active co-operation with the nuns was the

strength of the house, for

in order to obtain a really good result it is necessary that each class contain a
strong contingent of respected penitents, solidly virtuous, who will assimilate the
newcomer and work her into their own image.

Certainly a number of women and girls discovered within themselves a vocation for the

religious life. The writer quoted above wished to assure the public that "It is not rare to

find among these humble penitents the merits an'C the virtues of a good nun." It was

probably through the care they received from such committed women from their own

social class, that the newcomers were able to see the refuge community as their own

family, particularly in the case of the smaller foundations. For many of them it was the

only family they were likely to have and could provide a powerful motive for staying.

The nuns also had a psychological advantage rcady-made by the custom of

referring to the penitents as children, whereas those who were in charge of them,

however young, were called mothers or mistresses. The infantilisation of the disgraced

girls and women was strengthened by a deliberate ignorance of all that they may have

done or suffered in their former lives. Where the Congregation of the Bon Pasteur

15 F om the transcript of part of a Mémoire to the Duchesse d'Angouleme, archives of the
Miséricorde de Laval.
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d'Angers is concernead, the practice of subjecting offenders to childish punishments

reduced the penitents to the level of boarding school girls. It was extremely effective,

for who could complain of it? Yet who could resist it, except by leaving, and

permission to leave was not lightly given in any of the establishments in this study,

except perhaps that run by Chupin. The following is the evidence given at Mother

Peiletier's canonisation process by a Consacr,le, a peniænt who had eamed membership

of a special guild within the generalate from which auxiliary supervisors were drawn.

Speaking of the foundress she said:

When Mother used to come to talk to us we were all transformed, as it were. And
moreover thjs was not a passing impression. It bore lasting fruit. Many of us
owed our perseverance to such visits. Our Mother used to speak to us with
exquisite delicacy...always trying to raise us up...always repreating the assurance
that we were dear to her...Our Mother had also a most remarkable knowledge of
souls. How often did not one or other of the penitents beseech her to allow her to
return to the world, renewing the request agun and again, and our Mother would
not consent. She would wam them kindly but firmly that their salvation depended
upon their staying, that outside they would lose their souls eternally. Mother was
always right, as those who were faithful to her warning learned. Some died
happily in the fold; others are still here, consecrating the days of their life to the
Lord.16

This passage shows how difficult it might be for ã woman to leave, despite the fact that

she was legally free to do so. Theoretically she might write to relatives asking for help -

if she had any, and if the mother superior allowed her letter to be posted. She might,

agun in theory, address a complaint to the prefect or his agent, when the three-monthly

inspection of the refuge was made in accordancd with the decree of December 1810.

However, evidence produced in the following chapter shows that the inspections were

often not made. The penitent would then have no recourse but to make such a nuisance

of herself that she was finally dismissed, with a bad name. In the case of the

Miséricorde of :Bordeaux, however, Guitraud cla{med that Lamourous never kept a girl

against her will beyond eight days,lTand one may assume that Rondeau followed her in

this, yet a week of intense psychological pressure could be hard to bear in the case of

llfne Secret of the Sanctity of St Mary Euphrasia, p.24'i¡.
I / Guitraud, Mlle de Lamourous, p.160.
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one whose self-esteem was already low. We must assume that refuges always

contained some penitents who had not been able to resist persuasion. A girl made to

stay against her will might generate for years an atmosphere of frustration, irritation or

despair.

+ * +t* +r* + *-t-t* +

The question of who the girls were and how they came to be in need of the

refuge cannot be answered satisfactorily until at least one of the two major orders which

did this work in France consents to open its arr:hives to the social historian. In the

present case it is possible to obtain a partial answer to the first question by an analysis of

the data found in the registers of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux for the first 4l years of the

last century. An attempt to suggest possible case histories follows this analysis, using a

document found in the Bibliothèque Marguérite Durand. Three modern testimonies,

two from former inmates of a refuge and one from a religious sister are placed in an

Appendix at the end of the book. Coming from the present century as they do, they are

not offered as evidence of how penitents or religious felt in the previous one, but are

there merely to show how the emotional climate of one refuge might differ from

another, although the theology behind the enterprise was the same.

The registers of the Miséricorde de Bordeaux

The registers, in two volumes, cover the periods January 1800 to December 1824

and January 1825 to August 1841. A fine royalist motto, "Vive Louís XVIil! " begins

Register I, despite the fact that Napoleon ruled France at the time. This book was kept

by Mlle de Lamourous alone until her arthritis bei'a-e so bad that she had to entrust the

keeping of records to her niece and sucessor, Laure de Labordère. Lamourous made

brief entries in small hurried script. Under the heading "sortie ", she not only noted the

date on which a living penitent had left the community, but that on which a girl had

died. As the sufferer's last moments were so important to her hope of salvation, the
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note also included a brief description of these, such as "Died like a perfect Christian",

the highest praise, or "as an excellent Christian", "as a good Christian", "with good

sentiments" or, less admirable, "fortified by the sacraments" (munie des sacraments).

In a very few cases she merely wrote the word "Dead".

The second register is drawn up by another, more elegant hand. Although the

foundress did not die until September 1836, her writing does not appear in it. The

column headings are as above, plus six more. One of these is for the women's

"protectors". Four record the concrete marks of the girls' spiritual progress, namely the

date of their baptism, confirmation, renewal of first communion, and whether or not

they had entered the "Association of the Scapulary", presumably a group of the more

pious among the peniænts. There is a separate column for "The dates of their death and

their dispositions atthat hour." The column for parents'names is interesting because it

includes the date of their decease, unlike Register I. This enables the social and

economic circumstances of their daughters to be seen more clearly, for it appears that

out of the total entry of 938 girls and women recorded in Register II, only 37.4Vo had

both parents living at the time of admission. Of the rest, roughly another third had one

parent still alive, with the mother most likely to be that one.18 One hundred and fifty-

one girls, or I6Vo, had lost both parents and ailother 74had been brought up in a

paupers' hospital or a hospice for foundlings, with.no knowledge of either parent. Very

few girls are noted as being illegitimate, but a foundling (enfant touvé ) was considered

to be a rung lower morally than an orphan because illegitimacy was assumed. However

although Register I contains no details of parents' deaths, the circumstances of the

times, a period in which France was first drained of money and manpower and thert

defeated and invaded by four allied armies, makes it likely that most of the penitents

taken in between 1800 and 1824 were also from homes broken by death or desertion.

18 Pa¡ents who had been missing from birttr were t¡eated æ deceased for the purpose of this
summary
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Register II has almost twice as many entries as Register I, although the timespan

covered is shorter. This must represent an ability to lodge more girls, brought about by

substantial gifts of money or an increased ability to earn income.

The existence in Register II of the column for "protectors" shows that by 1825

many subjects had someone to sponsor them, w;ho also supplied them with bedding. A

few entries bear the note "returned to her protector", suggsting that in some cases the

existence of this sponsor spared the girl from being put out onto the street. These

people were also notified in the case of an independent exit or a death. Not every girl

had a sponsor; of those who did most were sent to the Miséricorde by the sisters,

mother superior or chaplain of a charitable institution. Several girls were given places

after a request from the Mayor of Bordeaux or his deputies. The clergy of various

parishes also sent in girls, and some were sponsored by a vicar or vicar general, one

even by the Archbishop of Bordeaux himself. There were very few sponsors from

private life and of these almost all were female, usually given the simple title "Madame".

Only two sponsors came from the nobility, and these were also female. Some were

designated by a brief note describing their station, i.e. "the mother of one of our girls",

or, "a shopkeeper".

Most of the girls' parents originated from the country around Bordeaux but

others had come from quite distant regions of France, such as Lille or Nice. Very few

came from Paris. Parents of Spanish origin were frequently recorded. One unusual

case was that of a little black girl, the daughter of two African slaves belonging to a

certain Mme X. This girl was given to the Miséricorde in early childhood and then,

when she was twelve, and presumably capable of exploitation, her wretched owner took

her back again, "although the child was very sorry to leave".

The occupation of each entrant's father V¡as noted in almost every case; the

mother's less frequently. The predominating class was that of skilled labourers and

small tradesmen, such as cooper, turner, sawyer, caÍtet, ploughman, tiler and smith.

The occupations of weaver, cobbler and small farmer (laboureus) are also often

mentioned; there were also a few domestic servants, some pedlars, one or two actors
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and a language teacher. In two cases the father's occupation was noted as "slave

trader". "Vintner" appears frequently and so does "innkeeper". Some came from the

higher walks of life: an architect, a landed proprietor, an inspector of police

(commíssaire). In these cases it is common to find the word "deceased" after the

father's name. The mothers'occupations, where mentioned, were usually those of

seamstress or farm worker.

The general picfure is that of people in a small way of life, or of mothers and

daughters who might once have belonged to the hourgeoisie, but who had been forced

lower down the social scale through the death of the head of the family. Presumably

they had already become isolaæd from relatives who might have helped them.

+l* +*+* + *-þ t* +

In order to have some control over this material, the data on which the following

information is based has been divided into age groups of five years, representing early

childhood (5-9 yrs); late childhood (10-14 yrs) in which the menarche would most

probably occur; adolescence (15-19 yrs), when most girls would reach their highest

point of sexual attractiveness; early adult womanhood (20-24 yrs), when beauty and

experience of the world may be used to greatest advantage; maturity (25-29 yrs), a time

to consolidate whatever one has gained, or to admit that youth has been wasted. The

last group, those of thirty years and over, represent women in early middle age, a

condition which would be very apparent in those'¡iho had lived in poor conditions since

childhood, without medical or dental care, especially if they had borne children.

The data was used to ask the questions: how long did the penitents stay? How

did they leave? Were jobs found for them and if so, after how long? Were deaths

frequent? Was there a predictable ebb and flow of the penitent population?

Although Register II 0825 to 1841) contains almost twice as many entries as

Register I, both volumes show that the age group 15-19 yielded the highest number of

entries, followed in descending order of importance by those of 20-24,10-14 and 30
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plus. Only 38 children between 5 and ten years old were accepted over the whole

period (1800-184Ð in which the total entry was 1,451 females. Sixty-four of these were

omittead from analysis because the notes referring to them were too fragmentary to

allow categorisation.

The house names allotted to newcomers were entered in a list at the back of each

book, presumably so as to avoid repetition. Some of them are very pretty, a few seem

absurd; the majority were simply women's names,with no religious connotation.

The children - 5-9 years old - 38 subjects

Only two subjects in this age group came into the house before 1818. Of the total

over the whole period none was dismissed, one was placed (found employment), eleven

were returned to relatives, eight left independenÍþ, that is to say that their exits were

simply noted by the word sorrie, and eighteen died while in residence. Of the latter,

eight did so after spending over 20 years in the house.

The girls - 10-14 years old - 217 subjects

In this group there was one dismissal duri.ng the whole 4I-year period and only

ten placements, of which five were made after the subjects had been in residence ten

years or more. Very few girls left independently, only 35 over the whole period.

Approximately one in four in this age group were taken back by relatives, all within the

first five years of residence. This suggests that families allowed their "wayward girls"

to stay in the Miséricorde's disciplined envi¡onmdnt long enough to learn a useful skill

and to be prepared for First Communion or renewal of First Communion vows, after

which they were allowed a second chance at leading a normal family life. Although the

legal age of majority was 21 year, almost all of those returning to family in this age

group did so while they were still minors.

The death rate was high: roughly one in l.hre of them died while in residence,

usually in less than five years. Of those who survived longer than this, many remained

in the house for the next ten or twenty years, and some for very much longer. One girl
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of twelve who was accepted in October, 1820, died after 69 years as a penitent.

Understandably, the younger the subject the more likely she was to be able to adapt to

the conditions inside the Miséricorde, and it may be that the religious sisters and the

surveíllanres responded more kindly to the very young than they did to older girls,

experienced in "disorder".

The adolescents - 15 - 19 yrs - 476 subjects

Entries in this group account for one thirrt of the total taken in over the whole

period. Employment was found for only 36 of them, often after a period of residence of

several years. This may indicate caution on the part of the mother superior, who would

not wish her house to be represented by any except girls of proven reliability. Even so,

36 out of 476 is less than one in twelve; in fact the records show that to be placed at all

was regarded as a favour. A typical entry states: "N...By her good conduct in the

house she merited being placed by the Bonne Mère." Register II, with a much higher

intake of adolescent girls on record, shows only 17 placements, which suggests that the

nuns had found that girls placed previously had not done well. A similar development

shows up in the tables for returns to family.19 F-egister II has only three more entries

under this heading than Register I. This may inCicatethatmore pressure to stay was

brought to bear on the girls in this age group after 1825, or that families were less

willing to accept them back.Perhaps the public had observed that many of the

adolescents sent out into the world in previous years had fallen into prostitution? The

port city certainly contained a market for it. The girls who left the refuge could not

avoid the stigma of having been part of a disgraced community, a fact which would

have made people slow to employ them and quick to notice any faults in their behaviour.

With regard to independent exits, that is to_ say girls who apparently left with no

family or job to go to, there were 135 of these over the whole period from this age

group, almost all of them made less than 5 years after entry. Quite a few sorties are

19 I refer to my own tables whenever this word is used.
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undated, which may mean that the relevant subject's stay was so brief that it was not

considered worth noting in detail. Register II shows that relatively more 15-19 year- olds

left the Miséricorde between 1825 andl84l than in the previous 24years, which suggests

that discipline had become more severe in the later period, and there was certainly a

greater degree of overcrowding to exacerbate poor living conditions.2O Outside

conditions were not more favourable, for from the 1820's into the 1850's the country

was subject to severe economic crises.2l

The mortality rate for this group was one ;.n four, of whom most died between

two and five years after entry. A higher percentage died in the early years of the

century, possibly because the distress of the whole Bordeaux region affected the general

health of the poor, or possibly because of the inability of the house to provide sufficient

food for its inmates before it became fully self-supporting.

Young women - 20-25 years - 400 subjects

The intake of women in this age group more than doubled in the period covered

by Register II, and yet they were the most likely to leave of their own volition. The

figure for independent exits is 141, or 35Vo of thå total intake for both registers, with

slightly more falling in the period of the second register than in that of the f,rst. The

bulk of the exits occurred during the f,rnt year of residence.

A quarter of the whole entry died in the refuge, most of theln after two to five

years. Only 33 young women were returned to the care of their relatives over the whole

40-yeu period.

Forty subjects from this group were found outside employment. The period of

probation was long: both registers show that few young women of less than five years'

residence in the house were helped into a place.

20_From 1824 ¡hepopulation grew by rouglrly one hund¡ed penitents every five yean, yet the

I9foge was in the urban centre and could only extend upwards, not outwa¡ds
21 Roger Price, Poor Relief and Social Crisis in Mid-Nineæenth-Century France, European Studies
Revíew, Vol.l3, Oct.l983, p.423.
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Deaths were relatively few; Register I shows only 27 deaths, most of which

occurred in the first five years, while Register II re¿ords 4l deaths.

Only about one in four over the whole period not only survived the health

hazards but who chose to stay longer than two years. This, considered in addition to

the high number of independent exits, may be related to the fact that these women were

young enough to find support in exchange for sex and experienced enough to know

where to look for it.

Mature women - 25-29 years - 170 subjects

Register II shows a doubling of intake over that recorded in Register I. In both

registers there is a high percentage of independent exits among the mature women,over

half the total number. However they usually stayed over a year before returning to the

world, and in many cases five years. Probably the heardhsips of life outside for a

destitute wo;man on her own and approaching thirty, made staying within the refuge

appear advantageous.

The death rate was just under one in five for the whole enbry, again with most

deaths taking place within the first five years of residence. Register I shows a higher

death rate for this age group than Register II.

Only 17 out of the whole entry were placed in employment. Figures for returns

to family are very small.

Older women - 30+ years - 79 subjects

Out of the small number of girls and women who were actually sent away, and.

apart from the tiny percentage who were made to leave because of mental illness or

epilepsy, this age group has relatively the highest rate of dismissars.

Thirty-seven left independently, mostly before the first year was up. The fact

that so many could not bear the discipline of the house even for ayear suggests that in

some ways the life in the convent was harder for them tha for their juniors, for they had

a stronger motive to saty than the younger women. Less likely to find employment in a
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brothel or a cabaret, they needed the refuge for survival's sake, as well as to make thei¡

peace with God in what for many was the last decade of life. Twenty-six of the ennry

died while in residence, most of them alter at least five years spent in the house.

The large amount of independent exits in this as well as the last two age groups

may indicate that an addiction to alcohol had had time to develop, a condition which

would have forced the women to leave in order to satisfy it. Again, as Parent-

Duchâtelet suggested in De La Prostitution, in his chapter on the "repentance" of

prostitutes, some women appeared to have developed a need for sexual stimulation

which made celibacy painful to them.2z Indeed the emotional and physical needs of all

the more experienced penitents must have cost them a great effort to repress; it is not

surprising that many lefq but rather that so many stayed.

+r*+*+*+ ¡*+*+

The small number of placements made over the forty-year period is su¡prising,

even considering that the nuns preferred the girls not to return to the world. Perhaps

there was not much demand for their services. After two or more years of sheltered life

in the convent, where their whole day was organised for them and repeatedly broken up

by meals, prayer or recreation at regular intervals, outside in the world even the most

willing girl must have found it hard to work virtually alone all day, with no regular

hours of rest. Afær saying in the previous chapter that the life in a refuge was bound to

be depressing, because of its particular spiritual emphasis, it is necessary to say also that

its timetable was positively a hindrance to girls wishing to rejoin normal society,

particularly if the only job they ccould get was that of the lonely and exploited

domestique.2S

22 Puent De la Prostitution, last chapter of Vol. 2.
23 See "La bonne", by Anne-Martine Èugier n Misérable et glorieuse: lafemme duX[Xe siecle,
ed. J.P. Aron, Paris, 1980.
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The word "prostitute" is not to be found in the Bordeaux registers; Lamourous

drew a veil over her penitents' past. Therefore one might ask at this point, "'Were these

girls really prostitutes? What sort of sexual disgrace opened the doors of a refuge to

them?" Unfortunately the registers give no help in determining what circumstances

those girls and women of between 10 and 30 years came from before they applied for

admission. The sisters did f,rnd out however that in three cases a girl or woman "did not

deserve to be sent to us because she was good before entering". Is this an oblique way

of indicating that the person in question was still a virgin and that they therefore knew

that all the other penitents, however young, were not?

Some of them must have come from priscn, as their sponsors are described as

"the prison sisters", the name given to the Marie-Joseph order during its earþ years in

Bordeaux. In other cases the enfiry to the refuge was followed by a short interval "at the

Maternity", evidence of seduction at least.. In the case of girls from families where only

the father was alive, the loss of the mother may have left the daughter unsupervised or

alone at home for twelve to fourteen hours aday. An incident recorded in the municipal

archives of Laval (unfortunately the only one of its kind) shows how one death might

make the difference between respectability and disgrace for a working class family.

Mélanie Fleury

A letter of 4 October 1898 from the Mayor of Ombrières to the Prefect of Laval

described the position of Eugène Fleury, a weaver of his canton, who had four or five

children of whom one, Mélanie, aged 15, caused him a great deal of worry. Fleury was

a widower in poor health, with no relatives in the district. He found it impossible to

prevent his daughter from wandering round the countryside; sometimes she was away

for three or four days. Fearing to see her become "coupable " (guilty), he wanted his

daughter shut up. His poverly did not permit him to pay for her board, but he had made

enquiries and heard thatatl-aval there existed a house which accepted girts like Mélanie

for nothing.
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The mayor asked the Prefect ûo help Fleury but the Prefect replied that he could not

compel the Miséricorde to accept the girl; that nonetheless the Mother Superior was

willing to take her without payment but that she could not say when, "for she has a great

number of demand, toþni.f, she has not yet been able to give satisfaction."24 A similar
I

case is recorded by Termeau, wherein the girls's mother told the magistrate "As I do not

wish to be disbonoured by seeing her a:rested (for prostitution) one day or another, I
have come to ask you to have her shut up so as to reform her."ã

+l*+*+* +*+tF+

Although she may not have been registered with the police, how did a girl like

Mélanie Fleury live for the periods of three or or four days that she was absent from

home? If her father could not find her a place in a house like the Miséricorde, what

would become of her? By 1830 French law required that in the case of minors taken in

the practice of prostitution, the girl's father had to be notified; if news of this leaked out

the family would become the object of public scorn, a circumstance which would

prejudice the chances of the other children when looking for work. It is likely that

Eugène Fleury feared that Mélanie's behaviour would eventually lead to this. This

indicates that even when a girl was put inside a refuge at her family's request, as being

in need of supervision, she might have had experiences similar to those of the older girls

who came in independently. With many, even as young as fifteen, the Bordeaux

registers show that a month or two inside the house was all that they could stand, even if
before entry they had had no sponsors, no parents and no money. Yet they chose to

leave, friendless as they were, even in winter. How could homeless girls and young

women obtain food, drink and shelter for the night in a large port city in nineteenth-

century France, or in any other counûy for that maiter? The answer is obvious.

24 Atch. de la Dépt de la Mayenne, Wg2,Dossier no. 3, "Demande d.'admission ô la Misericorde
de Laval, 1898."
25 J. Ter-eau,Les Prostituées, etc. p.352,
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In 1813 minutes of the council of the city of Bordeaux show that the pollice had

recorded 2,600 newly registered prostitutes, a sign of the size of public demand and of

the poverty of the region at that time. "Considering...not only that humanity requires

that the unhappy victims of licentiousness be relieved, but that they also be sequestered

from society until perfectþ well", the council offered Lamourous 24,000frs a year for

the establishment of a section for prostitutes sick with venereal disease, to be built inside

the Miséricorde. The city spent one quarter of its revenues at that time on charitable

establishments, and was about to rebuild the old paupers'hospital, but without replacing

the section formerly allotted to public women, rvhich had tereated 100 of them per

annum.26 The council expected that Lamourous would be able to "exact" work from the

sixk women which would supplement the annual grant, but she was not satisfied with

this arrangement, and it came to nothing .27 There is no record of any further action

having been taken by the municipality to provide care for prostitutes with venereal

disease, probably in part because the authorities were aware that some prostitute women

used the Miséricorde for convalescence. A few lines in the 1857 edition of. Prostitution

dans laVille de Paris, in the appendices dealing with the situation in some provincial

cities, illustrate this. The writer was a Dr. J. Venot, Surgeon-in-Chief of the Hospice St

Jean, which had a dispensary for the teatment of syphilis among prostitutes as well as a

section for the cure of the disease among the civil population.

For twenty years (the doctor wrote) I have insisted...that a House of
Convalescence be established...I have always received the reply that the
Miséricorde effectively supplied the place of this innovation. Now, what is the
Miséricorde? A holy and pious retreat where hygiene is sacrificed...to the practice
of religion and to the most laborious manual work. The Miséricorde! It is a sort
of prison-convent from which girls return to us, often seriously affected by a
reculrence of the disease, afær having been'totally neglected...and worn down by
bad food and overwork. Certainly $e moral efforts made in this establishment by
the worthy nuns who run it merit the highest praise, but the care needed to
preserve health - cleanliness and convalescence - are totally unknown to them.

26 Arch. Nat.Ffsl42O.
27 She considered that the v/omen should keep any money they earned for they would have needs
such as wine and tobacco which the Miséricorde could not supply. Verrier's Positio p.2ll.
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They impute to sin the least ablution...the bath is a worldly superfluity of which
the name is never pronounced in the convent.2S

Venot's testimony, biased as it may be, shows that the house contained - at least since

1837 (the beginning of his "twenty years") - a number of women who came in weakened

from syphilis. This corresponds with what Parent Duchâtelet found with regard to the

Bon Pasteur of the rue de I'Enfer, that it was frorn young, sick prostitutes that the Paris

refuge was able to recruit its greatest numbers. Venot also mentions the poor food and

hard work which the penitents were given. He does not appreciate the religious reasons

which made this regime appropriatae in the nuns' eyes, and one wonders ifmany of the

penitents did either. However charitable the religious sisters' intentions were, the

physical conditions of life in the Miséricorde must have made accepting its discipline all

the ha¡der to girls who still possessed some physical vigour and hope.

It seems that in Bordeaux the authorities knew that some women used the

Miséricorde as a half-way house between the dispensary and the cabaret. How harmful

this reputation must have been for those who left the refuge and sincerely tried to start

afresh, or for girls put in by sponsors because they needed moral protection! It is

possible that the unworldly sisters did not know that their work was seen in this cynical

light. In a sense one could say that a stay in the Miséricorde, or any other refuge, must

have been almost as great a mark of shame as that of official registration as a prostitute,

and that therefore the families which made use of those establishments may have hoped

that once inside the "difficult" girl would becone converted and never re-emerge to

embarras them.

The final exit

It seems obvious from the entry headings that the event of a penitent's death

within the house had become formalised by the time that Register II was begun.

28 Dr. J. Venot, writing in the Précis Statistique, Hygiénique et Adminisratif de I'Etat de la
Prostitution dans les pricipales villes de ltsurope on p.409 of Prostitutíon dans laVille de Paris,
ed. of 1857. Unfortunately the municipal archives of Bordeaux do no contain any information on
Dr. Venot.
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Previously included under the "exit" column, it was later given a space of its own with

room for a description of the girl's moral tendencies "in that last hour", which would

help her spiritual mothers to foresee her fate in eternity. In Register II Laure de

Labordère's careful hand replaced the simple phrases of Register I with what eventually

became the standard formula: "She died in a very edifying manner, after having

received all the sacraments of Holy Church."

Before the last sacraments could be administered the recipient must have been in

receipt of the first two, baptism and confirmation; that is why attention was given in

Register tr to the dates on which they had been aciministered to the entrant. The lack of

them was always made up within the house. 'When illness appeared to be terminal, the

dying girl, even if a child, was helped to make a general confession for which she

received absolution. Being then in a state of grace she was able to receive the Hoty

Eucharist and afterwards, if time seemed short, extreme unction. Thus provided she

was sure to be received by God, even if her soul because of the weight of past sins were

detained in purgatory for a time.

In some cases death was so sudden that only a general absolution could be given.

It was here that the "f,rnal dispositions" were so important.

Míc.hael;..a1ed 25...died 16th August 1831...Almost instantly. She had only time,
during the Srief space of her illnðss, to make a general conÎession. She received
absolution. We hope that her good dispositíons and her desire have substituted
for the Holy Eucharist, which she was not able to receive. But she had made her
jubilee one month earlier [fulfilled conditions which brought a plenary indulgence]
and her good conduct makes us hope that her death was not unprepared for.

Sometimes the death formula was shortened to: "Died in a very edifying manner". In

other cases it was extended to include an account of the final illness. Very often it ran:

"She died...after having edifred her companions by her patience during her long illness"

or "cruel suffering". "Edifying" appears to have been the key word, for it implied an

exemplary response to the final experience.

In a few exceptional cases the rigidity of the description gave way to an

expression of feeling:
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Further evidence of the weight attached to necrology is the fact that in both

registers the death entries were the most detailed and carefully filled in of all. Details

conceming parents are sometimes neglected or break off in the middle; a sortie or a

placée might be left undated, and the type of ernployment found for the girl is never

worth a mention, but it is very rare to find a death carelessly filled in. Only two other

kinds of exit drew a detailed description. One was the exit and following re-entry of a

girl "who did not deserve to be in this house" and who left at first to care for her sick

mother and then afterwards to enter a convent of the Ursulines. She returned to the

Miséricorde "because she had no vocation". This girl was one of the two who had had a

noble patron and who had been placed in the refuge in childhood "only until a situation

is found for her". It appears that no situation had been found, and so the girl, not

allowed by the constitution to become a full sister of the Miséricorde, had tried to fit into

the life of another order which did not exist so much on the fringes of society, but

unsuccessfully.

The other form of sortíe which drew more than the usual one word plus date was

the rare case of "exit to many". Only three girls had this happiness, of whom one, aged

between 20 and 25, was sponsored by her own fiancé, who left her with the nuns for a

couple of months before the wedding, perhaps as a form of moral disinfectant. One of

the other brides was sponsored by her brother and the third by a godmother. All three

girls earned very favourable comments on their behaviour; they had made friends with

everyone and each "merited to be regretted by her companions."

An analysis of the whole 40-year period covered by the Bordeaux registers shows

that the refuge could hope to retain and stabilise rcughly one in three of all its penitents.

The figure is lower only in the case of the 20 to 25 year-olds, where youth coupled with
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experience gave a better chance of surviving outside the house. The much higher figure

of a 6lVo retention rate for the 25 to 30 year-olds may show how those few extra years

spent in marginal living chastened some women, leaving them far less confident of their

future. It is also likely that the success rate from the point of view of the refuge may

well have been higher than it looks, because many of those who died there within the

first five years of residence might have been willing to stay much longer if they had

survived.

It is inæresting that what might be called the increased emphasis on religion shown

in Register II took place over a period where fewer women were found places or

returned to their relatives. It suggests that those in charge were becoming more

suspicious of the power of the world outside over the penitents. This is borne out by a

letter from the ecclesiastical superior, Father .[-G. Chaminade, written to Thérèse

Rondeau in March, 1841, in which he warns her against optimism with regard to the

spiritual health of her girls:

ubtless they go to
astray on this point
the least converted.

force of going to confession, receiving i
their eyes are opened...29

The lasting influence of teaching such as this may be seen in several entries concerning a

girl or woman who had maile an independent exit and then some years latÊÍ " returned

to us...in order to be sure of her salvation."

The Prostitution Dossier

The details found in the Bordeaux registers tell nothing of the lives of those who

dared to leave its shelter for good. However there is a document kept in the

-'1. ttg* llPed coPl of a letter from Chaminade tc Rondeau, 17 March, 1841, archives of the
Miséricorde de Laval.
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Bibliothèque Marguérite Durand in Paris which throws some light on the dim picture of

the penitents which has been obtained so far. It consists of the carbon copy of a typed

list of 81 brief interviews conducted from 1906 to 1909 between an anonymous female,

who may have been on the staff of a hospital, and various women of whom two were

dying and the rest suffering from some kind of injury or sickness. All were prostitutes,

mostly clandestine as far as it is possible to judge. The staff of the Marguérite Durand

Library could not give any help regarding the provenance of the document, which forms

part of a dossier labelled Prostitution 1909-1906. It is possible that the reports were

made by a colleague of Ghénia Avril de Sainte Croix who opened a shelter for prostitute

women in 1900, and that a copy was sent to Marguérite Durand, a prominent feminist,

for her information. Whatever the background, the reports are a unique source of

personal detail regarding women who could have been accepted as penitents in a

nineteenth century refuge, if they had applied. They confrrm the indication found in the

Bordeaux registers that a "wayward" girl was usually one from a broken family, for out

of the 81 questioned two were widows, 25 were orphans and 14 had only one parent

living, usually the mother. One was a girl who claimed to be the rejected daughter of a

priest and his housekeeper. The proportion from disadvantaged backgrounds was

probably higher than it seems, for some interviews onút family details . Eight girls had

been put "in correction" "at a Bon Pasteur", the narne being used indiscriminately. The

most interesting feature of the interviews is that they show that 59 women had been

brought up by nuns of various orders, mostly from early childhood to 18 years. Fifty-

eight of the total had found work either as a domestic servant, farm hand, flower maker

or seamstress after leaving home or institution. bnly two appear to have been skiiled

workers. Twenty-three had gone straight into prostitution without seeking other

employment. All of the 58 who found respectable employment claimed that they had

been either seduced or raped by their respective masters or members of his family,

which dismissed the girl as soon as unmistakable signs of pregnancy appeared, usually

without giving wages due or a reference. In almost every case of pregnancy the mother

was unable to pay the wet nurse's fee and had to give her child to the Assistance
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Publique. In some cases the depression caused by losing the child led to a "descent into

the street" or alcoholism. In the case of those few who were found employment by the

nuns who had had charge of them, most describe the situation as one of overwork, poor

food and half normal wages.3o If the nuns had found a family willing to employ the

girl, this circumstance had not protected her from sexual advances from males of the

household. Already taught to be passively obedien! and to consider themselves inferior

to virtuous women, it is no wonder that almost all of them yielded to seduction or

endured rape during their employmenl

All but a few of these women interviewed claimed that they had entered

prostitution against their will in order to survive, yet none of them appear to have tried

to gain aplace in a refuge despite their poverty and friendlessness. Some explanation

may be found in the following summary of the accounts given by the eight who were

put into "a Bon Pasteur" by a family member during childhood.

N. 16 When her time was up she was given a railway ticket and a packed lunch
and sent away. She chose to be a clandestine prostitute immediately. Her case
history includes her "seduction" at ten years old.

No.60 Similar h-istory.

No.24 She was already running wild at 13, when her parents put her inside. She
chose to be a prostitute when her time was up. She maried her pimp, who was in
prison for theft and affempted murder at the time of the interview.3l

Nos. 48 and 49. Georgina V and Louise M. Louise, the eldest of 8 children,
played ffuant from school and was raped by a mason "on the fortif,rcations" at 12

yeary.- _Her parents went to tell the priest about it. He found alady willing to pay
the 200fr required for putting the child into "the Bon Pasteur de N, sect-ion
corrigées". She left at22, "her heart full of rage" and set up house with Georgina,
a fellow detainee. F{ad worked as clandestine prostitute for several years.

No.50 Put in correction "with the nuns" by her widowed father, where she
stayed until17. Dismissed for disobedience and laziness. Became a prostitute by
choice.

30 The same exploitation was noted by Frances Finnegan with regard to places found for girls from
the.York Refuge. See Poverty and, Prostitution; a study of Victorian prostitutes inYork,
Çambridge University Press, London 1979, p.168.
31 This girl exemplifìes the nightma¡es that the father of Mélanie Fleury may have had while /¡is
daughter was running wild.(See p.l3 of this chapter)
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No. 54 Placed in correction at a Bon Pasteur by her grandmother from 14 to Zl.
She left without a sou and as soon as she reachêd Paris found some former old
girls of the refuge who helped her become a"clqndestirrc."

These brief summaries indicate that the girls had not left with good memories of thei¡

time spent "in correction" or as a preservate; they had not found their mistresses to be

full of sweetness and condescention.

Forty-five children were produced by the 81 women interviewed, of whom 15 died

at birth or in infancy,16 were given up to the Assistance Publique and14 were being

supported by their mothers atthe time of the interview. Only one woman admitted to

having had an abortion.

Although the brief records concentrate on the sexual history of the women, they

do record several comments regarding the women's contact with nuns. None is

favourable, although it is possible that the interviewer suppressed any that were,

considering the strength of anti-clericalism among liberal circles in France during the

early years of the twentieth century. The two most common complaints were that the

sewing taught in the convents was not varied enough to be useful for earning a living

outside, and that on leaving the house the girl was given neither money (except train

fare) nor extra clothing. No after-care appears to have been offered.

These case histories act as a counterbalance to the image of the docile, pious

penitent given in the hagiographies of the foundresses, because while none of the girlsin

the Prostitution Dossier appears to have spent voluntary time in a refuge, the majority

(59) had experience of life in a convent of some kind. That they did not turn to the nuns

for help in the crisis of their lives, when prostitution seemed the only way to go, is

evidence of how hard they had found convent life. (Alærnatively, and certainly from the

point of view of the average Catholic of the time, it may show how hopelessly depraved

the girls already were before entry.) This argument does not mean that the convents

were to blame for the girls'failure to stay out of prostitution. Almost all female orphans

or children in need in France were looked afær by nuns with the state's permission; out

of that number a percentage would take up prostitution in later life because of generally
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poor social conditions for which the convents were not responsible, yet their general

habit of allowing a girl to leave without money or a safe address to go to was extremely

disadvantageous to her The Bon Pasteur d'Angers was accused of this seemingly

heartless practice later in the century, along with other religious orders. The excuse

given was always the lack of money, yet if a house could found daughter convents, why

could it not found half-way houses? As it was, there seemed to be a callous disregard

for the friendless girl's future once she had left the convent, as if, because there was

nothing outside but the kingdom of the devil, it did not matter how soon she entered it.

Obviously the sisters and girls in a refuge often lived in merely apparent unity,

divided in fact by grave difficulties of communication which worked against the

establishment of trust or mutual respect. St Mary Euphrasia warned her novices

"to guard against their deceits, to fear them as you would the snares of the
serpent. Remember that whilst we are studying these poor children in order to
understand them, they are cunningþ, I would almost sây maliciously, studying
us...they watch you continüâ11y."32

In March 1819 Thérèse Rondeau, writing to her mentor, the Bonne Mère de

Lamourous, on the subject of the first penitents who entered her recent foundation

showed what a mixed bag of personalities the sisters had to deal with. It is obvious that

many of these eighteen penitents found it hard to adapt to refuge life from the start, and

were making difficulties for others; however the picture is not all black. The foundress

would try to retain the gentle, obedient women and the easily trained child. [The names

used are the house names.]
i

The first, Faith, agedlT, of a li
aged 30. She is very proud.

Charíty, aged29,
4th, Theology,

ways murmuring
she has asked to I

let her go. 5th, Contrition, ag
would think that she was worth
a hypocrite. Also she has a ne

32 Conferences and Instruclions, erc., p,27
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times a day..6th, Madeleine, aged as so
far never caused me lhe. slightes very
llnperious, wanting.to 

-do-just as sh gth,
Huryilipt, aged2&,-bad character,þu _ iviry',
aged,2-p, superficial;, affects timidity,littte ir l0ú;
agedl3, conceptíon, 

" -bil -wanting but no essential faults. At that age it ié
very easy to- train a child as one rishes. llt\, Annoncìade, ag?d tg,
complainer, bad.-tempered, argumentative, vindictive. Joined to tñis, shé
also has a terrible nervous illness...l2th, olympía, aged 32. nuil ot
lqutts...greathypocrisy, even in rh Efiphany; aged,25,
dissipated, ljeht, h¿.rdhearted, ar ing, and'giv"es baã
advice to others. 15, Valentine, trär¿ to ão"uir,.q
keeping always in her heafr a crimin
going to try...to place her. l6th, Bib
but very deceitful. I believe it was t
to help someone else, she said. I
peacemaker. She appears to have rec
little while she will T4" agog.d surveillanre. She is also intelligent. lgth,
christíne,?ged 40, fairly obedient..I made difficulties about rec-eiving hei
because of her age.

33 To the man she loved.
3-a n f9ty, onp.5 of L'Affaire du Bon Pasteur de Nancy: un épisode de la lutte religieuse, states
that it is not possible to study criminat and penitent populations of prisons, institudóns, etc.,
without lnowing that the inmates have certain faults: sensuality, lazlness, effrontery, lying and
blackmail.

Lamourous responded with various counsels, but in the case of Bibianne she

commanded "Out!..The most horrible crime always follows particular friendships

among these poor girls." By this she meant lesbianism, of which her house had had

much "sad experience". The epileptic was also to be dismissed.

+t* +tt +* + t*.+ t* +

The evidence presented in this chapter can be used to sketch the figure of the

penitent or prsservate within the overall picture of the refuge. As Henri Joly found just

after the turn of the century with regard to the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, the institution was

a place which would take the difhcult and the unpleasan!3a the sexually exploited child,

unfit for inclusion anong innocent orphans cared for by other houses, the homeless

foundling, expelled from public care on her majority, who had been found eaming her

keep on the streets and girls whose relations feare<lto be exposed to public contempt on

their account. He might have added that it also took others who had. confessed to a
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priest or a nun how tired they were of their life of "disorder", and who therefore had

been recommended to the mother superior of a Bon Pasteur or a Miséricorde, and girls

released from prison where they had been placed as delinquent minors to protect them

from a corrupt environment, and who therefore were unlikely ever to find honest

employment. In the capiøl some of the girls who became penitents were the victims of a

romantic tradition immortalised in Puccini's La Bohème: "the deceived and abandoned

of the latin quartef', grisettes who had spent a few years as the lovers of poor students,

future lawyers, doctors, etc., from whom they had disdained to ask support. A few

found their way to the Refuge Sainte Anne outside Paris, "sometimes broken-hearted,

sometimes bruised physically, always bitter and overwhelmed." It was not unknown

for the young men who were on the way up socially, and who therefore needed to get

rid of their girls, to bring them themselves to the house, saying "Let her be rehabilitated

through two years of penitence with you, my Sisters, and then make her a nun....I don't

want to see her belong to anyone else."35

With regard to what the general public thought of the inmates of a refuge, Bishop

Rumeau's low opinion of the majority of the Bon Pasteur's boarders, quoted at the head

of the chapter, was probably shared by most people if they thought of the girls at all. It

was because of this that Father J.-8. Terrien, writing of the girls in the Laval refuge,

was eager to affirm their purity of mind and hea¡t after they had been converted.

People imagine that (1he refuges) are like prisons, I would even say, a sort of hell.
on one side, undisciplined girls, coarse, full of regrets or unhealthy desires,
detesting as soon as they can manãge it...On
the other, their hands, a threat on their lips,
rlling by ittle, when they are not cordiaily
detested. ce, that their calling is terrible....What
things one must hear and see in such a place!36

Such opinions are the fruit of ignorance, wrote Terrien, or are based on what those girls

say who have not been able to put up with the discipline. Nevertheless he believed that

it was not in the best interests of even the most devout of the penitents to allow them to

35 Mortier, Bonne Mère, quotrng from a publicity leaflet of the lgth century, p.239
36 Terrien, Nolice sur la Congrégalion, eic., p.36.
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return to the world. Experience had shown that they fell again and that their last state

was worse than the fi¡st.

Today there is more understanding of what the nineteenth century called weakness

or perversity, especially with regard to the young. It seems only natural to us that the

subject population of any refuge should have contained many whose wretched lives had

brought out the worst in them, and whose efforts to adapt were so painful that they fell

back into hypocrisy in order to be allowed to remain. The nuns were on the lookout for

such tares among the good grain; they would have been weeded out after a while. If
they were not they must have turned into very unpleasant surveillantes or anciennes (old

girls), of the kind who flatter those above while bullying their inferiors. It seems clear

that the sisten were undertaking an enoÍnous task in attempting to modify, through the

enforcement of religious disciplines, the emotional and physical life of girls who had

received very little love or instruction from anyone before they came to the refuge.

Marie-Françoise Lévy's book about the education of middle-class Frenchwomen in the

nineteenth century shows, in contrast, how much maternal care and close attention was

considered necessary in order that even a privileged child might grow up to be both

agreeable company and a sincere Christian. It was unlikely that any inmate of a refuge

received such a gentle and tactful "awakening to religion" as Lévy describes.3T Relying

on the theory that divine Erace would supply all the provision that they were unable to

make, the sisters imposed a severe discipline, the result of a very restricted world view,

so that even their successes were obtained at the c'ost of the subject's adult development.

The fact still remains that no-one else in France wanted anything to do with the kind of

girls that they took in until the 1880's, when the state attempted to re-educate a limited

number of young female offenders in its own lay institutions. \Mell into the present

century it was still allowing the convents to handle a greatmany delinquent and morally

neglected children and minors. Such unfortunates would have benefitted more by being

taken in by loving families rather than institutions, religious or secular, but where were

3] V.l levy ,_!3 M.èrq en Filles: l'éducation des françaises t850/t880, Calmann-Lévy, paris,
1984, Ch.II, "L'éveil religieux".
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those that would accept them, then or today, in France or anywhere else, despiæ the re-

evaluation of sexuality which has occurred since the second World War? In the

nineteenth century there was no question of doing so, and as the next chapter will show,

the conventrefuges were allowed to carry on,faute de míeux, because society was not

equþed to deal with its responsibilities.
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CHAPTER VIII Money and Work

The previous chapten have shown that in France the convent refuges appeared ûo be

anachronisms, places whose inner life accorded with the seventeenth rather than the

nineteenth century. But in ttreir mettrod of raising income these establishments behaved. in

accordance with the contemporary materialistic value system, for it is possible to prove that

some of them used female labour in a manner similar to that of commercial ente¡prises.

The traditionally feminine skills of laundrywork, sewing, embroidery, flower

making and lace making were particularly favoured as employment for the inmates.

Doubtless the various houses took advantage of whatever opportunities were available to

raise income; for example Mlle de Lamourous ventured into cigar manufacture; Thérèse

Rondeau's penitents wove calico and bottled water from a mineral spring which rose inside

the convent grounds. In many cases, such as that of the Bon Pasteur of the rue d'Enfert-

Rochereau and the houses of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, the nuns contracted directly with

big city shops or wholesalers in the provinces, particularly for the supply of men's shirts of

various qualities.

Not only did a house need customers, it;also needed a trained personnel. Both

Rondeau and Lamourous found that many of their penitents were slow to earn income

because they had never been taught the taditional feminine skills. Even a fairly large group

of girls of this type were not able to earn much, and it is obvious from the correspondence

between the two Miséricordes of Bordeaux and Laval that in the early years the inmates of

these houses lived in genuine povefy, which shortened the lives of those who were already

sick or overworked.

Do not be surprised at how littleyou e_qlqi for sevrcral years our girls, numbering
ffry,y"ry notable_to earn more than 1200fr annually; iiwas only-by fraining them
little by little in all kinds of work, and in constantiy finding the more pro-fitable

;"i:ii,:ï##.":å'å:"ii.i¿,îi"":it$
egree....Even now there are many who have
sorts of odds and ends...they put up with it

because they are convinced that I cannot give them anything better than...tñe üvery
of good order and holy poverty.l

1 Iætæ. from Lamourous to Rondeau, 1 March 1819 Verrier , positio, p,441.
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This was written by Lamourous, who was a popular figure, well regarded in her native

city, and, one would have thought, liable to receive alms and commissions from the

faithful. The Bon Pasteur d'Angers, too, though backed by the Society of Jesus,

constantþ made foundations which were doomed to suffer hardship in the earþ years. Iæ

Segretain du Patis argued that the nature of refuge work discouraged outside support

because it was entirely private, meaning that because the girls were disgraced, it was not

usual to allow any members of the public inside the house to see them. The more

conventional religious orders could display openly "an orphan to feed, a sick person to care

for, a pauper to assist, an old man to shelter", illusÉrations of practical goals which potential

benefactors could appreciate, whereas the aims of a refuge could be seen only in the tight of

faith.2 In some instances, however, the nature of the work atÍ:acted subsidies. In

Prostíutíon dans laVille de París the author mentioned that the prefect of police, Angles,

protected the Bon Pasteur in the rue d'Enfer by giving it the annual surplus left from the

receipts of the Dispensary, which sold medicines to prostitutes. He also asked the minister

of the interior to allocate it a special grant. IIis successors followed his example, and,

when the tax on prostitutes was suppressed, but the imposition of fines was continued, it

was decided that the funds so raised would be given to the Bon Paster. By 1836 the city of

Paris had relieved the police of this expense by girdng the house an annual grant of 4,000 fr

and the Conseil des Hospices gave 1,500 fr.3

In any case things were bound to improve with time, at least financially, in the

establishments under discussion. As they had a labour force which received no wages they

were able to undersell women working outside the refuge, despiæ the cost of the board they
\

gave to their girls, although evidence later in the chapter will show that even when their

piece-work prices were higher than those of their competitors, some convents still obtained

large orders from merchants in the capital. During the dead season when independent

seamstresses had to live on savings or find some other income4, convent workshops were

2

3 vot.rr,p.362. i

4 ,t Remèdes (1892) found that in Paris seamstresses in
"ordinary underwear and shirß" eamed2 to 2.5 fr a day, but that if they worked for wholesalers they
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still operative, allowing ttre institutions to offer large supplies of ready-made articles of fine

or coarse qualities to wholesalers immediately on demand. Therefore even if their prices

were merely similar to those of outside female workers, their ability to pile up supplies in

the slack months of the year made the "off ' season,less of a tax on their resources than their

defenders wished to believe.

The mention of "defenders" anticipates the information which will be given later in

the chapter. It concerns the fact that all the refuges mentioned in this study concentated for

the most part on teaching skills which would qualify their workforce to earn none but the

most meagre living out in the world. Thérèse Rondeau followed the unusual practice of

sending out trusted girls to act as sick-nurses for the townspeople of Laval, but this venture

was unfortunately nipped in the bud by the arrival of the Little Sisters of the Poor, a newly

founded nursing order which specialised in home care.

V/ork was not the only source of income, although it was the largest and the most

reliable. All the foundations were made in the firm hope that divine providence would

come to their aid in the difficult early years, and;in the published accounts of all of them

(except in the case of the Bon Pasteur of the rue d'Enfert-Rochereau) several examples are

quoted of sums of money or gifts of food or lodging coming just in the nick of time, after

fervent prayer. In some cases the miraculous is invoked to explain why a certain amount of

provision lasted days or weeks longer than anyone estimated that it could. Events like these

can be neither proved nor disproved; thei¡ nature takes them out of the kingdom of this

world and thus out of the field of this study. What is certain is that they gave immense

encouragement to the foundresses and their co-workers both at the time and for years

afterwards, for they were accepæd as signs of divi,ire approval of the work.

Another source of revenue was derived from the occasional appearance of a wealthy

benefactor whose generosity was above the average. The Count de Neuville is a prime

example of this, a man who, considering that his gifts furthered the work of God, beggared

himself and angered his hein by years of sacrificial giving to the foundations of St Marie

only earned 1.25 fr aday. Skilled embroideresses could earn up to 5 fr a day but their "dead" season
lææd eight months.
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Euphrasie.

Her generalate also received vocations from several older women, some of them

widows, who had large inherítances or annuities which they brought with them into the

funds of the house. In one case land was donated by a widow who became a novice. It

seems to have been common practice for those who brought an important sum of money

with them to be appointed to some post of honour or responsibility when their novitiate was

over, although only the accounts of the Bon Pasteur generalate furnish evidence of this.s

On the whole the biographers avoid suggesting that the nuns had wealth in their

own right, preferring to write of miracles or of the generosity of patrons, both great and

small. None refer to the fact that on taking the veil a novice or her family was expected to

provide the congregation with a dowry in money or property as a recompense for the

expense of her keep. The superior general, or the bishop of the diocese could excuse her

from this at discretion. The dowry could not be used as income by the congregation, being

inalienable during the life of the nun. On her decease, if she were sti1l a novice, it had to be

returned to her heirs, without interest, even if she had professed her vows on her deathbed.

After the woman or girl had made a profession at ',he end of her novitiate, even if the vows

were not final, the congregation or its superior became her heir and any money she had

given had to be invested in safe securities. 'Fhis benefit explains the eagerness of

congregations or other charities to be granted official recognition, whereby they received

legal penonality and could inherit. Without that status the dying professed nun could only

leave her money to an individual, such as the mother superior, whose own natural heirs

might claim property which had been left to her, even if it meant taking the congregation to

court.

In the case of exit, dismissal or transfer from one congregation to another, the

capital represented by the dowry had to be returned to the woman in question. An example
Í

of this is furnished by the experience of the Bon Þasteur d'Angers with a certain Madame

Vincent who had donated land on entering thei'order. She was made superior of the

5 See the case of Mme Vincent on the next page. Also
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agricultural colony of Nazareth (in Angers) which had been qeateÅ. in 1855 out of the two

farms which she had given. Her subsequent decision to return to private life obtiged the

order to borrow in order tD rcpay her the value of iier land, and to do this it had to tåke on a

debt which was not discharged until1887.

Another common practice of convents which was followed by the refuges was that

of taking in paying female boarders, usually old and single. The Miséricorde de Laval did

this from the beginning. Mother Pelletier used to offer to take such women as boarders for

life, in return for a lump sum of four, five or six thousand francs.6 She also encouraged

the formation of groups of laywomen in each of the towns containing one of her houses;

these ladies promised to give five francs a year each for ten years to her work.

All the congregations studied gained the interest of some members of the clergy:

bishops, priests or brothers of some order. These men, besides giving on their own

account, encouraged generosity among the faithful. Municipalities were also asked for

subsidies, particularly the City of Paris, which gave regular annual amounts to many

charities.

Those houses which accepted minors put in by the state's correctional services or

by the child's own family naturally expected either a regular contribution to their upkeep or

a lump sum at the beginning of the girl's stay. Enquiries by Henri Joly and Auguste Rivet

at the tum of the century discovered that at that time the staæ usually paid about 60 centimes

a day for its boa¡ders. In the case of private families they paid what they could, a lump

sum of two hundred francs being the amount mentioned regarding the refuge St Michel in

Paris, which was run by the Bon Pasteur d'An¡¡ers. The registers of Bordeaux do not

mention any sum of money, and the Mséricorde de Laval was known generally as a house

which would take girls in for nothing.T The constitutions of the refuges studied do not

mention money at all.

Despite providential help, donations and charges it still appears to have been certain

that a refuge was mainly sustained by the work of its penitents and preservates, even

6 Spfit and Charism, p.98.
7 See tl¡e report of correspondence regarding Mélanie FIeury on p lg of ch.IX.
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children as young as seven being mentioned as performing certain tasks in some cases. An

undated document in the archives of the original Bon Pasteur in what is now the rue

Denfert-Rochereau confirms this, together with the commonly held sentiment that it was to

idleness that most of the penitents owed their fall from grace:

There was certainly money to be made from this, although in the case of the Bon Pasteur in

the rue d'Enfer the Ladies Pafronesses, who supervised the accounts, ensured thataquarter

of each penitent's earnings (le pécule e) should be set aside for her benefit when or if she

left the refuge. The houses run by Lamourous, Rondeau and Chupin may have done this,

but no mention is made of it in the documents available for this study. The Bon Pasteur

generalate always insisted that it was too poor to be able to give departing penitents any

money.lo The question of its ability to do so was debated bitterly in France at the end of

the last century and the beginning of our own. Years before this, in her work on female

poverty in France, Julie Daubié suggested that, far from being ventures of sacrificial

charity, some convents were founded to take advantage of cheap female labour:

of the poor classes being
thereby, the Bon pasteur
a MODEL WORKSHOP

as well as a house of moral and religious education. Fine needlework is taught
4"t-". The proltfrom this work forms the most considerable part of the incomiof
the house, which for that end is in relation with the first estabfshments for the sale
of fine linen in Paris.s

hip are so disadvantageous
by making contracts-with

in exchange for food.

impossible c,ondirion or the- daughters "t,fipliit':: ,l'""fl?iå lH.låitl*'J,ffi
{o-r very hard work; nevertheless girls flock io them to the poinf where, for the last
fifteen years, the state annually authorises from 80 to 100 female congregations.ll

8 Stout, et Règlement de l'(Ewre du Bon Pasteur, ruc d,'Enfer 71, Article)ilIl. Arch.B.p. pièce 51.
9 This was therecognised name for a small amount of money supposed to be given to child¡en
leaving charitable organisations in which they had worked for yeais, to help th-em begin thei¡ new
øfeers.
10 Augusæ Rivet and Henri Joly, in two works mentioned later in the chapter, go to some trouble
qo,prove the generalate's incapacity in this matter.
11 ¡.v. Daubié, La femme pauvre; Gillaumin et Cie, Paris, 1866, p.2. The author did not name
any particular congregation.
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The question is a delicate one: how much work should a charitable foundation

require from its subjects and when does an insistence on the value of regular occupation

degenerate into exploit¿tion of a vi¡tually captive labour force? The answer in late

nineteenth-century France was not so much based on fact as on whether one belonged to

the Church party or voted republican, for very little was known publicly concerning a

convent's finances and much was conjectured. With regard to the convent-refuges,

although a minor form of charity compared with ihe great teaching or hospital orders, one

congregation furnished two examples of exploitation which support Julie Daubié's opinion

that the convent was as ready to exploit the femalepoor as any other employer. The first of

these came to public notice only briefly; the second furnished the Left with a lot of sticþ

mud to sling.

The scandal of Choletl2

The affair began on 14 June 1887 with a letter from the sub-prefect of Cholet to his

departmental head at Angen:

Sir,

I believe it my duty to call your attention to the
Cholef. Approved by a decree of 2l \ttray
establishment is a branch of the Bon Pasteur oî
todal a population of about 350 childr ,n dire
novlces.

What t conformable to its origins? Is it a refuge,
a shel females, a school whicÉ educates and aisógives evolent establishment designed to removeyoung is it
Iaml Bon
survei that

12 all tt e documents cited in the account of this case a¡e to be und in the departmental a¡chives
of Maine et Loire, Série V8, 16 and 53.
13 tnis means that the girls were those for whose care the convent had been originally founded,
namely sexually disgraced females.
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The sub-prefect wished the refuge to fall hencefonva¡d within the jurisdiction of the local

factory inspector concerned with child labour (Service des enfants dans les manufactures).

He had also been informed that the education given the children was inadequaûe, and with

regard to this enclosed a copy of the following letter from the Mother Superior of the house

at Cholet to the chief inspector of police in his sub-district:

to the limit of what they can give.
cessory to education, but forms its

ional taining is not given to these children
will permit them to frght the battle of life

Cholet 8 June 1887.

Sfu,

In presenting you with my very deep respects I have the honour to request your
attention !o my_letter...co¡cerning oui child¡en below the age of 13 years, of wirom
rye h_qv9 about thirfy in all. Of course we will conform to the regulations, sir, without
the slighte-st asion to expréss to you my feeting
of gratitude for your bênevolente in regard tõ
our dear ch you, sir, about a matter oi suchimportance our of a visit, for which I thank you in
anticipation.

The signatory was Sister Marie de Ste Christine, the religious n¿tme of Josephine Luckrath,

a Prussian national, superior of the refuge. Thelsub-prefect added that this conciliatory

letter had enclosed a banknote for fifty francs. When questioned about this by the inspector

Mother Ste Christine merely replied that it was the usual practice of the house and that he

could very well accept a little present, for no-one would know. She had misjudged her

man; he began proceedings against her for "atterppted corruption of a French official by a

superior belonging to a foreign nationality".

Encouraged to pursue his enquiries by the prefect of Maine et Loire, the sub-prefect
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ordered the police to investigate a report in Le Ralliemenr, a republican newspaper of

Angers, in which it was alleged that a former inmate of the house at Cholet had been

brutally punished by stabs with scissors during her apprenticeship there. The girl in

question, Victoire Samson, aged 13, had been reinoved from the convent because of an

outbreak of typhoid. She denied that she had been stabbed by scissors but made the

following declaration which was forwarded to the prefect on 30 June 1887. It furnishes the

only signed and witnessed statement yet published by an inmate whose last memory of a

refuge was only two weeks old.

I have been at the Bon Pasteur for three years and my parents took me out only a
fortnight ago. During that time I only had one hour o-f scnoot a day and the resi of
my day was spent making men's shirts.la If we did not make three and a half shirts a
day they punished us, sometimes by
sometimes by giving us maize broth (
we were under the surveillance of the big
to hit us even in the presence of the sis
needles on the arm or the hands. As for
now and then, but no more. One day b
girl Guerze hit me on the left arm with a
because she did not like me. I have never l>een struck with scissors in the hand or
elsewhere; it was Alice Brisset who was, some time ago, by Iéontine Lucas, after a
quarrel that they had.

In the^morn_ing we got up at half past four. After prayers we began work until it was
time for Mass. After Mass we had breakfasf and we begãn work again until
midday...rWe began work again which did not finish until seien in the eiening for
supper and after supper we said prayers and then went to bed.

When you-sleep 
_on a mattress after doing something wrong you do not have sheets.

Whgq the biggirls are punished they go in the dungeon untl bedtime. These are the
punishments that are usually given.

The girl's mother also made the following declarätion which was written at the end of the

page containing that of her daughter. Both stateménts were wiüressed.

,A. fgrtnight ago, having learned that an epidemic pasteur I took
þack 1l¡1 daughter who had been there thrbe years rieure made a
few difficulties but she consented nonetheless. \M house she told
us that she was beaten, that they pricked her with needles and kicked her with their
clogs. She did not tell us if it was the nuns who illreated her or the other big girls

14 3y "¡¡aking" she means æsembling pre-cut and sewn pieces
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who make them work. Indeed I noticed fhat she had pinpricks on her arms and
hands.

She also told me that she was badly fed, that she had only maize broth in the
mornings and a salad of pot¿toes at night and sometimes tripe. I never heard
anything about scissor-stabs.

The sub-prefect was moved by the testimony of Victoire Samson and was in

complete agreement with the inspector of police who had written out a charge against the

Mother Superior of Cholet and sent it to the Public hosecutor. He had done this on the 4th

July, 1887, after visiting the refuge in the company of Divisional Inspector Giroux, of the

Ministry of Commerce, Department of Factory Labour by Children and Female Minors, for

the district including Maine et Loire. The substance of the report sent by Giroux on 5th

July to the Minister of Commerce was that he had found two separate sections within the

refuge inhabited solely by children and female minors, divided into penitents and

preservates. Of the latter he found a total of 7l children from 7 to 15 years and a total of 61

female rninors from 16 to 2l years. All worked seven hours aday, he was told, except the

children from 7 to 10 years, who only worked 3 hours and those from l0 to 12 years who

worked five. The penitents'workshop contained 13 girls from 12 to 16 years old and 62

female minors from 16 to 2l years. These girls were apparentþ treated more severely than

the preservates, for all, even the youngest, worked nine hours a day. The total worldorce

of 207 persons was occupied in making shirts, wirich arrived from Paris in pieces already

cut and stitched. The children sewed them together and made hems and buttonholes. Att

the year they did the same work; they did not learn the trade as a whole. Giroux was told

that the Paris warehouses paid 30 centimes for the work done on each shirl

He also found that although primary education had been formerly given by the nuns,

a few days earlier the convent had engaged a Íicensed schoolmistress from Cholet to

conduct a daily class of three hours for 33 girls aged from 7 to 15 years, although the

establishment contained over double the number in that age group. His findings were that

"this establishment is an industrial esøblishment in the full meaning of the word. Its aim is

not to give the children a professional education brit to make a profit. In these conditions it

fatls within the jurisdiction of the law of 19 May 18?4" for the regulation of child labour. As
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the legal age for working in an atelier de couturà was 12 years, nineteen child.ren were

illegally employed. Most of these child¡en were either orphans or foundlings, therefore the

case was submitted by Giroux to the Minister of Com¡ncrcc for his instructions. The

Minister of the Interior, on being informed of the inspector's findings, sent for a copy of

the Bon Pasteur de Cholet's constitutions, for it had been granted the status "of public

utility" twelve ye¿rs ea¡lier. With his consent charges were brought against the mother

superior of Cholet on 16 July 1887. Josephine l-uckrath was tried by the conectional

ribunal of Cholet for keeping a school with untrained staff in contavention of the law of

30 October 1886, with directing a school although she was of a foreign nationality and with

an attempt to corrupt a public officer. The tribunal found her guilty on all counts. It fined

her 20ft for the first offence, excused her for committing the second and fined her 30fr for

the attempted bribery, although the offence carrie<i a prison sentence. It is obvious that the

congregation had friends at courl

Oi27 July 1887 a letter was sent from the Director of Public Assistance at Angers to

the Minister of the Interior enclosin5, at his request, the following contract of

apprenticeship between the Community of the Bon Pasteur of Cholet and a certain Madame

Arnoul, a sick woman whose husband was in prison:

l0 December 1880
Contract of Apprenticeship

-.before us, Alexairder Casimir Loiseau greffier of the
Justice of the Peace of the canton of Cholet have appeared

Mme Rosalie Simon, wife of M. Jean Arnoul detained in the Central Prison of
Chouars...the said lady silk winder of Cholet, at Bourgneuf, but actually sick in the
hospital at Cholet_of t[e one part and Mme Marie-Ste Eulalie, supêrior of the
communify of the_Bon Pasteur of Cholet, resident there...of the otheì part. The
same...have agreed as follows.

ses to place in the community of the Bon Pasteur of Cholet, to
lrpjo.ity,,that is to say until the age of twenty-one full years l. her
toinette, born...on 8 August 18é7...and 2.- FéIicité-Õonstance,

The community of the Bon Pasteur consents to receive the female minors...and
engages to feed and keep them in all things necessary and to give them instruction
according to the rules established in thr- communifu and as- well to teach them
dressmakin g (la counre).



It is expressly agreed that Mme Arnoul cannot under any pretext withdraw her
daughters from the house of the Bon Pasteur de Cholet...before they have attained
their majority...without paying the penalty of the sum of two hundred francs for each
of the said female minors to the community...before the said children leave it.

It is also agreed that in the case where these female minors become the victims of
certain ill:tesses, such as madness or epilepsy, the community...has the right to return
them to their mother

This document showed that the abuse of trust practised in the refuge was not solely the

responsibility of Josephine Luckrath; it had been going on before she was appointed as

mother superior. Nevertheless, acting on information received when in consultation with

the Public Prosecutor of Angers, the Director of Public Assistance in Angers advised the

Minister that, although the fines imposed on the Bon Pasteur were derisory, the shame of

being brought to court was possibly punishment enough. He agreed with the Minister that

they would be within theirrights to send the mother superior of Cholet back to Prussia and

even to withdraw the status of charitable establishment granted to the refuge in 1865. The

house at Cholet had certainly been found to be using factory methods, but as the region

was one in which "religious sympathies were still very much âlive",l5 the Director advised

the Minister that he believed it better to give avery strong warning to the reverend mother

and make sure that she heeded it.

Meanwhile the Public Prosecutor of Angers ordered Cholet police to make a second

investigation into the testimony of Victoire Samson. As a result four girls from the refuge

were questioned separately and all denied everything that Victoire had said. The girl's

mother also withdrew her support of her daughter's ûestimony, saying that the girl was

young for her age and not reliable. Whatever underhand arrangements may have brought

this about, the sub-prefect forwarded the police ieport to his superior at Angers with no
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comment.

The correspondence for the next eighteen months is missing, but the gap is filled by

three newspaper reports which prove that despite the efforts of the Public Prosecutor of

Angers, the state was not prepared to let the matter rcst. Le Ralliement (republican paper

15 Cholet had been a cenFe of resistance by the Chouans in the early years of the Revolution.
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of Angers) of 22Much 1888 reported the judgment and sentence of Josephine Luckrath by

the corectional tribunal of Cholel Factory inspector Giroux, and police inspector Bellouet

were the main witnesses. As a result Luclrath rvas found guilty of 34 contraventions of

the law regarding the education of childrtn and of that regarding conditions of work within

a house supposed to be a benevolent institution. She was therefore frned 340fr and ordered

to pay costs of 51.96fr.

In the capital Le Petít Parisien picked up the report and published it on 27th Ma¡ch

1888. Both it and Le Ralliement drew attention to the tribunal's findings regarding the

work done by the 200 girls. Between 5 January and 4 November 1887 the Bon Pasteur de

Cholet had sent to Paris 19,173 kilos of clothing, shirts or camisoles, whose average weight

a piece was between 350 and 400 grarnmes. (Both newspapers got theír sums wrong,

over-estimating the number of pieces done at a total of 70,000 articles.) The tribunal

estimated the net profit to the house during this period, apart from sales to local and

regional customers, as not less than 45,000frs. The tribunal also took notice of the fact that

out of 200 only 34 girls were receiving any education and that all work done was

repetitious piece work. Under these truly industrial conditions it appeared unlikely to the

court that any young girl leaving the Bon Pasteur at the age of 21 years could. be in a

position to earn her own living as a seamstess.

A frne of 340frs for making a profit of at least 45,000fr by unlawful means appears

grossly inadequate, but an appeal was lodged against it in the name of the accused.

Judgment was given by the Court of Angerslon 11 May 1888 and publis hed by Le

Ralliemenr on the 15th. The figures for the nuniber of articles made was given correctly

this time at 54,000 pieces done in ten months for the Paris trade alone. Contrary to what

was generally believed both then and since, the court found that the Bon Pasteur had been

getting top prices for the children's work, namely 0.75fr to 2.00 fr per article instead of

the 0.30fr quoted to Inspector Giroux. (It had therefore not been undercutting private

seamstresses, and yet had got the contracts. Were such advantageous rates obtained

generally by Bon Pasteur convents? And why?) The court had seen the convent's account

books for 1882, when profits frorn work had amounted to 51,300frs, being part of a total
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income of 78,900fr. Money spent on the care of the workforce of nearly 300 children

during that time had been used as follows:

Baker's goods
Butcher's meat
Sundry other food

24,000
7,831
9,475

Total 41,306
being 206.53fr ayer for each child, or 3.97fr per week.)

These figures show that a gross profit of 37 ,l94fr was left, a Targe sum in the money of the

day.

The testimony of a girl of 16 who had left the convent was read to the court. It was

very similar to that given privately to the police by Victoire Samson the year before.

Regarding punishments the girl testif,red:

When we were punished we had to wear our dresses inside out. I know that cells
exist in the establishment which I have never seen, but when a girl was too
recalcitrant I have several times heard the sister say "Take her to the cèlls" and she
was led off immediately. I have also heard them speak of straightjackets.

Despite an appeal, the Court of Angers upheld the judgment of the tribunal, considering

that the methods of work and the profits made by the refuge were similar to those of an

enterprise run merely for commercial gain. The Bon Pasteur appealed to the Cour de

Cassation to break the Court of Anger's decision but was rejected on 2 August 1888.

In response to minisierial enquiries the sub-prefect of Cholet advised his superior that

the expulsion of the Prussian, Luckrath, could. be done without antagonising the electorate

of the canton, despite its clerical sympathies. An expulsion order was given on 9 October

1888 and complied with 15 days later.

The Minister of the Interior then considered withdrawing from the Cholet refuge the

status "of public utility" which had been granted it on 22 April 1865, but as this was a

serious step and might end in the closure of the house he asked for a preliminary report.

On Christmas Day 1888 the factory inspector, Giroux, reported that many reforms had been

made in the refuge so that it now conformed to the child tabour act of 1874 and the
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education act of 1886. Nevertheless the work still continued to be organised on an

assembly line and the children's diet was just as poor as it had previously been.

The question that had been asked at the very beginning of the affair was still

pertinent, namely, was the Cholet house a charitable workshop or a commercial one? By a

ruling of the Cour de Cassation of 28 February 1881, "family workshops" were exempt

from the obligations imposed by the law of 19 I|llay 1874 regulating the hours and conditions

of work for children and minors. Benevolent institutions like the Cholet refuge had been

included in that exemption because "the industrial work is only used as an accessory

to...the provision of professional training."16 If the Cholet refuge was organised on

commercial lines it was within the law but had put itself in a position where its "public

utility" status was no longer meriæd.

Despiæ the fact that the Minister of the Interior felt stongly that public trust had been

betrayed in the case of Cholet, the sub-prefect wrote on 10 February 1889 in reply to the

prefect's request for information that

...although the house of the Bon Pasteur is preoccupied less with the children's
fgture_ than wi,th its own_ prosperity, I hesitate...to propose to you that the refuge be
closed. Two hundred children and female minors, most of them without famllies,
find shelter in this establishment. If it is closed I fear that the Government will be
seen as acting against the children's interests. As much as the expulsion of Mme
I.uckrath gave satisfaction to public opinion, an equal amount of displeasure will be
felt by the misinformed if the Bon Pasteur's official status is abruptly-withdrawn. As
only 23 of these children belong to the Depatrment of Maine eiloire...it would be
easy to fild a home for them...butthe placement of nearly 200 girls...belonging to a
large number of departments would present great diff,rculties.

A further indication of the disapproval felt by authorities in the capitat was a letter of

15 June 1889 from the Minister of Justice and Religious Affairs (Cultes) to the Bishop of

Angers, the well-known writer and reactionary, Mgr Freppel, announcing the

government's desire to deprive the Bon Pasteur de Cholet of its legal recognition as a

benevolent establishment and asking for his comments. The bishop visited the refuge on

the lTth and, in the words of the right-wing pâper, L'Intérêt Publique de Cholet, "made the

16 F om rhe procès verbal delivered by the factory inspector Gi¡oux to the Public Prosecutor of
Angen, 29 July 1887. 

I
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most minute enquiry into the establishment, from which it resulted, by the most complete

evidence, that the house remained a charitable establishment providing incontestable

services"lT and that it "shelters, feeds and instructs 300 children and orphans abandoned

by the parents who ought to watch over them, a¡d who would be destined for the most

frighful poverly and too often ûo vice if they had not found asylum in the refuge of the Bon

Pasteur."18 The implication that the girls had been abandoned by unworthy parents

demonstrates another of the marks of shame which attended residence in a refuge: it

proved that one must have come from a very bad home. The bishop also told the paper that

the house was menaced with closure. The Intérêt Publique therefore demanded to know

who had asked for the suppression, suggesting that the republican parry was behind it. A
week later it published the words of a public petition to Mgr Freppel in which His Grace

was begged to safeguard an institution which had for years "carefully brought up many

poor girls of this region and prepared them for an honourable life." This document, with

903 signatures, was forwarded to the Minister of Justice and Religious Affairs by the end

of the month.

On 3 July 1889 the prefect wrote to the Minister of the Interior advising him that the

refuge be left alone for the present and enclosing a letter from the Mayor of Cholet, soon up

for re-election, who believed that his success.would be gravely compromised if the

withdrawal of status led to the closure of the Bon Pasteur. This man was "the only

passable republican candidate" in the whole region, who had won by a very small margin

last time. The Minister replied by return of post that the government's intentions had been

misrepresented. No closure was envisaged and the Minister wished this made clea¡ to the

public. The direcress of the refuge must nevetrheless be instructed to give better food and

less hours of work to her charges. The Minister also included a paragraph from a letter

addressed to the Garde des Sceaux by the Bishop of Angers when forwarding the above-

L7 L'Intérêt Publique de Cholet, 23.6.1889. Although Mgr Freppel was interested in social
catholicisrr¡ he claimed that moral renovation and private initiative sufficed to provide the essential
remedies for social wrongs.
18 tne same, 30.6.1889. The actual number of girls and children was 2O7,which ¡ather discredits
the bishop's claim to have made a "minute" inquiry.
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mentioned petition, in which His Grace had made himself responsible for the future good

behaviour of the Bon Pasteur de Cholet with regard to its workforce. The bishop

represented the nuns, not the girls they controlled, as the poor weak females who could not

defend themselves:

Let us be told w are desired, and the congregation of the
Bon Pasteur will e role of inspectors and prefêcts is not to
provoke the clos _. lments, to-the great detriment of religious
peace, but to indicate useful reforms. Instead of troubling poor nuns who are
incapable of defending themselves, let the off,rcials get in touchwith the bishops...and
I undertake, for my part, to see that their wishes are complied with.

The prefect was informed that if, inspiæ of the bishop's undertaking, the state's legitimate

demands were not complied with, the refuge would have merited loss of status and

subsequent closure.

*+ t* + t* +t* +t* +

The fact that one house of the Good Shepherd was run like a factory does not

necessarily mean that all its foundations abused their position of public trust. What is

suggestive in the Cholet case is that the refuge in o^uestion was part of the order's European

provincialate, whose centre was the maison mère itsell at Angers. The physical proximity

of Cholet to Angers is another factor which leads one to suppose that the direction of the

mother house knew and had always known what was done in its subsidiary, particularly in

view of the large amounts of revenue which the latter was earning and which would appear

in the Angers accounts. Besides this, the foundress, St Made Euphrasie, had insisted on

similarity of organisation for all her houses, so as to facilitate the transfer of executive staff,

yet Josephine Luckrath was left to stand trial alone, as if she, the Prussian alien, had been

the innovator of the practices condemned at her trial. The state accepted this, prefering to

punish her rather than to investigate the order in France as a whole. Had it done so it ran

the risk of having to provide alternative care for several thousand destitute women and

children instead of merely for the 207 at Cholet, with public excitement and
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misrepresentation in the press correspondingly magnified. Flowever, ten years later

another accusation regarding exploitation of its workforce was levelled at a Bon Pasteur

refuge; the details of the case were widely reported in the press, and this time the state

insisted on closure.

The Scandat of the Bon Pasteur

At the end of the century, when France was bitterly divided over the Dreyfus affair,

the press eagerly seized on evidence inadvertently provided by the Bishop of Nancy to

launch a campaign which developed into"I¿ scandal du Bon Pasteur ". Mgr Turinaz was

the man in question, an outspoken authoritarian (later a violent anti-modernist) who was

genuinely interested in female education. As a young priest he had been a proté,gé, of

Bishop Dupanloup of Orleans, whose advanced ideas about higher education for women he

admired.lg Dupanloup had also been concerned v¿ith the need to raise the intellectual level

of convents, a goal which had been achieved within Sophie Barat's teaching congregation

of the Sacré Cæur, but which was not even aime<l at by the Bon Pasteur d'Angers, one of

whose daughter foundations had been in the diocese of Nancy since 1835.

The trouble began in 1893 when the bishop refused the nuns'request to replace the

girls'chaplain, whom he had appointed. The former had made complaints to the mother

superior regarding supplementary work imposed on the girls during the hours when they

were supposed to be in chapel. After refusing to dismiss the chaplain, Mgr Turinaz went

on to demand that the refuge give each gul a pécule on leaving. The convent claimed to be

too poor to afford this, yet it was in the process of building aluge and costþ chapel, a vast

Byzantine edifice with four wings and a cupola. Ihe sisters claimed that the funds for this

work were provided by a benefactor who wished to remain anonymous. On 19 March 1894

the bishop's commission of enquþ arrived at the refuge to examine its books. The

ecclesiastical superior was at the same time deprived of his powers, presumably because he

was on the wrong side. Turinaz sent reports to F.ome on 3l March 1894 and2 Feb 1895.20

19 I am indebted for this information ûo Professor Austin Gough of the University of Adelaide.
20 H. Joly, L'affaire du Bon-Pasteur de Nøncy : un épìsode de la lutte religieuse, Secretariat da la
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At this the nuns appealed to the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Regulars. Turinaz

knew he had lost when this occurred, for in the later nineteenth century the Congregation

always decided against bishops in questions of diocesan authority over religious orders. A

Roman prelaúe was dispatched to Nancy from whence he sent back a secret report to the

Sacred Congregation; a decision in favour of the Bon Pasteur followed on27 March 1896

and was communicated to the bishop shortly afterwards. Mgr Turinaz was told that by

canon law the government of the finances of the Bon Pasteur at Nancy fell under the

dominatíve power of the Mother General of the older, that is to say that it was part of her

"domestic" affairs, and nothing to do with her local bishop. This rule applied only to

female congregations of pontifical right; in the case of small local foundations the bishop's

powers were both dominative and jurisdictional.2l

None of these proceedings would have been known to the public without the

intervention of a journalist, Jean de Bonnefon, who, according to Jean de Hurstel, 22 had

been sent to Rome by the French government to ferret out anything that might put the

French congregations in a bad light. Mgr Turinaz' letters to the prefect of the Congregation

of Bishops and Regulars had appeared in the Analecta Ecclesiastíc¿ of 1895. De Bonnefon

could read Latin and immediaûely sent the translation to Paris, where it appeared in Le

Journal of l8 September 1899. In a letter of 3l Mæch 1894 the bishop had written:

...the nuns, whose spe ver half a million into partly
useless constructions they never give alms io the
poor...but with regard eive they violate the rules of
justice....At the Bon cy they receive nothing, even after having
worked and earned a lot of money for the house over five, ten, twenty years. They
are allowed to leave without resorírces, without any help in frnaing 

" 
pí*it...

I

He also claimed that sixty girls had been allowed to leave the refuge in this state of

destitution in one year. Some of these had been helped by him and they had told him that

they had been approached by the agents of brothels. The letter continued:

Société dEconomie Sociale, Paris,l90l, p.8.
21 Francis J. Callahan, SJ., The Centralisatíon of Government in Pontifical Institutes of Women
with Simple Vaps, thesis given to the Gregorian Pontifical University Faculty of Law, Rome,
1948.
22 J"^ Hurstel, "Monseigneur Turinaz et la Congrégation du Bon-Pasteul," Annales de l'Est,
Nancy, Vol.3l6, no.3, p.215.
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The nuns have no other aim but to e s to
leave they manage to keep the most the
embroidery that they do there is bed ate
of such lg*ury and so costly and made ¡1 ,1"Þ ." way...th,ap according to some very
respectable women^questioned by me, this bedlinen and this underwéar can only bê
meant for the use of courtesans.

Public interest was violently aroused. The defenders of the Bon Pasteur published

the fact that among the rewards given annually by the department to charitable bodies, the

refuge at Nancy had received a gold medal and a special recoûtmendation. A month later

the affair was raised in the Chamber of Deputies by Fournière, socialist member for the

Aisne, who asked the Minister of the Interior v¿hat measures he intended to take with

regard to the crimes against nature and humanity denounced by the Bishop of Nancy.

The prefect of Meurthe et Moselle was alarmed; he ordered a report, which was

submitted to him on 24 October 1899. It was favourable to the refuge, praising its

meticulous cleanliness and order, concluding that I'We have once again received proof that

it is impossible to unite material and moral conrlitions better than those from which our

undisciplined and light young women profit in the Bon Pasteur."23 Dissatisfied, the

prefect demanded a report from the departmental factory inspector, whose findings merely

confirmed those of the previous investigation.

Grave accusations of illteatment (which were never substantiated) having been made

against several houses of the Bon Pasteur by three socialist deputies in the Chamber on 28

November 1899, the Minister of Commerce and Industry initiated a third inspection at

Nancy, as a result of which the mother superior of the refuge was charged with certain

minor infractions of regulations, for which she was fined 100 frs. Her appeal against this

sentence in June 1900 was upheld by the Court of Nancy.

During this period Mgr Turinaz found trimsef aftacked in the Catholic press for what

appeared to many as teachery against the Church, which was then enduring the hostility of

both government and working classes to an extent not previously seen in the century.24 T{e

23 From the report of Inspector LaHlize, 24 Oct.l899, in the a¡chives of Meurthe et Moselle,
quoted onp.2l7 of the a¡ticle previously ciæd.
24 Pieo"Pierrard, L'Eglise et les ouvriers en France,1840 à 1940, p.413,
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had told Rome that he had reason to believe that all Bon Pasteur refuges were run in a

similar manner, and that therefore the conditions at Nancy were common to all the houses

of the generalate. He attempted to justify himself by renewed accusations, claiming that the

refuge deliberately prevented the Preservates in its care from making any contact with theÍr

families. He repeaæd the point that the girls leaving were sent out destituæ and claimed that

he had evidence that the financial accounts sent to him yearly by the refuge were falsified.

Surprisingly, he also drew public attention to a speech to the Chamber on 30 November

1899 by President Waldeck-Rousseau, founder o:i the Alliance Démocratique, and mildly

anti-clerical, giving the results of a police enquiry. The report had contained evidence by

former inmates of the Bon Pasteur de Nancy regarding the poor food, lack of heating and

overwork suffered by them.

Over this period the press of Angers, the city of the mother house of the order, joined

in the fray wíth vigour, Le Petit Courrier and Le Patriote de I'Ouest being against the Bon

Pasteur while Le fournal de Maine et Loire defended it. Debates in the Chamber were

published verbatim by the two republican newspapers. Le Patiote also published

testimonies from former inmates of the houses at Angers and Cholet alleging physical

illtreatment of the girls by the surveillantes, even in the presence of the sisters. On I

December 1899 the Journal du Maine et Loire pdnted a long letter to the mother general,

Mother Marie de Ste Marine Verger, from Mgr Joseph Rumeau, the new bishop of

Angers..25 To illustrate the care given to its charges he mentioned the grief of the young

offenders previously placed in the Angers refuge, when the the state had removed them

from congregational conEol by a law of 1885. Giving as the surest proof of the happiness

of the inmates the fact that so many of them consented to stay for life within the house, the

bishop denied that the convent owed them anything, should they decide to leave, for they

had received not only board and lodging but training in sewing and household tasks, as

well as the moral benefits of religious instruction. He conceded that many girls were taught

to make only one thing, such as hems or buttonh,lles, but said that this was in accordance

25 A portion of this letter forms the epigraph of Chapter VtrI.
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with the hard laws of commerce and was done in factories all the time. He also sfrove to

minimise the value of the gids: "Even if one might concede that a few of your

penitents...constitute a resource...their gratitude towards their benefactresses...obliges

them to give back something for all that they have received." In a week or two, despite

promises by the republican papers of Angers regarding exhumations to come, which would

show that some penitents who had died while in the refuge had met their deaths by

unnatural means, the affair blew over as far as the city itself was concerned.

What stands out from the account of the scandal at Nancy is that the official

inspectors sent to verify the wellbeing of the inmates appeared to have sought evidence of

hygiene and order within the refuge but had ignored Turinaz' serious charge of inhumanity,

namely that girls who wished to leave were allowed to do so without money, friends or

even a change of clothing. In this regard the document in the Prostitution Dossier at the

Bibliothèque Marguérite Durand provides some evidence in support of the bishop.

Interviews numbers 60 and 62 concem two girls who spent their adolescence in the Bon

Pasteur de Nancy. One said that she was put outside without a sou, with no extra clothes

a¡d not knowing where to go. She was picked up by a man later the same day, who made

her his mistress and then deserted her, after which she applied for registration as a

prostitute. The story of no.62 is similar, except that the girl was picked up outside the very

gates of the refuge. In view of this it is no wonde¡ that the nuns tried to dissuade the girls

from leaving, for by their failure to provide any sort of aftercare they greatly increased the

likelihood of what they would have called the girls' moral relapse.

The scandal of the Bon Pasteur (as the newspapers called it) had scarcely begun to

die down when proceedings of a lawsuit brought by a former inmate against the refuge at

Nancy revived the interest. They concerned alle.gations brought by Marie I-ecoanet aged

45, who had spent seventeen years of her life irr the house at Nancy before leaving and

finding work as a seamstress in 1889. Seven years later she had put in three successive

appeals without success to the Assistance Judiciaire in Paris, claiming that both her sight

and her health had been damaged at the Bon Pasteur de Nancy because of excessive work

and lack of medical care. She also claimed that she had been detained there against her
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will. After the publicity given to the "scandal", Lecoanet approached the newly-formed

League of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. With its help proceedings were begun in

March 1900 before the correctional tribunal of Nancy, which dismissed the claim. An

appeal to the Court of Nancy in 1901 resulted in a long trial and a series of enquiries which

led to a new appeal in 1902 before the same court. A judgment in Lecoanet's favour was

made on 28 February 1903 and she was awarded 10,000frs in damages. The League

immediately published a brochure, Le Procès du Bon Pasteur, which contained an account

of the trial and the closing speech of Lecoanet's lawyer, Prévost. A parliamentary de*ree

was issued on 10 March 1903 closing the Bon Pasteur de Nancy.26

In view of the public interest aroused by the case a defence of the Bon Pasteur

generalate by Henri Joly was published in La Réforme Sociale of June 1901 under the title

Les Maisons du Bon-Pasteur (The Houses of the Good Shepherd) and republished as a

brochure in 1903-27 A more lengthy apology followed in 1904, La vérité sur Ie Bon-

Pasteur, (The truth about the Good Shepherd) by Professor Auguste Rivet, a former

advocate of the Court of Appeal of Lyons. Rivet believed that the brochure published by

the League of the Rights of Man had "put on collective trial the 7,000 nuns and all the good

works of the generalate of Angers." He thought that a grave injustice had been done and

that the scandal and its consequences had "seryed a a prelude to all the persecutions begun

against Catholic charity in France."28 Both men claimed that they had been given access to

all the account books of the mother house at Angers, which contained details of the

finances of all the 34 French houses and also those overseas. Joly published a table

showing the staff and inmates of the Bon Pasteur refuges, worldwide:

Magdalens and penitents

Prcservates: children, orphans, pupils
of industrial schools, externes educated

19,039

26 tne generalate subsequently sold 1794 sq.meEes of the land involved to the City of Nancy for
262,712.95frs Part of the buildings and the chapel still stand.
27 Joly, a prolific writer, had been actively involved in wórls of patronage and rehabilitation for
minors during the previous 15 years.
28 e. Rivet, La vérité sur le Bon-Pa.steur,Em. Vire, Lyons et Paris, 1904, p.48.
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free or on payment, children at schools
run by native sisters

Paying boa¡ders

Native sisters, in missions

Female prisoners and children "in
correction", given into charge by
various governments

23,506

I,732

176

2,34r

Negresses, coloured children
Children taken into asylum

Deaf mutes r44

47,385

6,'1-632eSisters of the congregation

Joly's chiéf argument was, that of the generalate's 47,385 dependents, many could

not earn their keep, because of age, low intelligence or sickness. Thus the dependents who

could work had to do long hours to make up the deficit between the order's income and its

expenditure. Rivet, by contrast, said that when considering the Bon Pasteur's finances one

should leave out anything to do with the houses overseas, because their circumstances were

so different from those in France. By this he meant to destroy the argument of the

prosecution against the refuge at Nancy, in which Lecoanet's lawyer had spoken of the

generalate's total international workforce of 50,000 persons whose labour made the order

rich. He strove to answer what he called the capital accusation, that the Bon Pasteur

enriched itself to the detriment of its workers, both physically by very long hours and poor

feeding and intellectually by the stupe$ing effect of repetitious labour. Both the apologists

were satisfied that they were able to exonerate the institute from the grosser charges made

against it. They found that the girls and women in its care were fed as well if not better

, than the poor in general and their hours of work, lower in the case of children, were not

above the legal limit. Their evidence is nonetheless very much a matter of trust, for they

cited no details not supplied them by the generalate itself. Neither of them appears to have

interviewed the penitents privately, or to have personally examined the convent kitchens

248
229

29 Joly, Les Maisons. du Bon-Pasteur, p.7,
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and workrooms over a period of time. Worse, they do not mention the Cholet scandal of

the previous decade, although I-ecanuet's lawyer brought it up at the trial. If they took the

attitude that Cholet had been an isolated incident, then why had its practice not come to the

notice of the Mother General who resided only 60 kilometers away; why had she not,

when doing her "domestic" accounts, noticed the enormous profits made by the Cholet

refuge? According to Joly and Riveg those profits would have been unique.

Their enquiries also brought to light the fact that even as late as 1903 the Assistance

Publique all over France still put a few girls into the Bon Pasteur refuges, sometimes

paying a daily rate averaging 0.60fr, sometimes a monthly rate of between 6 and 15 frs and

sometimes giving a lump sum of one or two hr¡ndred francs with no further payments

made. Joly drew the inference that the state was very glad to avail itself of the facilities of

the various Bon Pasteur houses and their like at so cheap arate. He also made it clea¡ that

the state-run homes for destitute children and young offenders, of which there were very

few for girls, also had great difficulty in providing a pécule for those whom it allowed to

leave. He mentioned with some pride that the Mother General of Angers (still Mother

Marie de Sainte Marine Verger), after reading one of his articles, had founded an after-care

home run by a respectable laywoman for the reception of girls leaving the refuge, who yet

needed to learn a little more of the various branches of sewing in order to be able to eam

their own 1iving.30 This information, although comforting to Joly, is an admission of one

of the opposition's charges against the institute, that after years of work their inmates still

had no saleable professional training. From the court case, it appeared that I-ecoanet had

been able to frnd work as a seamsfess because she was one of the best in her class and had

been given difficutt work to do; those who were not so teachable apparently were allowed

to specialise in very simple work, to the detriment of their future ability to earn.

To refer again to Rivet's case for Catholic charity, exemplifred in his defence of the

Bon Pasteur, he gave figures for the population of the generalate's French houses for the

years 1898 to1902 as follows:3l

30 Joty, ibid, p.22.
31 A Rivet, La Vériré, etc. Ch.V., p.80.
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Nuns..
heservates
Penitents 2698
lvfagdalens

During the preceding frve years (1898 -1902) the value of the work produced and sold by the

above was calculated by Rivet atl,074,I60frs; the value of produce from the convent lands

at 566,5}7frs; pensions paid by various bodies or private families at 186,073frs, making a

total of 1,826,741ft in receipts. The expenses of the foundations were calculated by Rivet at

2,388,481fr, leaving a dficit of 561,7640fr. No figures from bills and receipts are directly

quoted. As the reader has no copies of original documents put before him or her, it is

difficult to accept Rivet's estimates, which naturally work out to prove his argument. Yet

his calculation of the annual value of the work done by the women and girls is far too low,

when the actual figure of 51,3000fr per annum gained by one single house at Cholet is put

beside it. The historian must question his accounts, despite the fact that both he and Joly

trusted the f,rgures given them by the generalate, because of the sacred quality of the women

whose work they were defending. Furthermore, among the receipts no figure was

mentioned by either writer to represent the amount of interest earned by the accumulated

dowries of the 6,763 religious sisters of the order, nor what sums were left to the institute

annually by the deceased professed. All that was said in this regard was that very few rich

dowries were brought into the convent "today".

Both writers emphasized that conditions of work for an independent seamstress or a

female factory worker were harder than those endured by the inmates of the convents and

that charitable institutions run by the state often spent less per day on their inmates than

they claimed was done by the Bon Pasteur. But even if Joly and Rivet's arguments are

accepted in the good faith in which they were made, one accusation by Mgr Turinaz

remains virtually unanswered: the convents'budgets did not allow for a realistic amount of

money and clothing to be given to those leaving an institution in which they had worked

without pay. As those leaving them were all female, mostly without families, the convents
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put them in a position of great moral danger by neglecting the girls' future material

survival. This suggests that within them there was no real sympathy for the girls who

rejected their offer to stay for life. The state-run institutions were no better; indeed the

question of the pécule was not regulated by law until 1934. Until then both state and

private establishments were free to decide if rather than how much they would Eíve.32

The methods of the refuge at Cholet, which implicate by association the houses of the

Bon Pasteur generally, were not illegal as long as the establishment admitted that it was a

commercial enterprise run for profit, but such an admission would not only cut off public

sympathy but openly deny the raíson d'ête of the congregation. However there is a certain

hypocrisy in a demand by government that a chariøble house give its subjects better

treatment than commercial enterprises, and yet will not strengthen that demand by

exercising its right of inspection.

A point which was not sffessed by either side in the disputes referred to above was

that by Article 13 of the decree of 26 December 1810, civic authorities were required to visit

all houses known as refuges every three months in order to to check the registers and listen

to any complaints from the inmaæs. This attempt to protect the interests of the girls kept by

the convents soon fell into disuse (probably with the accession of Louis XV[Ð, as was

admitted by the Garde des Sceaux in a circular letter to prefects of April 1907, in which he

ordered the resumption of these periodical visiß.33

With regard to the punishments given to children in the refuges covered by this

study, there is no indication that the various foundresses favoured physical punishment at

any time, although periods of solitary confinement were sometimes administered at Laval,
\

and therefore probably at the Miséricorde de Bordeaux also.34, as Thérèse Rondeau copied

the methods of her teacher, Mlle de Lamourous. Mother Pelletier had given very clear

instructions to her sisters: "Let this prohibition last always andfor ¿ver. Never use harsh

32 See A. Rivet, Etablissements de bienfaisaance privés, Paris, 1934.
33 Atch.Narde Fr., BBIS 600312.
34 tne "solitary" cell at the Miséricorde de Laval is nowlthe archives room; it is small but not
cramped, on the fi¡st floor with a small window overlooking the second inner courtyard of the
house.
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measures. It is well known that they do not correct and only make us guilty before God

and man."35 On 19 October 1899, when the state was investigating the Bon Pasteur de

Nancy, these commands were reinforced by a circular to all houses from the Mother

General, Sister Marie de Ste Marine Verger, forbidding anyone to "strike the children or

allow them to be struck; we order the mistresses to be very strict on this point...Neither

impose penances which bear in themselves a trace of oppression, like tying the hands,

shutting up..."36 That the mother general should have had to issue such directions to all

her houses suggests that she knew that abuses existed, although no evidence was ever

proved in court of brutality suffered by the inmates of the Bon Pasteur. Despiæ this, as the

enquþ into Cholet demonstrates, children may be intimidated by small acts of spite which

are very difficult to prove in court. In this area, as in that regarding food, sleep and

clothing, so much must be accepæd on trust that people end up believing what they want to

believe. A girl's testimony may be easily discredited, particularly if she has come from a

disreputable background or forms one of the many "poor creatures, disgraced or deformed,

of slow intelligence, incurably timid or defenceless and weak" which the Bon Pasteur was

always ready to take in, according to Joly.

+*+l* + t*+ *:+t* +

The theology of the refuge never entered the debates over the incidents mentioned

above. When defending themselves the sisters wished to prove that they did care about the

future of the children, did educate and equip them for the life outside. However it is a

logical deduction from thei¡ world-view thatprecious money should not be wasted on those

who went back to chaos - the universe outside the walls - but should be used by the system

to produce fresh works of salvation, namely the creation of more or larger convent-refuges.

Even the necessities of the girls'life - education, decent food, bedding - might reasonably

be sacrificed so as to meet the expenses incurred þ the attempt to save more souls from the
I

35 P"llrrier, Conferences and Inst. Ch. LX.
36 R. Rivet, Le Scandal du B-P, foohote to p.135.
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certainty of everlasting misery.

Neither the Miséricordes of Bordeaux and Laval nor the Refuge Sainte Anne at

Chatillon made more than one or two dependent foundations during the nineteenth century,

indeed the last-named refuge never even possessed a separate chapel. It has not been

possible to find out what, if anything, they provided for girls leaving them after several

years of work. In their case a plea of poverty would have been easier to accept if they had

ever been challenged, indeed the house at Chatillon anticipated this in a publicity leaflet

published either at the end of the last or at the beginning of the present century. Perhaps

with recent scandals in mind the writer of the leaflet recounts that

A person of experience who \'/as at the head of a large establishment in Paris
managed to make a lot of money from the work of those she administered. She
rebuked the Prioress one day and said "Why is it you do not make more money? Do
you not know that, for a house to succeed, the work must provide largely for the
food and clothing?" "How can you do that," said the Prioress, "if your children do
not know how to work and are so weak that one must fust take ca¡e of them?" "You
make them work in any case, or else you make them leave".

This method will not and never can be ours.37

+tt + t*+ t*+* + t*+

The Bon Pasteur's difference from other congregations who established refuges lay

in it original leadership, an organising genius of magnetic power who took financial risks

year after year, so great was her zeal for the expansion of her work. Her example was

followed boldly by her successor, Mother Marie de St Pierre Coudenhove, who directed

the generalate from October 1868 to her death in 1892. She founded 85 new houses, mostþ

outside Europe, and made thirteen new provinces including that of Oceania, which contains

Australia. So it was that in the space of 65 years the generalate created.22O foundations

over five continents, of which 34 were in France. 'Where did the money come from?

Despite the fact that according to Joly the governments of the British Isles and North

America did not tax the foundations, one must coirclude that a, great deal of the expense of

37 typed ca¡bon copy of a document possibly of last century: Notice sur l'Oeuvre du Refuge
Sainte-Anne. A¡chives of the house at Chatillon-sous-Bagneux.
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buying or building and equipping these institutions must have come from money earned by

the inmates, which includes, of course, the religious sisters. It appears obvious that the

Mothers General had a choice: to provide assistance in money and in kind to all girls who

left after spending some minimum period within the institution, so as to tide these girls over

their difficulties in finding work, or to put all surplus income into new foundations so as to

offer the chance of etemal salvation to the gfeatest number. No-one guided by the teaching

of St John Eudes could doubt what the decision would be, for "A soul is worth more than a

world" and to save it from hell

is the most worthy service and the greatest honour that they can render to God, and
the most agreeable good work that they can do, for His Divine Majesty has nothing
so much at heart as the salvation of sou1s.38

The religious of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers were commanded to ponder frequently the

above maxim and to accept it as "the first and most important of their Constitutions, the

greatest of their obligations, the spirit and the soul of their Institute, the way that God has

marked out for them."39

Eudes did not want his daughters to concentate on feeding or clothing poor women

materially, but on "feeding and clothing them by good examples and holy instruction.".

One might argue from this that not to spend every available franc on new foundations was a

betrayal of the trust given by their founder, for whom "the most perfect expression of

charity" consisted in drawing back souls from perdition. No-one in a position of authority

in the Church, except Mgr Turinaz, appeals to have asked whether a child that is

overworked, meagerly fed and denied normal human contact, will listen to her mistresses

when they try to make her believe that it is a loving God who has commanded them to

behave towards her as they do. Yet, as the Mother General remarked to Joly, the order

treated its penitents no worse than factories or state-run institutions.4o Coming from her,

however, this is not a legitimate defence, for the order presented itself as doing a

38 Constitutions de Saint-Augustin et constitutions pour
Rome, 1836, Headings I and part of trI under "SAVOIR',
39 geading X under "SAVOIR" in the same.
40 H. Joly, Les maisons du B-P, p.33.

les religieuses du Bon Pasleur d'Angers,
which is part of Constitution I.
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redemptive work, not as a business enterprise. The evidence of the Cholet documents

suggests that an imbalance had developed within the congregation. With regard to the girls

in their care, the foundress urged her novices to 'llove them much, very much. Console

and strengthen these suffering sheep; make them by God's grace happy, very happy; this

is your duty".4t Yet in order to make as much money from their labour as possible, and so

spread its foundations throughout the whole world, the very girls the order existed to

redeem were teated with a harshness that would hinder conversion. There is little evidence

of any care given to Victoire Samson's mental and spiritual needs, and how readily would

the eight-year-old Fêltcíté, Arnoul face the world after thirteen years' hard labour and mental

stagnation in the Bon Pasteur workforce, whose members were not even allowed freedom

to talk among themselves for more than two hours aday?

The Cholet case raises the question of how much responsibility the local bishop had

for conditions in the generalate's refuges. Were the ecclesiastical superiors of the Bon

Pasteur houses aware of how much profit was being made by the work of those confined

there? If not, and the financial details were only known in full by the Mother General, did

she commend without question the heads of daughter houses which contributed the largest

amounts of money to the general fund? 'Was there an element of competition between the

various houses? Was possession of an imposing new chapel a source of pride and self-

gratification to the members of a female community, a mark of their respectability and

success as important for them as contributing to new foundations? More important than the

children's physical wellbeing ?

With regard to the Bon Pasteur, it is impossible that a person of Mother Pelletier's

force of character would not have provided after-care for all those who left her convents, if

she had thought the ability to live independently in the world was necessary for the girls'

salvation. To have done so might have been far less costly than to pursue her actual

programme, which was to establish internationally, at great cost in money and human

41 Aquotationfrom rheConferenc¿s of MotherPelletier onp.42of Characteristicsof the
Spiriluality of St John Eudes and St Mary Euphrasia in the light of Vatican Council II; a series of
research pap¿rs, Sisten of the Good Shepherd, New York Province, undated.
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effort, large congregations of sisters in charge of iarge numbers of dependents, who were

kept for yeÍrr¡ or even for life. Not only she, but other Catholics of her century attempted

similar missionary activities, believing that the harder the demands made on the body, the

more the work corresponded with the will of God. This attitude towards suffering lends

itself to the practice of severity within one's sphere of authority, although it does not

excuse it. It connects nineteenth-century French Catholics with the early Church Fathers,

via the reformers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries who accepted without question

the latter's interpretation of the body's contemptible significance. Thus this chapter which

closes the narration leads back to the opening one, which dealt with the direction taken by

primitive Christianity in relation to the flesh and its needs. The treatment of the labour

force within a convent-refuge was only a contem¡rorary expression of the Church's ancient

understanding of what constituted "the good", an understanding which the secular world

had largely rejecæd and would continue to reject into the twentieth century.
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Conclusion

Christianity is unique among world religions in its demand for a single standard of

morality for both sexes among the laity. It not only expects all wives to be virgins

before marriage and completely faithful to one marriage partner, but has stated that these

restraints should also be borne by men, despite the traditional polygamy of the Old

Testament patriarchs. Even more (although the faith is not unique in this), the fact that

Christ was celibate has been taken until recently to vindicate the concept that wholeness,

or holiness, is not attained unless sexuality is completely sublimated. This necessarily

has left women at a spiritual disadvantage, for their special childbearing function is

normally impossible without sexual union: therefore women have been judged to be by

nature more bound to the life of the flesh than men, with a disturbing power to arouse

desire in the opposite sex with or without a man's conscious will. Unfortunately the

Church did not select this natural quality as a sign of the genius of the creator, rather of

the cunning of his adversary. The early Church accepted chastity as innately more

commendable than sexual experience, yet in the person of Augustine, one of its most

influential theologians, it also accepted the prostitute's existence as necessary to public

order.

The life of one woman, however, was seen to justify the existence of the whole

sex: the Virgin Mary alone was spared the universal taint of the female. In the Catholic

nations she has been the model of perfection set before all Christian women, a mother

who had never experienced a complete married life, or rather, as the Church would have

it, one who had never lost her purity. The adoption of her as a role model early in the

Church's history has presented her daughters with an impossible goal, for who except

she can be both virgin and mother? To state the case at its most simple level, the images

of Christ and Mary, as they have been presented by Christian theologians over the

centuries, inevitably devalue sexual intercourse, and with it sexual love, leaving the

married state in need of justification by the bifh of children. These values have

penetrated Western culture deeply, as is shown in the case of women, whose subject

condition in the family, supported by religious doctrine, has left them vulnerable to
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physical repression and heavy sanctions against the unauthorised loss of virginity. The

very fact that it was possible to keep most women chaste throughout their whole lives

has encouraged the association of feminine obedience with virtue, and virtue with lack of

sexual experience.

In the case of men, apart from those who tcok formal religious vows, control has

been much more difficult, since the male head of a family was subject to no-one within

his private circle. Also, despite the teaching of the Church, it is commonly accepted that

marriage is not a perfect remedy for unchastity among men. Although adult males have

always combined to police each other where breaking the law is concerned, to compel

each other to practise virginity followed by strict monogamy has always proved beyond

them. Christian society has accepted that what is impossible to prevent cannot be called

a crime, although it has conceded that sexual sins are deeply offensive to God, even

when only entertained as mental fantasies.

Where most men will not observe the same sexual standards as their wives and

daughters, yet must not let it appear openly that they willnot, the least socially disruptive

solution to the problem made by their sexual demands would seem to be either that they

should make private homosexual liaisons, or induce some women for love or money to

be their partners in necessarily disgraceful sexual acts. As the Church has always

considered homosexuality a much graver sin than simple fornication, female prostitution

has necessarily been regarded as the lesser of two evils and one that has been toleraæd if

not approved within all Christian nations.

In those societies whose religious life has been dominated by the Roman Catholic

Church the temptation to seek sexual pleasure outside marriage has been combatted by

very grave sanctions: sexual sins are all mortal sins and to die unabsolved from even

one was to incur the penalty of eternal torment. The enormous weight of this penalty on

the conscience of a believer is now almost incomprehensible to the modern mind,

distanced as it is from the fear of God by the power of medical and agricultural

technology. To think in terms of an eternal destiny has become an alien concept in the

formerly Christian West; material hells are recognised as existing, but the greater our
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perception of them the more we are convinced that they have no right to be. They are no

longer accepted as punishments imposed by an external power but as challenges to

human knowledge and compassion.

This is one reason why the survival and multiptcation of the convent refuge in so

advanced a society as nineteenth century France can seem merely an anachronism,

irelevant to the nation's historical development. But it is not so. It was an indication of

the power that theology still retained at that time over the relationship between men and

women in that society, a destructive power in the case of those females who were judged

to occupy a place in it than which nothing was more sordid, miserable, shameful and

dishonourable.l In other words the convent refuges of France were concrete examples

of the rejection of sexuality embedded in Christian theology. But they were at the same

time examples of another of its teachings, that one must have mercy on the sinner,

however low she has fallen, and strive to lead her back to salvation. By the physical

hardship, severity and dullness of the disciplines imposed on their penitents and

preservates, and the inadequacy of the professione'J training given, the Church expressed

its conviction that this salvation lay, for these women, in the rejection of the body and

the world. It was not interested in the future of those who could not adapt to a life only

suitable for a cloistered nun.

The spirituality that sustained the religious sisters who staffed the refuges rested

on four premises: one, that physical suffering is God's will for mankind and has a

redemptive value proportionate to its severiqr, if devoutly accepted by the sufferer; two,

that sexual experience outside marriage is the greatest moral pollution that a woman

might bring on herself; three, that damnation is a real and ever-present danger, even to

Christians; and four, that the mercy and grace of God are always available to those who

sincerely repent, whatever their previous moral,life has been. Once these points are

accepted, it is obvious that the Church has a plain duty to provide institutions for the

rescue of those lost women necessarily degraded for the sake of social order.

Yet there was very little done. The frnt refuge in France, begun in the Convent of

I Augustine, De Ordine; seep. of Ch. I.
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St Antoine by Foulques de Neuilly at the end of the twelfth century, was the earliest

known in'Western Europe. Was this a sign that the sexually disgraced female was

always seen as so morally repulsive, that few of her sex would accept to be put in charge

of her, or was it that in former centuries, before the Reformation and the appearance of

syphilis in the West, there was a certåin amount of toleration for madeleines? Jacques

Rossiaud has argued the latter case, having found in his study of South-East France in

the fifteenth century that women were regularly forced into prostitution with the

connivance of the civic authorities, but were released from the town brothel by the age of

thkty to re-enter society with, he believed, no prejudice to their chances of marriage or

employment2

In the seventeenth century the climate of opinion became harsher around the

disgraced girt or public woman. Despite St John Eudes' creation of a special order of

nuns for the work of spiritual rescue ¿Lmong them in 1641, France did not see a great

expansion of this specialised missionary work unt-l the nineteenth century, when Mother

St Euphrasie Pelletier's generalate spread throughout Europe and overseas. Its career

embodies the greatest effort made by a French congregation, or any congregation, to

provide a ministry to women and girls marginalised by actual prostitution or the

pollution of some sexual disgrace.

Unfortunately the theological interpretation of the problem presented by the

existence of these unfortunates had not evolved over the centuries. The most recent

study of French Catholic moral theology in the nineteenth century has shown that the

presentation of Christianity as "a difficult and demanding religion" was only modif,red in

that emphasis was swung away from the fearsome nature of God's justice to the

merciful nature of his love. No change has been registered with regard to the attitude of

the Church towards sexuality. This rigidity was reflected in the freatment given to the

penitents by all the congregations referred to in this thesis, which together were

responsible for almost all refuge work in France. No account was taken of the

circumstances prior to the entry of these destitute women and girls. They were

2 J. Rossiau{ Prostitution, jeunesse et sexualité, etc." , Annales, 1976, np.2, p.289.
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forbidden to discuss their former lives except in the confessional, where the dialogue is

always directed by the priest and the idea of sin predominates. Outside the confessional

they were subjected to a practice of infantiüsation, whatever their age. Treated always as

junior members of the community, however much they may have been valued, they

were never allowed to reach their majority; they were not taken seriously as adults who

might have had an explanation of their lives to give. The daily routine inside the refuges

was stultifying to all save the few who had a religious vocation, and it was so not only

within those controlled by small and relatively unknown congregations, but also inside

those belonging to the largest order, whose mothers superior looked to the Jesuits, the

missionary arm of revived nineteenth-century Catholicism, for spiritual direction.

The life open to the subject population was composed of elements of the prison,

the convent boarding school and the commercial atelier. In the refuges founded by

Lamourous and Rondeau a deliberate effort was made to keep the numbers of the staff

low, so as to prevent the formation of a body of sisters apart from the penitents. There

is some evidence that in these two houses there was a greater opportunity for the girls

and women brought in to feel that they belongecl,to a caring community. In Chupin's

refuge this effort was frustraæd by clerical pressure: in the older congregations, those of

the Sisters of St Thomas de Villeneuve, of Notre Dame de Charité du Refuge and Noüe

Dame du Bon Pasteur d'Angers, the intention was always that the sisters should be able

to maintain a life apart. Whether their ability to do so was detrimental to women and

girls in their care is not known.

The evidence presented in this thesis, although far from complete, suggests that

the nuns and lay sisters who maintained the refuges thought that their "children" were

usually too morally frail to be allowed to retum to the outside world. Although the other

congregations refused to allow their a¡chives to be examined, the one that did, the

Misericorde of Bordeaux, provides evidence that very few girls were helped to find

outside work by the mottrer superior, because so many of them fell back into ûemptation

once outside in the world. The institution at Laval which closely resembled that of

Bordeaux was also very reluctant to help its penitents f,rnd employment by local citizens,
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because, we are told by a police doctor who knew the refuge well, the girls fell back into

their old ways in almost every case. This was seen by him, as well as by the nuns, only

as an indication of their moral frailty, not of their friendlessness. The doctor added that

the work of conversion undertaken by the sisters was completely unsuitable for any but

those who already were possessed of good moral principles, but whom a moment of

weakness had undone. The others, he believed, had been morally destroyed by their

early lives.3 We would see the problem differently today. We might say that girls who

already believed themselves to be unworthy of respect, who were told how weak and

sinful they were in the course of the religious exercises which marked every division of

their time, were programmed in advance to fail if they returned to the world, even if their

material disadvantages had not been so great.

+ *+t*+*+t*+*+

All anecdotal evidence from whatever source regarding the penitents'personal

experience - and there is nothing but unsubstantiated anecdotal evidence available on this

subject - suggests that they fell into three types. First, those who found life in the

convent bearable or even attractive; these often lived to a great age. Second, those who,

although wishing to leave, were persuaded to stay to their everlasting benefit, as proved

by the poor health and holy death which usually followed their decision. Third, those

who insisted on leaving (desperately fought to leave in some cases), a wrong decision

which was repented of years later, when, dying, they begged the refuge to take them in

for the last time. There are no anecdotes which show the girls justified by a decision to

leave, or remaining impeniænt on their deathbeds. Indeed the girls'stories, as presented

in the accounts of the foundresses' lives, are similar in sentiment and pathos to that of

the heroine of Sue's Mystères or of Victor Hugo's Fantine. They reinforce what the

Chwch had been saying through the medium of the convent refuge since the seventeenth

century, that there was no acceptable earthly future for a woman who had been sexually

3 Ho*o, H. Prostitution en Chateau-Gontier, etc., pp. 152, 153
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disgraced. Outside a convent she would not be able to live virtuously, in fact she was

better off dead. The Church would add, "for she will eventually know eternal

happiness". In the works of the popular romantic writers, Hugo and Sue, the disgraced

heroine's death-bed scenes do not suggest that to die is a tragedy, but rather a solution to

her problems, showing how effectively the authors had internalised the theological view

of the madeleíne. In Balzac's Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, and in works on a

similar theme by writers of the naturalist school, no such ending was possible, because

the authors had rejected Christianity. With regard to their heroines' worldly prospects,

however, they were as pessimistic as the Church: their narratives show the prostitute

suffering an early death or facing a future unrelieved by hope. Was this purely the effect

of factual observation, or were they presenting to society what society expected to see,

albeit told without sentimentality ?

Does the information in the thesis support the same conclusion? Can we assert

that the children of the refuge benefited or were disadvantaged by the treatment they

received? The evidence is conflicting. All published sources on prostitution which

mention the refuges, even the works of Parent-Duc.hâtelet and Homo, say that they were

doing a much needed work, yet no author except ì)umas, wriúng for the Refuge Sainte

Anne, gave actual figures for either genuine conversions to the monastic life or

successful re-entry into the world outside, and even Dumas' totals were misleading.

The registers of the Misericorde of Bordeaux show that in the first twenty years of its

operation a third of the entrants left of their own volition, mostly during the first year,

and almost all the rest of that third by the end of the second year. The register for the

next twenty years shows similar behaviour from 40Vo of the girls and women taken in.

These "independent exits" were made by girls who had no money or employment to go

back to, and probably no family either. Details given in Register tr (which were not

included in Register I) show that only 35Vo of all errfrants had both parents living. Many

of those who stayed may have done so because they developed poor health, as the fîgure

for deaths is highest between the second and fifth year of residence. Parent-Duchâtelet

also found that the girls sent to the Maison du Bon Pasteur in Paris often left before two
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years were up. Drs Homo and Venot, both of whom were employed by the state to give

medical treatment to registered prostitutes, expressed their opinion that these women

usually only made use of a refuge in hard times; that the strict discipline and frequent

religious exercises discouraged any wish to stay. The informants listed in the

Prostitution Dossier at the Bibliothèque Marguérite Durand are hostile to the refuges,

where they mention them at all. Those who do claimed to have been placed in them

during childhood, but to have been keen to leave on their majority. All testified that they

were allowed to leave afær years of work inside the institution without any lump sum of

money given them at the end of their stay, nor any introductíons to help them begin life

afresh, thereby confirming the statements to that effect of Mgr Turinaz of Nantes

regarding the congregation of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers in his diocese.

This last point is the most serious charge against the claim of the Church that the

convent refuges were works of mercy. After conceding that, according to Rivet and

Gaillac, no secular charitable institution in nineteenth century France gave adequate after-

care to those who graduated from it, the accusation of indifference or outright cruelty

still rests because the refuges were supposed to express the compassion of God to the

unfortunate sinners in their charge. But in what way should the mercy of God be

expressed? This is where the third premise on which the refuges were based

demonstrates its destructive logic. If all sinners ars in daily danger of losing their souls,

particularly if they are of weak moral f,rbre, no encouragement should be given them to

stray from a place of assured salvation, which in the case of the penitents and

preservates was the refuge itself. To help them re-enter worldly life would be to waste

the effort and money spent on their rescue, for once they are outside they will again

commit the sins of the flesh and will go to eternal damnation. Therefore it is not true

morcy to encourage them to leave the life of penitence that the refuge offers. To admit

that it is good to help women who do leave the refuge to attain some measure of

respectable independence, whether or not they remain faithful Catholics, is to suggest

that the doctrine of damnation is not of first importance, therefore not true in the

fundamental sense. As the revival of Catholicism in nineteenth-century France was
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based on a fundamental interpretation of the Scriptures and of the mediating role of the

Church, the nuns who had dedicated thei¡ lives to its service could not be expected to

reinforce anything counter to the traditional doctrines.

Is it possible to judge the worth of the convent refuges to society and to the

women and girls taken in by them? The scandal at Cholet which came to a climax in

1888 demonstrates that despiæ clear evidence of exploitation the Ministry of the Interior

was by no means ready to provide alternative shelte¡ for the 207 destitute young females

whom it contained, although it had removed state wards convicted under articles 66 and

67 of the Code Pénal from the care of all save a few minor female congregations in

1885.4 This removal did not cover any girls put into a convent refuge as a function of

correction paternelle, by means of which a head of family might imprison his or her

child in its minority for a period of at least six months. Henri Joly, writing in 1901, said

that the Assistance publique was only too glad to put any "vicious" girls over whom it

had authority into the nearest Bon Pasteur.S Obviously remedial homes were needed

rather than penitentiary establishments, but none were established by the state for girls

until the end of the nineteenth century. Of these the correctional centres opened at

Nevers (1881), Auberive (1886), Fouilleuse (1887) and Cadillac (1890) were each

closed within a few years of opening because houses with male supervisory staff proved

unsatisfactory.6 Only the centre at Doullens (1891) was successful. Despite the

removal of the girls convicted under sections 66 and 67 of the Code, convent refuges

continued to relieve the state of the care of girls judged in need of remedial education

well beyond the nineteenth century. From 1886 to 1900 the annual figure reached 1000

only once, but never fell below 500. The evidence available with regard to the

Misericordes of Laval and Bordeaux shows that a girl could be put in by a parent or

4 In the following year the General Council of the Deparur:t:nt of the Seine broke its agreement
with the congregation of N.D. de Cha¡ité du Refuge where by it paid the sisters 60 centimes a

day for each girl held on its behalf in the convent of the Madeleine.
5 ln tg89 and 1898 laws were enacted to enable the Assistance Publique to assume parental powers

(with parental consent) over child¡en who were ill-treated, in moral danger, or beyond parental

control.
6 GaiU"" wrote ttrat at this time the slogan Maison de correction, maison de corruption was

invented. See his Maisons de correction, p. I72.
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sponsor until her majority even without payment, and the same was true with regard to

the Maison du Bon Pasteur in the rue d'Enfer. The example of the contract signed by

the mother of Marie-Antoineffe and Félicité-Constance Simon with the Bon Pasteur de

Cholet, taken in conjunction with the request b,*r Mélanie Fleury's father to have his

daughter "shut up" at the Misericorde of Laval suggest that a convent refuge was a

resource used by the poor to safeguard themselves or their children from want or from

being given a bad name. Madame Simon was promised by the contract she signed that

her daughters would be taught dressmaking. The state, too, had the right to suppose

that children put into an "authorised" refuge woukl be taught a skill which would enable

them to support themselves later in life, therefore it could be argued by friends of the

congregations that the refuges helped lower the numbers of the destitute female poor and

indirectly those of prostitutes. Whether or not this happened was largely a matter of

trust. The state had the right to inspect but did not require evidence that the local public

prosecutor had done so until I9I2. As it also had no means of providing for the

hundreds or thousands of women and girls kept in the refuges, its protests against ill-

treatment were likely to be confined to threats. It had to take into account the political

damage that an attack on a female congregation could do. The examples of the Bon

Pasteur houses at Cholet and Nantes show in the first case that the congregation could

depend upon the local bishop to defend it, which in turn aroused the support of the

churchgoers in the area, and in the second, where the bishop himself had brought the

accusation, that Rome was prepÍrred to step in and declare the sisterhood innocent. This

last point is related to the phenomenon of the role of the female congregations in

nineteenth century France.

The decision of Gregory XVI early in the century to permit female congregations

to organise themselves into generalates was of far-reaching importance to French

society, coinciding with a new urgency in the national Church to establish is authority

among the poor. It was favourable to the enterprise of foundresses of wide vision,

relieving them from obedience to a merely local bishop and relating them to the papacy,

thus strengthening the ultramontane and reactionary structures being erected with the
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Church of France. The enormous flowering of vccations among women who wished to

serve religion actively, contributed to the Church's ability to establish a strong religious

presence within structures formerly considered of marginal importance under fhe ancien

régime, but which had become ¿ueas of growth and public concern after the Revolution.

By the end of the 1830's the ruling classes' perception of the needs of the poor, and

their recent experience of its power when maddened by social injustice, made them

appreciative of the willingness of female congregations to provide dedicated, well-

organised and cheap labour in prisons, hospitals, orphanages, sheltered workshops,

schools for working-class girls and refuges. The reference to the Marie-Joseph Sisters

in Chapter II and to the extension of the Bon Pasteur generalate described in Chapter W

illusffate this. A male-dominated state, armed wi,th the Code Napoléon to repress the

civic liberty of married women, had reaped an unforeseen benefit: over the whole

century roughly 200,000 females (according to Langlois) rejected the idea of matrimony

in order to take the veil, not, in most cases, so that they might rise above the material by

mysticism, but so that they might do meaningful, active work in the world. While the

Church found it hard to recruit men from the middle and upper classes, the latter gave it

large numbers of their educated women, thus permitting organised catholicism in France

to maintain close links with the governing classes and yet spread its domain among the

people more widely. Yet modern French social history shows that the masses, despite

what they saw of Christian charity mediated by the sisters, turned to politics not the

Church for the things that belonged to their peace. One of the reasons that suggests

itself is that political thinkers, both male and female, spoke to the poor as to adults,

whereas the stultifuing tendency of nineteenth century Catholicism was to address them

as children, spiritual weaklings who needed fatherly guidance. This is illustrated

perfectly in the life prescribed for the daughters of the poor in the refuges, who were

subject to a severe, patemalistic interpretation of Christian social care, where tender love

was equated with the enforcement of a life-denying discipline, and where hierarchical

distinctions which limited the subjects to the lower ranks were permanently in operation.

Among nurses it is said that a hospital may be judged by the ffeatment given to the
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most helpless, least visited of its patients. Perhaps a Church may be seen more clearþ

in the light of its treatment of the most friendless and uneducated of those it is allowed to

control. The denial of adult status to the "children" of the convent refuges, the refusal to

take note of their past experiences, the insistence that they were sinners who had nothing

to expect but ruin from the world of men, the exaggerated value put upon what was

called a holy death, all these phenomena made it almost impossible that any but the most

passive women, or those with a genuine religious vocation, could tolerate the life inside

the house without being constantly subject to boredom and the temptation to rebel. Yet

the Church in France, which had far greater access through its clergy to the internal

working of the refuges, encouraged their spread. The state also licensed the more

successful of them and in the case of the Bon Pasteur d'Angers entrusted them with part

of the female population of is detention centres. Whereas Michel Foucault would have

seen this as part of the great bourgeois conspiracy to punish and oversee the lower

orders as a whole, the contention of this thesis is that it demonstrates the effect of the

moral theology that lay behind a nation's ideas of good and evil.

+t*+tt+* + *+*+

This work has been written with more than one argument in mind. Its obvious

purpose \¡/as to describe as fully as possible a number of French convent refuges in the

nineteenth century, so as to provide an illustration of the type of the institution, and then

to show that is efforts to improve the lot of a certain group of disadvantages women and

girls were, in modern terms, virtually useless. The description of the type also included

the thesis that both the Church and the state in France had opportunity to know how the

penitents and preservates were treated and that they willingly allowed the expansion of

the work.

Finally, this attempt to write with relevance about an institution apparently alien to

contemporary Western culture is meant to provide an example of how deeply theological

interpretations of reality have influenced the treatment of a certain type of marginalised
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woman in France. The convent refuges were not unique to that nation, however. Other

states whose ethics stem from Christianity, including Australia, welcomed the

establishment of refuges within them. The final contention of this thesis is, therefore,

that theology is a powerful influence on human society and that it should be presented as

such to students of history with as much seriousness as political ideologies receive. It

should be presented with force, even with passion, because its effects on us have been

and are profound; we cannot understand our historical development or see our present

situation clearly without taking its centuries-old influence into account.



Appendix to Chapter I

Table of the sins of lust: mortal sins in descending order of gravity

1) simple fomication: relations of an unmarried man with an unmarried woman, a widow,
a prostitute or a concubine.

2) aüitery:...relations of a married man with a married woman other than his wife.

3) stupration: defloration of a virgin.

4).sacrilege: the violatign by a sexual act of a consecrated person, place or thing (wittr a
priest, a nun, in a church, eic.)

5) incest: with a relation consanguinous to the fourth degree, with a spiritual relationi
(after baptism, confirmation or confession, with a spiritual daughter)

6) rape: with or without defloration

7)sin against nature: a sexual act from which procreation is excluded. It is said to be
against nature because it is repugnant not only to reason but also to the natural order and
to the manner in which God has willed that one and the other sex be united for the
propagation of the human species.

Kinds:
Voluntary pollution: coitus intemrpted by artificial means or expelled prior to
intercourse
Sodomy:
abominable crime between two beings of the same sex
Bestiality:
goupling with a creature other than nvrn, namely animals, devils, succubi or
incubi
Fellatio:
execrable (with tongue or mouth)



Appendices to Chapter II -

Appendix A - The prostitute's card (Translation follows)

PREFECTURE
1e Division

DE POLICE
2e Bureau 3e Section

OBUGATIONS ET DEFENSES IMPOSEES AUX FEMMES PUBLIQI]ES

Les filles publiques en carte sont tenues de se présenter, une fois au moins tous les quinze jours, au
dispensaire de salubrité pour êt¡e visités.

Il leur est enjoint d'exhiber leur ca¡te à toute réquisition des ofhciels et agents de police.

Il leur est défendu de provoquer â la débauche pendant le jour; elles ne pourront enEer en ci¡culation sure
la voje publique, qu'une demi-heure après l-heure fixée pour le commencement ae t'allumag- des
reverbères, et, en aucune saison, avant sept heu¡es du soir, et y rester après onze heu¡es \

Elles doivent avoir une m_i_se simple et décente qui ne puisse atti¡er les regards, soit par la richesse ou les
couleu¡s écatantes des étoffes, soitpar les modes exagérées.

La coiffure en cheveux leur est interdite.

Défense expresse leu¡ est faite de parler â des hommes accompagnés de femmes ou d'enfants,et d'ad.resser â
qui que ce soit des provocations à haute voix ou avec insistance.

Elles ne-Peuvent, à quelque heure etsous quelquepré.texte que ce soit, se monEer à leu¡s fenêtres, qui
doivent être tenues constamment fermées et garnies de rideaux.

Il leur est défendu de stationner sur la voie publique, d'y former des groupes, d'y circuler en réunion,
d'aller et venir dans un espace trop resserré, et de se fai¡e suivre ou accomlagier par'des hommes.

Iæs pourtours et abords de_s églises et temples, à distance de vingt mèEes au moins, les passages couverts,
les boulevards de Ia rue MonLma¡tre à la Madeleine, les Champs-Elysées, les jardins ei aboùs du palais-
Royal, des Tuileries, du Luxembourg, et le Ja¡din des Plantes leur sont interdits. L'esplanade des
Invalides, les quais, les ponts, et généralement les rues et lieux déserts et obscurs leur sonì également
interdis.

Il leu¡ est expressément défendu de fréquenter les établissements publics ou maisons particulières où I'on
favoriserait clandestinement la prostitulion, et les tables d'hôæ, dè prendre domicile åans les maisons où
existent des pensionnats ou extemats, et d'exercer en dehon du quardèr qu'elles habitenl

Il leur est également défendu de pa¡tager leur logement avec un concubinai¡e ou ayec une autre fille, ou de
loger en garni sans autorisarion. Dans le cas où elles obtiendraient cette autorisation, il leur est
expressément interdit de se prostituer dans le gami.

Iæs filles publiques s'abstiendront, lorsqu'elles seront dans leur domicile, de tout ce qui pourrait donner
lieu à des plaintes des voisins ou des passants.

Celles qui cont¡evienfuont aux.dispositions qui précèdent, celles qui résisteront aux agents de I'autorité,
celles qui donne¡ont de fausses indications de demeure ou de noms,èncourront des peinel proportionnées á
la gravité des cas.

AVIS IMPORTANT - _Les filles inscrites peuvent obtenir d'être rayées des contrôles de la prostitution,
sur leur demande, et s'il est établi par une vérification, faite d'ailleurs avec discrétion et réserve, qu'ellei
ont cessé de se liwer à la débauche.

Reproduced on p. 69 of Emile Richa¡d's La P¡ostitution à Paris, Baillière et Fils, Paris, 1890. The details
conform with Parent's description of this ca¡d in the book published by him 56 years ea¡lier.



Translation:

OBLIGATIONS AND PROHIBITIONS IMPOSED ON PUBLIC WOMEN

Public women who hold cards are required to present themselves at least once every fortnight at the
dispensary in order to be inspected.

It is also required that they show their card on every demand of officers and agents of the police.

Thgy are forbidden to prov_oke debauchery during the day; ttrey may not become part of the traffic on the
public footpath except half an hour after the set time for the lighting of streer lamps and at no time before
seven in the evening, nor stay beyond eleven at night.

They must be dressed simply and with decency in a manner not to attract attention either by the richness
or brightly colou¡ed fabric of their dress, or by an exaggerated fæhion.

They must not go bare-headed.

They are expressly forbidden to speak to men accompanied by women or children, or ûo solicit anyone at
all insistently or in a loud voice.

They must not show themselves at their windows, no matter what the hour nor under any pretext; the
said windows shall be kept constantly closed and cu tained.

They are forbidden to stalion themselves along the public footpath, to form groups there, to meet friends
there, to walk up and down in too small an area, to allow themselves to be fo[owed or accompanied by
men.

The a¡ea surrounding churches and other places of worship to a distance of at least twenty meEes, covered
passages, the boulevards from the rue Montma¡t¡e to the Madelaine, the Champs Elyséei, the gardens and
surroundings of the Palais Royal; the Tuileries, the Luxembourg and the Botanical ôa¡dens arã forbidden
to them. The Esplanade of the Invalides, quays, bridges and in general all dark and deserted streets and
places are equally out of bounds.

They are strictly forbidden to frequent public or private establishments which favour clandestine
prostitution, neither to visit public eating places (tables d'hôte) or to live in houses inhabited by students
or to practise outside the area (quartier) in which they live.

They are also forbidden to share their lodging with a man or with another prostitute or to live in a

loarding house without authorisation. In the case where they obtain such authorisation it is expressly
fo¡bidden them ùo practiseprostitutÍon in the boa¡ding house.

Public \¡/omen when at home, shall abstain for all conduct liable to cause neighbours or passers-by to
lodge complalins against them.

Those women who cont¡avene the preceding reguladons, those who resist the police, those who give false
names or addresses, will incur penalties in proportion to the gravity of the case.

MPORTANT NOTICE Registered prostitutes may have themselves snuck off the register on their
request, and if it is established with the help of proof, which shall be furnished with ãiscretion and
reserve, that they have ceased to give themselves up to debauchery.



Chapter II - Appendix B

The budget for tlrg prison of Saint Lazare in 1839, from Dossier EB.9l in the a¡chives of
the Prefecture of Police, Paris. Unfortunately this budget is the onty one friserve¿ in the
archives. It covers ayer when Delessert wis prefect.-

Budget of Saint Lazare 1839 - Common to whole prison

l Director
l Chaplain
I Principal female inspector
l Brigadier
7 Surveillants @ 1,100frs
I female inspector of Office
of Works
I female surveillant of same
4 male servants @ 800frs
I female in charge of canteen

1 clerk (commis-greffrer)
I clerk 2nd class
I clerk 3rd class
I doctor
3 female inspectors @ l000frs
3 female overseers (including
onenurse) I @ 10@frs
and2 @ 800frs
4 female guardians @ 800frs

Second Section - Pubtic tyomen

I clerk (commis greffier)
I clerk 2nd class
2 doctors @ l500frs
2 nursing aides @ l000frs
I pharmacist
3^fem{e ins¡æctors (1 at infirmary)
@l000frs
3 female overseers, 1@ 1000
and2 @ 800frs
6 female guardians @ 800frs

Third Section - Young'Women

l female inspector
3 female overseers I @ 1000
and2 @ 800frs
2female guardians @ 800frs
Salaries of 32 female prisoners
employed as helpers

Salary

s000
2000
1500
1400
7700

200
1000
3200
1200

First Section - women sentenced and awaiting trial

1800
1500
1200
1200
3000

2600
3200

r800
1500
3000
2000
1200

3000

2600
4800

t200

2600
1600

3960
Total: 67,96tfrs



section for detained girls and for the correction paternelle

I director
I chaplain
I doctorll0O
I clerk (commis-greffier)
functioning as a teacher
I clerk, 2nd class, as above
I clerk, 3rd class
I male principal inspector
7 maJe inspectors of quartiers
@ l200frs

ll male overseers (l principal
@ l200frs)

10 male servants @ 900fn
I Pharmacislnurse
l laundrymaid
I male guard/porter
Salaries of 9 female prisoners
employed as helpers

s000
2000

2400
500

1200
1500

8400

2200
9000
t200
800
600

876
Total48,076frs



Appendices to Chapter [V

Appendix A

Çopy-gf the documel-t s^ulplied by the sæur archviste of the Congrégation de St Thomas
de Villeneuve in April1985.

Extait d'un des Registres d'entrée intitulé '(EUVRE DU BON PASTEUR'

Pour la période de 1840 à 1850

Nombre d'entrées 274

Age moyen d'admission: entre 16 et 30 ans et 1 de 13 ans restée jusqu'à 27 ans

Origine: Viennent de St I¿za¡e
de la Correction de St Lazare
de la Correction de la lvladelaine

sont admises parMadame de Vignolles, présidente de
'(Euvre

viennent de leurplain gré
Lieu d'origine: de partout en France, surtout du Nord et de lEst

Une, Sr 7né,vientde I'Ile Maurice-Inde-et
quelques-

causes de sorrie: rendues à l"*rï;:viennent 
de l'étranger

placement (sans indication de lieu)
rendue à la police (1845)
rendue à la préfecture
placée à I'Ourcine L8M - beaucoup y ontêtê,placées
mise à la Salpétrière 1842: une Sióilienne
entrée à I'Hospice des Enfants malades enLB4Z coÍtme

infirmière
Restées déf,rnitivement: 48 pendant ces dix années

QIJELQUES
déc&æ,

NOMS: Embert, Louise, enfant trouvée, 20 ans, 1839-1841;

Millard, Hortense, SrLaurence, 13 ans, 1839-1843
Broudet, Jeannette, Sr Etienne, 16 ans, 1840 pas de

date de sortie
Jacquin, Augustine, Sr Tharsille, 19 ans, restée 4 jours



Appendices to Chapter [V

Appendix'B

Figures provided by Br Antoine 8ru, taken from the registers of the Miséricorde de Laval

Number of females who entered the house between l8l8 and r$4r- 627

Number who left voluntarily - 297
Of this group the age at entry was as follows:

Age group

l-10
tI-20
2r-30
3l-40
4l-50

297

Number who died while in residence before or afrer 1841- 330

Of this group ttre age at entry was as follows:

Age group

t4
163
92
18
l0

19

195
86
22

8

330

1- l0
t1-20
2t-30
3r-40
4l-50



Appendices to Chapter V

4 - Rgport _from the Ministre des Cultes to Napoleon f
B - The decree of 26 December 1810

Rapport à Sa Majesté I'Empereur et Roi,
Protecteur de la Confédération du Rhin.
Paris, le 3 Janvier 1810

Sire,

Pa¡ son Décret du 18 féwier 1809 Votre Majesté a statué sur I'organisation générale des
hospitalières.

r I'institution des Sæurs du Refuge.
ts de Vofe Majesté et par son petit

n.
ces maisons en France. Elles sont maintenant
ction de la dernière classe du peuple a

La débauche ravie tous les jours aux finilles des filles victimes de la séduction et
du mauvaistxemple. I-eurs dérèglements sont aussitôt suivis d'une misère pioøn¿e, ãó
maladies infâmes.

En vain auraient-elles la volonté de sorti¡ de cet abyme de maux: La Société les
rejette, leurs parens que l.eurs désordres ont outragés, les repoussent avec horreur.

- _ _Quel est donc.l'asile qui pgurrait leur restei? Paris eit la seule Ville qui possède
un établissement nlþlic pgur les filles de mauvaises mæurs. Cer établiss.-äntiÈJiqut
pour celles que la Police fait arrêter, et encore est-il insuffisant! Pa¡-tout ailleurs il
n'éxiste que des prisons ordinai¡es dans-lesquelles, bien loin de se corriger, elles ne font
qu'accroite ]aÇonqgtion. On doit d'ailleurì, touten réprimant leurs dãsoídrii, tenter de
les ramener à de meilleurs mæurs.

I-'Expérience a appris que I'instituti
assûrer du succès pour guérir, ou au moins
patience à toute épreuve, par la distribution
sur-tout par le Respect que leurs Vertus in
ramener un grand nombre de ces filles à la

rrent puissamment à
dans leurs maisons les

'établissement de celles de

e, et celles qui, d'elles-
e cas où des pères et
enfans une détention

ne prison, avec des criminels, qu'on peut
ne sont peut-être que les suites de
Un père, pour corriger sa fille, ne voudrait

i pounait rejaillir sur lui-même, quelque fût

ud'hui à I'approbation de Votre
de l'Intérieur de Son Conseil
Conseil réuni en 1808 excepté

"Toutes les fois qu'une personne étant dans leur maison, voudra "adresser une
Pétition au Procureur Général óu Impérial, ou au Prêfet,la "Supérieur sera tenue de
laisser passer librement cette Petition, et de "veiller à ce qu'elle'soit envoyée à son
adresse."



dispôsition comme inutile.
extaite du Décret du 30 Tbre 1807, mais il n'estpoin! présent, qu'aucune détenue se soit touvée dans le

cas d'

s.
pris par les parens qui ont le malheur d'être
et qui n'ont d'auEe désir que de voir cesser le

Je suis avec un profond Respect,

Sire, (etc) Bigor de Préamenen
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ROJET DE DÉCRET
aux Congrígatio,rs ¿es Sæurs du RtÍugt.

APOLÉON, EmTTREUR DEs FRANçArs,
r D'IraLrE, et PRoTEcTEUR DE ¡.r CoxiÉoÉ-

a^TroN ou Rxrx;
Sur Ie rapport de notre minisue des cultes;
Notre Conseil d'état entendu,
Nous ryoxs oÉcnÉrÉ et DÉcRÉToNs ce qrri suit

SgcrroN I.'o

DitpotÍtins gceiralcn

. I." L€s maisons dites /¿, Rcfuø, destinées à n-
au¡ bonnes mæurs les fitles q;iï rcnt mal con-
seront, Gomme Ie¡ m¡isons horpiulières de femmes,
sous I¿ protection de Madame, uoùre chère ct au-

t8to,

guste mèrc.
Les statuts dc Ia maison de Paris, joints au prêenrdécret,

sont approuyés et reconnus.

J. Toute maison des sau¡s du Refuge dont les ¡ututs
n'auronr pas été approuvés et publiés ãvant le r... iuillet
tBr r, sera dissoute.

t

I



#¡€w 7. Les saurs du Refirge nc lloufront recevoir dens

Ieurs maisons der personnes qui y entrenient volon-
tairement,

Fe¡¿e€ , ou cellet

,t4i4 a ¿2,

établir une maison du
ise par le préfet, avec

i sournetra I'établisse-

ment des nouvelles maisons à notre approbrtion.

S¡crr oN lI.
DkcíplÍnc,

Ieur sortie ; les noms, prénoms et domi(ile des magis-
trats ct des para5 Su¡ t* y ¡u¡ont fiit phcer.

g. I-e fonaionnaire prblic ou fes parens par I'eutorité
,Iefruels rine fille sen d¡ni une de ces maisons, seront
touiàun '¡dmis à lui pailer et I cfuer qu'e[e leur rcit
représentée.'

I o. Seront les m_aircns du .Rcñrge, comme toutes Ies

autr6 ßraisoris de lÉtat, soumises ita potice des maires,
des p'réfes a officierc de iustice.

I I. L€5 sanrs du ReÂrge scront essuiétie¡ aur autres
règles de discipline prescrites pour les saurs hospita-
lières.'I2.'Les 

scrurs du Rtfugu ne pou¡ront recevoir da¡u
Iiur¡ maisons que les p€rconnc soumises à l'autorité de
la police, et qui y seront envoyées par ses otdres, ou
qui seront envoyécs par les pères ou conscils de famille,
dans les formes éteblies par Ie Code Napoleou. Toutes
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Ies fois S'on" pcrsonnc
adresser unc ftiition à I,r
Ia supérieure se¡z tenue
pétition sans en p¡endre connaísslnce, et même de tenirIa main à ce qu'eile rcit envoyec à son ¡dresse.

I 3 . t* sous-préfet , ou I
et notfe Procr¡reur
substitut, de läutre,
trois mois, une visite
de se faire représenter les r
particulíer, si elles Ie dem¿n
y sont, de recevoir les ré
y soit Êit droit, conformé
des visites que pounont faire
towes les fois qu'its Ie þgeront con

Les procès-verbaui d-e 9es visites seront envoyés, parceux qui les aúront fütes, à *tr" g."ã-l;u"_in¡t u ¿uIa justice.

I{. Nos mÍnistres sont chergés, ctaorn en ce qui Ieconceme, de I'exécr¡tion ar prËeni dé-;. 
*
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Appendices to Chapter VII.

Three oral testimonies

l. The nun - Sister St Dominique of the Miséricorde de Laval
The sister was_83 years old in 1985, the year in which her evidence was taken

down by the.author. She was still an exftemelyintelligent woman who had lived in the
refuge for 44 years, having entered in 1941.

"There ng the girls; I was very impressed. The
sound of their gône tõ take part in a rêrcát made such an
impression on my scholastic cùeer in order to become a

money and a set of clothes when they left.
of the Miséricorde", it was said in a tone of
girls as tarts. No-one saw them and so did

e

who was aided by two other sisters and two
intermediaries between the nuns and the girls. I always found them well accepted and
very kind. They supervised the dormitories at night.'i

2t A gLrJ who stay^ed - Mlle Marie-Gilberte, ancienne of the Miséricorde de Laval. Very
alert; in charge of the reception desk.

Mlle Gilberte was 8l at the time of the in_terview, having entered the refuge :rr-IgIT
when she was 13 years old. Some time earlier she had lost her-mother and fathei in the
space of !!I99 mo¡ths. "I went as a seryant in a big boarding house but it was too much
for me. Within the refuge I was taught all kinds oT sewing.-I didn't tite it buiwas ghá
later on and proud to be able to do allkinds of work. With-the anciennes t wai treatãd

Þy thr esprit de famille. Nothing was
this was a great comfort too. Only the
is, only six women, knew about me.

nly to them about theproblem past_. . Recre rois of singing - all
kinds of anyrhing; I childhood"wãs happy
once the s was given. made. The house ^ ^'

ey. I learnt to make shirts. No formal
r

undertook mortifications, so as to make the
Mlle Gilberte said several times that s

had forced her to leave it would have killed
older girls - thei¡ life of prayer and forgetfuln
in the same conditions of poverty as ourselves. They wore dresses which had been



their place, to have the past left in silence. ',
(Marie-Louise) was common in the house a
everyone needed a different name, so I was
family asked me if I wanted to leave but I d
The sisters told me of the letter that woman s
not to have had it.

3. A girl who left - Mme Janine Moulines (née Petit) Thin, small , aged.63. Voluntary
worker at the church of St Germain, paris.

me indelibly. It made me nervous like a littl
café or a cinema alone."
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Bonne Mère CHUPIN

O Seígneur mon Ðíeu, mon Dioín É,pou*, suppléez oout-
même à ce quí me manque.lVotr" Cæur est sl sensíble à
I'infirmîtê guì cherche en oous son appui ,. Compalissez à ma

faiblesse., Vous restez chargê de tout ce gut ê,chappe à la
puissance que oous m'ooez mesuré,e.! P|us gtande, j'aurals ogl
plus largement,i maÍs je ne me plaíns pas guc ûous m,oyez

faite sf pe!íte, au contraíre. Cet!.e petitesse me garde et
m'aoerlil à loul moment,i' d,'avorr ¡ecour¡ à oous en tout ce quí
me sur'asse 

prière de Bonne Mère.
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